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PREFACE
fi >

j^TN this treatise an attempt is made to give, in as
-

elementary a form as possible, the main outlines

of Lie's theory of Continuous Groups. I desire to

acknowledge my great indebtedness to Engel's three

standard volumes on this subject ; they have been

constantly before me, and but for their aid the present
work could hardly have been undertaken. His Con-

t tinuierliche Gruppen, written as it was under Lie's

sa own supervision, must always be referred to for the

authoritative exposition of the theory in the form in

which Lie left it. During the preparation of this

r^volume I have consulted the several accounts which

2 Scheffers has given of Lie's work in the books entitled

Differential-gleichungen, Continuierliche Gruppen, and

-the Beriihrungs-Transformationen; and also the inte-

--
resting sketch of the subject given by Klein in his

lectures on Higher Geometry. In addition to these

I have read a number of original memoirs, and would

specially refer to the writings of Schur in the Mathe-

.matische Annalen and in the Leipziger Berichte. Yet,

->
; great as are my obligations to others, I am not with-

e/tout hope that even those familiar with the theory of

Continuous Groups may find something new in the

form in which the theory is here presented. Within

the limits of a volume of moderate size the reader

will not expect to find an account of all parts of the

subject. Thus the theory of the possible types of

group-structure has been omitted. This branch of
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group-theory has been considerably advanced by the

labours of others than Lie
; especially by W. Killing,

whose work is explained and extended by Cartan in

his These sur la structure des groupes de transforma-

tionsfinis et continus 1
. A justification of the omission

of this part of the subject from an elementary treatise

may perhaps also be found in the fact that it does

not seem to have yet arrived at the completeness

which characterizes other parts of the theory.

The following statement as to the plan of the

book may be convenient. The first chapter is in-

troductory, and aims at giving a general idea of

the theory of groups. The second chapter contains

elementary illustrations of the principle of extended

point transformation. Chapters III-V establish the

fundamental theorems of group-theory. Chapters VI
and VII deal with the application of the theory to

complete systems of linear partial differential equa-

tions of the first order. Chapter VIII discusses the

invariant theories associated with groups. Chapter IX
considers the division of groups into certain great

classes. Chapter X considers when two groups are

transformable, the one into the other. Chapter XI
deals with isomorphism. Chapters XII and XIII

show how groups are to be constructed when the

structure constants are given. Chapter XIV discusses

Pfaff's equation and the integrals of non-linear partial

differential equations of the first order. Chapter XV
considers the theory of complete systems of homo-

geneous functions. Chapters XVI-XIX explain the

theory of contact transformations. Chapter XX deals

1 See the article on Groups by Burnside in the Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica.
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with the theory of Differential Invariants. Chapters
XXI-XXIV show how all possible types of groups can

be obtained when the number of variables does not

exceed three. Chapter XXV considers the relation

subsisting between the systems of higher complex
numbers and certain linear groups. I have added

a fairly full table of contents, a reference to w^hich

will, I think, make the general drift of the theory
more easily grasped by the reader to whom the sub-

ject is new.

It now remains to express my gratitude to two

friends for the great services which they have ren-

dered me during their reading of the proof-sheets.

Mr. H. T. Gerrans, Fellow of Worcester College,

Oxford, at whose suggestion this work was under-

taken, found time in the midst of many pressing

engagements to aid me with very helpful criticism.

Mr. H. Hilton, Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford,

and Mathematical Lecturer in the University College
of North Wales, has most generously devoted a great
deal of time to repeated corrections of the proofs,

and suggested many improvements of which I have

gladly availed myself. With the help thus afforded

me by these friends I have been able to remove some

obscurities of expression and to present the argument
in a clearer light, though I fear I must still ask the

indulgence of my readers in many places. Finally
I desire to thank the Delegates of the Oxford Uni-

versity Press for undertaking the publication of the

book, and the staff of the Press for the great care which

they have taken in printing it.

J. E. CAMPBELL.
HERTFORD COLLEGE, OXFORD.

September, 1903.
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CHAPTER I

DEFINITIONS AND SIMPLE EXAMPLES OF GKOUPS

1. If we have two sets of variables, x^ . . ., xn and #/, . . ., xn',

connected by the equations

(!) / = / (!.'>), (i=l,...,n),

they will define a transformation scheme, provided that we can
solve the equations so as to express the variables xl,...,xn in

terms of the variables #/, . . .
,
xn'.

We shall denote the transformation scheme (1) by S.

The operation, which consists in substituting for x
l9 ...,xn

in any function of these variables /!,...,/ respectively, will

be denoted by Sx ,
or simply by S when there is no need to

indicate the objects on which the operation S is performed.
So Sy will denote the operation of substituting for ylt ...,yn

respectively, /x (yv . . .
, yn), . . .

, fn (y lt
. . .

, yn) respectively.

Similarly the operation which consists in substituting for

Xf the function/^/!, ...,/) will be denoted by S
2

,
and so on.

Solving the equations (1) we obtain the algebraically

equivalent set

(2) x^Ftfa',. ..,<), (i
= !,...,).

From (1) and (2) we see that

We therefore denote the scheme (2) by S'1
,
and the operation

of substituting Fl (xl , ..., xn), ..., Fn (x^ ...,xn)
for x

t , ...,xn

respectively by Sx
~l

.

The two schemes (1) and (2) are said to be inverse to one
another.

2. If we have a second transformation scheme T, viz.

then TSX will denote the operation of substituting /^ (fa, . . . ,
< n)

for Xj.

CAMPBELL
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The function fa (fa, ..., <f>n) may be more compactly written

/;4>,the function /.-(^(v//!,...,^),...,^^,...,^)) may be

written fa $ \//y
and so on.

In TS the order in which the operations are to be taken

is from right to left; but it should be noticed that, /being
the functional symbol which corresponds to S, and $ the

functional symbol which corresponds to T, the functional

symbol which corresponds to TS is not </but/(/>.
So if we have a third transformation scheme U, viz.

*/= ti(i> ) (i=l,...,n),

UTS would denote the operation which consists in first opera-

ting with S, then operating with T on this result, and finally

operating with U; the functional symbol which corresponds
to UTS is f$ \l/ : that is, UTS is the operation which consists

in substituting/^^, ...,/<<!' for x
lt ...,xn respectively*.

ST denotes the operation of substituting $,/, ..., <J>nf for

&,,..., respectively, and TS the operation of substituting
for x

lt ...,xn respectively,/^, ...,/< ;
if then

i> ,...,,

ST = TS, and the operations S and T are said to be per-
mutdble.

3. In accordance with what precedes, STSx
~l denotes the

operation of replacing x
t by Ft 0/ ;

it follows therefore that

when STSx
~ l

is applied to fa(xlt ...,xn)
this function becomes

fiF(f)f; that is, since ft
F= x

t ,
it becomes ^(/l5 ...,/w).

We thus see that the operation STS~l has the same effect

on the variables #/, . . .
,
xn', when expressed in terms of xlt . . .

,
xn

by the scheme S, viz.

a/=/tK >)> (*= 1
J
---

) ^) J

as the operation Tx
> has on the variables #/, ..., a;/ ; STS~l

is

therefore said to be an operation similar to T with respect
to >Sf.

4. If we have a system of transformation schemes S^S.^,...,
and if the resultant operation generated by successively per-

forming any two operations of the system is itself an operation
of the system, then the transformation schemes are said to
form a group.

* In Burnside's Theory of Groups the order of operations is taken from left to

right. The reason why we have adopted the opposite convention is that we
shall deal chiefly with differential operators, and it would violate common

usage to vrrite y in the form y .

dx dx
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5. A group is said to be continuous when, if we take any
two operations of the group S and T, we can always find

a series of operations within the group, of which the effect

of the first of the series differs infinitesimally from the effect

of 8
;
the effect of the second differs infinitesimally from the

effect of the first
;
the third from the second and so on ; and,

finally, the effect of the last of the series differs infinitesimally
from T. Naturally this series must contain an infinite number
of operations unless S and T should themselves chance to differ

only infinitesimally.

6. If the equations which define the transformation

schemes Sv S.2 , ... of a group involve arbitrary functional sym-
bols the group is said to be an infinite group ;

but we shall

see that a group, with an infinite number of operations within

it, is not necessarily an infinite group.

7. A group is said to be discontinuous if it contains no
two operations whose effects differ only infinitesimally.

It should be noticed that the two classes of continuous
and discontinuous groups, though mutually exclusive, do not
exhaust all possible classes of transformation groups.
An example of a transformation group which belongs to

neither of the above classes is

x=
where a is a parameter and co any root of xm = 1 .

A series of transformations within the group, the effects of

consecutive members of which only differ infinitesimally, could
be placed between

and x'=<ax + b,

, b a, 2(b a)
viz. x = <ox + a-i-- ) x ux + a H *-'-,>

n n
f fir

"~~ i. /7 \

x = <ax + a+- (0 a),n
where n is a very large integer ;

but such a series could not
be placed between

x'= ax + a and x'=<i>'x + b

if co and &/ are different mth roots of unity.

8. The transformation scheme

xj=Xf, (i=l,...,n)
is called the identical transformation ;

if it is included in the
transformations of a group, the group is said to contain the
identical transformation.

B 2
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9. A simple example of a discontinuous group is the set

of six transformations,

1 x 11 x
/y />* /y* />* . /I* - __. /V 1 /)* / -

_ .w " */ w J </ -^^ 7 i.v iA/ ^ A
IA/J tV ^-

^
*1X X X Xl

by which the six anharmonic ratios of four collinear points
are interchanged amongst themselves.

If we denote the six corresponding operations by $
x (which

is equal to unity since it transforms x into x), S2 , $3 ,
$4 ,

S5 , S6 respectively, we verify the statement that these opera-
tions form a group when we prove that $2 $3

= $15 84 86
= $3 ,

and so on.

Inversion with respect to a fixed circle offers an even

simpler example of a discontinuous group ;
it only contains

two operations, viz. the identical operation $j and the opera-
a2x

tion $2 which consists in replacing x by -^ - and y by
o or + y*

Cb II , . . .
"

2 2-j
when the circle of inversion is x2 + y

2 = a2
.

The group property follows from the fact that 8 = 8^

10. In the above two examples there are only a finite

number of operations in the group ;
the set of transformations,

where a, /3, y, 8 are any positive integers, is an example of

a discontinuous group with an infinite number of operations.
The group property follows from the fact that from

and x"-=px' + qy', y"= rx' + sy',

where p, q, r, s are another set of integers, we can deduce

o/'= (pa + qy)x + (pp + qb)y, y"= (ra + sy)x + (rp

where the coefiicients of x and y are still positive integers.

11. Simple examples of continuous groups are the fol-

lowing :

(i) *=/(*), y'=<t>(y)

where / and are arbitrary functional symbols ;
the group

property follows from the fact that these equations and

where X and
\JL

are other arbitrary functional symbols, lead to
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(2) x'=f(x,y), y'=4>(x,y), z'=^(z)
where /, <, and \jr

are all arbitrary functional symbols.

(3) x'=f(x,y), 2/'=4>(a,2/)

where/ and < are conjugate functions ;
for if 6 and

-fy
are two

other conjugate functions, and

x"=6(x',y'), y"=^(x',y'},

then x" + iy"=F(x' + iy')
= F3>(x + iy),

so that x" and y" are also conjugate functions of x and y;
that is, the transformation system, which is obviously con-

tinuous, has the group property.

(4) x'=f(x,y,z), y'=<f>(x,y,z), z'=^(x,y,z)
where /, $, \j/

are functions of their arguments such that their

Jacobian

d
(x, y, z)

~

The group property follows ffom the identity

a (*", y". Q _. * (*", y", z") a (^
^

(aj,'2/, 0)

"

d (a
7

, 2/'s zO ^ (*, 2/, z)

These are examples of infinite continuous groups, for the

transformation schemes in (1), (2), (3), (4) involve arbitrary
functional symbols.

12. If the transformation scheme

ni'=Mv>n> !,...,,) (i=l,.,.,)
defines a group ;

that is, if from the equations

we can deduce a/'=/t
-

(a15 ...,, c
19

. . .
,
cr),

where a
ls . . . ,

ar and 6
ls . . . ,

br are two sets of r unconnected arbi-

trary constants, and c
ls

. . . ,
cr are constants connected with these

two sets, then this group is said to definite and continuous.
If values of Oj, ..., ar can be found such that

the group contains the identical transformation
;

if a^, . . .
,
ar

are these values, a^, ..., ar are said to be the parameters of the

identical transformation. Finite continuous groups do exist

which do not contain the identical transformation, but the

properties of such groups will not be investigated here.
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13. A transformation whose effect differs infinitesimally
from the identical transformation is said to be an infi-
nitesimal transformation. The general form

1

of such a
transformation is

/= Xi + thfa, . ..,), (i
= 1, ..., n)

where Hs a constant so small that its square may be neglected.
If < (x1 , . . . ,

xn)
is any function of x

lt
. . .

,
xn ,

then if we expand
<f> (z/, ...,/) in powers of t, neglecting terms of the order t

2
,

we get

If then we let X denote the linear operator,

^fa,...,^ +... + Jz1,...,ag ,

<*>, ...,<) = (1 + tX) $ (x,, ...,0?,),

so that we take 1 + tX

to be the symbol of an infinitesimal transformation
;
and we

call X the infinitesimal operator, or simply the operator, which

corresponds to this infinitesimal transformation.

We shall see that any transformation whatever of a finite

continuous group which contains the identical transformation

can be obtained by indefinite repetition of an infinitesimal

operation ; that is we shall prove that if

are the equations of such a group, X \
m

/l(flfc . ..,#, Op ...,ar)
= the limit of

(l + )
x

i ,

when m is made infinite, and X is some linear operator.
This limit is, we know by ordinary algebra,

14. A simple example of a finite continuous group is the

projective transformation of the straight line

where a15 a2 ,
as ,

a4 are four arbitrary constants
;

the group
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property of these transformation schemes can be easily
verified.

In this group four arbitrary constants appear, but only
three effective parameters, viz. the ratios of these constants ;

it is always to be understood that the parameters of a group
are taken to be effective

; thus, if a
1
and a2 always occurred

in the combination a
1 + a.2 they would be replaced by the

single effective parameter ar
The identical transformation in the above projective group

is found by taking the parameters a.2
= a3

= and a
1
= a4 .

If we take a
l
= a4 (l +e2),

a
2
= e^a^ az

= e3 a4 ,
where

en e2> ez are small constants whose squares may be neglected,

, (1-f e , 2x --*-* = x + e, + e2x + eax.le3 x

This is the general form of an infinitesimal transformation of

the projective group of the straight line.

15. If < '

are a set of r infinitesimal transformations, they are said to be

independent if no set of r constants, A
I} ..., Xr ,

not all zero, can
be found such that

The r linear operators, Xv ...,Xr ,
where

are said to be independent when no r constants, A
15

. . .
,
A
r , not

all zero, can be found such that

Any linear operator which can be expressed in the form

^X^ ...+XrXr

is said to be dependent on Xy ...,Xr .

If we have r operators, Xv ...,Xr ,
such that no identical

relation of the form

connects them, where \jflt ..., V>y are r functions of the variables

xv . . . ,
xn ,

not all zero, they are said to be unconnected operators.
It is necessary to distinguish between independent operators
and unconnected operators ;

unconnected operators are neces-
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sarily independent, but independent operators are not neces-

sarily unconnected ;
thus

are unconnected operators, but X, Y, Z where

v * * V- * * 7, * *X = Vr-- 0:r- YZ--- SJ , Z=X--- V -
y ^z ty ^x t>z dy

y ^x

are three connected operators, since

xX +yY+zZ=0,
and yet they are independent.

In the projective group of the straight line there are three

independent operators, viz.

a A 2
^

^~ i x .. > x -
j

1>X dX OX

but only one unconnected operator.
We shall find that there are always just as many indepen-

dent operators in a group as there are effective parameters.

16. If X
l
and Xz are any two linear operators, the symbolX

1
X2 means that we are first to operate with X

2 and then

with X^\ the symbol Xl
X

2
is not then itself a linear operator ;

but Xl
A 2 X2 X^ is such an operator, since the parts in X

l
X

2

d2

and Xz X, which involve such terms as - -
. are the same

in both. ^x2

The expression Xl
X

2
X2Xl

is written (Xlt
X2) and is

called the alternant of X
l
and X2 .

In the projective group of the straight line we see that

so that the alternant of any two of the three infinitesimal

operators of the group is dependent on these three operators.
This will be proved to be a general property of the infinitesimal

operators of any finite continuous group.
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17. The most general infinitesimal operator of the pro-

jective group of the straight line is X where

and ev e^ ez are arbitrary constants.

If we take

(1) y = 2(4e1
e3-e2

2

it is easily verified that

d , . d

and therefore

is equal to

and this by Taylor's theorem is equal to

/!i_ ^-taV e
3 4e3

2 2e3

If we substitute for y its value in terms of x we shall have
an expression of the form

where al} a2 ,
a3 ,

a4 are functions of el} e2 ,e3 ;
and we thus verify,

for the case of the projective group of the straight line, the

general theorem that any transformation of a group can be
obtained by repeating indefinitely a properly chosen infini-

tesimal transformation.

18. If we have two groups

and yi = ^i(yV '",ym ,
av ...,ar) > (=l,...,m)

where m and n are integers not necessarily equal ;
and if we

have a correspondence between /S^15 ...,ar the operations of the

first, and Tttv ...,ar the operations of the second such that to

every operation Sav ...,ar & single operation Tav ...,ar corre-

sponds, and to every operation Tav ...,ar a single operation
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Sav ...,a r
and to the product Sav ...,ar Sbi, ...,6r the product

Tav ...,ar Tbv ..., #r , then the two groups are said to be simply
isomorphic.

It might appear at first that any two groups with the same

parameters would be simply isomorphic; we could of course say
that Sai , ...,ar corresponds uniquely to Tav . .

, ar and Sbv ...,lr
to T&v ..., br >

but it would not follow that $ai , ..., ar $ ls ---ibr

corresponded to Tav ...,ar Tfa, ...,br - For from the definition

of the group
$ai > ar &b\i "'ibr = BCD cr >

where c
ls ...,cr are functions of the two sets a

lt ...,ar and
bv ...,br ]

and these functions will naturally depend upon the

forms of the functionsfv ...,fn which defined the first group ;

while from T T TLav "-,ar *oii tOr *Xi> >%>

where yls ...,yr are functions of av ...,ar and bv ...,br , whose
forms depend on the forms of the functions

</>ls ..., $TO , we could
not in general conclude that yx

= cv ..., yr = cr unless the two

groups are specially related.

An example of two simply isomorphic groups is offered by

and y/ = 2/i + 2 2/2 + log i 2/2

'=
2/2

If we take two operations of the first

(&t o>< y/
j "7~ (Zj (Zo^o j *Q -- Ct

j
iCo

j

ajj'^ 6^' + ftjftga;/, z2
"=

ftjOj/,

we deduce ai//= C
1
x

l + c
l
c2x2 ,

x
2
"= c

x
a;2 ,

where c
x
= a^, C2 = a2 + b

2 ,

so that the group property of the first is verified.

Taking two operations of the second

we also deduce

2/i"
=

2/i + c22/2 + logcj , 2/2

"= y,

where c
1
=a

1
b
l ,

c2=a2 + b.2 ,

and thus verify the group property of the second and its

simple isomorphism with the first.
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19. Returning now to the definition of a finite continuous

group and writing ft (x19 ...,#, alt ...,af) in the abridged form

fi(x, a) we see that if

x
i
=

fi (x>
a

)>
xi

= fi& &
)>

then /'=/<(,c),

where ck
= ^(al5 ...,ar ,

b
lt ...,6r), (&=l,...,r).

It will now be proved that these functions <J>V . . .
, (f)r define

two groups, one of which is simply isomorphic with the given
group.

It is to be assumed that f{
is an analytic function of

#!,..., #n , Op ..., ar within the region of the arguments xv ...,xn

dj, ...,ar ;
and also that the parameters are effective ;

that is

if we suppose fi expanded in powers of xv . . .
,
xn the coefficients

will be analytic functions of av ...,ar ,
and there will be exactly

r such functionally unconnected coefficients in terms of which
all other coefficients can be expressed.
From the group definition we have

fi(x,c) = Xi"=fi(x',b) =fi (f1 (x,a),...,fn (x,a),bv ...,br),

and since the parameters are effective we have

(
J
) ck

=
(t>k (av ...,ar ,

bv ...,br), (fc=l,...,r).

Also x
{
= Fi (#', a), (i

= 1
,

. . ., n)

being the inverse transformation scheme to

xj=fi(x,a\
we have

fi b
)
=

fi (%, c)
= fi (Fl (x', d),...,Fn (x

f

, a), c,,
. . .

,
cr) ;

and therefore if we expandfi (#', 6) in powers and products of

#/, ..., xn', since there are exactly r parameters involved, we
see that in the expansion of

'(2) fi (F1K a)...Fn (x\ a), c
15 ..., c

r)

there must be exactly r unconnected coefficients.

We further see that 6
fc
can in general be expressed in terms

of av ...,ar ,
cv ...,cr subject to certain limitations in the values

which av ...,ar ,
c
ls ...,cr can assume in order that (2) may

remain an analytic function of its arguments.
Thus suppose we have the equations

f(x, y)
= a, $ (x, y) = /3,

a necessary condition that we may be able to express x and

y in terms of a, /3 is that the Jacobian of the functions / (x, y)
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and < (x, y) should not vanish identically, or as we shall say
the functions must be unconnected. The form of the functions

f and $ may, however, be such that whatever the values of

x and y, real or complex, / cannot exceed an assigned value a,

nor $ an assigned value b
; the equations

f(x,y)=a, 4>(x,y) = p
could not then be solved unless a^ a and /3^ 6.

When we come to seek the conditions that a group may
contain the identical transformation we shall have to make
ak = Cfr,

and the result may be that we cannot solve the equa-
tions (1), and in this case the group will not contain the

identical transformation.

In general, however, we can express bk in terms of av ..., ar .

Cj, ..., cr ,
and therefore in the equations

are such that the determinantthe functional forms

cannot vanish identically.

Similarly from x^
f=fi (x

r

, b) we deduce #/= F{ (x", b) ;
and

from ic/=/^(a;,tt) and from these identities we have

so that we see that ak can be expressed in terms of 6
15 ..., br ,

c
l5 ..., cr and conclude that the determinant

cannot vanish identically.
We can therefore conclude that the equations

define a transformation scheme with r efiective parameters,
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and we shall now prove that these are the equations of
a group.
We have /, (*', 6)

= ,"= /< (x, c)
= /, (x, (a, b)) ;

and if we take any other set of parameters yls ..., yr ,

*i"=fi (*". y) =/< K> (&, y)) =/< (*, (, * (&, y)))

Now /( y)
= /< (a;,

<
(c, y))

= fi (x, <f> (<f> (a, b), y)),

so that by equating the coefficients in these two expressions

for/j- (o/'y) we have the identity

<t>k (
a

> 4> (& > r)) = tk (< (
&
)> y)-

This identity leads at once to the group property of (3), for

by its aid we deduce from

yk'=<t>k(y> a) and yk"=<t>k(y'> b
)
=

<i
)
k(<l>(y>

a
)>

b
)

that yk"=<l>k(y><l>(
a

>
b
))>

that is the equations (3) generate a group which is known as

ihe first parameter group of

/= /iO*a> >#, i,...,ar), (i
= !,...,%).

It is an obvious property of this parameter group to be its

own parameter group.
From the definition of simple isomorphism we see that two

groups are then, and only then, simply isomorphic when
they have the same parameter group ;

the first parameter
group is therefore simply isomorphic with the group of which
it is the first parameter group.

20. In exactly the same way we see that the equations

are the equations of a group.
This group is called the second parameter group ;

it is its

own second parameter group ;
but it is not isomorphic with

the original group ;
for from yk'= $k (a, y), yk"= <f>k (b, y') we

deduce yk"= <f>k (c, y), where ck
=

<f>k (blt ..., br , 15 ..., ar), and

<j>k (b, a) is not generally equal to
(f)k (a, b).

The two parameter groups are such that any operation of

the first is permutable with any operation of the second.

This comes at once from the fundamental identity

<t>k (
a > 4> (

6
>
c
))
=

<t>k (4> (
a

>
6
)>

c
)

which is true for all values of the suffix k and the arbitrary

parameters 1? ..., ar ,
6
15 ..., br ,

c
l5 ..., cr ;

for to prove that

and '=
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are permutable operations it is only necessary to prove that

)*
a
)
= <t>k (

b
> <t> (y, ))

21. As an example we shall find the first parameter group
of the general linear homogeneous group,

x
i
=

the summation being for all positive integral values of h from
1 to n inclusive.

As such summations will very frequently occur it is neces-

sary to employ certain conventions to express them. The

subscripts will always denote positive integers ;
those which

vary in the summation will be supposed to go through all

positive integral values between their respective limits, thus in

where the summation is for all positive integral values of

a from p to r inclusive, and for all positive integral values

of /3 from q to k inclusive, we should indicate the sum by

When the two limits are the same we should write the above
sum in the form

a = = i

2* C
/3j A0j Aoi..

a = j3=p

This would not of course mean that a = /3 throughout the sum-
mation ; a summation in which a = /3 would be expressed by

a

2* Caaj ^ai Aa i.

a=p

When the lower limit is unity it will be omitted, thus when
p = 1 the sum would be written

Expressing the linear group in this notation from

h = n h = n
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we obtain "=2 chixh>

where cAi

If then yhi ,
. . . are n2

variables, the linear group
*=

is the first parameter group of the general linear homogeneous
group in n variables.

It will be noticed that this group is itself a linear homo-

geneous group in n2
variables, but it is of course not the

general linear group in n2 variables.

The second parameter group is

22. If in any given group

(1) aj/^fo,...,^, aj,. ..,,), (i=l,.

we pass to a new set of variables yv ...,2/n where

(2) y< = ^(i ),

and to a cogredient set 2//, . . .
, yn

'

given by

where gi,...,gn are any ft unconnected functions of their argu-
ments, we must obtain equations of the form

(3) 2//
=

<t>i (2/1,..., yn , !,..., r), (i= 1,...,).

We are now going to find the relation between the two trans-

formation schemes (1) and (3).
Let T denote the operation which replaces x^ by gl ,

x.2 by g2 ,

and so on.

If then Xi = Gi(ylt ...,yn)

is the inverse scheme to (2), T' 1 will denote the operation
which replaces x

t by Gf
.

We now take Sa to be the operation which replaces x
i by

f^(x, a] and Sb the operation which replaces x
f by/^a, 6).

The operation TSaT~
l

acting on yi
that is on gi(xlt ...

3 n)
will transform it into y{ ;

for
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TStT-igfa, ...,xn)
= TSagi (G ..., Gn ]

= TSaxt ,

and TSax{
= Tfi (xl} ...,xn , 15 ...,ar) = /<(&, ...,, i, ...,ar),

and fi (g1,...,gnt <h>><*>r)=fi(yi> yn> a
l ,...,ar)

= yi
'.

The operations of the transformation schemes (3) are

therefore T^T' 1
,

TSb T~\...

and since TS- 1 T

we see that the equations (3) are the equations of a group
simply isomorphic with the group (l). The two groups (1)
and (3) are said to be similar. Similar groups are therefore

simply isomorphic, but it is not true conversely that all

simply isomorphic groups are similar. The necessary and
sufficient conditions for the similarity of groups are obtained

in Chapter X. It will then be seen why it is not possible to

transform the two isomorphic groups given in 18 into one
another. Groups which are similar are also said to be of the

same type.

23. It will be proved later that groups which contain the

identical transformation can have their operations arranged
in pairs which are inverse to one another

;
that is to every

transformation Sa another transformation Sb of the group will

correspond in such a way that the product of the two will be
the identical transformation. If then T is any operation
within the group, T~l will also be an operation of the group,
and so will the operation TST~l

. This operation is said to be

conjugate to 8 with respect to T; if TST~ l is equal to S,

whatever operation of the group T may be, then $ is per-
mutable with every operation of the group and is said to be
an Abelian operation.

If T is an operation of the group so is TST*1
;
but even if

T is not such an operation, TST~ l
may be an operation of the

given group : we should then say that T was an operation
which transformed the group into itself.

If 1\ and T
2
are two operations each of which transforms

a given group into itself, then Tj/S^"
1

is an operation within
the group ;

T2 Tl ST^1 T2

~ ! must then be within the group ;

that is, since T^-
1 T

2

~l = (T2 T^f\ T2 T}
is also an operation

which transforms the given group into itself.

It follows therefore that the totality of operations with the

property of transforming the group into itself, or as we shall

say the totality of operations which the group admits, form
a group. This group, however, need not be finite.
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24. If out of all the operations of a group a set be taken
not including all the operations of the group, this set may
itself satisfy the group condition ;

in this case it is said to be
a sub-group of the given group.

Let 8
lt $2, ..., iP], T2 ,

... be the operations of a group, and

suppose that Slt S2 ,
... form a sub-group, then T

lt
Sl
T

lt

~1
^

Tj.at T^~\ ... which
( 22) is a similar group to Slt

S2 , ... is

said to be conjugate to the sub-group S^S^.... Sub-groups
which are conjugate to one another are also said to be of the

same type.

If, whatever the operation Tk may be within the group
8lt 82 , ..., T,, T2 , ... the sub-group Tk Sl T^, Tk Sz Tf\ ...

coincides with
8^,

S2 , ..., then the sub-group $15 $2 , ... is said

to be a self-conjugate sub-group. It will be noticed that it

is not necessary in order that the sub-group may be self-

conjugate, that Tk Sh Tj^
1 should be identical with Sk ,

but

only that it should be some operation of the system 8lt S2 ,
....

A group such that all its operations are commutative is called

an Abelian group.
It is easily proved that if a group contains Abelian opera-

tions they form an Abelian sub-group.

Example. The linear homogeneous transformation schemes
h = n

where the parameters are subject to the single condition

hi am

= 1,

hn ' ' an

form a group with (n
2

1) effective parameters.
If Sa is a transformation included in this scheme, and Ma

the above determinant, then, 8% being any other transformation

of the scheme and Mb the determinant which corresponds to it,

the determinant of 8a 8b is MaMb ;
and therefore, since this is

unity, the transformations generate a group. This group is

called the special linear homogeneous group ;
it is a sub-

group of the general linear homogeneous group. It is also

self-conjugate within it; for if T is any operation of the

general group, the determinant of TSaT~
l

is the same as that

of Sa , and therefore TSa T~
l

is itself an operation of the

special linear group.
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Example. The project!ve group of the straight line

contains the sub-group
x''=

This sub-group contains two sub-groups, viz.

x'= ax and a/ = + a ;

the first is the homogeneous linear group, and the second is the

translation group.
We shall prove later that these are the only types of finite

continuous groups of the straight line
;

that is, all other

groups of the straight line are transformable to one of these

by the method of 22
;

it will also be proved that every
group which contains only one parameter is of the type

xf x + a,

that is, the type of the translation group of the straight line.

25. A group which contains r effective parameters is said

to be of order r, or to be an r-fold group. We now write

down some groups of transformations of the plane.
The eight-fold protective group is

1
^

,_
' "

The identical transformation is obtained by taking

ttjj
= a22

=
ftgg ,

and making the other parameters zero
;
the eight infinitesimal

operators ( 13) are then found to be

2 2
or tr- + xy\-' xy^ * IT %~%x Zy (>x (>y

The projective group has as a sub-group the general linear

group, viz.

x'= aux + a2ly + a
3l , y'

= a

of which the infinitesimal operators are

One sub-group of the general linear group is the group of

movements of a rigid lamina in a plane, viz.
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x = x cos +ysm + a,!, y=
aLi a2 ,

and 6 being the arbitrary parameters.

The identical transformation is obtained by putting

j
= a2

= = 0,

and the infinitesimal transformations by taking al ,
a2) to be

small unconnected constants ; the infinitesimal operators are

a > i a
_ ____. _ fit ___. .

/J
.

._ ^ ,

^x' 3>y' ^x (>y

Each of these sub-groups could be obtained from the pro-

jective group by connecting the parameters of the latter by
certain equations ;

thus the general linear group was obtained

by taking a13
= c&23

= 0. It must not, however, be supposed
that if we are given a group, and connect its parameters by
some arbitrarily chosen equation, the resulting transformation

system will generally be a sub-group ; this would only be true

for equations of a particular form connecting the parameters of

the given group.
It has been stated that there are no groups of the straight

line which are not types of the projective group of the line, or

of one of its sub-groups. In space of more than one dimen-

sion, however, groups do exist which are not of the projective

type ;
thus in the plane the equations

,

(a1x + a
2)
r

where the constants are arbitrary, define a non-projective

group of order r+ 4. The group property may be verified

easily. The identical transformation is obtained by taking
a

2
= a3

= a5
= ... = 0, and a

1
= a

4:

= l, and the infinitesimal

operators may be written down without much difficulty ; but,
since a general method of obtaining these will soon be in-

vestigated, we shall not now consider these operators.
This group is not similar to the projective group, nor to any

of its sub-groups.

26. In three-dimensional space many of the groups have

long been known ; there is the general projective group of

order 15, viz.

_ uax + a

14

c 2,
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From this we obtain the linear group of order 1 2 by taking
a

14
= a

24
= a^ = ;

the linear homogeneous group of order 9

by further taking a41
= o.42

=
43
=

;
the special linear homo-

geneous group of order 8 by taking

11 "-21 J "31

12 ' ^22 ' ^32
= 1.

Other sub-groups of the general projective group are : the

group of rotations about a fixed point of order 3
;
the group

of translations, also of order 3
;
and the six-fold group of move-

ments of a rigid body, obtained by combining these two groups
of order 3.

There are very many other sub-groups of the projective

group, but we have now perhaps given a sufficient number of

examples of projective groups in three-dimensional space.
From these groups others could be deduced by transforma-

tions of the variables, but they would not be new types, thus

the groups

x'= anx + a2ly + a3l z, y'- a^x + a22y + a
32 z,

z'= a^x + a^y + a^z,

and
^,_ftn

a; + a21 y + ft31
^

._ al2
x + a22y + a32

^y a
13 + a23y + a33

'

are of the same type, for the first can be transformed into the

second by the scheme

x
l
= xz, y l

= yz, z
1
= z.

27. We may apply the theory of groups to obtain, in terms

of Euler's three angles, the formulae for the transformation

from one set of orthogonal axes to another.

Describe a sphere of unit radius with the origin as centre,
and let the first set of axes intersect this sphere in A, ,

C.

By a rotation
\ff

about the axis 00 we obtain the quadrantal

triangle CPQ, and a point whose coordinates referred to the

first set of axes were x, y, z will, when referred to the new set,

have the coordinates x', y'y
z' where

xf= x cos
\}r + y sin \ff, y

f

=~xsm\lf + ycos^, z'z.

By a rotation 6 about OQ we pass to the quadrantal triangle
C

1
P

1 Q, and a point with the coordinates x, y, z will now have
the coordinates x", y", z", where

x"= x' cos 9 z' sin 0, y" y', z"= yf sin 6 + z cos 6.
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Finally by a rotation $ about OC1
we pass to the axes

OC
1 , OA-., OB-i referred to which the coordinates of x, y, z will

be a"', /", 0"', where

'"= x" cos + T/" sin </>, /'"= - a" sin < + y" cos </>,
0"'=

If then R denotes the operation of replacing x, y, z re-

spectively by

x cos
\\f + y sin

\l/,
x sin

\j/ + y cos
r/r, 0,

$ the operation of replacing x, y, z by

a; cos 9 0sin0, y, x sin d + z cos 0,

and T the operation of replacing x, y, z by

a; cos $ -f- 2/
sin

</>,
a; sin^ + T/cos $, 0,

the coordinates of a point x, y, z, with respect to the first

axes, will be obtained when referred to the new axes OA
lt

OB^ OCl} by operating on x, y, z with EST, and therefore
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x"
f

(cos cos
<f>
cos ^ sin < sin

i/f)
a;

+ (cos cos ^ sin \^ + sin < cos $)y sin cos < 2,

2/

//r= (cos sin
</>

cos ty + cos < sin ^) #

+ (cos $ cos
i/r

cos sin < sin ^f)y + sin sin . z,

0"'= sin cos X/A
. x + sin sin

\\r
. y + cos . z.

These are Euler's formulae ;
if we take

and then make els
6
2 ,

e3 small, we obtain the three infini-

tesimal operators

of this group. These can, however, be more easily obtained

otherwise.

28. An example of a group in three-dimensional space,
which is not derivable from the projective groups by a trans-

formation of coordinates, is

If we notice that

it will not be difficult to verify the group-property.
As the number of variables increases the number of different

types of groups increases rapidly. Thus there are only three

types of groups of the straight line
;
there are a considerable

number of types of groups in the plane, but they are now
all known and will be given later on ;

in three-dimensional

space there are a very large number of types, most of which
have been enumerated in Lie's works

;
but in space of higher

dimensions no attempt has been made to exhaust the types.



CHAPTER II

ELEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLE
OF EXTENDED POINT TRANSFORMATIONS

29. Some classes of differential equations have the property
of being unaltered when we transform to certain new variables.

Such transformation schemes obviously generate a group ;
for

if 8 and T are two operations which transform the equation
into itself, or as we shall say operations admitted by the

given equation, TS will also be an operation admitted by
the equation, and therefore S and T must be operations of

a group. This group, however, is not necessarily finite or

continuous.

The differential equation of all straight lines in the plane, viz.

-~ = 0, is an equation of this class
;
for from its geometrical

meaning we know that it must be unaltered by any pro-

jective transformation.

Again the differential equation of circles in a plane, viz.

must admit the group of movements of a lamina in a plane,
and also inversion.

It would be easy to write down many equations which,
from their geometrical interpretation, must obviously admit
known groups ;

but more equations exist admitting groups
than we could always obtain by this a priori method

;
and

we shall now therefore briefly consider a method by which
the form of those differential expressions may be obtained

which are unaltered, save for a factor, by the transformations

of a known group. The method will be more fully explained
and illustrated in the chapter on Differential Invariants.

30. In this investigation the underlying principle is that

of the extended point transformation.
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To explain this principle let

be an infinitesimal transformation ; then

ty
+t(*-^- ^.

dy* _ dx ^%x
=

dx %x 1>y dx

since t is a constant so small that its square may be neglected.

dii dij
f

If we denote
-/- by p, and~ by p', and the expressiondx dx

by TT, we have proved that

p'p + tit.

Similarly we have

dp /^TT STT ^irdp\

dp' _ dx ^<>x <>y 1p dx'

dp J/^TT <*ir ^dp % dp SircZx= +t( --h p-----* ---p -i
---

}
dv, ^^.7! ^1/ ~^y.{J,or, ~&ii rl,<r. ^nr/rr,/dx

Ifwe now write r for
-^-

this gives, after some easy reduction,

r'= r + tp,

where
a2 x S2 tffi. ,tfn

2

The infinitesimal transformation is said to be once extended

when to the transformation scheme

we add p'= p + tir;
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it is said to be twice extended when we add to these

r'ss r+ tp,

and so on.

A general rule for extending a point transformation to any
order will be explained in Chapter XX.
We have only considered the extension of an infinitesimal

transformation, but any transformation could be similarly
extended

;
the infinitesimal transformations with their exten-

sions are, however, the most important in seeking differential

equations which admit the operations of a known group.
It will be proved in Chapter XX that if we have a group

of transformations, and extend it any number of times, the

resulting set of transformations will belong to a group which
is simply isomorphic with the given group.

31. In order to illustrate the theory of extended point
transformations we shall find the absolute differential in-

variant of the second order
;
that is, an expression of the form

f(x, y, p, r), which is unaltered by the transformations of the

group of movements of a rigid lamina in the plane xy.
In this problem the infinitesimal transformation is

r'r + tp,

where

Ti l cx, TT = c(l+p
2
), p=3cpr,

and a, b, c are constants.

SinCe
f(x,y,p,r)=f(x + t, y + tr,,p + t*, r+ tp),

and t is so small that its square may be neglected,

c

--
must annihilate /.
As the constants are independent we infer that

must each separately annihilate/.
We conclude therefore that in / neither x nor y can occur

explicitly, so that/ is a function ofp and r annihilated by
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it is now at once seen that the required differential invariant

for the group of movements in the plane must be a function

of -~L , that is, of the radius of curvature.
r

32. In the theory of differential invariants we look on the

group as known and deduce its invariants
;
a related problem

is :

'

given a differential equation or differential expression to

find the infinitesimal transformations which the equation or

the expression admits.'

We know that these transformations must generate a group,

though we do not know that the group will be finite. It

should be noticed, however, that the property of admitting an
infinitesimal transformation at all belongs only to particular

types of differential equations.
Thus if we take the equation

and try whether it admits the infinitesimal transformation

xf=:x + t, y
f

=y + tr), p
f

=p + tTT
,

r'=r + tp,

we see that it cannot admit it unless

p = 2x+2yri,

for all values of x, y, p, r satisfying the equation r = x2 + y
2

.

We must therefore have

for all values of x, y, and p.

Equating the coefficients of the different powers of p to zero,

we get
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by differentiating (2) with respect to x, and (3) with respect
to y, and eliminating 77 we get

that is /" (as) + 2 2//() = 0,

so that/(#) vanishes identically.
From (l), (2), and (3) we therefore conclude that

and
From (4) we get

and on equating the coefficients of y
2 in this equation we see

that f(x) + 2
<j>'(x)

= 0,

and we conclude that /'(#)
= <"(#) = 0.

By equating the coefficients of y we get ^r(x)
=

; while by
equating the terms independent of y on each side we easily
obtain < (x)

= 0, and therefore /(a?)
= 0.

The equation proposed therefore does not admit any in-

finitesimal transformation.

If we were to treat the equation -=-|
= in the same manner,

CL\&

we should find that the only infinitesimal transformations it

admits are those of the projective group.

Example. Find the form of the infinitesimal transformations
which have the property of transforming any pair of curves,

cutting orthogonally, into another such pair.

Let x'=

be the once extended infinitesimal point transformation
;
and

let x, y be the point of intersection of the two curves, and

p and q the tangents of the respective inclinations of the axis

of x to the curves at this point, so that pq +1 = 0.

We have now to find the form of and
17

in order that

pq+ 1 =0 may admit the infinitesimal transformation.
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We must have

wherever pq + 1 = 0. In this and other like examples we
shall employ the suffix 1 to denote partial differentiation with

respect to x, and the suffix 2 to denote partial differentiation

with respect to y.

Substituting for q in this equation, and equating the

different powers ofp to zero, we get

171 + 6=0, i-fe=0,
so that and 77 are conjugate functions of x and y.

An infinity of independent infinitesimal transformations

will then have the required property.

33. We know that the differential equation

/dUv 2 /dUx 2 /<*U\ 2

(^) +
(^)

+ (^)=
is unaltered by any transformation of the group of movements
of a rigid body in space ;

and we also know that it is unaltered

by inversion with respect to any sphere ; and finally that it

is unaltered by the transformation

x'= kx, ?/'= ky, 2?= kz,

where k is any constant, that is, by uniform expansion with

respect to the origin. We therefore see that this differential

equation admits a group, and we now proceed to find all

the infinitesimal transformations of this group.
It is a matter of interest to connect this problem with

another one, apparently different, but really the same.

Any curve in space, the tangent to which at each point on
it intersects the absolute circle at infinity, is called a mimmum
curve. If x, y, z and x +dx, y + dy, z + dz are two consecutive

points on such a curve,

= 0.

Through any point P in space an infinity of minimum
curves can be drawn, and the tangents at P to these curves
form a cone ; also through P an infinity of surfaces can be
drawn to satisfy the equation

and the tangent planes to these also touch a cone ; we shall

now prove that these cones coincide.
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On any surface, and through any point on it, two minimum
curves can be drawn

;
for in the usual notation we have on

any surface

dx* + dy
2 + dz2 = dx2 + dy

2 + (pdx + qdyf ;

if therefore we choose dx : dy so that

(1 +p
2
}
dx2 + 2pqdxdy + (1 + q

2
) dy

2 = 0,

we have two directions for minimum curves through the

point.
Now on any surface, u = constant, which satisfies

we must have 1 +p2 + q
2 = 0,

and therefore the minimum lines on the surface drawn through
any point on the surface must coincide; and, conversely,
surfaces with this property satisfy the differential equation (1).

It follows that any tangent plane, at a given point, to a sur-

face satisfying the equation (l) touches the cone, formed by the

tangents to the minimum curves through the same point ;
the

two cones therefore coincide at every point of space, and the

same set of transformations must leave unaltered the two

equations,

()'+()'+ ()'= and *+*>**-.
This is a particular case of a theorem, to be considered later,

connecting partial differential equations of the first order with

equations of the form

J ($j , . i .
,
xn , (top . . .

,
dxnj

=
}

where cZa^, dx2 , ..., dxn enter the equation homogeneously.
These equations are called Mongian equations.

34. Consider the infinitesimal transformation

af=x + t& y'=y + tr), sf=z + tC,

which has the property of being admitted by the equation

dx2 + dy
2+dz2 = 0.

Since dx'2 + dy
f2 + dzf2 = 0, wherever dx2 + dy

2 + dz2 = 0,
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we say that these two equations are connected ;
we now have

the equation

dx (fj dx + 2 dy + 3 dz) + dy(r)ldx+^ dy + TJS dz)

+ dz(Cl
dx + C2 dy + C3 dz) =

connected with dx2 + dy
2 + dz2 = 0.

We must therefore have

To verify that we obtain these same equations by the con-

dition that the two equations

/duJ2 /t>Ux
2

,
/^U\ 2

j f^u \
2

S^u \
2

f^u \
2

(5?)
+M +

(^}
=

' (^ } +M +
(s) "

'

are connected, we write down the identities

and, since i is so small that its square may be neglected, we
deduce from these

By the conditions of the problem the expression

must therefore be zero, wherever the expression

/Sitv 2
s^u \

2
f^u \

\ty)
+
{*$)

+ v*/
is zero, and the equations (1) are thus obtained over again.
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35. We now take

1
=

^2 = C3 =/(, y, z),

Differentiating rjs + z
= with respect to y and 0, and ex-

pressing the resulting equation in terms of/, we get

Similarly we obtain

Wf tff tff

and conclude that

We therefore take

/ = a + ajaj 4- a2 2/ + a3z + a2Syz + a^zx + a12xy + al23 xyz,

where the coefficients of the powers and products of the

variables are constants, so that

By differentiating ;3 + C2
w^n respect to a?,

respect to y, and 2̂ +^ with respect to 2, we have

fe23
=

^31
== Cl2

=: ^

and conclude that

^23
=

^31
==

^12
==

^123
== *

Integrating f1 =/ = a + a
1 + a2 2/ + a3

s

we see that
= a # + ^c^aj

8 + a2 2/ + a3
xz + F(y, z] ;

and since 23
= we see that F(y, z) must be of the form

F
12 (y} + F13 (z), where F12 (y) is some unknown function of y,

and FK (z) some unknown function of z.

We have now advanced so far that we may take

= a x +\a^ + a2 xy + a^xz + F^ (y) +Fls (z),

+ a3yz +F2l (x)
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and from the equations

we next obtain

z)
= 0,

a2x + J^(y) + Ojy + Ji() = 0.

We conclude then that

^32 (y)
= - T a2/

2~A 2/ + constant,

JP^ (2)
= a2

2 +A^ + constant,

with similar expressions for the other functions.

Finally we have

We now have ten infinitesimal transformations admitted by
the equation ^u * au 2 Su 2

(^) +
(^)

+ (^)='
and by the Mongian equation

The ten operators which correspond to these transforma-
tions areddd dd Si) c)d- -

>
-

> "V- 2>
- - -^ C- > iC- 1J >

--,
36. Example. Find the most general infinitesimal trans-

formation with the property of transforming any two surfaces

intersecting orthogonally into another pair of such surfaces.

Let u and v be any two functions satisfying the equation

<^u t>v ^u t)v c)u <)v _
^x do; <)y dy %z ~bz

then u = constant, and v = constant will be two surfaces

intersecting orthogonally.
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The equation (1) must therefore admit

x'=x + tg, y'=y + trj, z
f=z + tC.

We have
%u _^u ft <>u du f <)u\

^- to
~
H*to +1?

*ty
+Ci a^ f

with similar expressions for

<>u <)u <>v ^v <)v
^

ty' W W *tf' *?'

substituting in (1) and neglecting t
2 we see that

^U ^V ~du^V .'Zu^V
4 ^ 4 Cs

is an equation connected with (1).

We are thus again led to the equations

and conclude that the only infinitesimal transformations with
the required property are those found in the last article.



CHAPTER III

THE GENERATION OF A GROUP FROM ITS

INFINITESIMAL TRANSFORMATIONS

The identical transformation.

37. From the equations

4=fifa<*>)* (i
= l,...,w)

which define a group, and from

we have

(1) ck

Subject to certain limitations on the values of 04, ...,ar ,

c^ ... cr ,
we can deduce from these equations

(2) &*

Now suppose that on taking a
i

cv ...,ar = cr the func-

tions
\frji (a, c) remain analytic functions of their arguments ;

and suppose further that the values of b
lt ...,br so obtained

make /^ (a^, ..., x'n ,
61? ..., 6r) an analytic function of its argu-

ments, within the region over which a^,...,a4 may range;
then as we have always

by the hypothesis a
fc
= c& we have

^ =/<(*, )
=

so that
a^. =/f (a;', 6), (i

= 1
, ..., w) :

that is, bfr -fyfr (a, a) gives the identical transformation.
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Since these values of 6
15 . . .

,
b
r are obtained from the equations

ak =

it might seem at first as if they would be functions of %,..., ar :

this, however, is not the case
; they are absolutely independent

of !,..., ar
. To prove this, suppose that

being some functional symbol : then

and as A
1} ..., Ar must occur effectively inft

we should have 0%

expressed in terms of a^, ...,x'n and arbitrary constants, which
is of course impossible.

38. As an example in rinding the parameters which give the

identical transformation we take the case of the linear group

We have CM

putting CM = Gifo we have

and therefore, since the determinant

n, ...,,

cannot be zero, we must have bhi
= 0, if h and i are unequal,

and 6
tf
= 1.

Of course these values of the parameters for the identical

transformation could have been obtained by inspection of
the equations of the group, but we have preferred to deduce
them by the general method in order to illustrate the theorem
that they are absolute constants.

As we shall very often have to deal with constants such as
bhi ,

characterized by the property of being zero if h and i are

unequal, and unity if they are equal, it will be convenient
to denote such a constant always by the symbol ehi .

D 2
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We should thus express the parameters of the identical

transformation in the general linear group by the equations

, /h = 1, ...,7&N

&*<**. If i, .,)
but it will not always be necessary to explicitly state the

range of the suffixes.

39. Engel has proved that finite continuous groups do not

necessarily contain the identical transformation.

Thus consider the function due to Poincare'

which is known (Forsyth, Theory of Functions, 87, Ex. 3)
to exist only within a circle of radius unity, whose centre is

the origin. It follows that x is an analytic function of y
such that, whatever value y takes, x always lies within

a circle of radius unity. Let x = \(y) : then A is a function

such that, whatever may be the value of its argument, it is

always less than unity.
Take now the transformation schemes x'\(a)x. These

clearly generate a group ; for if

x"= X (6) x' then x"= X (a) X (6) x,

and X(a) X(6) = k, k being a constant less than unity, so that

X(a) X(6) = X(c), where

n =

We therefore have the group property, since we can deduce from
xf= \(a)x and x"= \(b)x' the equation x" \(c)x.

We now have X(6) =_X(
C)

X(a)'

but we cannot take c = a, for that would give X (6) = 1
,
which

is impossible, since X(6) is always less than unity.

The method of obtaining the operators of a group.

40. Let (1) x'. = f.(Xi a)
"bat

be a transformation of the group ;
let ;-

*
, expressed in terms

i>ak
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of #1, ...,4> a
i> '

ar be written f^K, ..., x'n ,
a

lt ..., ar),
or in abridged notation a

'

ki ;
and denote by aX'k the linear

operator

Let -5 denote the operation of differentiating totally with
da-fa

respect to ak any function of x(, ..., 4, a
ls ..., ar ,

in which on
account of (I) x'1) ...,x

f

n are to be considered implicit functions

ofo,,...,or .

We have

^-^(^ 5 ...,<,a1,...,a/.)
=
^i^ + ...+ ^^+^-

that is, if we express any function of a^,...,a4, !,...,,., in

terms ofxv ..., icn ,
a

ls
. . ., ar by means of the equation system (1),

and then differentiate with respect to a
fe ,

we get the same
result as if we had performed the operation

X'

k + *^
directly on the given function.

If we now keep xv ...,xn ,
a

ls ...,ar fixed, a^, ...,xfn will also

remain fixed; and the increment of any function (a//, ..., x'^),

where of- =
/,- (x

f

, b)
=ft (x, c),

due to the increment db^ (the other parameters bv ...,6ft_j,

bjc+v ""t^r remaining fixed), will be

bX'^(x
f

1

f

,...,xn )dbk .

Since, however, #'/
= /f (x, c) and a3

15
. . ,,xn remain fixed, while

Cj, ..., cr are functions of a
a , ..., ar ,

6
15 ..., br ,

we may write this

increment in the form

K

Now
<^> (a?'/,..., o4') ^s an arbitrary function of its arguments;

so that we obtain the identity
i = r

^ c .

Y" ^ * Y"
b k~^Wk

^J

by equating the above two expressions for the increment.
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By giving k the values 1, ...,r we have r identities which
hold for all values of a//, ..., a/n', a

lt ..., ar ,
bv ..., br) where

41. We now take 6
15 ...,6r to be the parameters of the

identical transformation, and since these are absolute constants,
we shall omit the 6 in &Z'fe

' and write it X' simply.

~ is now a function of av ..., ar only, for bv ..., br
k

are absolute constants; we write it therefore in the form
a
kj (av ...,an), or simply a

kj
.

Also, since &
15

. . .
,
br are the parameters of the identical trans-

formation, Cfc
= ak ,

and we have the identities

(1)

where the determinant

cannot vanish identically, that being a condition for the

existence of an identical transformation.

From these identities we deduce

A

(2)

where A
f -, ... are functions of av ...,ar ;

that is, any operator
with any implicit set of constants av ...,ar is dependent on
~V VA ..., A r .

This theorem is called the first fundamental theorem in

group theory.

42. A group of order r contains exactly r independent
operators.
Lemma. If we have any linear operator of the form

t-r

(0 2*^-
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where
a^.

is a function of av ...,ar,we know from the theory
of differential equations that there are exactly (r 1) functions

ofa
ls ...,ar which this operator will annihilate. Let^j, ...,Ar_ l

be any such (T 1) functionally unconnected functions, then

if/ is any function of av ...,ar ,
which is annihilated by (1),

we know that it must be a function of Av ..., Ar_r
It follows that there cannot be any linear operator of the

form (1) which annihilates the n functions flt ...,/ defining
a group ; for if there were such an operator there could not be
more than (rl) effective constants involved in fv ...,/, viz.

Av ...,Ar _^.
From this lemma we conclude that there cannot be any

equation system of the form

where \v ..., AM do not contain xv ...,xn ; and therefore there

cannot be any identical relation of the form

* = r

2** A =

between the operators aXv ..., aXr when A
15 ..., Ar only involve

av .,., ar ; that is, the r operators

are independent, and therefore so are the operators

Xv ...,Xr .

If bv . . .
,
b
r are the parameters of the identical transformation,

and
ftj + Cj, ..., br + er an adjacent set of parameters, ev ...,er

being so small that their squares may be neglected, then ex-

panding ocf
i =fi (xl,...,xn , \ + ev ...,br + er)

by Taylor's theorem we have
k=r

or since x\ is approximately equal to xit

Since ^
and the operators are independent, we see that there are
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exactly r independent infinitesimal transformations ;
and we

see further that the operators of a group, as defined in 13,

coincide with the operators as defined in this chapter.

43. As an example illustrative of the preceding methods
we take the projective group of space, viz.

(1) af^ (t=i,2,3);

from these equations we obtain (p being < 4)

M. - _
+a

**
a x

^
g.
< 4,

and - =

If A is the minor of a_ in the determinant

M

a41 ,
. . .

0,4

we have, as the scheme inverse to (1),

Since only the ratios of the constants are involved, we may
take (% as absolutely fixed; and we get as the operator

corresponding to a
pq

(2) M-^A^ +A^ +A^ +A^)^ if q< 4.

If q = 4 the operator is

(3)

The identical transformation is obtained by taking Op?
=
e^

this gives A^ = (, and the corresponding 15 operators are

(4)

*
/

S
f

* \ / o^
T~7 +4^ +^3^-7)' (P= 1

J
2

J
3
)-^V ^v/ * i ^' > } /Y/ / ^* ' ' '
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The reader may easily verify that the set of 15 operators

given by (2) and (3) is dependent on the set of 15 given by
(4) ;

and also that either of these sets of operators contains 15

independent operators.

Examples. Find the infinitesimal operators of

(1) the projective group of the plane ;

(2) the orthogonal linear homogeneous group, viz.

x'= anx + a.2ly + a3l z, y'= a2lx + a22y + a32 z,

(3) the linear homogeneous group in n variables ;

(4) the non-projective group given in 25.

The canonical equations of a group.

44. The parameters bv ..., br which determine the identical

transformation in the group

4 =
/* (x> )

give for all values of the parameters av ..., ar

a
j =(f>k (av ...,ar ,

&
15 ...,6r);

they are therefore the same parameters as those which determine
the identical transformation in the first parameter group (cf.

(3), 19).
It also follows from the definition of the functions

a
kj (av ...,ar)

that the infinitesimal operators of the first parameter group
are Av ..., Ar where

Let now c^ , . . .
,
ar

Q be the initial values of the variables

Oj, ...,ar ;
let the operator

e
1
A

1 + ... + er Ar

be written A
;

and the operator obtained by replacing
a

19 ..., ar
in A by a^, ..., ar respectively be written A .

IfX is any linearoperator,we shall denote by e
x the expression

- to i
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We now take

afc
=^V (* = *> -r),

when we have a^ = u4 a
fc ,

and therefore, $(!, ...,ar) being any function of
15 ...,ar ,

We also have -77 -4 =
-^o ~jidt " dt

since the operators are in unconnected sets of variables, viz.

t and 04, ...,ar ;
and therefore

d2 d . d

Similarly we have

and therefore the limit of
-^? , when t is zero, is

Since (av ..., ar) is a function of t and of the initial values

tj , ...,ar ,
we have by Taylor's theorem

, /dd>\ t
2 /d2

d>\

and therefore

From this formula we deduce
-t- -#2

..
)
a
r)
= A (l +-A + -

by a second application of the same formula.

A particular case of this second formula is
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The identities of 41 (expressed in the variables a/15 ...,o4)

aX'k = X
fclZ;+ ... + XkrX'r , (*=!,..., r)

are equivalent to

and therefore, since x\ is a function of 1} ..., xn ,
alt ...,ar and

thus implicitly of xv ...,xn , a^, ...,ar , t, and since

i i*^y -^ . */we ave
~di

= ^ ^j^i^ ask

by (1) and (2).

Now the identities (1) and (2) of 41 are equivalent, so that

we must have 2 *kj
ask = */ 5

and therefore

We can deduce from the formula (3) a result which will be
useful later ; since

we have the inverse scheme

C0<s*J*(Vfc)j

and therefore, since a^ does not involve
,
we see that

^^(zi, ...,< a
19

... 5 r) = -

It follows from (1) and (3) that the operator

a = T

that is, the operator *\?e /%> +A
annihilates every function of xv . . .

,
xn when expressed in terms

of x{, ...,x'n , ttj, ...,ar . If we notice that o, ..., x'n ,
a

t , ...,

ar ,
e15 ..., er are all independent of one another, we shall see

that each of the operators X^+A l ,
. . . ,

X'
r + A r ,

must have this

property.
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Ifwe now take a^,..., ar to be the parameters of the identical

transformation, then, when t = 0, o = x^ ; and applying
Taylor's theorem we have

If we write X' for the linear operator

and express any function of xf

ly ...
)
x'n in terms of xv

Cj, ..., er we have from (3)

Now Xf

(j>(x'l,... )
xf

n) is itself a function of a^, ...,o4, so that

and therefore

-j-^ $ (^ij ^n) = X'z
$ (f^v > ^4)'

and more generally

/dm x/
-\

It follows that the limit of
( jfmj

^s ^mfl;
i an(^ therefore

Similarly we could prove that

(4) 4, (a?;, ...,<)

where X denotes the operator

Example. Assuming that

aj^
=

e'-^ic,-, prove that
</> (a;'^ ..., x'n)

= ^0 (ic19 ..., xn).

Since Av ...,A r are operators given by
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where the determinant

iu ,
. . . alr

irl ,
. . a,

does not vanish identically, these operators are not merely
independent but also unconnected.

A. group in n variables with n unconnected operators is

said to be transitive
;
if the order of the group is also equal

to n the group is said to be simply transitive.

We now see that the first parameter group is simply
transitive.

Since Av ...,A r are unconnected operators, and ev ...,er

arbitrary parameters, and av ..., ar
are defined by

we know that there can be no functional connexion between
av ..., ar , they may therefore be any parameters whatever.

It follows that if

^i=fi(xv av "-> ar)y (i-l,...,n),

we can always throw /$ (x, a) into the form

When the equations of a group are given in the form

the group is said to be in canonical form.
Since e

ei-Zi + ... + erxr ^Q j.ne ]imifc when m, =00 of

m
we see Aa every finite operation of a group can be generated

by indefinite repetition of an infinitesimal operation.
It should be noticed that the operation of substituting

for x^, ..., xn in any given function of these variables

a^, . . .
,
ocfn respectively, an operation denoted in the first

chapter of this treatise by Sai, ..., ar ,
has now been proved

equivalent to operating on x
lt ..., xn with e

e1xt + ... + erxr
.

j
wnen

Cj, ..., er are functions of a
1,...,ar known as the canonical

parameters. We shall sometimes speak of e iA + .-. + r^r ag
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a finite operator of the group, or simply as an operator, when
there is no risk of confusing it with a linear operator.
When in canonical form, the parameters of a transformation

scheme and its inverse are very simply related.

We have seen that

and since this formula holds for any function of x\> ..., x'n we
must also have

Now just as in elementary algebra we see that

e
z e~z

' =
1,

and therefore <f>(xv ..., xn)
= e~z

'

<$> (x(, ..., x'n).

A particular case of this general formula is

X
{
= 6-i-Z"l---r-rr a

.J >

so that the canonical parameters of any transformation scheme

being ev ..., er ,
those of the inverse scheme are ev ..., er .

Examples. (1) Prove that, X being any linear operator,

x
f

i
= e

tj:x
i , (i

= l,...,ri)

is a group of order unity.

(2) If X and Y are two linear operators whose alternant

is zero, prove that any transformation

is permutable with any transformation

45. When we are given the infinitesimal transformations
of a group and the group is generally discovered through the

infinitesimal transformations we are given the group in its

canonical form
; the question then arises, How are we to

determine whether a known set of linear operators do, or do

not, generate a finite continuous group ?

This question will be answered in the next chapter, but just
now it will be assumed that Xv ...,Xr are r linear operators,
known to generate a group given by

The group is, however, only given in the form of an infinite

series, involving the evaluation of such terms as
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so that we may ask, Can a^,...,o4 be expressed as finite

functions of xv ..., xn ?

The differential equation

(el
X

l +...+er
X

r)u = 1

has n unconnected integrals ;
let these be

<t>ifa,,xn), ..-, < (!,...,;).

If we take as a new set of variables yv ...,yn where

yl
= (

f>1 (xl , ...,xn), 2/2
=

4>2-4>ls ..., &, = <*> -<fi>

we see that
(
ei^i+ + #r%r) y = 1

,

and (e1
Z

1 +...+erZr)2/i
= if > 1

;

and therefore the operator

expressed in the new variables, is -

*fc

Now we have proved that
<f> (xv ..., xn) being any function

of the variables $ (x\ ,
. . .

, aQ = e*<j> (#1 , , n)

and therefore we conclude that

while
A.

^(^,...,0 =e^l2/i=2/i+ l rr^^, ...,) +1.

From these n equations we can therefore deduce the expres-
sions for x

f

l} ..., x'n in terms of x
l , ..., xn .

It follows that, when we are given the infinitesimal operators
of a group, we can find the equations of the group in finite

terms if we can find the integrals <f>v ..., <f>n of

and then solve the equations

<,-K. ><) = <t>i(zv ...,&)+!, (i
= 1,...,^),

so as to express x'v ...,x'n finitely in terms of xv ..., xn.

The functions
<j>v ..., <$>n will of course involve the arbitrary

parameters ev ..., e
r

.

Example. The operators

d d S a . 3 _ d S
r Ho? r V^-+^^ ' (aty ^J^ HIT? \-yz-39 v y r 9 ^
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are known to generate a group ;
find the equations of the

group in finite form.

We have to find the integrals of

The subsidiary equations are

= 1.

dx dy _ dz _ du
'

and if we write

e9 z e.7= y+ -^-, a tan0 = - + --
2e3 x 2 e

3

these equations become

dlogx j ,L - = d$ = de =
tan ^> tan 6

So that

2 2

e2
2

/y> (*OS (f)

is an integral of the proposed equation ;
and -

, and 0,

are functions annihilated by the operator

z) i

XT. j.
eo2; + e2 2a5 + e

1
a5 zxy

that is 3 *-J and -- ^

are annihilated by this operator.
The finite equations therefore of the required group are

1 _ + e

z' x'l/ zxy

2
tan-1

-v/4 gj e3
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and if we were to solve these, and thus express x', y', z' in

terms of x, y, z, we should have the finite equations of the

group in canonical form.

46. There is generally considerable difficulty in expressing
the equations of a group in finite form when we are given the

infinitesimal operators; but for most parts of the theory of

groups the knowledge of the forms of the infinitesimal opera-
tors is of more interest than the knowledge of the finite form

;

and the most important result which we have proved in this

chapter is that every transformation of a group may be
obtained by indefinite repetition of a properly chosen infini-

tesimal transformation.

Thus if we take the binary quantic

u = aQxv+pa^ xp~l y+ ...,

and apply the linear transformation

x'= ^x + m^, y' I2x +m2 y,

we get u = a' x'p +pa'1 x'p
- 1

y' + ....

From the identity of these two expressions for u, we deduce

(1) < = a

with similar expressions for a2 , . . .
;
and the problem of the

invariant theory is the deduction of the functions which have
the property

f(a' ,a'l,...)=Mf(a , a^...),

where M is a function of l
lt
m

15
1
2 ,
m2 only.

Now the equations (1) are easily proved to be the finite

equations of a group of order four; but they are of little

use in the invariant theory in comparison with their four

infinitesimal operators

h SOL,,---\-

a,---l-2a2 r +3a3 ^--h1 2 3
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A like result holds for most of the applications of continuous

groups ; thus, one of the questions to which the theory is

applied is the investigation of those linear partial differential

equations, which are unaltered by the transformations of a

known group ; we know that every equation, which admits
all the infinitesimal transformations, will admit all the finite

transformations of the group, for the latter can be thrown
into canonical form

;
and it is much simpler to find the forms

of differential equations admitting known infinitesimal trans-

formations than the form of those admitting known finite

transformations.



CHAPTER IV

THE CONDITIONS THAT A GIVEN SET OF LINEAR
OPERATORS MAY GENERATE A GROUP

47. We have proved in the last chapter that a group of
order r has exactly r independent linear operators, in terms
of which all other linear operators of the group can be ex-

pressed ; and when these operators are known the group is

also known in canonical form.

If X
lt ..., Xr are any r independent operators of the group,

we can express all other operators of the group in terms of
these

; there is therefore no unique system of operators ; thus,
in the group of rotations about the origin,

d 3 d * 2> 2>A = y--- z > Y=z--- x Z=x^--- v
cz cy ex cz oy ax

will be three independent operators ;
but so also would be

provided that the determinant

"25

did not vanish.

We shall, however, suppose that we have fixed on some one
set of independent operators, in terms of which the others

are to be expressed.
The proposition which, with its converse, will form the

subject of the present chapter may now be stated.

If Xlt ..., Xr is a set of independent operators of the group,
the alternant of any two of these is dependent on the set

;

that is

where the symbols c^ ,
... denote a set of constants, called the

structure constants of the group ;
these constants are fixed,

E 2
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when once the set Xlt ...,Xr is fixed, but they vary with our
choice of the set.

The converse of this theorem is, if X
l ,

. . .
,
Xr are any r

independent linear operators such that

then Xl} ..., Xr will be the operators of a group, which will be
finite and continuous, and will contain the identical trans-

formation ;
the canonical form of the group will be

We have proved that in operating on any function of

, ...,o4> a15 ...,ar ,
where we regard x

1 ,...,xn as fixed, and

,...a4 as varying, through being implicitly functions of

, ..., xn ,
als ... ,

ar ,
we have ( 40)

d* d2

Since then -^ = = -= ^ >

dakdah aahdak
we have

expanding this we get
* *

F'
,-
Al

H
k

This identity is true for all values of c^,...,^, #,..., a;^;
we may therefore replace x'

f by x
t ,

and in the notation of

alternants we have

(i) (axk , axh) + (JL , axh)
+

(a
xk , A) = o.

From the set of identities obtained in 41, viz.

aXk
= A

A.1
X

1+ ...+Afc r
Xr

in which Xki , ... only involve a^, . . ., ar ,
we have
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and therefore conclude from (1) that

where the functions A
ftAi ,

... only involve al5 ...,ar .

This identity holds for all values of the parameters Oj, ... ,
ar ;

we therefore take al} ...,ar to be the parameters of the identical

transformation, and the functions Aj^t-, ... now become absolute

constants and give the identities

le = r

(2) <*<,*})=2 Cflft**-

This is called the second fundamental theorem in group
theory.

Example. The equations (1) of 46 are those of a group
of order four, with the independent operators Xly X2 ,

X
3 , X,

where ^

A 4
= a, ---K2a2

- -f >..+pa
-

1

i)^
2
<>a2 ^dOp

and we may verify that

If we take as the four independent operators of the group,

Fj, F2 ,
F3 ,

F4J where

Fj
= ^T

x ,
F

2
= X

2 ,
F3
= pXz 2Xi ,

F4
= JT

3 ,

we see that the group has the structure

(F15
F

2)EEF3 , (F2 ,
F3)

= 2F
2 , (F3 , F1) = 2F

1 ,

(F15 F4)
=

0, (F2 ,
F

4 )
=

o, (F3 ,
F4)

= o.

48. We now know that unless a system of linear operators
is such that the alternant of any two of them is deperident on
the set, they cannot generate a finite continuous group ;

but

more important, and, at the same time, more difficult to prove,
is the converse theorem, viz. that any operators which satisfy
these conditions will generate a group.
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Before proceeding to prove this we shall consider some
formal laws according to which the symbols of linear operators
are combined.

Let y and x denote two linear operators, and let y1 denote

yxxy, 2/2 denote y^xxy^ y3
denote y.2x xy2 ,

and so on.

The identity
/ //M 1 1

,n-lxny = yx
n-nyl

xn-1 +
21

may easily be proved by induction
;
for it is obviously true

when n = 1
;
assume that it holds for all values up to n, then

i 71(71!)
xn+l y = xyx

n
nxyl

xn~l
-\

*-
-xy.2x

n~ 2
...,'

I

and as xyr _-^
= yr-ix yr > we nave

77/ ( Tkj
-

-i- 1 \
n+1

y = yx
n+l

nyl
xn + -y^n~l

,xy =
a !

so that the identity holds universally.
If we denote by [y, xr

] the expression

2/af + xyx
r~l + x2

yx
r~2 + ...

we next prove the identity

-
2! (r-l)l 3! (r-2)!

Assuming that this identity holds for all values of r up to

7i 1
, then

-l

+ ... + (_!)
"l!(7l-l)! 21(71-2)1

Now we have proved that

71 (711)
xn y = yx

n -ny l
xn~ 1 + v

2/2^ ->
so that by addition of similar terms in the two series we get

bX
n

->
n n~ l

=
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and as the identity holds when n = 1 we conclude that it

holds universally.
We have of course similarly

.

Examples.

(1) Prove similarly by induction the formula

yx = - "-*

prove that

--
\- ...

Oj ca2
= -2, 2/3

= 0, y4
= 0,....

(3) Prove that y and # being as defined in example (2),

yx
r = xry + rxr

~l
(yl r + 1),

*(4) Apply induction to deduce from (3) the more general
formula

y^__^tf xr~ l

y
8- 1

(
.

sir! ~r!s! (r-l)l (s-1)!
1^1

(r-2)t (s-2)! 1

^r
~3

2/'~
3

fa r
f

(
r _3)!(s _3)I 1 2 3

(5) Prove that x and
2/ being any linear operators,

yx
2

2xyx + xz

y
is a linear operator.

* A generalization of the formula of Hilbert, see Elliott, Algebra of Quantics,

p. 154, Ex. 5.
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(6) Prove that

49. Let

t

then, if .Sj, .B3 , ... are Bernoulli! 'a numbers,

and 3
= a5

= a, =...= 0.

We shall now prove the identity

a;*"-
1

-, of

If we substitute for each expression in brackets the series

to which we have proved it equal, we find that the coefficient

of yx
r on the right is > and that the coefficient of ya

xr~* is

, ,y(
l

<h. ,

a2 \
'

\(s +\)\(r -s)\ 8 !(r-8)! (s l)!(r-s)!

By equating the coefficients of the powers of t in

we see that the expression in brackets is zero, and therefore

the identity required is proved.

Example. If

and zr = ,_! a^,.^ , (r = 1, 2, 3, ...),

prove that
_
z

2. ^. ,

y ~ 213! 4!
"*

We now let

z = y + a1 y1 + a.2 y2 + ... to infinity,

then, from what we have proved, we have

yx=
x2

-, x-.
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Adding these expressions we get

(1) ye*=z + [z, ~] +
[*, |y + ... to infinity.

Now if t is a constant so small that its square may be

neglected,

and therefore from (1), if we neglect t
2
,

-

61

We can now say that, if t is a constant no longer small,

where R is some operator formed by combinations of the

symbols x and y.

50. We now suppose that

x = eX + ...+eX

where e
15 ...,er and e

1} ...,er are two sets of parameters, and

Xj, ...,Xr linear operators such that

From these conditions it follows that, if z is the linear

operator deduced from x and y by the law

then z is equal to

c
I
X

1 +...+crXr)

where c
lt ..., cr are a set of constants, which are functions of

Cj, ..., e r , fj, ...,er ,
and of the absolute constants c

t
v

fc ,
....

From the definition of z we see that these constants

Cj,...,cr are analytic functions of e
1 ,.,.,er ,

e
1 ,...,er ;

and
therefore the coefficients of the differential operators in z

will be finite, provided that e
lt ..., er> e1} ..., er do not exceed

certain fixed limits. It now follows that, e
x and e?

+ te

being
two operators whose effects on the subject of their operations
are not in general infinite, the effect of R on any such subject
cannot be infinite.

If we now denote by x, the operator x -\
--

,
where m ism

some integer, then x
t
will be a linear operator dependent on
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X^ ...,Xr ',
and the result at which we have arrived may be

thus expressed

* m' m*

Similarly we must have

/ tj \ ^

(2) (
1 + m)**

=

where x^ has replaced a; in (1).

So we have

Multiplying (1) by (l + -^-) , (2) by(l +
)

, and

so on, and then adding we obtain

Now let m become infinite; from what we have proved
for R we see that

is an operator whose effect on any subject on which it

operates is zero when m is infinite
;
and because xm is always

a linear operator dependent on X
lt ...,Xr whatever m may

y m
be, and because also the limit of (1 + ) is ev we conclude

V m'
that eve* = ex

,

where X is some linear operator dependent on Xlt ...,Xr .

51. We can now easily prove that a set of operators
which have the property

(i) (***/) =20k*i
will generate a group.
From the definition of a group in canonical form, we see

that what we have to prove is, that if
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where A
19 ..., An and nv ..., \ir are two sets of parameters, and

if Y' denotes the operator obtained by replacing xt in Y by
04 where ^ = ^, (i=i,..., w),

then e
r

o = e"'^ + - + "-^r x .^

where v
lt ...,vr are a set of parameters, which are functions of

A
I} ..., Ar , jut,, ...,jir ,

and of the structure constants c
tyft ,

....

Now e Y> %i is a function of a^ ,
. . .

, o^ ,
an(i therefore by 44, (4 )

and as we have proved that

we now conclude that the conditions (1) are sufficient as well

as necessary in order that X
lt ...,Xr may generate a group.

52. To find vlt ..., vr in terms of Aj, ..., Ar and /^, ..., )ur

would be to find for the group in canonical form the functions

which define the parameter groups.
Without attempting to perform the calculations necessary to

find these functions, we can see the terms of the first degree in

the expansions of v
lt ...,vr respectively, in powers of A

ls ..., A r ,

/u19 ...,jur ; for, neglecting all products of these parameters, we
have

... +XXrr

and therefore z>
fe
= A& + /u^. + . . . ,

where the terms not written down are of higher degree than
those which are written down.

It follows that any operation of the group

can in general be written in the form

x'i
= e*^ e**-^3 . . . d**r

Xj.

To prove this we recollect that the necessary and sufficient

conditions, that r functions of r variables should be capable of

assuming r assigned values, are that the functions should be

unconnected. Now we have proved that e^^e^^ ... etr r̂ is

equal to e
v^ + v*z* + - + vr*r

)

where vk
= tk + ...

t (&
= 1, ...,r);
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and as L, ...,tr are unconnected so must v
lt ...,vr be uncon-

nected: by a suitable choice of the parameters t
lt ... they can

therefore be made to assume the respective values e
1} ..., er .

53. Example. Prove that the operators

Zd TT-
" ^ rr <* ^= y z > i=z x > Z = x y ,

generate a group.
We have

fV 7\ Y 17 Y\ _ V* /v" V\ T
\I , i) Aj \i, A.)

= j
, (JL, Jr y

=
^J,

and therefore by the converse of the second fundamental
theorem these operators generate a group.

f now we require the equations of this particular group
in finite form, we may proceed as follows.
The most general operation of the group is

Let

so that

t*

Similarly we see that

z'=yBmt,+zcost,
and ar = x.

We now have

And
finally we get

terms
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54. If rti of the operators of a given group Xv ..., Xr are

such that the alternant of any two of them is dependent on
the m operators, then these ra operators will themselves form
a group, which will of course be a sub-group of X

lt ..., Xr .

Example. Find the projective transformations which do
not alter the equation

The most general operator of the projective group is(, ,v O

<H+i<

/i <>

(b + b^x + b
2y + b

3
z + y fax + e2y + e3z)) ^-

+
(
c
o +

we must therefore have

x (a + a^x + a
2y + az z) + y(b + b^x + b

zy + b3 z)

+ z (Cy + Cja; + c
a 2/ + csz) + fax + e2y + eaz) (x

2 + y* + z2
)
=

for all values of the variables such that

This gives a^ b2 = c3
= 0,

2 + 6j
=

3 + c
x
= 63 + c2 = + ^ = b + e2 = c + e3 = 0,

so that there are six operators admitted by the given equa-
tion, viz.

X,=(x2 1) + 037/ + xz , Y, = y--- >
'
)x y

<)y ^z * ^>z *y

X z
= yx + (y

2
1)- t-yz> T2 z--- T~ J

^x '

Zy
'

<)z <>x %z

^ ^ Z S c)

A = zx +zy^- + (z
2
-l) F, = x--- y

<>x
y

<>y
v '^z ty *x

We find that

(F3 ,
F

1)
= -F

2 , (7l,7jl)=-7s> (Z1I 7J)=-Z3 ,

(Z1,7a)
= Zat (Za ,

F
2)
= 0,

(Z2 ,
F

1)
= Z3 , (Z2 ,

F3)=-Z15 (^,7^ = -^,
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these six operators will therefore generate a group, and of

this group yl5
F2 ,

73
will form a sub-group.

We could of course have foreseen that such operators must

generate a group, from the general principle that if T
l
and T2

are any two operators admitted by an equation, then T
}
T.2 is

also admitted ;
and therefore the alternant T^ T2

T
2
Tv which

is a linear operator, is also admitted ;
and must therefore be

connected with the operators which belong to the group
admitted by the equation.

Also in this example the group must be a finite one
; for, if

it is a group at all, it is a sub-group of the general projective

group.

55. If X,, ..., X are the operators of a simply transitive

group, and Yv ..., Y. the operators of a second such group,
and if the alternant 01 (Xf , Y-) is zero for all values of i and j,
then it is clear, from the canonical forms of the groups, that

any operation of the one group is permutable with any opera-
tion of the other group ; such groups are said to be reciprocal.

In the group we have just considered, taking as our set of
six independent operators

W
2
=X

2-iY2 ,.-,, 2
=

2
-

2 , 3
=

3
-

z ,

where i is a square root of negative unity, the group has,
with respect to these operators, the structure

(Z2,ZJ=-2iZlt (Z,Z = -2iZ Z=_2^

It is easily proved that each of the sub-groups Z
lt Z2 , 3and Wlt W2 ,

TT
3 is simply transitive; they are therefore reci-

procal sub-groups.

56. Examples.

(1) If w, v, w are three quadratic functions of x, prove that

d d Su , v-~, w
CX %X

generate a group.

(2) Prove that 1 and z3

&e drc

cannot be operators of a finite continuous group.
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(3) Find the relations between the constants a, b, c, d
in order that

may be operators of a group of order three.

(4) Prove that

<> <> J / 9 9 o\ ^ <* <>

2/T
-- ST- and (or

2

y
2-z2

) + 2xy + 2xza d
<^2/ ^ *f <>z

are the operators of a group of order two
;
find the finite

equations of the group, and hence verify that the group is

an Abelian one.

(5) Prove that

y--- z and (y
2-zz-x2

) + 2yx~ + 2yz*
<>z <>y

7

di/ <>x
' ^z

are two operators of a group ;
and find the other operators of

the group of lowest order containing these two.

57. Example. Prove that a finite group containing

3 d d d
X^, X , y^r-> 2/T~'^x Sy

ff
<)x

*
<>y

cannot contain an operator of the form u r I- v where u
dx <)y

and v are homogeneous integral functions of x and y, of degree

higher than unity.
The principle which enables us to prove this theorem is

that a group which contains two operators must contain their

alternant. The alternant of two operators which are both

homogeneous is then itself a homogeneous operator of the

group ;
and if the degrees of the two operators are r and s

the degree of the alternant is (r + s 1). If then the group
is to be finite, there must be a limit to the degree in which
x and y can be involved in an operator; we may therefore

suppose that there is no operator of degree higher than that

of the operator
S 2>

u^ +v^->dx oy

Now suppose that u + v is of degree r. and can exist
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in a group which contains

As we cannot have and v both identically zero, we may

suppose that u is not identically zero.
^

Form the alternant **& +
*jj'**

m
jj'

&nd WG haVe

an operator ,! +
t;,^

also of degree r ;
in u15 however, y is

of lower degree than it is in u.
^

By forming the alternant of u
1^+ ^

1
with x , and

proceeding similarly with the resultant operator, we see that

the group must contain the operator

when v is some homogeneous function of x and y of degree r.

Denote this operator by 7, and
x^- by -X", and let

T^TX-XT, T^T^-
then Y = r-ir l^ 8ince a;r

Now r > 1 : so that the group, if it exists, must contain the

a

operator a^" r-

forming the alternant of of and y we see that the
cC c)CC

group will contain yz?~
l
T and therefore

that is, i/x
21"-2 r-

oX

But, since r > 1
,
this operator is of degree higher than 7% and

therefore we may conclude that the proposed group cannot
exist.
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58. We proved in 44 that A lt ...,A r ,
the operators of

the first parameter group, were unconnected; and that
Xv ...,Xr being the operators of the group of which Av ...,A r
is the parameter group

each annihilated any function of x
1 ,...,xn ,

when expressed
in terms of x[, ...,x'n and av ...,ar .

It follows that the alternant

annihilates such a function ;
and therefore so also does

Expanding the alternant and noting that

k=r

vanishes identically, we conclude that

annihilates any function of x
l ,

. . .
,
xn ,

when expressed in terms
f f

oi x
l ,

, . .
, Xy , a^ ,

. . . ,
ar .

Now this operator does not contain x(, ...,x'n ,
and there-

fore, from what we proved in 42, it cannot annihilate the

functions which express xli ...,xn , respectively, in terms of

a/!, ..., x'n ,
a

} , ...,ar ,
unless it vanishes identically; we must

therefore conclude that

that is, the first parameter group has the same structure con-

stants as the group X1 , ...,Xr .

59. The theorem of 41, known as the first fundamental

theorem, tells us that if

are the equations of a group, and

the operators derived from (1), by the method explained in

40, then
CAMPBELL F
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(2) tf
Jr

fc
= Ata1 + .

where Ay,
... are functions of a15 ..., ar ,

and

Xj, ...,Xr

are the operators obtained from

<r^i> "MO^T

by substituting therein, for c^, ...,,., the parameters of the

identical transformation.

The converse of this theorem can now be proved.
Let (1) denote a system of equations known to involve the

identical transformation ;
we can form the operators

X
l5 ..., Zr and Xv ...,Xr

from the equations (1) without presupposing any group pro-

perty of those equations ;
the converse theorem then is,

'

if the

equations (2) are satisfied, then the equations (1) will define

a finite continuous group.'
On referring back to 44, it will be seen that the two facts,

firstly that (1) involved the identical transformation, and

secondly that its operators were connected by the equations (2),

involved as a consequence that

If therefore we can prove that the alternants obtained from

Xi,...,Xr are dependent on Xv ...,Xr , then, the converse of
the second fundamental theorem will show us that the equa-
tions (1) are the equations of a group.
Now the equations of 40, viz.

are independent of any group property in the equations (1) ;

and (3) and (2) were the only equations used in 47 to deduce

(2) of that article. We conclude therefore that the facts, that

^ =/(! ,*i !,...,,.), (i= l,...,n)

involves the identical transformation, and that its operators
are connected by the equations (2), are sufficient to ensure
that the equations (1) are the equations of a group.

This is converse of the first fundamental theorem.



CHAPTER V

THE STRUCTURE CONSTANTS OF A GROUP

60. If X
: ,
X

2 ,
X3 are any three linear operators whatever

we have from the definition of an alternant

(1) (Xl,X2) + (X2,X1)
= o.

Also from the same definition

(Xlt (X2) X3))
= X,(X2 ,

X
3)-(X2 , X,)X1

X-L %zX3
X

t
X

3
X

2
X

2
X

3Xl +X3
X

ZX1

and therefore

(2) (Xlt (Z2 ,
X3))

+ (X2 , (X3 ,
X

l))
+ (Xs , (Xv XJ) = 0.

This equation will be referred to as Jacobi's identity.
If Xv . . .

,
Xr are r independent operators the second funda-

mental theorem has shown us that

<
3
)

if, and only if, these operators generate a group.
From (1) we then have

and therefore, since the operators are independent,

Again by (3) (Xj, (Xj, X^)) is equal to

h=r h=r h = m = r

C^/ ^ cikh Xji) =^ Cjkh (Xj, XjJ 2* C
ilth Cjfr

so that, applying Jacobi's identity, we have

Ji = TO = r

2 (
c
iTch

c
jhm + c

Jcjh
cihm + c

jih
c
Jchm}Xm =

F 2,

m
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Since the operators are independent we must therefore have

* = r

2 (cikh c
jhm + c

kjh
cihm + c

jih
ckhm) = -

The constants then which occur in the identities

h = r

(Xi, Xk)
=2 cikh Xh

are such that they satisfy the system of equations

2 (
cikh c

jhm + c
kjh

cihm + c
jih

where i, k, j, m may have any integral values from 1 to r.

These constants are the structure constants of the group
corresponding to the operators Xly ..., Xr .

The third fundamental theorem in the theory of finite

continuous groups is that the structure constants of any
group must satisfy these conditions ;

and the converse pro-

position is that any set of constants, satisfying these conditions,
will be structure constants of some finite continuous group.
A set of constants satisfying the conditions (4) is called a set

of structure constants of order r
; what we are now about to

show is, how, when we are given any such set of structure

constants, r unconnected operators Xlt ...,Xr ,
in r variables,

can be found such that

tf J

that is, we shall find r operators generating a simply transitive

group, with the given constants as its structure constants.

Groups of order r with the given set of structure constants

may exist in a number of variables greater or less than r
;

and the method of obtaining types of such groups will be

investigated in Chapter XI
;

in this chapter, however, as we
are only concerned to prove the converse of the third funda-
mental theorem, it will be sufficient to prove the existence of
a simply transitive group with the required structure.

61. If *,=2
r

*i4, (i=l,...,r)
is any linear transformation scheme, whose determinant

an , ... a,,

irl ,
- . . a.
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does not vanish, and o

is the inverse scheme, then, c
ijch ,

... being any other set of r3

variables, and c'
ikjl , ... another set connected with the first set

by the equation system
h =r p=q=r

(!) 2 ahs cikh =2 a
ip
a
kq

c
pqs

we see that, since the above determinant does not vanish,

(1) must give c'
i1th ,

... in terms of c
ilth , ....

From the fact that in the notation of 38

we easily verify that

h=r

2 Afo cikh
= 2.Aip

A
kq

c'
pqg ;

and therefore c
ijch ,

... are given in terms of c

It will now be proved that if one set c
ijch ,

... satisfy the

system of equations (4) of 60, so will the other c'ikh ,

To prove this, multiply (1) by a,tm cmj,
and sum for all

values of h, 8, m, p, q, when we shall have

7t = a = TO = r ra = p = s = q = r

2 a
Jts
atm cikh c

smj
=2 a

ip
a

Jeq
atm c

pqs
c
smj

'

Since by (1) the left hand member of this equation may be

TO = h = r

written 2
we see that

m = h = r

2 a
mj (

c
'iJch

chtm + ^kth c'him + ctih ch

is the sum of a number of terms which vanish by the con-

ditions (4) of 60.

We therefore conclude, since the determinant does not

vanish, that

h = r

2 (
cikh chtm + c

'kth
chim + ctih chkm)

=

for all values of i, k, m, t.

To prove that c
f

iltt + c'kit
= 0,
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interchange i, k, in (1) ;
we then get

h=r p = q = r

2 aht ckih =2 a
iq
a
kp

c
pqs'

Adding this equation to (1), from the conditions (4) of 60

we must have

Suppose now that we have a group with the structure con-

stants cikh , ..., the corresponding operators being Xlt ..., Xr
.

If we take as a new set of operators Yv , ..., Yr where
k=r

then it can be at once verified that c'ikh , ... are the structure

constants of the group corresponding to F15 ..., Tr . The con-

clusion we draw is that when we can find a group with the

structure constants cikh,... this group has also the structure

constants c^, . . . corresponding to another set of independent

operators.
We often take advantage of the fact that the structure

constants of a group vary, with the choice of what we may
call the fundamental set of operators, in order to simplify
the structure constants of the group. Thus in 55 we simpli-
fied the structure of the group of project!ve transformations

admitted by x* + y
z + z* = 1.

If two groups are such that the structure constants of the

first, corresponding to some one fundamental set of operators,
are the same as the structure constants of the second, corre-

sponding to some one fundamental set of its operators, then
the two groups are said to be of the same structure.

It is, however, a matter of considerable labour when we are

given two groups, with their respective fundamental sets of

operators not given in such a form as to have the same
structure constants, to determine whether or no the groups
have the same structure with respect to some two sets of
fundamental operators.

62. Suppose that we are given a set of structure constants
cikh>"> 8Uch that all (r s+ l)-rowed determinants, but not
all (r s)-rowed determinants, vanish in the matrix
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(in any row all positive integral values of j and k are to be
taken from 1 to r).

We now choose constants a
y , ... such that

ahlCjlk+'"+ ahr cjrk
=

>

(j - l,...,r; k = l,...,r; h= l,...,s),

and complete the determination of these constants by taking
amk arbitrarily if m > s

;
these arbitrary constants, however,

must be subject to the limitation that the determinant of the

?-
2 constants an ,

. . . a
lr

If a group of the required structure exists, and Xv ...,Xr
are its operators, then

will be s independent operators of the group permutable with

every other operator of the group ; that is, s Abelian operators

forming therefore an Abelian sub-group.
We now take the operators given by (2) of 61, and thus

we get a new set of structure constants c'ikh ,
... with the

following properties:

(
a
)

cikh
~ dikh

where i, k, h may have any values from (s+1) to r, and

dikh are a set of structure constants of the nih
order, n being

written for (r s) ;

(/3) the constant c'
ijch

= 0,

if either i or k is less than s+1, h having any value from

1 to r inclusive ;

(y) the constants cikm>

where i and k both exceed s, and m does not exceed s, are

such that <4m + ckim= 0,

h = r

2 (
dikh c

hjm
+ d

kjh
chim + djih c'hkm)

= -

h = g+l

We may therefore say (with the slight change of notation

which consists in writing

dikh = c
r-i, r-k, r-fc'

and C'u
~ S-* -* r-^
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that the problem of finding a group with the required

structure is now reduced to that of finding a group with

the structure constants d'ikh,... defined by the following

properties :

(o) d'uh = cikh>

if none of the suffixes i, k, h exceeds n, where the constants

cikh are known structure constants of the nih
order, such that

not all -n-rowed determinants vanish in the matrix

(& = i',! !i)
;

(/3)
the constant d\^ = 0,

if either i or k exceeds n, h having any value from 1 to r
;

where (1)

. 2 (ikh dhjm + c
kjh

dhim + c
jih

dhkm) =

if neither i nor k exceeds n, and m does exceed n.

The constants d'
iliht

... may be called normal structure

constants, and the problem of finding a group with a given
set of structure constants is now reduced to that of finding
a group with a given set of normal structure constants.

If YL, ..., Tr are the operators of a group with normal
structure constants, Tn+l , ..., Yr are the Abelian operators of

the group, if any such exist ; and there is no Abelian operator
in the group independent of Yn+l , ..., Yr .

Example.
C213

= ~ C312
=

322

C311
==

C
321
= ~

CU3 =
C
123
=

C112
^

C =
133

211 cui

ce
1 ,

C
23i
= AV C

i3i
= ~ bev 0232=: ae2 , 0333= 0,

are a set of structure constants, forming the matrix

-c 3 ,
be

2 , fcgj, o, 0, cej, 0, ce2 ,
be.

3

0, 0*2, ocj, ce
3 , ce

2 , 0, c^, 0, aes

a 3 , 0, 0, 6e
3 , 6e2 , O

15 6ej, ae2 5
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We see that every determinant of the third order vanishes
;

and that, unless a = b = c, or e
l

e
2
= ez = 0, it cannot

happen that every determinant of the second degree vanishes.
If then a group X^ X2 ,

X3 exists with these given constants
as structure constants,

aZj + bX2 + cX3

will be permutable with every operator of the group, that is,

will be an Abelian operator ;
and we take then

to be the operators of the group.
We have now a group of which the structure is

/ T7" T7" \ T7" i / 7 \ T7" . / \ T7"
I y V \ V -4- ( (IP /')/* i r J- f/7/7 f*> \ V
\ J. o Jt q * C/T J- T T \^-tOo

^~
C/C/-J ) JL n T^ I tt/C/o

^~ CCt J jt o
\ >' / IJLViS J./^'\O I/O

/y y \ _ A (V V \ n
V lJ 3/

~~
J V^ 1?

* 2/

If ae2
5e

15
and ae3 cej are both zero, we see that Z = eY^

Z2
= Y

2 ,
Z

s
= F

3 will be three independent operators of the

group with the structure

If ae2 ~be l
and aez ce-

L
are not both zero, suppose that

ae2 be
1
is not zero, and take

when we shall have
/ [7 f? \ ^_ f7 / f7 f7 \ e\ / !7 f7 \ f\

i *Jn "'*. )
~~ Q ) \ "\ 5 ^^9/ ^ 9

I -X/-1 . ^^Q I - W

63. We have proved in 58 that the first parameter

group has the same structure constants as the group which

generates it, and that it is a simply transitive group. Now it

may be at once verified that, if

j = k = n *.

then the operators JT
]5

. . . ,
Xn ,

if independent, will form a linear

group with the structure constants
Cjik ,

The first para-

meter group of this linear group will be simply transitive and

have these constants as its structure constants.

Now the operators Xlt ..., Xn are independent, since by hy-

pothesis not all Ti-rowed determinants vanish in the matrix
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and we thus see that, given the structure constants, the group

can be at once obtained if it does not contain any Abelian

operators.

Example. Find a simply transitive group with the structure

cm = 1, cm = 0, c211
= - 1, c212

= 0, cm = 0,

cm = o, C221
= o, C222

= o.

Writing down the matrix we see that

is a group of the required structure, but it is not simply

transitive.

The finite equations of this group in canonical form are (if

we take e
l
X

l + e.2
X

2
&s the general operator of the group)

If we change to a new set of parameters given by

the finite equations of the group are no longer given in

canonical form, but yet they take the simple form

The first parameter group is now

of a^x, y
f=

sincf, the equations which generate it are

The parameter group is therefore a group of the required

type, since it is simply transitive, and it may be verified that

it has the required structure, for its operators are

X
ox

64. We now proceed with the theory of the construction
of a group when the assigned structure constants are such
that the group, if it exists, must contain Abelian operators.
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Let Xv ...,Xn be the simply transitive group, which we
have shown how to construct with the structure constants
cikh> ""
Assuming for the moment that the simultaneous equation

system
h = n

(!) X
t
ukm-Xk uim = dijtm +2 cikh uhm ,

(i
= 1, ...,w; k = l,...,n; m = n+1, ...,r)

can be solved, let ulm ,
. . . ,

unm be any set of integrals. We can
then at once verify that the r linear operators

generate a simply transitive group of order r with the structure

constants d^, ....

Example. Find a group with the structure

The constants of the proposed group are such that the group
must have two Abelian operators ;

and the constants are in

normal form, for Xz and X are clearly these Abelian operators.

Using the results of the last example, we take

A i = CC, ^
It)

and the operators of the required group will be F15 F2 ,
Yz ,

F4 ,

where F, = Z1 + 3
A + ^4 1_, F2

= ^2 + r,3^ +rli
~

,

F * F-y3~ 3̂

' J4 ~^4

We see then, by the condition of the problem, that 3 , 4 ,

rj3 , 7j4 are functions not involving % or #4 ,
and that

X r -JT = 1 - ^ S ^1^-Z2 ^4
= 0.
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As we can take any integrals of these equations, we choose

rj4
=

4
=

3
=

;
and we must then determine r]3 so that

We therefore take ?;3
= 1

,
and we see that

will be four independent operators forming a group of the

required structure.

65. We now proceed to show how the equation system (1)
of 64 may be solved.

Since Xr ...,Xn is a known set of unconnected operators,

c , ..., r can be expressed thus :

where A
ift)

... is a known set of functions of the variables

#i> ...,.
From the fact that

d d S d

and that -3T
15 ...,-yn form a group, we see that \

ijt , ... are func-
tions satisfying the equation system

M NX o=0-n
/n J* j'< - ^S c \ \H ^-^ Ca^ Aoi- A^-

It will now be verified that

=*=
> J J

(2) 2 ^./ (^ \ij V- +
^r

Aai- A^ + ^-
Xai Xw)

= o

for all values of i, j, k.

We have

A
a;

-

^_ \^ + A^, Aai ,

'
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Since d
af} m + dftam = 0,

we see that what we have to prove is that

2, / <) <) S ^! .- {) <) \

^ajdapm ( ^~~A-pk ^ A. j I + ^ h-8kdaBm [ ^ ^-ai ^ Aa { )

^oX.. OXi. ' ^Acr. ?>^. /

Writing the second and third of these sums in the re-

spectively equivalent forms,

y = = n2* Q O \
Ay^y^( X^- AW),

-
^,

and substituting from (1), we see that the coefficient of

^aj^yk^bi in the identity is

(3=

Zs (dpam Cy&/3 + dpam Cbyp + dptm, Cayp) 5

and this is zero by (1) of 62, so that the identical relation

(2) is now proved.
In order to prove that the simultaneous equation system (1)

of 64 can be satisfied, multiply the equation there given by
A
f

A
fc?

,
and sum for all values of i, k

; then, if the new set of

equations there will be one for each pair of values of p, q
can be satisfied, so can the old.

To see this we notice that for the equation, with a given

pair of values of i, k, the multiplier is A^ A; A^ X
iq

;
and the

determinant of these multipliers cannot vanish, for the deter-

minant of A does not vanish (Forsyth, Differential Equa-
tions, 212).

If we now take

vim = A
li
ulm + ... +Awi unm , (i

= 1, ..., n),

the simultaneous equation system takes the simple form

where o-ikm , . . . are functions such that

since
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and from (2) we know that

d * d
+ * + <r =

66. To solve these equations consider the following lemma :

we have -n(nl) functions o
I

,, ..., xn such that
<r,.ft

+ aki = 0,

if we have -n(nl) functions o^,... of the variables
I

then 7i functions
ttj, ..., un can be found such that

r
**SM5 (tl -*)-

To prove that this is true for the case n = 3, let

here we can take u
a arbitrarily, and obtain u.2 and u3 by

integration.
Since o-^ + o-^

= 0, and o-
13 + o-

31
= 0,

Now

therefore -,, +

and therefore

It is clear that we can write f(x2) x3) in the equivalent form

pnf
*2 > ^3 only; and if w

2 isen to be some arbitrary function, then <w
3 can be obtained

by integration ; therefore
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Since w.z and w3 do not involve a^, we see that uls u2 +w2 ,

and u3 + u>3 are three functions in terms of which o-
23 ,

o-
31 ,

and
o-
12
can be expressed in the required form.

The extension to n variables is now easy. Assuming that

the theorem has been proved for the case of (n1) variables,

y
let = Ul

~U) ' k=l,...,n,

where as before ux
is arbitrary.

a * *
From r (Tj-j, + ^

-
O-i,, + -- (T, k = 0,

<>#!
^ xk <>X

Ji

* ^3we get < 0-7.7,
= ^ ^ ^ (uk~uh)'

t)^ Zx^XfrltXh

t)
2

and therefore <rkh
= vxk a h

where pkh is a function of x.2 , ...,xn only.

We have

(i- 2, ...,n; /i = 2,...,7i; fc = 2,...,7i);

and therefore, since we now have only (n 1) variables,

where w2 , ..., ww do not involve a^.

It follows as before that

will be a set of functions in terms of which we can express

o-^,
... in the required manner.

If we now write, as we can,

2

where the functions T^, ... can be obtained by quadrature,

the integrals of the equation system,

will be vpm
= -

^
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67. We have thus proved that, given any set of structure

constants, we can in all cases find a simply transitive group
of that structure.

Of the three fundamental theorems in the theory of finite

continuous groups, the first asserts that in a group with

r parameters there are exactly r operators which are inde-

pendent; and this property, together with the existence of

the identical transformation, is sufficient to ensure that the

equations

will define a group.
The second fundamental theorem asserts that these operators

X,, ...,Xr are such that

and that from any set of linear operators satisfying these

identities a group may be generated. The theory of the

canonical form of a group shows us that the group is entirely

given, when we know the linear operators ;
and therefore, to

find all possible groups, we have to find all possible sets of

independent operators, such that the alternants of any set are

dependent on the operators of that set.

The third fundamental theorem asserts that this set of
structure constants satisfies the conditions

cikh + ckih
=

>

h = r

2 (
cikh c

jhm + c
kjh

cihm + c
jih

ckhm) = 5

and that, corresponding to every set of constants satisfying
these conditions, a simply transitive group can be found whose
operators satisfy the conditions

Later on we shall see how all types of groups with a given
set of constants as structure constants can be found, for so far
the third fundamental theorem has merely shown us that one
simply transitive group of the required structure may be
foun J



CHAPTER VI

COMPLETE SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS

68. If q linear operators Z
1} ...,Xq

are such that no

identity of the form

</>! (!, ..., xn) Zj + ... + <{>q (xlt ..., xn) Xq
=0

connects them, the operators are said to be unconnected.

Any operator which can be expressed in the form

^(ajj, . . ., xn)
X

1 + . . . + 4>q (xl ,
. . ., xn)

X
q

is said to be connected with X
l} ..., X' and all operators so

connected are said to belong to the system Xlt ..., Xq
.

There cannot be more than n unconnected operators, though
there may be an infinity of independent operators ;

uncon-
nected operators are of course independent, but independent
operators may be connected

( 15).
If

</> x ( ls ..., xn )
and

(f>2 (a31} ..., xn)
are two functions of the

variables xv ...,xn ,
such that there is no functional relation

between them of the form

* (</>!, 2)
=

0,

they are generally said to be independent ;
it will be perhaps

more convenient if we say they are unconnected, and reserve

the word independent for functions not connected by a relation

of the form ^ 0,

where A
x
and A

2 are constants, and not both zero.

Similarly any number of functions $ 15 ..., (f>s
will be said to

be unconnected if there is no identical relation between them
of the form

^(fc, ...,0.)
= 0;

and they will be said to be independent if there is no relation

between them of the form

where A
15 ...,\ s

are constants.
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If we have q unconnected operators, such that the alternant

of any pair is connected with the q operators ;
that is, if

h=q

the operators are said to form a complete system of order q.

If we take any system of unconnected operators Xlt ...,Xq ,

and form their alternants (Xt ,
Xk ), . . .,then, unless each alternant

is connected with Xlt ..., Xg ,
the system made up of Xv ...,Xq

and their alternants (Xt , Xjj, ... will contain a greater number
of unconnected operators than the original system Xlt ...,Xq

.

Suppose it contains (q + s) unconnected operators ;
we can

add to this system as we added to the original system, and we
shall thus obtain a new system containing still more uncon-
nected operators ; proceeding in this way we must at last

arrive at a complete system, since there can never be more
unconnected operators than there are variables.

If a function of a^, ...,xn is unaltered by the infinitesimal

transformation

it is said to admit the infinitesimal transformation, or to be
an invariant of that transformation.

If /fa, ...,xn) is a function admitting this transformation
we must have

it follows that the necessary and sufficient condition that the
function may admit the infinitesimal transformation is that it

should be annihilated by the linear operator

The set of q infinitesimal transformations

are said to be unconnected if no identities of the form

(% .<*) = 0, (i= l,...,n)

connect them, where <J>15
. . .

, 4, are functions of the variables
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69. The problem of finding whether there is any function

/(#i, ..., acn ) admitting a given set of q unconnected infini-

tesimal transformations, is the same as that of finding whether
there is any function annihilated by each of the q given
operators v vAH ..., A ?

.

Since, if /is annihilated by X^ and Xi, it is also annihilated

by the alternant (X^ Xj),
this problem may be replaced by

that of finding whether there is any function annihilated by
the operators of a complete system.

If the complete system is of order n, i. e. if the number of

unconnected operators is equal to the number of variables,
then the only function which can be so annihilated is a mere
constant.

If, however, the order is less than n, it will now be proved
that there are (n q) functions which are so annihilated; in

other words, there are (n q) unconnected invariants of a

complete system of order q.

Let F
15 ..., Yq

be a new set of operators connected with
X

lt ...,Xq by the identities

where pt-^,... are any system of functions such that the

determinant

li Piq

Pql>
'

Pqq

is not identically zero.

The operators F15 ..., Yq
also form a complete system of

order q, and any invariant of one system is an invariant

of the other.

In order to simplify the forms of F,, ..., Yq we now so

choose pik , ... as to have, in the notation of 38,

Since Xl9 ...,X are unconnected, these values of pik ,

cannot make the above determinant vanish ;
we now have
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The operators Ylt ..., Yq are now said to be in normal

form, and the problem before us is to find the unconnected

invariants of a complete system given in normal form.

The operators in normal form are all permutable; for

suppose that

(7i,Yk)
= ^Tl + ...+nq

Y
q

where /*lf ..., nq
are functions of x1 , ..., xn .

From the forms of Yv ..., Yq
we see that the coefficient of- in the alternant of (Y{ ,
Yk)

is zero
; and, since on the

-

right hand of the above identity this coefficient is /XA ,
we con-

clude that
/utj, ..., pq are each zero.

We now know that F
15 ..., Yq generate an Abelian group,

all of whose operators are unconnected. (It is not of course

true that the operators Xl ,... t
X necessarily generate a group ;

such a conclusion could only be drawn if X
l} ...,X were

dependent on Ylt ..., Yq ; here all we know is that they are

connected with Yv ..., Yq .)

The problem of finding the integrals of a complete system
of linear partial differential equations is the same as that of

finding the invariants of the corresponding operators ;
and

this problem is now reduced to that of determining the

invariants of a known Abelian group, all of whose operators
are unconnected.

It will be noticed that in this reduction of the problem only
the direct processes of algebra have so far been employed.

70. We shall now show how the form of such an Abelian

group may be simplified by the introduction of new variables.

be any operator, and let j^fa, ..., xn), ...,/n_ 1 (a;1 , ..., xn)
be

any (n 1) unconnected invariants of this operator, and
fn(xn >#) anv other function unconnected with/j, ...,fn_l .

Take as a new set of variables

then the operator X, when expressed in terms of these new

variables, must be of the form
77
^

, where
rj

is some function

of
^i ~',yn > which is known, when we know X and its in-

variants.
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We can now find by quadratures a function <b(v,< , ..v)ill \71* > t/W/
such that . .

- 1= 1.

This function
</>,

which we shall now denote by y'n ,
must con-

tain yn ,
and must therefore be unconnected with ylt ..., 2/n _-, ;

if then we take as variables ylt ...,yn _v y'n ,
the operator X

will be of the form
c

Wn'
In order to bring Yq

into the form
^ r , it is only necessary
t/n

to be able to find the invariants of a linear operator in

(n q + 1) variables
; for, since the coefficients of

x
n-q+l

xn-l

vanish in Y
q ,

the variables xn_g+l , ...,xn_ l
can only enter that

operator in the form of parameters.

(It is not to be supposed that in every operator of any

Abelian group the coefficients of r > must vanish ;

x
n-q+l

dxn-\
but in the particular Abelian group we are dealing with the

operator Yq
has this property.)

71. We shall now prove by induction that every Abelian

group, with q unconnected operators, can be reduced, by a

transformation of the variables, to the form

Let X
lt ...,Xq

be the given operators of the group; then

X
lt ...,Xq_^

will form a sub-group of (q 1) unconnected

Abelian operators. Assume that these can be reduced to the

forms ^

andthat

The operators were unconnected and permutable in the first

set of variables, and must therefore retain these properties in
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the new variables ;
it then follows that none of the coefficients

i >; c&a contain x
n-q+i> ""> Xn-\-

By a transformation of the form

we can, without altering the forms of X^ ..., Xq
. lt reduce

JT
?
to the form

where ^ ., n i
a16 functions of

2/15 ..., 2/n- 2 2/n only--

Zlf ....^haveVen
thrown

into the forms

where fn., +1 , ..., -i do not contain x +l , ....^ ;
and to

simplify the form of these operators further we take

yl
=

ajj, ..., yn. q
= xn_ q , yn = ocn ,

Vn-q+l
= xn-q+l-n-q+I

xn> " 2/n-l
= *-

We now have

c

q+l

'

and therefore Xlt .,. t
X

q
take the respective forms

As we have already proved that any single operator can be

reduced to the form
^

> we have now given an inductive
&n

proof that any q unconnected Abelian operators can, by a

proper choice of variables, be reduced to the forms

d d d
.

, j > . .
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72. When an Abelian group is reduced to this form

^"> xn-a are
(
n ~ (l) unconnected invariants of the group;

and therefore we have proved that any complete system has

exactly (n q) unconnected invariants.

It is important to prove that these invariants can be

obtained by direct algebraic pt^ocesses and integrations of

equations in (nq + 1) variables at the most.

To prove this we reduce the system to its normal form,
which can be done by processes which are merely algebraic.
If Xlt ..., XQ are now the operators we reduce XQ to the form
i

-
; this we have proved can be done by quadratures, and

*xn
the integration of an equation in (nq+ 1) variables at the

most.

JT
15 ..., Xq_!

will now be (q 1) unconnected Abelian opera-
tors

;
let

' (k=i ..... q
~

i}

where, since Xk is permutable with -
, fcl , ..., kn only

involve xl , ..., xn_r
x*

Our object being to obtain the invariants of r and
oxn

X^...,Xq_lt
it is only necessary to find those functions

of x
l ,...,xn_ l

which are annihilated by the (q 1) linear

operators

fc&r-+*&*tir; > (*= 1.-.?- 1
)-

OX
1

OJCn-l

These (q 1) operators are Abelian operators, and uncon-

nected, so that we have to find the invariants of an Abelian

group in (n 1) variables with (<?!) unconnected operators.

Assuming then the theorem for the case of (n 1) variables

with (g-1) operators, we see that it will also be true for the

case of n variables with q operators; and since we have

proved its truth when q 1, we conclude that the process of

obtaining the common integrals of a complete system of linear

partial differential equations, in n variables, involves the

integration of linear equations in (nq+l) variables at

the most.

73. Suppose now that we are given the equation

how far are we aided in finding its integrals by our knowledge
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of (q- 1) other operators X2 , ..., Xq forming with Xl
a com-

plete system ?

We first find the (n-q) unconnected functions wmcn are

common integrals of

X1 (f)
= 0,...,Xq (f) =

by the method just explained ;
we then take these functions

to form part of a new set of variables; and in these new

variables may assume the integrals to be

xn = an> x
q+l

~ a
q+l"

We now have to find the remaining (q 1) integrals of

where ..., q
are functions of x1 , ..., xq) a

q+l , ..., an ;
the

subsidiary equations of (1) are then

It is known (Forsyth, Differential Equations, 173, 174)
that the solution of these subsidiary equations, and therefore

of the corresponding linear partial differential equation (1),

depends on the solution of an ordinary differential equation
of order (q 1) in one dependent, and one independent variable.

Thus the solution of ;- |- 77
= 0, where and

77
are func-

tions of x and y, depends on the solution of an ordinary

equation of the first order; f- \- n h CT = depends
OiC ul/ v2f

on the solution of an ordinary differential equation of the
second order.

If we define an integration operation of order m as the

operation of obtaining the solution of an ordinary equation of

order m, we may say that : if we are given an equation
-X\ (/) = 0, and ifwe know (q 1) other operatorsforming with
X

l
a complete system of order q ; the solution of the equation

can be made to depend on algebraic processes, on quadratures,
and on integration operations of order (n q) and (ql).

Example. Prove that, if X
}

, ..., Xq
is a complete system

with the unconnected invariants ult ...,un_ q ,
then every

operator which annihilates each of these invariants is con-
nected with Z

a , ..., X q
.

By a change of the variables we may take the invariants
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to be x
1 , ..., xn_ q -,

then the operators are in the variables

x
n-q+i> ""> xn O10̂ J > an(^ as they are unconnected

are each connected with X
lt ..., X~.

Any operator which annihilates x
lt ...,#_ must be of the

form

and must therefore be connected with Xlt ..., X_.



CHAPTER VII

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ADMITTING KNOWN
TRANSFORMATION GROUPS

74. In this chapter we shall show how the fact, that

a linear partial differential equation admits one or more

infinitesimal transformations, which may be known by
observation of the form of the equation or otherwise, enables

us to reduce the order of the operations requisite for the

solution of the given equation.
Let Y be the linear operator

where TJ,, ...,7jn are functions of xlt ...,%, and 7 the operator

obtained from Y by replacing x
t by x'

t
.

(1) If x'^e^Xj, (i=l,...,7i),

where X =
&^

+ ... +
&^-,

we must obtain an expression for Y' in terms of xlt ..., xn ,
and

this will enable us to determine at once if the equation
Y (f) admits the transformation (1).

From (1) we deduce (44) x
i
=e~ Lff xf

i
and therefore

Tx
t
= re-^aft. Since Te'*^ af

t is a function of x'v ...,<
we therefore have

(2) Txt^ePYe-tXxt.

Expanding d* Ye~ tx in powers of t, we see that the

coefficient of t
r

is

Xr Y Xr~l YX Xr~2 YX2 Xr~*YX*
r\

'

(r-l)l
f
(r-2)l 2! (r-3)!3!

+ ""

F(r
)

We shall prove that this expression is equal to
( l)

r

p

where FW = YX-XY, F(2
) = 7WX-XYM, ...,
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Y (r) having now the meaning which was attached to yr in

48.

Assume that

F(r-*) Xr~l 7 Xr~*YX Xr

'
(r-1)!

~
(r-1)! (r-2)! 1!

+
(r-3)! 2!

'"

then
(r-l)l

Xr Y
, _ Xr~l YX Xr~2 YX*

' 1 \l
~~~

\ / /M -I \| 1 I
' \ ) /, o\l Ol

4
(r-1) I 1! (r-2)! 2!

+r
~(r 1)!

"
(r-1)! 1! (r-2)! 2!

and therefore

F(f) ^ ZrF Z
'

rl
'

~^! (r-1)! 1! (r-2)! 2!

so that the required theorem is proved by induction
;
and

It follows that e'^Fe"^ is a linear operator, and as such

it may be written in the form

and by (2) this may be written

i=w

SY'tr.}- = Y'
Wixt

so that F= F- ~ YW + f F<2 > -
^ F(3 > + ... .

75. We may apply this formula to obtain the conditions

that a given sub-group may be self-conjugate.

If X!,..., Xn are the infinitesimal operators of a group, of

which X
q+1 , ...,Xr

form a sub-group, we defined a self-con-

jugate sub-group as one such that

is always an operation of the sub-group, whatever be the
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values of ,, ..., er ,
the parameters of the group, or A

?+1 , ..., A f

the parameters of the sub-group.
If we denote by X the operator el

X
l + ... +er

X
r ,

this con-

dition may be expressed by saying that the group generated

by X'
q+lt

... t
Xf

rt
where

is identical with the group Xq+l , ...,Xr ;
that is, that each

operator X'
q+l , ...,X'r is dependent on the operators of the

set Xq+l , ...,Xr .

Now the formula we have just proved gives

so that

must be dependent on X
q+l , ...,Xr .

By the second fundamental theorem ( 47) we have

jfd) . Te.r , X,
^q+j <& e

i
c
q+j, t,k^lt>

and therefore, if we take e
lt ...,er so small that their squares

may be neglected, we see that a necessary condition for

X'
q+l , ..., X'r being dependent on X

q+1 , ..., Xr is

Since this must be true whatever the values of the small

quantities ^,...,6,. we must have

The sub-group ^?+1 , ...,Zr cannot then be self-conjugate
unless these conditions are satisfied.

These necessary relations between the structure-constants
are also sufficient; for if they are satisfied X +j

will be

dependent on X
q+l , ...,Xr \ and therefore, since this is tine

for all values of j from 1 to r-q, Xf+j , Xf+1 , ... wiU all be

dependent on X +1 , ...,Zr ,
and therefore X' , will be so

dependent.
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If we take q = r 1, we get in particular as the conditions
that Xr may be a self-conjugate operator

IfXr is to be an Abelian operator the further conditions

are necessary.

76. We now seek the conditions that the complete system
of equations ^(f} = Q .....^ (/) = ()

may admit the group of order one

Clearly the conditions are that F[,...,F' should each be
connected with FI} ..., F ;

that is, we must have

where p^, ... are functions of x
li ...,xn .

Since Tk =Yk ~tY^ + ^-...,
we see, by taking t very small, that necessary conditions are

where cr^, ... are some functions of xlt ..., xn .

These necessary conditions are also sufficient
;
for

and therefore, since Fj
x)

, ...,F^
} are each connected with

Fls ..., Fg ,
we see that F^

2) is also connected with F15 ..., F^.

Similarly we see that F^
3)

, F^, ... are each so connected;
and therefore (,..., Y'

q
are connected with F1} ..., Yq ;

and

we conclude that the necessary and sufficient conditions that

a complete system of linear partial differential equations of
the first order should admit the group

are that the alternants (F15 X), ..., (Fg , X) should each be

connected with Y
1 , . . .

,
F .
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77. If /(#,,..., xn)
= constant is any integral of the com-

plete system, that is, if f(xlt ...,) is any invariant of the

complete system of operators Ylt ..., Yq ,
then /(a/19 ...,0^) is

an invariant of Y(, ...,Y'q
. Now by hypothesis the complete

system admits ^ _ e
txx .

and therefore by what we have just proved

The determinant of the functions pik , ... cannot be zero
;

for if it were zero T{, ..., Yq
would be connected, and there-

F!,..., Yq (being operators of the same form, but in the

variables xlt ...,xn instead of x[, ...,x
f

n) would be connected,
and this is contrary to hypothesis : since then the determinant

is not zero, every invariant of Y(, ..., Y' is an invariant of

Fj, ..., F_; and we conclude that iff(xlt ..., xn) is an invariant

of Fls ..., Yq so also is/(a, ...
,
x'n).

In other words, any invariant of the complete system of

operators is transformed by

into some other invariant function, if the complete system
admits this transformation.
We may prove conversely that if

transforms every invariant of the complete system into some
other invariant, then the complete system admits this trans-

formation.
For suppose that f(xl , ...,xn) is an invariant: then by the

hypothesis so is f(x(, ..., x'J, that is

e
ur
f(x1 ,...,xn)

is an invariant. If we now take t very small, we may con-
clude that Xf(xt , ...,) is an invariant, and therefore must
be annihilated by F,, ..., Yq

.

Since f(xlt ..., xn ) is an invariant, it is annihilated byY
lt ..., Yq ,

and therefore also by the operators of the second

degree X Y, , . . . XY > and therefore finally /(,,..., xn) is

annihilated by each of the alternants (F15 X), ..., (Yq , X).
It follows then from the example on page 89 that each

of these alternants is connected with F
1} ..., F and therefore

that the complete system admits
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We thus see that the conditions that a complete system may
admit the above group may be expressed by either of two

equivalent conditions
; firstly, by the condition that the alter-

nants of each of the operators of the complete system with X
should be connected with the operators of this system ;

or, secondly, by the condition that every invariant of the

system should be transformed into another invariant by the

operator X.

78. The condition that a given function f(xlt ...,xn) may
admit

(1) O5'
<
=

is that it should be annihilated by the operator X,

where X =
(l

- +... + & A. .

It must therefore, if it admits (1), also admit

(2) aJ,
= a!

< + *p i (a^,... ,orn), (i=l,...,ri)

whatever function of the variables xl ,...,xn the multiplier

p may be.

If on the other hand a given differential equation Y (/} =
admits (1), it will not in general admit (2).

If Fj{/) = 0,..., Tq (f)
= is a given complete system

of differential equations the system will obviously admit the

infinitesimal transformation.

(3) af
i
= x

i + t(p1
71 +...+pq Yq)a;i

whatever the functions
Pi,...,pq may be; for the alternants

of Y
1 ,...,Yq

with p1
F

1 + ...+pg
F
J

are connected with

*1 '> *
q" . .

A transformation of the form (3) is said to be trivial.

If the equation system admits

we say that it admits the operator X ;
and we now see that if

it admits X it will also admit

but with respect to the given equation system we should not

reckon x[-
= e

t^xi
If

and a/.

as distinct transformations.
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We can, however, make use of the fact that p1 ,...,pq
are

undetermined to obtain the simplest forms of the operators

admitted by the given equation system.

Suppose that the complete system admits the non-trivial

transformation / /

under what conditions will it admit

The conditions are that the alternants (F, , pX), ..., (Yq , pX)
should each be connected with Fls ...,Fg ;

and therefore,

since
/> (F1} X), ..., p (7q , X) are each so connected,

(Yl p)Xi ...,(7q p)X

must each be connected with F
x ,

. . .
, F^ .

Now by hypothesis X is not connected with F15 ..., Yq ;
and

therefore we must have

that is p is either a constant, or an invariant of the complete

system.

79. If the complete system is reduced to normal form,
that is if

the further discussion of the problem with which we are now
concerned is made more simple. This problem is the in-

vestigation of the reduction of the order of the integration

operations, necessary for the solution of the given equation
system, due to the fact that the system admits known non-
trivial transformations.

Since the reduction of the system to normal form only
involves algebraic processes, we may suppose the system to be

given in normal form.

If X is a non-trivial operator admitted by the system, then

is also admitted, and is non-trivial; and, by properly choosing
the functions plt ...,p? , we can replace X by a linear operator

of the form d %

&55+r*fcfij
which is necessarily non-trivial.
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We shall call such an operator a reduced operator ; and
when we are given any non-trivial operator admitted by the

system, we replace it and this can be done by mere algebra
by the corresponding reduced operator.

If then we are given a complete system, in normal form,

admitting m known unconnected reduced operators Zx , ..., Xm
we must have

Now in (X{,Yk) the coefficients of r >>- are all
x
n-q + I xn

zero, and therefore we must have <r
l
= 0, ..., <r

q
=

; each

of the operators Xl ,...,Xm is therefore permutable with
each of the operators F1} ..., Yq

. Also there cannot be more
than (n q) reduced unconnected operators Xv ...,Xm ,

for

these operators are in the (n q) variables xl) ...,tvn_q only,
x
n-q+i> >

xn entering them merely as parameters.

We also see as in 78 that

Plxl +...+ Pmxm
can only be admitted if Pi,...,pm are invariants of the

operators Fj ,
. . .

,
Y
q

.

From the Jacobian identity

(Ffc, (Xi,Xj)) + (Xj , (Yk ,Xi))
+ (Xi , (Xj,

Yk ))
=

0,

we see that, since (Yk ,Xi )
and (Yk , Xj)

vanish identically, so

also must (Yk , (Xi,X^ ;
that is, the equation system admits

the alternant of any two reduced operators ;
and this alternant

is itself a reduced operator since it is of the form

It therefore follows that, if an equation system admits any
non-trivial operators at all, it must admit a complete system
of operators; we shall suppose then that X1 ,...,Xm is a

complete system of operators in the variables xlt ...,#n_ 2 ,
the

other variable xn _ q+lt ...
t
xn entering these operators only as

parameters; and we know that m^f>n q.

80. We now have

(%i , Xj)
=

Piji ,X! + +
Pijm%m >

and, since the system admits (Xt , Xj),
the functions p^, ...

are either constants, or integrals of the given equation system.
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The first thing -which we must now do is to reduce the case

where the functions are integrals to the case where they are

mere constants.

Suppose that of the functions p^ ,
. . . exactly s are uncon-

nected
;
we now know s invariants of the complete system,

and we therefore transform to a new set of variables, so chosen
that xn-q,&n-q+i> >

xn-q-+i are these known invariants of

the complete system.
This transformation of the variables has only involved

algebraic processes ;
and we now again bring the system to

normal form, when we have

We suppose Xlt ...,Xm , the operators which the equation
system admits, again reduced, so that

From the fact that (Y{ ,
Xk)

= 0, and that none of the terms

--
, ..., _- occur in 7,, ..., 7 we see that

JX
n-q-i+l dx

n-q

It therefore follows that kh ,... are integrals of the system:
they may either be new integrals or they may be connected
with the known set xn_ q , ...,xn_ q _ g+l

.

If they are new integrals we simplify 715 ..., 7 still further
by again introducing the new integrals as variables; and
continue to do this till we can obtain no further integrals
by this method.
We may therefore now assume that

&k"i (h = n-q8+l,...,n q)

WJT^ fu
f
ct

;

ons of
*-2> --., that is, of the

integrals already known,

81. It must be noticed that we cannot advance further in
^taming integrals of the complete system, through our

knowledge that the system admits Xlt ...,Xmt unleis in so
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far as we know how to deduce from X
l ,... t

Xm operators

of the form i = w_9_ i

To prove this, suppose that the system admits X which
is of the form

We now have the complete system of equations

and it is in normal form
; but, since we have increased the

number of the variables as well as of the equations, the order

of the integration operations, necessary to find a common

integral, is now no lower than it was to find a common
integral of ri(/) = 0,..., FS(/ )

= 0.

We take

where p^,... are functions of xn_ q , ...,#n_ 2_ g+ i only, and
are therefore invariants of F15 ..., Yq

. Zlt ...,Zm will now be

reduced operators admitted by the given equation system.
We must so choose pki , ... as to obtain as many as possible

of the operators in the form

and these alone can be eSective for our purpose.

82. The problem before us is now simplified and may be

thus restated : we are given q operators Yl)t ..,Yq where

= n-qs

and, in order to obtain new integrals of the system, we are to

make the most use of our knowledge that the system admits

Xlt ...,Xm where

i=n q s

H a
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As before we have

and the functions
p,yfc>--- being invariants, we should have

new integrals unless they are merely functions of the known

integrals xn_ q , ..., xn_ q _8+1 .

Since we have assumed that we cannot obtain any more

integrals by this method we must take these quantities

PiSk>~- to b merelJ Unctions of xn_q , ..., xn_ q
_8+l ; and,

since these variables only enter Yly ..., Yq ,
Xlt ...,Xm as

parameters, we may now assume p^, ... to be mere

constants.

The operators Xl ..... Xm then satisfy the identities

that is, they generate a group.
We thus see how Lie's theory of finite continuous groups

had its origin in the question which he proposed, viz. what
advance can be made towards the solution of linear partial
differential equations of the first order, by the knowledge of

the infinitesimal transformations which the equation admits ?

83. We know that (in + q) is not greater than n
; suppose

that it is less than n. We then find the common integrals of

the complete system

*,(/) = o
f .... Zm (/) = o, F

x (/)
= o, ..., F2 (/)

= o,

of which all the operators are unconnected, and of which the
structure of the operators for these operators generate a

group of order (m + q) is given by
= ciklXi + + c ikm^m

and by the fact that the operators Flf ..., Yq
are Abelian

operators within the group of order m + q.
There are (n m q) common integrals of this system which

can be found by an integration operation of order (n m q).

Having determined these integrals we so change the variables
that the corresponding invariant functions become

and the problem of finding the remaining integrals of
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is now reduced to that of finding the invariants of a complete
system of order q, in (m-f q) variables xlt ..., xm+q ,

the system
admitting m known reduced unconnected operators, also in
the same variables x

t ..., xm+ q
.

As (m + q) is either less than n or equal to it, we can now
restate the problem in the form to which we have reduced it.

Given a complete system of equations

in (r + q) variables xlt ..., xr+q ,
whose invariants are required,

we are to take advantage of the fact that the system admits
r known operators Xt , ..., Xr in these variables.

The r operators are unconnected, and reduced, and generate
a group which is finite and continuous ; and the variables

n > >
x
n-r-q+i

occur in Xi,~->Xr > ^i >
Ya> merely as

parameters; Ylf ..., Yq
are operators permutable with each

other and with Xlt ..., Xr .

84. In order to find the invariants of F15 ..., Yq
we should

have required integration operations of order r, had it not
been that we know that the equation system admits the

operators Xl} ...,Xr . We therefore find the maximum sub-

group of X1} ..., Xr ;
that is, the sub-group with the greatest

number of independent operators, which being a sub-group
must not include all the operators of the given groupX1} ...,Xr ;

and we find the integrals of the system

Y,(f) = o, ..., Yq (f)
= o, X,(f) = o, ...,Xm (f) = o,

where Xlt ..., Xm is this maximum sub-group.
To obtain these integrals, integration operations of order

(r m) are required, and (r m) integrals are thus obtained;
the reason why we choose m as large as possible is to reduce

the order of the necessary operations ;
and the reason why we

choose a sub-group is to ensure that (rm) shall not vanish.

We shall now show how, by merely algebraic processes, we

may obtain other integrals from these (rm) integrals.

85. The principle which enables us to find these additional

integrals is that explained in 77. Since the given system
admits JT1} ..., Xr ,

we know that if (f>(x1 , ...,xn)
is any

invariant of F
1} ..., Yq ,

then X^, ..., Xr $ will also be in-

variants. All of the invariants we have already found can

be annihilated by Xlt ..., Xm ;
but they cannot all be annihi-

lated by Xm+l) nor by any of the operators Xm+2 , ...,Xr ;
we
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may therefore by this method be enabled to obtain new

integrals. . , .

By a change of the variables, that is, by an algebraic

process, we may take the invariants already known to be

TJi jf,,*!r^i to tnat maximum sub-group of Xlt ...,XJn
which is self-conjugate within Xly .,., Xr ;

if Xlt ..., Xm is

itself self-conjugate within Z, , ..., Xr ,
we may take Xlt ..., X l

to be the sub-group X}
, ..., Xm itself.

.

The proposition which we are now going to establish is

this % operating with Xlt ... t
Xr on the known invariants

xr+ > >
xq+m+i u

'e obtain the common integrals of

F^/) = 0, ..., Yq (f)
= 0, X,(f) = 0, ...,*,(/) = ;

is, we obtain exactly (ml) additional integrals.

Since all of the variables x
r+q , ..., *g+m+i are invariants
r

of 7,, ..., Yq ,
Xlt ..., Xm they must also be invariants of

F15 ..., Yq ,
Xlt ..., Zj; by a change of variables we may take

xq+m> > ^7+1+1 to ^e ^ne remain ing invariants of

^u ^> ^ii > -^j

we are now about to prove that by performing known opera-
tions on x

r+q) ..., ar
TO+3+1

we must obtain these additional

invariants.

Since Xlt ...
t Xi\&& self-conjugate sub-group of Xlt ... Xr)

the equations

X,(f) = 0, ...,Z,(/) = 0, F^/) = 0,..., Yq (f)
=

admit the operators Xlt ...,Xr ',
and therefore the functions

obtained by operating with Xlt ... t
Xr on xr+ q, ,%m +q+i

must all be invariants of X,, ...,Xt ,
Fx , ..., Yq

.

Now ^T!,...,^, F1 ,...,F3
are unconnected, and have as

invariants the (r I) variables
Xq+i+i> >

xr+q '>
every other

invariant must therefore be a function of these variables only ;

and therefore we know that the invariants obtained by
operating with X^...,Xr are functions of x

q +i+i, ,xr+q
only-

If (r I) of these invariants are unconnected, then

can be expressed in terms of these invariants
;
but if fewer

than (r I) of the invariants are unconnected, they cannot be
so expressed ;

and we therefore know that there must be some
operator of the form
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which annihilates each of the functions XiXq +m+j> where j
may have any value from 1 to (r m), and i any value from
1 to r, and where

2+j +1 , ..., 3+TO
are not all zero.

Since #
2+m +i, ...,x.r+q

are invariants of

YU ..., Yq,
Xlt ..., Xm ,

and these operators are unconnected, we see that

*

must be connected with F
19 ..., F2 , A^, ..., Xm ; we can

therefore replace

by an operator of the form

(1) p171 + ...+pq 7i + <r1Xl + ... + VmX1

where plt ..., p? ,
o-ls ..., o-

TO ,
are functions of the variables.

Now each of the operators Fls ..., F^,
X

lt ..., XTO annihilates

each of the variables x
q+m+l) ..., r+2 ,

and (1) annihilates any
function Xi

x +m^ ;
we conclude then that

annihilates each of the variables ocq+m+l , ...,xr+q
.

From the known relations between the alternants of the

operators Fls ..., F^,
X

: , ..., Xm we see that

annihilates each of these variables ;
and must therefore be

connected with the operators of which xq+m+1 , ...,xr+q
are

the invariants; that is, with F19 ..., Tq ,
Xlf ...,Xm .

It follows that, these operators being all unconnected, we
must have

Now because Xlt ..., Xl
is a self-conjugate sub-group

and therefore
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Tf _ocjtk- \?=J + l,...,m;

X X is a self-conjugate sub-group, and I = m. If m >,

theW "constants cannot all vanish (for then the greatest

sub-group would be of order >l) ;
and we can take one oi

the functions ^ +1 ..... <rm to be dependent on the others; i

follows that without altering the structure ot A l ,...,A l ,o

without transforming the sub-group Xlt ..., Xm into any other

sub-group, we may choose instead of Xt+l , ..., A m certain

(m-l) independent operators which will be dependent on

X, ..., Xm ,
and for this new set we may take <rm to be zero.

If we now consider the corresponding new structure con-

stants, we shall as before obtain the identities of the form

j = m 1

and can similarly choose (rm_^ to be zero, and, proceeding thus,

finally cause all the functions <rl+l , ..., <rm to disappear.

It would then follow that

could be replaced by an operator of the form

(2) p i
r

i +...+pj7g + <r
1
Z

1 +.

but this is impossible since (2) annihilates x
q+ i +l , ...,ocq+m :

we must therefore draw the conclusion that #
3+ j +1 , >,%q+m

can be expressed in terms of the invariants obtained by
operating on the known invariants Xq+tn+ii "> xr+a with

86. It therefore follows from what we have proved that
we can by an integration operation of order (r m) obtain

(rl) invariants of F1} ..., Yq \ and we may take these to be
xr+q, ..., q+i+i, by a transformation to new variables.

The variables x
r+q , . . ., xq+ i +l now appear only as parameters

in Fj, ..., Tq ; we can therefore, by processes which are merely
algebraic, select from the r operators Xlt ...,Xr which the

equation system admits I operators, in which also

will only appear as parameters. These will form a group of
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order I in (I + q) variables, and will be unconnected with one

another, or with F19 ..., Yq
. The equation system

,(/) = 0,...,Yq (f)
=

will admit these operators, and the problem which is now
before us is exactly the same as it was before, but we have

only (l + q) variables to deal with, whereas before we had

(r + q).

87. There is one case of special interest in this general

theory, viz. when the greatest sub-group of Xlt ...,Xr is self-

conjugate.
Since X1 , ...,Xm is self-conjugate, the alternant of any of

these operators with Xm+l is dependent on Xlt ...,Xm ;
and

therefore Xl} ...,Xm+1 is itself a sub-group; but Xlt ...,Xm
is by hypothesis the maximum sub-group, and therefore

X
l , ...,Xm+l must be the group Xlt ...,Xr itself.

When the greatest sub-group of X
lt ...,X r is self-conjugate

its order must therefore be (r 1).

There is only one invariant of F15 ..., 7q ,
Xlt ...,Xr_^ ; sup-

pose it to be /(#!,..., %r+q)> then, since Xr (/) must also be an

invariant,
X

r f(xlt ..., xr+q)
= F(f(x^ ...,a;r+g)),

where F is some functional symbol.
This function F(f(x1 , ..., %r+q)) cannot be zero

;
for

J^lVJ ^g) -^l ;-3Tf

being unconnected have no common invariant ; there must

therefore be some function of f(x^ ..., oy+3), such that, when

operated on by X r ,
the result will be unity.

Let u be this required function, then

TM = 0, ..., Yq (u)
= 0, XM = 0, ..., ITr_i(tt)

= 0,

Xr (u) = l.

Since these are (r + q) unconnected equations in (r + q) variables

<>u ^u ,

every derivative of u is known; that is,
-

> >

^-
are eacn

cx
i

OSL
q+r

known, and u can therefore be obtained by mere quadrature.

By transforming to a new set of variables we may take this

function to be xg+r ;
since xq+r will then occur merely as

a parameter in F15 ..., 7q ,
Xlt ...,Xr-i we shall then be given

an equation system

F
1 (/)=0 5 ...,F3 (/)

= 0,
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in (r + a 1) variables which will admit the group JT15
. . ., Xr^ ;

and X X _ 15
F15 ..., Tq

will all be unconnected operators.

If the' greatest sub-group of Xlt ...,^r_ 1
is self-conjugate,

we may take this sub-group to be Xlt ...,Xr_ 2 ,
and thus by

quadratures obtain another integral of

F
1 (/)

= 0,...,F2 (/)
= 0;

and hence proceeding find all the integrals by quadratures,

provided that each successive maximum sub-group is self-

conjugate within the previous one.

88. Suppose we are given the linear differential equation

how far does the method explained help us in obtaining some

or all of its integrals ?

We know that by a suitable choice of variables the equation
\j?

may be reduced to the form ~ =
;
and therefore it will

* i
'

I

admit any operator whose form in the new variables is

where Tj2 , ...,% are functions of #2 , ..., xn only. Every equa-
tion must therefore admit (n 1) reduced unconnected

operators; but, since the reduction of a given equation to

t)f

the form r-- = would require integration operations of
oajj

order (n 1), we do not know any general method of obtain-

ing the infinitesimal operators admitted by the given equation.
Lie's method does not therefore apply to any arbitrarily

chosen differential equation, but merely to those equations
which admit known operators. These operators may be known
from the form of the differential equation, or from its geo-
metrical genesis.
When we do know, by any method, the integrals of a given

equation, it would be a simple matter to construct infinitesimal

transformations which the equation will admit
;
and then,

knowing these infinitesimal transformations, we could solve
the equation by Lie's method. Such examples would how-
ever merely serve as exercises in applying the method, and
could not show its real interest. What is remarkable is that
those particular types of differential equations whose solutions
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have long been known, and were discovered by various arti-

fices, are equations which do admit obvious infinitesimal

transformations, i. e. transformations which would be antici-

pated without any knowledge of the solution of the equation
and merely from its form, or from the geometrical meaning
of the equation.

89. Before illustrating the method by a few simple
examples it will be necessary to consider how it applies to

ordinary equations in two variables.

Consider the equation

*V.

where yr is written for -s-4-
dxr

Since ^ = ^ = ^1 = ...-
2/1 2/2 *fc..,yj

we see that the solution of (1) will be obtained only when
we have obtained all the invariants of

x, y, ylt ..., yn being regarded as unconnected variables.

If the equation (1) admits

x'= x + 1 (x, y), #'= y + tr) (x, y),

then we have shown how to extend this point transformation
to any required order; and therefore corresponding to any
known infinitesimal transformation admitted by

2/n+i=/(>2/>2/i>-">2/)

we shall have a known infinitesimal transformation admitted

by <>u <>u .^u

^ +2/i^ +/^r
and we can therefore reduce the order of the integration

operations necessary for the solution of (1).

90. We shall now give one or two simple examples of

the application of Lie's method.

Example. Consider the linear equation

dii
where y1

is written for -~
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Let any integral of this equation be y = & where is a

function of x, and let y = be any integral of yl + yf(x) = 0,

then y = +c, where c is an arbitrary constant, is also an

integral; we express this in Lie's notation by saying that the

given equation admits the infinitesimal transformation

The partial differential equation

=0

therefore admits the operator ; ; and, if u is any invariant

of --\-(<b(x) yf(x))r> then n ^ will also be an invariant,
%x v

<>y y
and will therefore be a function of u.

We can then find some invariant v, such that

and such therefore that and r are known in terms of
^x l>y

x and y. We can therefore find v by mere quadratures, and
thus deduce the complete primitive from our knowledge of

two particular integrals, viz. one of the equation

and one of the equation

|t*w-;
Example. The equation

*-/(!)
obviously admits the transformation

x'- ax, y
f= ay,

where a is a variable parameter, and therefore
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^ d
admits x + y

dre
*

<>2/

so that the homogeneous equation of the first order can be

solved by quadrature.

Example. Curves whose equations are given in the form

of a relation between r and p, where r is the distance of

a point on the curve from the origin, and p the perpendicular
from the origin to the tangent at the point, can always be

solved ;
that is, we can obtain the Cartesian equation of these

curves. These equations are of the form

y-xy1
=

and, from their geometrical meaning, must be unaltered by
rotation of the axes of coordinates ;

that is, they admit the

operator y-- x and can therefore be solved by quad-
ratures.

^ ^

91. Euler has shown how to integrate the equation

_ b + ex + gy + hxy + ky
2

m

^l
~

a + cx + dy + hx
z + kxy

'

we shall show how this would be solved by Lie's method.

Writing down the equation

we are to find some infinitesimal transformation which it

will admit.

It is obvious that any protective transformation must trans-

form this equation into another of the same form, though not

necessarily with the same constant coefficients a, o, c, d, e, f,

g, h, k
;
we therefore seek that particular protective ^

trans-

formation (if such exists) which the equation may admit.

It is now necessary to state a general theorem (the proof

will be given later) which will help us in finding the forms

of the infinitesimal transformations which a given complete

equation system may admit.

Suppose that ,(/) = 0, ..., Tq (f)
= is a complete equa-

tion system of order q and that
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then not all ej-rowed determinants of the matrix

can vanish identically.

A point xlt ...,# such that, when we substitute its co-

ordinates in the matrix, not all <?-rowed determinants of the

matrix vanish, is said to be a point of general position ;

a point such that all (h+ 1)-rowed determinants, but not all

A-rowed determinants vanish, is said to be a point of special

position of order h
;
h may have any value from 1 to q, but

if A is equal to q the special point becomes a general point
The theorem, assumed for the present, is that by any trans-

formation, which the given equation system can admit, a point
of general position must be transformed into a point of general

position ; and a point of special position into a point of

special position ofthe same order.

In the example we are considering the points of special

position are those points which satisfy the two equations

= 0, b + ex + + hx +k* = 0.

We see that in general there are three points not at infinity,
and one point at infinity, common to these two conies ; by
a linear transformation of coordinates we may take these

points to be the points whose coordinates are respectively

(0,0), (0,1), (1,0),

and in this system of coordinates the equation whose solution
is required is

(1) (*l (x-aV-W)*+(a(y-lfl-alxy)^
= <).

Since we are now seeking a projective transformation which
the equation will admit, it must be one which will not alter
the points

(0.0), (0,1), (1,0),

and it will therefore be of the form

where a
a , e^ are undetermined constants.
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We now easily see that the equation (1) admits

<> <> <> d
(x x*) xu and (y yz

) -xy
ox <*y %y <>y

These two operators are not reduced unconnected operators,
but the knowledge of either is sufficient to reduce the solution

of (1) to quadratures.
As our object is to illustrate the uniformity of Lie's method

as contrasted with the earlier and more special methods, and
not actually to obtain the integrals of differential equations,
we shall not carry out the operations necessary to obtain the

explicit solution of the equation. It may often be found
that the special methods with which we are familiar will

obtain the solution of known equations more rapidly than

we can obtain them by the more general method of Lie.

92. As an example of Lie's method of depressing equations,
take the known result that a differential equation can be

depressed when one of the variables is absent. Since, if x

does not appear in it, the equation must admit r > and if y

does not appear it must admit > we see that the integration

operations necessary for the solution are lowered by unity.

So if neither x nor y occur explicitly the order may be

depressed by two, for the equation will now admit
^

and

Again, any homogeneous equation can be depressed since it-

admits X ;r -f- y ^r + Z T h

Thus, if we take

r+ c,z)^ = 0,

since it admits x ^- +y^- +2^->we must find the common
%x ?>y

02

integral of (1) and

<>u ^u du
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eliminating
~ this common integral must satisfy the equation

^u \<*u

x̂ +z(a2x + b
2y + c

2z)-
<>U , T

ly + c
lz)+z (a.2

x + b
2y -f

In this equation z occurs only as a parameter, and therefore

taking x' xz, y' yzy
the equations become

We have proved that the integral of this can be obtained

by a quadrature ;
and therefore u must be of the form

where F is a known function and
<f> (z) an unknown function.

Since u is annihilated by x +y^ Hz the unknown
<>x <>y dz

function
</> (z) can also be obtained by quadrature.

Having thus obtained the common integral of the equations,
we introduce it as a new variable

;
it then enters the equation

(1) merely as a parameter, in which form it also enters the

operator x^ ty^r + >T' wnen this latter is expressed in

the new variables.

We thus have an equation in two variables admitting an

operator, and can therefore find by a mere quadrature the other

integral.



CHAPTER

INVARIANT THEORY OF GROUPS

93. We have already defined transitive groups ( 44), but
it is now convenient to give a second definition of such

groups, and to show that the two definitions are consistent.

The group

is said to be transitive if amongst its operations one can be
found which transforms any arbitrarily assigned point into

some other point, also arbitrarily assigned.
The group will therefore be transitive if, and only if, the

equations (1) can be thrown into such a form, that some n of

the parameters al , . . ., ar can be expressed in terms of x
l ,

. . ., xn ,

a?!, ...,afn and the remaining parameters. The group cannot

then be transitive unless r ^ n. The group will be transitive

unless all 7i-rowed determinants vanish identically in the

matrix

If we recall the rule for forming the infinitesimal operators
we shall see that the group is transitive unless every n of

those operators are connected ;
and we thus see that the two

definitions are consistent.

The group is transitive therefore if, and only if, it contains

n unconnected operators. If r = n the group, if transitive at

all, is simply transitive; and in this case there are only a

discrete number of operations which transform an arbitrarily

assigned point into another arbitrarily assigned point.

The mere fact thatr^w is not enough to secure the
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transitivity of the group ;
thus we saw that r was equal to n

for the group of rotations about the origin, viz.

z--x

but the group is not transitive, for these operators are

connected.

An intransitive group cannot therefore have n unconnected

operators. Let such a group have q unconnected operators;

we shall now prove that these form a complete system.
Let Xlt ..., Xq

be any q unconnected operators of the group,
and let the other operators be X

q+l , ...,Xr then

X
> 0'= 1 >-> r-9)'

where
<f>q +j t k , ... are known functions of xly ...,xn .

We have
t=r f-=q j=r-q

(Xi}
xk)

= ^cikg
x

g
= 2fai + 2 c

<.*,rtf*rtf.<i'* i

where i and k may have any values from 1 to q, and therefore

Xlt ..., Xq
form a complete system.

If a function is annihilated by these q operators X^ ,
. . .

,
X

q ,

it must also be annihilated by X +1 ,
... Xr ;

and therefore on

considering the canonical form 01 the group we see that such
a function is unaltered by any transformation of the group.
We have proved that there are (n q) functions annihilated

by Xlt ...,Xq ,
and we therefore conclude that an intransitive

group has (n q) unconnected invariants.

94. To express this result geometrically we look on
x
i> >

xn a& ^ne coordinates of a point in n-w&y space, then

/, (xlt . ..,xn)
=

oj, ... t fn-q (xlt ...,xn)
= an_q

will be a q-vf&y locus in this space, and the coordinates of this

locus are the constants a15 ..., an_q . We keep the form of the
functions /,, ...,/n_5 fixed, but vary the constants, and thus
have these </-way loci (or (j-folds) passing through every point
of space. If we take flt ...,/n_g

to be the invariants of the

intransitive groups, then by the operations of the group
a point lying on one of these loci is moved to some other

point on that locus
; we say therefore that this decomposition

of space, into con
~

<j>-folds, is invariant under all the opera-
tions of the group. Thus for the group of rotations about the
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origin, space is decomposed into a simple infinity of spheres,
whose centre is the origin, and a point lying on any one of

these spheres can only be transformed to some other point on
the same sphere.

95. Only intransitive groups can strictly be said to have

invariants, and the problem of finding these invariants is

equivalent to that of finding the integrals of the complete
equation system formed by their unconnected operators ; yet
we shall see that in several ways the idea of invariants can
be extended to transitive groups also. Two points of space,
x

lt ...,xn and yi,---,yn ,
which are transformed to two other

points by the same transformation scheme, are said to be
transformed cogrediently ;

thus if

x = x
> >

x
>
a >-"> a >

we should say that x
l ,...,xn and y1} ...,yn were transformed

cogrediently.
No function of the coordinates of a point is invariant for

the operations of a transitive group, yet there may be functions

of the coordinates of a pair of points, which are invariant

when the points are transformed cogrediently by the opera-
tions of a transitive group ;

thus the transitive group

JL
* _!

<>x <>y <>z

has the three invariants x^ x2 , yl y.2 > ^ ^ where xlt ylt
z
r

and x
2 , 2/2,

z2 are two points cogrediently transformed by this

translation group.
We could say in this case that we have extended the point

grouP * * d
r J r J r
?>X dy dZ

into the point-pair group

S d 3 3
_S_ _^_.

^ &BJ' tyj ^2/2

'

*z
i

^z*

and this extended group is intransitive, and has the three

unconnected invariants X
1

x2,y1 y2 , z\ Z
2\

Similarly the group of movements of a rigid body, viz.

i

55
i a
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is transitive and has no invariant ; yet when extended so as

to give the point-pair group

this group is intransitive, and has the invariant

This expression is therefore an invariant of the coordinates

of a point-pair, when cogrediently transformed by the opera-
tions of the transitive group of movements of a rigid body.
The reason why this extended group of six operators in

six variables has an invariant is that the operators are con-

nected, as we prove by considering the determinant

1
,
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If, however, a xP+pa1
xp

~ l

y + ...

is any binary quantic, the quantic becomes, on applying the

transformations of the group,

and we often speak of those functions of the coefficients

a
, Oj, ..., which are such that

f(a0t !,...)=/, !,),

as invariants of the linear group.
These functions are however invariants, not of the linear

group

but of the group

a' = a
Z, + . . ., i

= aQ l1
P-lm1 + ..., a'2= a lj

f-*mf

of which the linear operators are A 1} A 2 ,
A

3) A, where

If we denote the operators X^ b7 Xlt x^- by -3T2 ,

2/jj

by ^3 , and y~ by ^T4 , we see that

are four operators, each of which annihilates the quantic

a aa>+_pa1 a^-
1
2/+...;

and that there is no operator of the form
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(where a
, 44, ... are functions of the coefficients a

, 04, ...

only) which will annihilate this quantic.
We must now express the invariant theory of binary

quantics in such a form as to suggest the extension to general

group theory.
First we verify the group property of X

lt
X

2 ,
X

3 ,
X by

noticing that

(X1,X2)
= X2 , (X1,X3)

= -X
3 , (Xl,XJ=0,

(Xa ,
X

3)
= X

1 X, (X2 , X) = Xz , (X3 , X^ = X
3 .

Next we see that the operator

(k= 1^4)
annihilates the quantic, since each operator

X
l A 1) X2 A

2 ,
X

3 A
3 , X^ Ai

annihilates it.

Since Xlt ..., X4 are each commutative with A
lt ...,A 4

(being operators in different sets of variables), and since by
the group property

we conclude that

must annihilate the quantic.
Now this is a linear operator, not containing x or y ; it can

therefore only annihilate the quantic if the coefficients of
o e)

&T'
"'

dcT
m lfc are t"*a&*Hy zero : we conclude that

o u
p

that is, the operators -A,, -A
2 ,
-A

3 , -A, generate a
group, and this group has the same structure constants as
the group Xlt X2) Xs , X4 .

97. We shaU now take X to denote the linear operator

*iXi+\Xi+*Xt+9tX4t

and A to denote the Unear operator
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where_
e
1 ,

e2 ,
e3 ,_e4

are parameters unconnected with the
coefficients or variables in the binary quantic.

Since X A annihilates the quantic we have

P~l
?/+...= e

x~A
(a XP +pal

XP~ I

y +...),

any operator X^ being commutative with any operator A-.
The linear transformation

3

(1) x'= e
zx

t y'= e
Y
y

gives ez (a xP+pa1
xp~l

y+...) = a x'p+pal
x'p

- l
y'+ ... ;

and therefore, since

we conclude that

e-A (a x'p+pa1
x'p

~ l

/+...) =a' ;

Equating coefficients of like powers of the variables on each
side, we see that

(2) aJ = 6--S,
and so generally (j>(a'0> a'lt ...)

= e~A ^(aQ , a^ ...).

It now follows from (1) and (2) that if

is any function whatever of x, y, a0) alt ...

f(rf
i/ a' n' n'\ t>^ A f(v 11 a n n\/\sB,y i

tt
, ttj, ..., a )

e J(x > 2/>
ao> an >

av)'F r

98. Covariants and Invariants, as defined in the Algebra
of Quantics, are therefore merely the functions annihilated by

four operators which are unconnected, and which generate
a finite continuous group.

If we are given a group Xl , ..., Xr
and want to find the

invariant theory which will bear the same relation to this

group as the invariant theory of the Algebra of Quantics
bears to the linear group, we must find some function

</> (x^ ..., xn ,
c1} ..., cm),

where c
ls ..., cm are constants, such that for any transforma-

tion of the group we may have the fundamental identity
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, ..., cfm being constants, which are functions of c1} ..., cm and

e parameters a
lf ..., ar

of the given group.

Following the analogy of the procedure in the theory of

binary quantics we should only take such a function as

satisfied no equation of the form

where yls ..., ym are functions of clf ..., cm only.
If the function found did satisfy such an equation we could

(since in it the parameters would not occur effectively) replace
it by a function containing fewer parameters.

Suppose now that we have found a function, with m effective

parameters, satisfying the fundamental identity

Applying the identical transformation

a$ = a<, (*=l,...,
we have for it

and therefore, since a^, ..., xn are unconnected,

4= c
ft> (fc= 1, ...,m).

We next apply the infinitesimal transformation

and we must have, since c't is a function of c
15 ...,cm and

differs infinitesimally from ct ,

where yAi , ... are functions of cls ..., cm .

If then we denote by Ck the operator

we see that

will each annihilate fo, ..., a;B ,
cls ..., cj.
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Proceeding as in the theory of binary quantics the operator

is seen to annihilate this function. Since no operator in
cn >

cm onty can do this, and since X1} ..., Xr are commuta-
tive with Clt ..., Cr ,

we conclude that

and therefore (715 ...,Cr generate a group with the same struc-

ture constants as the group Xlt ..., Xr .

We do not, however, know that the operators (715 ..., Cr will

be independent ;
and therefore the group which they generate

may be of an order less than r.

Since

generate a group, all of whose operators annihilate

<p (XD )
xn , Cj, ..., cm))

this group must be intransitive.

99. When we are given the group X^ t ...,Xr we can
construct many functions of x

1} ..., xn and a set of parameters

Cj, ...,cm ,
which will have the fundamental property of pos-

sessing an invariant theory ;
it will be sufficient to show how

one such function may be obtained.

Let A-L, ..., Ar , operators in the variables alt ..., ar ,
be the

parameter group of X19 ..., Xr ;
and let Blt ..., Br be the same

parameter group, but written in the variables 619 ..., br instead

of 15 ..., ar ; then

(i) XI+AI+BV ..., xr +A r+Br

is a group with r unconnected operators. This group must
therefore have (n + r) unconnected invariants, for it is a group
of order r in (n+ 2r) variables.

If some one of these invariants does not involve x
l9 ..., xn

it must be an invariant of the operators

and as there are r invariants of this group, we see that there

must be n invariants of (1) which will be unconnected func-

tions of cc15 ..., xn ,
but may also involve the parameters
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a
, .,ar , 6,, ..., b in addition to the variables xlt ..., xn ;

and some one at feast of these invariants must do so; else

would A'j, ..., Xr
annihilate each of the variables x

lt ..., xn

which is of course impossible.

We thus see that for any group there must always be a

function with the fundamental property

(2) <JK,...,a4> <"1} ...,0 = <*>(*!>>, clt ...,cj;

and therefore an invariant theory for each group.

The reason why we take the operators

rather than the operators

X
l + A lt ...,

is that for the latter set of operators there can be no invariant

theory ; since, A lt ...,A r being a transitive group, there are no

functions of a19 ..., ar annihilated by these operators.
We now take X and C to denote the respective operators

e1X1 +...+er
X

r and 6^ + ... + er Cr \

and, as in the corresponding theory for binary quantics, we
have, since X + C annihilates <f>(xl , ..., xn ,

c
15 ..., cm),

</>(!, ..., xn , Cj, ..., cj = ez+c ^(xl , ..., xn ,
clt ...,cj,

= e
c ez

<^> (xlt ..., xn ,
CT , ..., cj ;

and therefore

<t>(x(, ..., <, cj, ..., c'J = e
c
<t>(x{, ..., <, clt ..., cj.

Since the parameters c15 ..., cm enter the fundamental
function <f> effectively, we now have

c/
t
= e

c
^, (i=l,..., m);

and more generally, if f(xlt ..., icn ,
c15 ..., cm) is any function

whatever, we must have

f(x(, ..., 0^, c;, ..., c'J = ez+cf(xl , ..., a;n ,
c
x , ..., cj.

The covariants are therefore those functions of x
1 ,... )

xnt
c
lt ..., cm which are annihilated by

and the invariants are those functions of clt ..., cm which are
annihilated by n n

^l> "-^r'i
and therefore for every group we have a corresponding
invariant theory.
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100. For a given group Zls ..., Xr we may be able to
obtain a fundamental function without having to go through
the process of finding (7

15 . . ., Cr ,
and then finding the invariants

Thus if we take the group of order ten X
lt ..., Z10 , where

x,

a group which transforms minimum curves into minimum
curves, we see that by any operation of this group the

function

{ }

is transformed into a function of like form, but with a different

set of constants.

The function (1) being fundamental, the group in the para-
meters is C

lt ..., C10 where

a a a dK = a, r-- 2 a, r-: a9 ^ 2 a2 ^-r- >
' "

. -

4
: 1+/1 ~

2 + /2
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It may be verified that this group has the same structure as

X
1 , ..., X10 .

This group, though of the tenth order and in ten variables,

is intransitive, and has the absolute invariant

(2g1 gz + 2/J/2 + 2^ A2
-

dja2
- a2d^

z

(9i
z
+/i

2+V-Mi) (9* +/2
2 +V~

Since the group X^ ...,-ST10 transforms spheres into spheres,
and surfaces intersecting at any angle into surfaces intersecting
at the same angle, we could have foreseen that the group must
have this invariant, for it is a function of the angle at which
the two spheres,

intersect.

101. We know that only intransitive groups can properly
be said to have invariant functions, but groups, whether
transitive or intransitive, may have invariant equations.

Before we consider the theory of the invariant equations
admitting a given group, we must prove the theorem quoted
in 91 as to the transformations which a complete equation
system can admit.

Let F
15 ..., Yq

be the operators of a complete system where
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and let F, ..., F' be the corresponding operators obtained by
replacing x^ by x

i
in F15 ..., Yq ,

where

is any transformation scheme.

We know that the equation system admits this transforma-
tion if, and only if,

where p
minant

... are functions of a^, ...,a?n such that the deter-

Pll' Plq

Pql>
'

Pqq
does not vanish.

Let
Tj!?fc

denote the result of substituting x% ,
. . .

,
xn for x

l ,
. . .

,
XH

respectively in 77^ ;
and let the operator

be denoted by F.

If x\
=

<f)t (#5, . . ., o), (i
= 1, . . ., n),

we shall denote by F the operator

Suppose now that osj, ..., o is a point of order h, so that

not all A-rowed determinants vanish in the matrix

then exactly h of the operators Ff, ..., F are unconnected,

viz. F", . . ., F ;
what we have to prove is in effect that h of the

operators rf, ..., F will be unconnected.

We have ,,
where the functions -, ... are functions of a, ..., < such
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that none of them are infinite
; we also suppose that in the

neighbourhood of this point all the functions 77^, ... are

regular ;
that is, we assume that

77^
=

rj9fe
+ a series of powers

and products of (x^~ aj), ...,(# a), and that in this neigh-
bourhood the functions pki , ... are regular and their deter-

minant does not vanish; and finally we assume that the
transformation

., xn .

is regular in this neighbourhood, so that
r)

f

ik ,
... are also

regular in the neighbourhood of a

We now have

where the functions ^-, ... vanish for

j = q j=h t = hqV "S
1 V _^ / o , >? oJ k ^Phj I

j ^ (Pkj
T <Z* PA-. A-

xf ; and therefore

* /

where the functions ^., ... vanish for a^ = #9.

We can therefore, if we take any (h+ 1) of these operatorsF
1} ...,Fg , say FI,..., Y'h+1 ,

find functions 0, ...,52 +1 of
xS, ...,xn such that

where fa , ..., fft
vanish for ^ = asg ; and therefore

is a function of a^,...,^, S,...,a which vanishes when

*< = <; and therefore, since x'
t
= x% if x

t
=

ag, it vanishes
lOr Z/ ^rr ic'*

^
We have thus proved that any (h 4-1) of the operators

Ff, .. Fj , are connected, for we have proved that all

(A+l)-rowed determinants vanish in the matrix

Suppose now that only (A_ fi
) of the operators F, ai-e
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unconnected ;
then just as, from the fact that exactly h of the

operators F^, ..., F were unconnected, we proved that any

(h+1) of the operators Y, ..., F were connected, so we
could now prove that (hs+1) of the operators Ff, ..., F are

connected, and therefore s cannot exceed zero, so that exactly

h of the operators Ff, ..., F are connected.

We have thus proved the theorem that, by any transforma-
tion which a complete system admits, a point of any assigned
order is transformed to a point of the same order, provided
that the transformation is regular in the neighbourhood of
the point.

102. We now take X
l

group where
..., Xr to be the operators of a

and we say, as in the theory of complete systems, that a point
is of order h, if when we substitute its coordinates in the

matrix
Vin

C&i

all (A,+ l)-rowed determinants, but not all A-rowed deter-

minants of this matrix, vanish.

We shall prove later that for any transformation of the

group o/^/^,...,*., !,..., oj, (i=l, ...,*)

we shall have

where e^, ... are constants whose determinant does not vanish.

If then a, ..., o is a point of order h all the functions

ik ,
... are regular in its neighbourhood; and, since now no

exceptional case can arise through a want of regularity in

any of the coefficients, we see, as in the case of the complete

system, that by any transformation of the group a point of

order h is transformed to a point of order h.

A point of general position is a point of order q ;
there

are oo" of such points, for all (g+l)-rowed determinants of

the matrix vanish identically, where q is the number of uncon-

nected operators ;
if the group is transitive q = n. As there
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may be no values of a^, ..., xn which make all g-rowed deter-

minants vanish, there may be no special points in connexion
with an assigned group ;

if there are such points, there may
be a discrete number of them or there may be an infinity of

them
;

if only a discrete number these points must clearly be
fixed points, unaltered by any operation of the given group.

Suppose that co* points will make all (&+l)-rowed deter-

minants of the matrix vanish, but not all ^-rowed determinants
vanish ;

and let

(1) v
8+m = <i>8+m (*!> >,)> (ra= 1,..., n-s)

be the equations which define these points ;
the theorem

which we have proved asserts that points satisfying these

equations will be transformed to other points satisfying the
same equations; in other words the equations (1) admit the

operations of the group Xlt ..., Xr ;
that is, these equations

are invariant equations.

103. Let

0) X8+m = <l>8+m(xl> #), (m= l,...,n-8)

be any equation system admitting a group Xlt ..., X ; we
shall now define a set of operators closely connected with the
system.

ff/foi >#) is any function of x
lt ..., ocn ,

we shall denote

by / the function f(xlt ...,jc8 , 0,+1 , ..., < n) of the variables

by X1} ...,Xr the r operators

we call X
lt ..., Xr the contracted operators of X

lt ..., X with
respect to the equation system (1).
From the definition of the bar

and therefore
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but we also know that

so that
m=n3

Now the equations (1) admit the group, and therefore in

particular admit the infinitesimal transformations, so that we
must have _

(
X

Tc(
xs+m-<t>s+m})

= 0;

and therefore from (2)

that is, the result of first operating with Xk on any function of

the variables, and then deducing the corresponding function

with the bar, is the same as that of first obtaining the function

/, and then operating with the contracted operator Xk .

104. We can now prove that X lt ..., Xr generate a group.
From the second fundamental theorem

k=r

) =2 c
ij

tmr

and therefore X
i jm~Xj im =2 %-

consequently we must have

~~j im = *
c
ijJc km>

and therefore from what we have just proved

that is, (Xit Xj)
=2 c

ijk
X

Tt-

It is not, however, necessarily true that the r contracted

operators will be independent.
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If the equations

0) *.+ = *.+ (*!.>.), (*=l,...,-8)

are taken to be the equations which define points of order h

with respect to the group, ^T
1} ..., Xr ,

we know that these

equations will be invariant under the operations^ the group;

we shall now prove that h of the operators Xlt ...,Xr are

unconnected.
From the definition of a special point of order h, exactly h

of the operators

&S- +- +
;4;'

<*
= ' ')

are unconnected
;
and therefore not more than h of the operators

X
lt ..., Xr can be unconnected.

Also since the equations (1) admit the group Xlt ...,Xr

and from these equations it follows that not less than h of the

operators Xlt ...,Xr can be unconnected; we therefore con-
clude that exactly h of these operators are unconnected.

105. We are now in a position to determine all the equa-
tion systems admitting a given group.

If the system of equations

0) X8+m = <l>a+m (*i,.. .,), (m= 1, ...,71-S)

is to admit all the transformations, it must in particular admit
all the infinitesimal transformations of the group, and there-
fore we must have

=
J; ;;;;_

Conversely, if the system admits all the infinitesimal trans-
formations, it will admit all the finite transformations of the
group; for let/fo, ...,) be_any function of the variables,
then we have proved that X^...,Xr being the contracted
operators of X

lt ..., Xr with respect to the equations (1)
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(e1X1 +...+er
X

r)f = (el Ti+ ...

and (el
X

l +... + erXrYf = (e^+ ... + erTrYf, and so on ;

if then/ is any function such that

that is, an equation admitting the infinitesimal transformations
will admit all the finite transformations of the group.

Suppose now that we are seeking an equation system
admitting a given group, the points, whose coordinates satisfy
these equations, must either be points of general position with

regard to the group or points of special position. Suppose
that they are points of order h, and that q is the number of

unconnected operators in the group Xl ,...,Xr ; if h is less

than q the points are ones of special position ;
if h is equal to

q they are points of general position, and h cannot be greater
than q ( 91). We say that the equation system is of order h.

We now take

to be the known equations giving the loci of points of order h ;

and X1} ..., Xr to be the known contracted operators of the

group with respect to these equations; and we take Xlt ...,Xh
to be the h unconnected operators of the contracted group.

Any equation system of order h must therefore by means of

the equations (1) be reducible to an equation system in the

variables a^,..., o?
g ;

and in order to find such a system it

is only necessary to find the equation systems admitting

X
lt ...,Xr . This equation system being of order h cannot

allow the points satisfying it to be special points with regard

to the group 3f^ ...,3^; for were they so, they would be of

order less than h, which is contrary to our supposition.
The problem is therefore reduced to this

;
we are given h

unconnected operators Xj, ..., Xh forming a complete system ;

and we have to find all the equation, systems which admit

these operators, and are yet such that the points satisfying

these equations are not of special position with respect to
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106. By a change of the variables we can take X1} ..., Xk

to be respectively

where
,<

are functions of ajj, ..., OJA ,
and (s h) other

variables which occur as parameters; and the equation system
we are seeking must not make the determinant

zero.

Suppose that/(a^, ...,xs)
= is one equation of the system

admitted, then

and therefore, since the determinant is not zero, we must have

n~ ' f)~

The required equation system can then be only a system of
equations in the variables xh+l , ...,xg ;

that is, the system of
equations can only connect the common integrals of

Example. Consider the group of the fourth order,

..I.*.* * * B d d
3/-N- T-> 3r ^^- ^^ V > \-vdy x dz dy

* dx %x <)y

This group is transitive, and its matrix is

o. -z, y
z, 0, -x

-y, x, o

. y, z
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The only values of x, y, z which cause the determinants of

the second or lower orders to vanish are x = y z
; and

obviously there cannot be contracted operators to correspond
to a discrete number of special points.

Forming the determinants of the third order, we see that

the equation x2+y2 + z2 = causes all of these determinants

to vanish
;
this equation is therefore admitted by the group,

and defines points of order two. The contracted operators
with respect to this equation will therefore form a group in

two variables, and will have two unconnected operators, and
cannot therefore have any common invariants, so that the

only equation admitted by the group is the equation

x2 + y
2 + zz = 0.

Example. Consider the simply transitive group

The matrix is seen to be (x
z + y

2 + z2
)

3
,
and when we equate

this to zero we see that all determinants of the second order

vanish, so that the equation

(where the symbol i denotes -/I) defines the locus of

points of order one. This is the only invariant surface with

respect to the group; to obtain the invariant curves with

respect to the group we must find the integrals of

t>tt 3u
^ H V T~ = >

do; <>y

since the contracted operator is

The invariant curves are therefore

y = ax, x* + y
2 + z* 0,

where a is a variable parameter.
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It must not be supposed that an invariant of the contracted

operators is an invariant of the group itself; in transitive

<j/

groups they never could be such: in this example
- is an
tXs

invariant of the contracted operator, but for the given group
it is only invariant on the surface a? + y

z + z2 = 0.

If we take the group of order ten which transforms minimum
curves into minimum curves, we see that since it contains

^ ^ > r- one of the determinants of its matrix is unity,
da ty dz

and therefore there are no special points with respect to this

group ;
and because it is transitive, and without special points,

it cannot have any invariant equation.
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PRIMITIVE AND STATIONARY GROUPS

107. We have seen that for the group which transforms
minimum curves into minimum curves there is no invariant

surface, but, since it transforms the sphere

a(x
2 + y* + z2

) + 2gx + 2fy+2hz+ d =
into some other sphere, it has an invariant family of surfaces,
viz. the spheres in three-dimensional space.

The theory explained in 99 would show us that for any
roup whatever we could find invariant families of surfaces,

ne case of this general theory is of particular interest, viz.

when the number of parameters in the surface is less than
the number of variables. Following the usual phraseology,
we shall call the parameters involved in the equation of any
surface the coordinates of the surface.

When the number of the coordinates of a surface is less

than the number of variables we may express its equations
in the form

9|\*il }
xn) = c

l> > ^n-gV^U >
xn) = c

n-g'

c15 ..., cn_ q
will then be the coordinates of the surface; and,

since a point on it has q degrees of freedom in its motion, we

say that the surface is a <?-way locus in '^dimensional space,
or briefly a g-fold.
We suppose the forms of the functions <

ls ..., <t>n. q
to be

fixed; if for all values of the coordinates c
1 ,...,cn_ q

of the

g-fold, the g-fold admits the transformations of the group
X

lt ..., Xr the group must be intransitive. Since the <?-folds

can only each individually admit the group when <f>1 , ..., < n_ 2
are invariants of the group, we see that the group cannot

have more than q unconnected operators.

Suppose now that the group is intransitive, and that

>
xn are its invariants; we then have
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The equations xq+l
= a

q+l , ..., xn = an are invariant for the

group ; suppose that xlt ..., xq ,
a
q+l , ..., an is a point of general

position, the _cpntracted operators with respect to these

equations are Xv ..., Xr ,
where

We know that these contracted operators will generate

a group, and that <?
of its operators will be unconnected, so

that this group, being in q variables, will be transitive.

If we say that the transformation

in the group Xl} ..., Xr corresponds to the transformation

o = e'i *i + - +-*r *r
Xi) (i=l,..., ri)

in the group Xlt ..., Xr ;
then any point on the (j-fold

is transformed to the same point on that (j-fold by either of

these corresponding transformations.

Now the group Xlt ..., Xr is transitive, and therefore any
arbitrarily selected point on this g-fold can by the operations
of this group be transformed to any other arbitrarily selected

point on the q-fold : it follows that by the operations of the

group Xlt ..., Xr any point on this q-fold can be transformed
to any other point on the same q-fold.

108. Without, however, assuming that any one of the

q-folds

is transformed into itself by the operations of the group, we
shall suppose that the totality of them is invariant

;
that is,

the 5-fold with the coordinates c
1 , ..., c__ is transformed to

the q- fold with the coordinates c{, ..., cn_ q ,
the forms of the

functions
15 ..., <f> which define the ^-folds being of course

fixed.

If
iCj, ..., xn is a point on

rf)i (*'*,. . or i
^~ r ft\ IT* *Y \ /

*-n) ^iJ ! Yn-q V^J > ^n) " c
n-g>
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and if this point is transformed into x{, ..., x'n then we must

but unless the group is intransitive, and
</>1? ..., < n are its

invariants, we cannot have

If, however, the totality of ^-folds is invariant we have,
whether the group is intransitive or not, an invariant decom-

position of space into ccn
~

g-folds.
A group under which some decomposition of space is

invariant is said to be imprimitive; a group under whose

operations no such decomposition is possible is said to be

primitive; thus intransitive groups are a particular class of

imprimitive groups, and primitive groups are a particular
class of transitive groups.

109. Let

(1) a!
i =fi (Xv...,xn , Oj,..., ar), (i

= 1, ..., n)

be the equations of the given group, and let

be an invariant decomposition of space ;
when we apply to

this (?-fold the transformation (1) we get

(^(a/!, ...,oQ = <, ..., ^>w_ 2 (i, ..., <) = c'n_ q ,

and we must therefore have an equation system of the form

It follows therefore from our first notions of a group that

the functions ^15 ..., tyn_q
will define a group containing the

identical transformation and r infinitesimal transformations,

though these are not necessarily independent.
The variables in this group are the coordinates of the g-folds

in space a^, ..., #, and we may say that we have passed to

a new space in (n q) dimensions ;
to any assigned point in

this new space there will correspond a definite <?-fold in the

space iCj, ..., xn ;
and to any transformation
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in the original space there will correspond a transformation

<rj
= ^(cls ..., cn_ q , !, ..., r), (

= 1. -> -?)

in the new space.

By a change of the variables we may take

x
q+l

~

to be the equations of any tf-fold, whose family is unaltered

by the operations of the imprimitive group X lt
. . .,
Xr

.

In this system of coordinates the finite equations of the

imprimitive group must be of the form

q+jq+9l>'-
for any g-fold of the system must by the operations of this

group be transformed into some other.

The infinitesimal operators of the group are now

where
fc> q +j,

... do not involve als ..., xq .

It therefore follows from the identity

that the r operators Zlt ..., Zr ,
where

form a group, such that

this group, however, is not necessarily of order r since the

operators may not be independent.

110. The complete system of equations

*/_ V
5^" '""^~

is invariant under all the operations of the imprimitive group
Xlt ..., Jf

r . This is at once seen to follow from the fact that

fc,3+/>
d<> not involve x

l} ..., xq .
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Conversely, if any complete system is invariant under the

operations of a group, that group must be imprimitive. For
by a change of coordinates we can take the complete system
to be

and then, if

is an operator of the group which the system admits, we see

that
k,q+j>-"

cannot involve o?19 ..., xq ; and therefore the

equations
^/irJ-T (S/VJ.14 wt'** C
'2+1

can only be transformed to equations of the form

== cq+n
that is, the group is imprimitive.

= c

111. We have now seen that groups may be divided into

transitive and intransitive classes of groups; and also into

primitive and imprimitive classes ; there is yet a third

division into stationary and non-stationary groups. To ex-

plain this last division, let X
19 ...,Xr be the r operators of the

group where

=,...,,
and suppose that exactly q of these operators are unconnected,

say Xlt ...,Xq ; and let

X
q+j

= (J=(1)

Let *5, ..., XK be a point of general position, that is, a point
such that not all ^-rowed determinants in the matrix

1

vanish, when the coordinates of this point are substituted in

it. First we see that any infinitesimal transformation of the

form
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will transform the point a$, ..., a* to some neighbouring point;

for if the point remained fixed we should have

and therefore all q-rowed determinants of the matrix would

vanish.

The necessary and sufficient conditions that

e
1
X

l + ... +er
Xr

should not alter the point o^, ..., o are

and these equations may by (1) be written in the form

r 2

Since then the point 0%, ..., & is one of general position, we
must have

and the general form of an operator of the group which does

not alter this point must be

j=r-q k = q

2 e
q+j (Xq+j~2 <l>q+j, k (tf.>

Xn) Xk)-

It follows, since the transformations which leave a given
point at rest must obviously have the group property, that

the (r-q) independent operators

k.I

^5+/-2<#i+/ 1 fc*fc> (3
= !> ~r-<l)

generate a sub-group.
We call this sub-group the group of the point x^,...,^.

Unless all the operators of a group are unconnected, to each

point of general position there will correspond one of these

sub-groups.

112. Let now
2/i >2/n be any other point of general

position, we now wish to see whether all those infinitesimal

transformations of the group which leave x\, ...,o; at rest

have the property of also leaving 2/i> --M^/n at res^
;
that is,

whether the groups of the two points are the same.
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If the groups of the two points are the same then for all
values of the parameters e

q+l , ...,er

rq

=2 <q+j (^f+j-2#JE.+/.l (2& >O ^*),

where e
2+1 , ..., er is some other set of parameters not involving

Since the operators Xlt ...,Xr are independent, this can
only be true if

6
2+i j+u -.. 5

er er ,

and if further

j = rq

2 e
q+j (<j>q+j> ft ..., a-4>q+Jt k (2/5, ..., ffl)

= 0.

Now e
3+1 , ... er are independent, so that we must have

as the necessary and sufficient conditions that the groups of
the points x%, ..., xn and yl, ...,yn may coincide.

113. The sub-group which leaves af[,...,x^ at rest will

therefore leave at rest all points on the manifold

Of the functions ^?+ ,-
,... not more than u can be un-

connected
;

if n are unconnected only a discrete number of

points will lie on this manifold
;
and we then say that the

group JTj, ..., Xr is non-stationary. If, however, fewer than n
of the functions are unconnected, say s, then the equations (1)

define an (n s)-way locus ;
and the group of the point

#$, ..., # leaves invariant the continuous (n s)-way locus

which passes through the point ;
in this case we say that the

group Xlt ...,Xr is stationary. The groups of all points on
this locus are the same ; we shall call this locus the group
locus of any point on it.

If i =/(!,...,,!,..., r), (i=l ) ...,n)

is any transformation of the group Xlt ..., Xr ,
and X'

lt ..., X'r
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are the operators obtained by replacing x
{ by tf- in Xlt ...,Xr ,

we know from the discussion in 75 that X'
l} ...,X'r are an

independent set of operators of the group X1 ,
. . . Xr

. Suppose
that by this transformation the point <e$, ..., 0. becomes the

point o$, ...,o:; then,

being an operator which leaves a^, ..., # at rest,

will be an operator leaving ^, ..., x% at rest; and the group
of the point &J, ...,# is therefore transformed into the group
of the point a%, ...,a*. If then the group is stationary, the

(n s)-way group locus through c5,...,a^ is transformed to

the (n s)-way group locus through g|,...,flr. It follows

therefore that a stationary group is imprimitive, since the

group loci are transformed inter ae.

It should be noticed that not all imprimitive groups, nor
even all intransitive groups, are stationary ; primitive groups
however, having no invariant decomposition of space, must be

non-stationary.

114. We shall now give an analytical proof of the theorem
that the equations

define an invariant decomposition of space into co* (n s)-way
loci, where 8 is the number of the functions $q+j k ,

... which
are unconnected.
From the fundamental group property

= r

(Xp,X^j)=^c^j<i
Xi , (*

l'-' T-1' p=1 ..... r),n/ A, ..., if ,

and from the identity

k = q

(2) Xq+j =2 <
/>9+j,fe^3 (j = 1, .-.,r-q),

we deduce that

If we apply to this the identity (2) so as to eliminate the
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operators Xq +1 ,...,Xri we can equate the coefficients of
X

15 ..., Xq on each side of this identity, for X1} ..., X are by
hypothesis unconnected ;

we thus obtain

k = q, i = rq
~
2* c

p,k,q+i
(
Pq+j,k

(
Pq+i,m'

It therefore follows that by the infinitesimal transformation

x'i
= x

i + tXp x
t , (i

- I, . . ., n)

all the points which lie on any one of the (n s)-way group
loci (1) are so transformed as to be points lying on some one
other of these loci.

We may perhaps see this more clearly if we throw (as we
may by a change of coordinates) the equations

$q+j,k(
X
l> ""> xn) = C

q+j,k
into the forms

(3) ^ = cl} ...,xs
= c

s
.

What we have then proved is that by any infinitesimal

operation of the group, and therefore by any finite operation
of the group, the coordinates x

v ,
. . . xs

are transformed into

functions of x
1} ..., xs ;

and therefore the (n s)-way locus (3)

into the (n s)-way locus

where y1? ..., ys
are functions of c15 ...,ctf

and the parameters
of the group Xl ,...,Xr .

115. The functions <&v (xlt ...,xn)
have only been defined

for the case j>q, /*><?; it is convenient to complete the

definition by saying that when these inequalities are not

satisfied jfa, ..., xn)
is to be taken as identically zero.

We now define a set of functions n 7., ... as follows:

t = r 2

= C
ijk

+2 C
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if k > g,

and ifj > g and fc > g,

n
y'fc
= c

ijk*

Since
c,-^

+ c -

ffc
= for all values of i,j, k we have

Since

and therefore
*=

these are identities, satisfied by the functions

Again, since
= r q

i>
x

j)
=2 c

ijk
xk

=2 (
c
fjfc

+2 c
<j,

we see that, X^ ..., Xg being the unconnected operators of the

group,

we therefore call the functions 17^-^ ,
when none of the integers

i,j, k exceed q, the structure functions of the complete system
^U -">Xq'
The functions Qq+j^, ... we shall call the stationary func-

tions, since they determine whether the group to which they
refer is stationary or not.

116. Suppose that s of these stationary functions are uncon-

nected; we can by a suitable choice of new variables bring
them to such a form that they will be functions of the

variables a^, ..., 05a only; and we can also express the
variables o^, ..., xt in terms of the stationary functions.
The equations

(1) x
1
= c

l ,..., xg
= cg

now give a decomposition of space which is invariant under
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the operations of the group Z,, ..., Xr ; only if s is less than
n can we say that the group is stationary ;

and only if s is
less than n can we say that the equations give a decompo-
sition of space at all.

The operators of the group are Z
ls ..., Xr where Xk is

d d

and &!,...,&, are functions of x^...,x8 only; for the

(n s)-way locus (1) must by any operation of the group be
transformed to some other (n s)-way locus of the same
family. If therefore

Z* " ^^ + - +^
â

' (k=l > -' r
>'

Z
lt ..., Zr will generate a group, such that

where the structure of the group X19 ..., Zr is given by
fc = r

(***/)**2 tyi*>
The group Zlt ..., r̂ is not, however, necessarily of order r,

for its operators may not be independent.
We can construct this group Zlt ...

t
Zr merelyfrom a know-

ledge of the structure constants and the stationary functions
of the group Xlt ..., Xr .

For if the stationary functions are known it merely requires
an algebraic process to bring them to such a form that they
are functions of

cCj, ..., x8 only. We can then say that

#
15 ..., xg are known functions of the stationary functions;

and, since
-^fy^.fc

=
D^/,*.

and U
itq+j>&

is known in

terms of the stationary functions, we see that ^</>2+jt^8 a^so

known in terms of them. It follows that X^, ..., ^#g
are

all known functions, that is, the coefficients of r > > T

fcCj
*X

S

in X
l} ..., Xr are all known; that is, the operators Zlt ..., Zr

are known when the structure constants and the stationary
functions are known.

117. We have seen that the operators of an intransitive

group can be simplified when we know its invariants ;
what

we are now about to show is how by a suitable choice of
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new variables to simplify these operators, and at the same

time to simplify the stationary functions $q+j t
k (xv ..., xn),

... .

We so choose the variables that the stationary functions are

functions of the variables #15 ..., xg only.

Of the invariants of Xlt ..., Xq)
the unconnected operators

of the group, some may be functions of x
ly ..., xs only; if we

suppose that there are m such invariants, we may so choose

the variables that these are %,..., xm ;
and m is not greater

than the lesser of the two integers n q and 8.

Since the stationary functions are now functions of a?
15

. . .,
x
gt

and a*!, ..., xm are invariants of Xlt ..., X ,
we have

where ^)m+1 , ..., ^)g
are functions of

#-,, ..., xs only.

Any function of a^, ..., #TO is an invariant of -X^, ..., X? ,
but

there are (n qm) other invariants, unconnected with these.

Let f(xli ..., xn)
be one of these other invariants; since by

hypothesis x
l , ..., xm are the only unconnected invariants

which are mere functions of
ajj, ..., #a,/ cannot be connected

with x
lt ...,xg ;

we may therefore again so choose the variables

that/ will be xn .

In this system of variables the stationary functions are
still mere functions of xlt ..., xg ,

and a*
1} ..., xm ,

xn are invari-

ants of the group.
There now remain (n q m 1) invariants, unconnected

with a^, ..., xm and xn ;
let /(a^, ..., xn) be one of these, we

next prove that it cannot be connected with x
lt ..., xs ,

xn .

Suppose, if possible, that it is a mere function of x
lt . . ., xs ,

xn \

then, since it is annihilated by Xlt ..., X q , we must have

=
> because n is by hypothesis an invariant.

fc,m+i> > ^A do not contain #; and therefore, if an
is any arbitrary parameter,/^, ..., xs ,

an) will be annihilated

by -ij, ..., Z?
. As we have proved that no function of

^ * can be so annihilated, unless it is a mere function
ofar

lf ..., TO , we conclude that f(xlt ...,xs ,
xn) is a func-

tion of x
lt ...,o:m and xn only; that is, it is not one of the

(n-qm-l) other invariants. We can therefore by a fresh
choice of the variables take the function/to be xn_^ and in
these new variables the stationary functions will still be
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mere functions of #
15 ...,x8 ,

and x
lt ..., xm ,

xn ,
xn_ l

will be
invariants.

Proceeding thus, we see that we may finally take the

stationary functions to be functions of the variables x
lt ...,xg

only, and may take the (n q) unconnected invariants of the

group to be X
T , ..., xm ,

x
q+m+l , ..., xn .

In proving this we have implicitly proved the inequality

q + 7)i ^ s.

When a group is brought to this form we say it is in

standard form.

118. The above is the general method of bringing a group
into standard form when it is intransitive, stationary, anid

when some one at least of the invariants of the group is

a function of the stationary functions
;
the modification when

any one of these conditions is not satisfied is simple, and the

labour of bringing the group to standard form is lessened.

Thus, if the group is transitive, q = n, and m =
;
to bring

the group to standard form involves only the algebraic pro-
cesses of selecting the stationary functions in terms of which
the others can be expressed, and taking them as a new set of

variables x
l} ..., xs .

If 77i = then q ^ s, and the invariants may be taken to

be x
q+l , ..., xn ,

while the structure functions will involve

#!, ...,xs only.
If the group is non-stationary s = n and m = (n q), and

the invariants are xl} ..., xn_ q ,
while the structure functions

involve all the variables xlt ..., xn .

We saw in 45 that in order to bring the equations of

a group, given by its operators X^, ..., X r ,
to finite form it

was necessary to find the invariants of

e
1
X

1 +...+erXr .

This problem is simplified for stationary groups ; for, when
we know the operators, we know the stationary functions,

and can by algebraic processes bring the above operator
to the form

Ic = r, j = s k = r,t = ns ^

^ek ^j (xl ,...,x8)^- + S^&.s+^i'-"'^)^;*
J

There are (s 1) unconnected invariants of this operator

which are functions of xl} ..., xs ;
and these may be found by

integration operations of order (s 1): having found these,

the remaining (n s) invariants may be found by integration

operations of order (n s).

L 2



CHAPTER X

CONDITION THAT TWO GROUPS MAY BE

SIMILAR. RECIPROCAL GROUPS

119. The functions ^>3 +y,fc>
... which determine whether

a given group is stationary' or non-stationary are of much

importance in other parts of group theory ;
we shall now con-

sider their application to the problem of determining whether
two assigned groups are or are not similar

;
that is, whether

or not the one group can be transformed into the other, by
a mere change of the variables.

Taking Xlt ..., Xr to be the operators of a group of order r
and X

lt ..., Xq to be the unconnected operators of the group.
we have

/,fc(
aa>--MaB)^fc, 0'= l,...

If we change to a new set of variables given by

the r operators X,, ..., Xr will be transformed into r inde-

pendent operators Tlt ...,Yr ,
where

r}kj,
... being functions of the variables ylt ..., yn .

At the same time the functions
<t
)
q+j t jc (x1 , ..., xn), ... will be

transformed into functions

such that

*+Mfoi, 2/n)

We must have

since =2 c^Zft>
and Z

f
= F,.
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If then we have two groups, viz. Xlt ..., Xr in the variables
*i..., aj, and F15 ..., Yr in the variables ylt ..., yn , each group
being of the rih

order, we see that these groups cannot be
similar unless we can find a set of independent operators
#1, ..., Zr , dependent on the operators F

15 ..., Tr , and such
that the structure constants of Z

lt ..., Zr are the same as those
of the group Xlt ...,Xr ;

and also such that Z
lt ...

t
Z
Q are

unconnected, and Z
q+l ,...,Zr connected with Zlt ...,Z .

These conditions are necessary; suppose that they are
fulfilled; we may then assume that the group F15 ..., Yr can
be presented in such a form that the structure constants of

Fj, ..., Yr are the same as those of X,, ..., Xr , that F15 ..., Y
are unconnected, and that Y

q+1 , ..., Fr are given by
ft. f

*V./
=
2*3+7,* &i' .-., 2/n) Ffe , 0* = 1, ..., r-q).

If the groups are to be similar we must further have

If from these equations we could deduce an equation
between x

1 ,...,xn alone or between ylt ...,yn alone, it is clear

that the groups could not be similar
; it will now be proved

that if no such relation can be deduced the groups are similar.

120. Suppose that of these q(r q) functions

exactly s are unconnected, we know that s> /n
;
between any

(s+ 1) of these functions there must be a functional equation ;

and therefore, since there is no equation connecting ylt ..., yn ,

there must be the same functional equation between the

corresponding functions of ylt ..., yn .

It must be possible to find at least one transformation

scheme

which will transform any s of the functions

*q +j,lt(yi> i Sh-
into the respective forms

<k
z +/,fc(2/i>-">2/')'-'-'

and therefore, since the same functional equation which con-

nects any (s+ 1) of the functions ^2+j,fc, will connect the
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corresponding (a+1) functions ^/.fc.-. we see that this

transformation scheme will transform each of the functions

^ + fc(2/i> >2/n)> '
into the corresponding function

The theorem which is to be proved is therefore reduced to

the following : Xlt ...,Xr and F15 ..., Yr are two groups, each

of order r, in the variables a^, ...,xn and yv ..., yn respectively;

the operators in the first group Xlt ...,Xq
are unconnected,

and

in the second group Fls ..., Yq
are unconnected, and

-

V;=2 VM^I' y) r*' 0'= i, ...,r

these groups will be similar if

and (F<} F-) =2 ct'fc^V

If by the transformation scheme

the stationary functions of X^...,Xr are brought to such

a form that they are functions of x1 ,...,xg only, then the

scheme ^ = ft (yly . . ., yn), (i=l,...,n)

will make the stationary functions of F
15 ..., Tr functions of

From what we have proved in 115 as to the form of the

coefficients
fel , ...,fo in X^...,Xr ,

we see that these co-

efficients will be the same functions of x
l , ...,xs that T? fcl , ...,%

are of ylt ...,2/; and therefore, if any function /( 15 ..., xs)
is

an invariant of X lt ...,Xr , f(ylt ...,2/) will be an invariant of
F F1 u >

* r'

If therefore we reduce each group to its standard form we

may take x^, ...,xn ,
x
q+m+l ,...,xn

to be the invariants of X
lt ..., Xr ,

and its stationary functions
to be functions of x

lt ...,xt only ; and we may take

fo >&
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to be the invariants of T
lt ..., 7r ,

and its stationary functions
to be the same functions of ylt ..., ys , that the stationary func-
tions of the first group are of

a;,, ..., xg
.

121. Let us now say that the q-fold in x space

(1) x
l

a
l5 ..., xm = am ,

x
m+q+1

= a
m+q+l , ...,xn = an

corresponds to the g-fold in y space

(2) yl
= als ...,ym = am , ym+q+l

= fm+q+l , ...,yn =/n ,

wnere
/m+2+i> /* are anv (n-m- q) fixed functions of their

arguments a
15 ...,aw , m+g+1 , ...,aB ,

such that am+g+1 , ...,an
can be expressed in terms of als ..., am and ym+g+1 , iyn -

We have now established such a correspondence between
the two g-way loci, that when one is known the other is

known.
Under the operations of the group X1 ,...,Xr all of these

g'-folds in x space are invariant
;
and if on one of these we

select any point P by an operation of the group Xlt ..., Xr

P can be transformed to any other point on the same g-fold.

Similarly the g-folds in y space are each separately invariant
under the operations of the group F15 ..., Yr ;

and by a suitable

operation of this group any point on one of these g-folds can
be transformed to any other point on the same q'-fold.

We now wish to establish a correspondence between the

points in two corresponding g-folds, one in the x space and
one in the y space.
We take as the 'initial' point on (1) the point P whose

coordinates #m+1 , 5
#;m + are all zero; and we take as the

'

initial
'

point on (2), which is to correspond to P, the point

Q whose coordinates are

2/m+l = 0, ...,2/g
= 0, ys+ i =/g +i5 > Vm+q

~
Jm+q

(we proved in 117 that m + <?<s), where fg+i, ,fm+q
are

any fixed functions of their arguments,

al>---s am> a
m+q+l> '

an-

We have now established a correspondence between the
'

initial
'

points on any two corresponding (/-folds ;
we get the

correspondence between the two spaces by the
^convention

that the points obtained by operating on the coordinates of P

with e
eL jrl + ... + er j:r
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shall respectively correspond to the points obtained by opera-

ting on the coordinates of Q with

There are
' initial

'

points P lying on each of the g-folds in

x space ;
to take P, a point on any one particular q-fold, would

merely establish a correspondence between the points of that

^-fold and the corresponding g-fold in y space ; by taking

initial points on each <?-fold we have the complete corre-

spondence between the two spaces.

It must now be proved that we have established a point-to-

point correspondence between the two spaces ;
i. e. the doubt

must be removed as to whether the operators

applied to the point P might give the same point in x space,

whereas the operators

applied to the point Q might give two different points in y

space.

If

applied to P give the same point, then the operator

will not alter the coordinates of P at all ;
that is, this operator

will belong to the group of P.

By the second fundamental theorem ( 50)

_ ^1Z1 + ... + A,Xr

where A
1 , ..., Xr are constants, which are functions of

and the structure constants of the group Xl} ...,Xr ;
and

therefore, as these structure constants are the same for the

group 7
lt ...,7rt

The doubt which we have suggested as to the unique corre-

spondence will be removed when we prove that if
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is an operator of the group of the point P with respect to
X

l} ..., Xr ,
then

will be an operator of the group of the point with resrject

toF15 ...,rr .

Since X
1
X

1 + ...+\rXr is an operator of the group of P.
we have by 111,

where $, ...,2 are the coordinates of P.
Now by hypothesis the functions $0 +,-,&, ... only involve

the coordinates a?
1} ...,#g ;

and if the coordinates of Q are

2/i, ...,2/> we have 3/5
=

a$, ...,#
=

oj, so that

and therefore X
a Fj+ . . . + \

rTr is an operator of the group of

Q with respect to F15 ..., Tr .

122. We have therefore established a point-to-point

correspondence between the two spaces ;
it may be noticed

that, having proved that the coefficients of
^

>>:- in
OtXs-t X

JTj, ...,Xr are the same functions of xl} ...,xg that the corre-

sponding coefficients of - ? >

^
in T

1 ,
. . .

,
T

r are ofyv . . .
, ys ,

v 1 O 8

it will now follow that, if ylt ..., yn is the point in y space
which corresponds to a?

19 ..., xn in x space, we must have

Let /S denote the transformation scheme which transforms

any point x1} . . .
,
xn to the corresponding point yl ,

. . ., yn in the

other space, then Sf(x^ t ...,) will be equal to f(ylt ..., yn)
where / is any function of its arguments.
We take P to be the 'initial' point on any g-fold in x

space ; by varying the coordinates of this ^-fold, and the

parameters e19 ...,er in the operator

g^Xi + .-.+e,.^

this operator applied to the coordinates of an initial point P
will transform it to any point in space x.



will be a general expression for any point in the x space.

The point in the y space which corresponds to this will be

and therefore

Or, e
- 1l -...- r

We now take another independent set of parameters

cp....^, then

Since e i^i + +r-*r p is any point in the x space, we must

then have the identity

and by the second fundamental theorem we therefore have

where A
15 ..., Ar are constants which are arbitrary, for they are

functions of the structure constants, and the arbitrary con-

stants e
l , ...,er and els ..., er .

Since we have now proved that

^ Yl + . . . + \r Yr _ g^ X^ + . . . + XrXr -l

we see that the groups are similar
;
and that they are trans-

formed into one another by the transformation scheme $; and
that the operators Xlt ...,Xr are respectively transformed to

M >
Yr .

123. A very important theorem may almost immediately
be deduced from the proof of the foregoing theorem on the

similarity of groups ; to obtain it, however, it is necessary to

consider closely the form of the transformation scheme S,
which has converted the points of the x space into the points
of the y space.

This theorem is the answer to the question which now
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arises, viz. what are the transformations which will transform
each of the operators of a given group into itself ?

We might put this question thus, what are the transforma-
tions which will transform

into

(2)

where X
lt ..., Xr are the operators of a group, and

77M is the
same function of ylt ..., y that M is of x

lt ..., ccn ?

Suppose that Jtj,...,A
r

g is in standard form; we take to

correspond to the q-fold in x space given by

(3) x
1
= a

1 ,...,xm = am ,
x
m+q+l

= am+q+l , ..., xn = an ,

the g-fold in y space given by

(4) 2/1
= a

lt -.., 2/m = m , ym+q+l
= aro+2+ i + *7 +2 +i>--->

2/n = + *,
where tg+l , ...,tn are small constants which will not vary
from ^-fold to g-fold in space y.
To the '

initial
'

point P on (3) we take as correspondent on

(4) a point Q, whose coordinates are

2/m+i = 0, ..., ys 0, 2/g+i
= tg+l , ..., ym+q

= tm+q-

If we now establish the correspondence between the two

spaces we notice that the coordinates of Q differ infinitesimally
from the coordinates of P. Therefore, since Xk is obtained

by replacing the variables ylt ..., yn by #15 ..., xn respectively
in Yk ,

if P* is the point obtained by operating on P with any
finite operator of the group Xlt ..., Xr ,

and Q the con-e-

sponding point obtained by operating on Q with the corre-

sponding finite operator of the group Fls ..., Yr ,
the coordinates

of P' will also differ infinitesimally from those of Q'.

We now have in this correspondence

y1
= X

1 ,...,y8
= x

8 ,

and also, since xm+q+l , ...,xn are invariants,

2/m

and finally

where Cg+, +,-> ... are some functions of the variables
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These equations give (n s) infinitesimal transformations

transforming (1) into (2) ;
the corresponding linear operators

areZ,+l ,...,Zn ,
where

j = m+q >.

o -^ ..
o

Zm+q+i = ZX ,

+2 ^m+q+i, s+j^+j
.

'

(i
= l,...,n-m-q),

We shall now prove that the determinant

;+l, 8+1'
' *

8 + l, m+ q

^wi+2,8+1'
" *

^m+q, m+q

does not vanish identically, and therefore conclude that these

operators are unconnected.

When we take xm+l = 0, ..., xm+q 0, that is, when we take

x,, ..., xn to be the point P, ylt ..., yn will be the coordinates

of the point Q, and therefore ys+1 = ts+l , ...,ym+q
= tm+q ;

it

follows that
8 +i, s+

- will then reduce to
e^-, where,

as usual, e^-
is unity if i = j, and zero if i ^ j.

The determinant cannot then vanish identically, since it is

equal to unity when we take xm+l = 0, ..., xm+q
= 0.

Since any infinitesimal transformation which transforms (1)
into (2) must transform yl

into xlt ..., yg
into x

s ,
we see that

there cannot be more than (n s) unconnected infinitesimal

transformations which have the required property.

124. We have now found (n s) unconnected operators
Zg+1 , ...,Zn which have the property of leaving each of the

operators Xlf ..., Xr unaltered in form, and have proved that
there is no operator unconnected with Zs+1 , ..., Zn which can
have this property.

Applying the transformation

we see that

and therefore the alternant (Zk , Xj) must vanish for Xj
=

Xj.
The operators Z8+l) ...,Zn form a complete system of which
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the invariants are the stationary functions of X
lt .. t) X ;

suppose now that

where p,+<, ,+/,,+&,
are functions of x^...,xn .

Since Xm is permutable with Zs+i and with Zs+ ., it follows

from Jacobi's identity that it is permutable with the alternant

(Zs+i ,
Zs+ j) ;

we therefore have

and therefore, since Zg+l , ..., Zn are unconnected, each of the
functions p8 +i, 8 +j,8+lt>

^8 an invariant of the group

X
1} .,., Xr .

Suppose now that X
lt ..., Xr is non-stationary; we see

that there are no operators leaving the forms of the operatorsX
l ,...,Xr unaltered; there are therefore no operators per-

mutable with each of these operators.
If on the other hand X

15 ..., Xr
is stationary there are

(ns) such operators, viz. Zs+l) ..., Zn ;
these will form a

complete system
Tc = rc s

\^8+i> "s+j)
= 2* P8+i,8+j>8 + k"8+Tc>

of which the structure functions p8 +i, s +j,8+Jc^'"
are invariants

of X
19 ..., Xr ;

if then X
1} ..., Xr is a transitive group, these

structure functions must be mere constants, and Z8+1 , ..., Zn
will generate a group which will be finite and continuous,
and have all of its operators unconnected.

125. Suppose now that the group X1} ..., Xr is simply
transitive

;
it is then stationary, for the stationary functions

vanish identically ;
and in it s = and r = n

;
it will now be

proved that the simply transitive group Z
1 ,...,Zn has the

same structure as the group Xl} ..., Xn .

We may take as the n independent operators ofXl} ..., Xn

where the terms not written down are of the second or

higher order in powers and products of xlt ..., xn .
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We may similarly choose as the operators of Zlt ..., Zn
H = v = n

^

(2) *t = -+2fei a^ + -> <*=!,...,),

where A*Mr , ..., 2*p,, ... are sets of constants.

since <***) = <>, GI j;;;;;>
we must have

where the terms omitted are of higher degree than those

written down.
This identity gives

K i, ..., 71
;

We also see that

and therefore the structure constants of Xlt ..., -3Tn are given

Citv =: "it a-v

Similarly the structure constants of the group Zlt ..., Zn are

given by _ / 7
Cii I'ikv <>kiv,

and therefore by (3) we see that the two groups Xl ,...,Xn
and Zlt ...,Zn have the same structure constants when we
take the independent operators in the respective forms (1)
and (2).

The two groups X^ ..., Xn and Z
lt ..., Zn are said to be

reciprocal to one another.



CHAPTER XI

ISOMORPHISM

126. We have proved in 58 that the structure constants
of a group are the same as those of its parameter group ;

we shall now give a second and more direct proof of this
theorem.

If af
i
= ^^ + -+ arXr X ., (i=l, ...,*)

are the canonical equations of a group, then we know that

(1) eaiXi + ...+ar -Xre
blX1 + ... + br J:r _ e

c1Xl + ... +crXr

where c
1? ..., cr are functions of a

15 ...,ar ,
blt ...,br ,

and the
structure functions of the group.

Let ck = Fk (a1} ..., ar ,
b
lt ..., b

r), (&=!,..., r),

then 34 = Fk (ylt ...
t yrt c^,..., ar), (k=l,...,r)

are the equations of the first parameter group in canonical
form

;
and the equations of the second parameter group are

24 = Fk (%>> ar> yi>>yr)> (k=l,...,r).

The forms of the functions Flt ..., Fr are fixed by the

identity (1), and can be determined in powers and products
of a1} ..., ar ,

b
lt ..., br when we merely know the structure

constants of JT
15 ..., Xr ;

the method of obtaining these func-

tions is partly explained in Chapter IV, and more completely
in a paper in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical

Society, Vol. XXIX, 1 897, pp. 1 4-32. As, however, we now only

require the expansion up to and including powers of the

second degree, we shall obtain this expansion from first

principles.

Neglecting, then, all powers above the second, we have
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and therefore, since

This is true whatever the linear operators X and F may be
;

and therefore the identity (1) gives

To the first approximation we therefore have

In order to obtain the next approximation we substitute in

the terms of the second degree & + && for ck , and, by aid of

k = r

the identity (Xt , Xj)
=^cijk

Xk ,

we thus obtain

From this we see that the first parameter group is

Imjmf

yk ==
2/jt ^k~^ ^2* (2/t^j""~2/ ^f) ^UTt ~^~ "

The identical transformation is obtained by taking

and then

3

where
ej.

has its usual meaning.

127. The infinitesimal operators of the first parameter
group in canonical form are therefore

^ i=i=r

F- =
J >oi.

where the terms not written down are of higher degree in
2/u "M^r than those written down.
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Since Fls ..., Fr are the operators of a group we can, with-
out any further calculation, find the structure constants of
this group ;

for suppose that

we verify at once that c^ d^.
If we were to obtain the complete expansions for F

I} ..., Yr
we could verify the group property ; and thus prove directly
the third fundamental theorem, viz. that a simply transitive

group can always be found to correspond to any assigned set

of structure constants. All that we have attempted to prove,
however, is that, F15 ..., Tr being known to generate a group,
that group has the structure of the group Xl} ..., Xr .

Similarly we may see that the operators of the second para-
meter group in canonical form are

We know that these groups are simply transitive
;
and any

operation of either is permutable with any operation of the

other : they are therefore reciprocal groups, and we may easily

verify that the structure constants of

Flf ...,Fr and -Z^...,-Zr

are the same.

When we were given the finite equations of a group
x
i =fi(xl> n> <*i, ...,,-)> (i=l,... t n),

we found ( 40) definite operators corresponding to the para-
meters a15 ...,ar ,

and we denoted these by
Y Y

a^l '>a^r'

Any operator, however, dependent on these is equally an

operator of the group ;
and when we are given any r inde-

pendent operators Xlt ...,Xr we can pass to another set

Y
lt ..., Yr ,

where

7h
=

hjaXl +...+hjcr Xr , (*=I,... f r),

and take these as the fundamental operators of the group,

provided that the determinant

does not vanish.

hrl ,
. . . hrr
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When therefore we speak of the canonical form of a group,
we mean the canonical form corresponding to some one given
set of operators X1 ,...,Xr . If we pass to a new set of

operators we change the canonical form of the group ;
and

therefore change the corresponding canonical forms of the

parameter groups, by thus introducing a different set of

structure constants.

128. If we have two groups

(1) af
i
= &*i + "- +a'Xrxit (

2
) T/i

= e
a^ + - + ar Tryi ,

and if we denote by Sai , ..., ar th&t operation of the first

which has the parameters a
l ,...,ar ,

and by Ta,^...,ar the

operation of the second with the same parameters, we say
that Sai, ...,ar and ^V> , correspond.

It does not follow that, if Sai , ...,ar and Sd1 ,...,6r are two

operations of the first group, and Tai , ..., ar , Tblt ...,br the

corresponding operations of the second, the operation Scv ..., cr
will correspond to Tyv ...,yr , where

"ci> cr &ai) > ar &6i*t$r
and Tylt ..., yr

= Tait ...,ar Tfa, ...,jr .

This is only true if y,
= c

lf ...
, yr

- cr ; that is, if the two
groups have the same parameter group.
Two groups are therefore then, and only then, simply iso-

morphic when they have the same parameter group.
Two groups, of which the fundamental set of operators of

the first is X
lt ..., Xr ,

and of the second is T
lt ..., Tr may not

have, with respect to these operators, the same parameter
group ; and yet they may be thrown into such a form that
they will have the same parameter group.

If we can find r independent operators, dependent on
M >*! and such that they have the same structure con-
stants as

X^_
... ,Xr , then, with respect to these new operators,

the
group

Y
l,...,Yr will have the same parameter group as

Two groups of the same order

= ei .-.+a,^ ftnd ^ _
e
a

l Y1 + ...+ar Y
ryii

are therefore then, and
only then, simply isomorphic when

the two sets of operators Xlt ...,Xr and Ylt ..., K have the
same structure constants.

129. Having explained what is meant when we say that
two groups are simply isomorphic, we shall now consider the
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analogous relation as to isomorphism of two groups whose
orders are not the same.

Let(l) af
i
= fPi-

f
i + -+*rXrx

i

be a group of order r, and

(2) ri
= e^ +

-+<r.y.
a group of order s, where s < r.

These groups may or may not be groups in the same
number of variables

; we establish a correspondence between
the operations of the groups thus

; we take

fc=fya ai+---+fy- ar> (&= I,---, s),

where hkj ,
, . . are a set of constants such that not all s-rowed

determinants vanish in the matrix

h
8l ,

. . . h
s

and we then say that the operation Tai , ..., a in the second

corresponds to the operation 8ai , ..., ar in the first.

The first group is now said to be multiply isomorphic with
the second, if the constants h^, ... can be so chosen that,
whatever the values of the parameters Oj, ..., ar ,

b
lt ..., br ,

the operation Tai , ..., ttg Tfa, ..., ps corresponds to the opera-
tion Sai ,"...,ar Sbv-;br ,

where J3k is the same function of

61} ..., br that ajf is of 15 ...,ar .

We know that a
x
= 0, ..., a

s
= are the parameters of the

identical transformation in (2); suppose that ffl
1} ..., ar ,

b
l9 ...,br

are two sets of values of parameters satisfying the equations

(3)
= h

1el yl + ...+hkr yr , (k = 1,..., s).

Since the identical transformation in (2) corresponds to

!,..., ar
and also to

Sfr ..., br ,
if the groups are isomorphic

the identical transformation will also correspond to SCl , ..., cr ,

where SCl , ..., cr
= Sai , ..., ar ^i ' *r and therefore

= A
ftl

c
1 + ...+Afcr

cr , (/<;= 1, ..., s).

It follows that all the operations Sai , -, ar where a
ls ..., ar

are parameters satisfying the equation (3) form a sub-group
of (1).

We shall next prove that this sub-group is self-conjugate.

M 2
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Since (1) is in canonical form, the inverse operation to

Sen, , ar is S-ai, > -ar 5
that is

>

S~ a\t "> ar &-a\i > ar -

Let Sfa ..., lr be any operation of (1), and Tfr, ..., pr the

corresponding operation of (2) ;
then to $-%, ...,dr there will

correspond T~1^ ..., pr
in (2). Therefore if alf ..., ar are

the parameters of the sub-group the corresponding operation
to Sfa, ...,dr 8alt ~;ar S~l

bi> ~',t>r must be the identical one ;

and therefore 0^, ...,,. &a19 ..., ar S~l
t>i, ., dr ^8 itself an

operation of this sub-group, and therefore the sub-group is

a self-conjugate one.

130. We may simplify the further discussion of the

isomorphism of the two groups by taking X8+l , ..., Xr to be
the operators of this self-conjugate sub-group. The equations
(3) of 129 must then be satisfied by y1

= 0, ..., yg
= 0, and

2/g+i > > Vr may be taken arbitrarily: it follows that we must
now have h^t = ifj > s.

The equations which establish the correspondence between
the operators of the two groups are now

ak =

and it is easily seen that by taking a new set of operators,

dependent on the first set X
lt ..., X8 ,

we may still further

simplify these equations, and throw them into the form

Since the first group is multiply isomorphic with the second,

must correspond ;
and therefore, by considering the form of

the functions clt ...
y
c
r given in 126, we can see that the

structure constants of F
15 ..., Yg

are given by

that is, the structure constants of Tlt ..., Tg
are the same as

those of X
l ,... t

X
s

if we only regard the coefficients of

^"i> >
X

8
and not those of Xg+l , ..., Xr in the alternants

Unless, then, a group has a self-conjugate sub-group it cannot
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be made multiply isomorphic with any group of lower order,

except the group of zero order which consists merely of the
identical transformation. A group which contains no self-

conjugate group other than the group itself and the identical

transformation is called a simple group, and therefore a simple
group cannot be multiply isomorphic except with the identical

transformation.

131. When we are given the structure constants of a group,
we can find the structure constants of every group with which
the first is 'multiply isomorphic.

We shall see later on that, given the structure constants

of a group, all the groups of such structure may be found ;

we now anticipate this result, and assume that, knowing the

structure constants, we know the operators X1} ..., Xr of

the group. There is no real need of the knowledge of these

operators in the proof of the above theorem on isomorphism ;

it is, however, more simply expressed by aid of these operators.

Assuming, then, that we know the operators Xlt ..., Xr we
find a self-conjugate sub-group, and take its operators to be

X X
x -f- 1 J

* * *
3 f *

We now have

ir\ "V Y / = 1, ...,s\

V = 1 "> s

and therefore
k = * t = rs

\ m' v^ jf)
=

-i-" ^fjlt V w k) ' i
^
i,j)8+t \ m> -f t)'

Since X8+l , ...,Xr is a self-conjugate sub-group, if we now

apply Jacobi's identity to any three operators of the set

X
lt ..., X8 we can verify that

., Ol j'
&=!,..., s)

are a set of structure constants of order s.

If F
15 ..., F8

is a group of order s with these structure

constants, then Xlt ..., Xr will be multiply isomorphic with

F1} ..., Ys ;
and in this way we obtain all groups with which

X
lt ..., Xr can be multiply isomorphic.
We may exhibit in a tabular form the relation of the two

groups somewhat as in the Theory of Discontinuous Groups

(Burnside, Theory of Groups, 29).

If eaiX1 + ... + arxr is any finite operator of the group, of

which X8+lt ..., Xr generate a self-conjugate sub-group, we
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form a row containing this operator by allowing alt ..., ag
to

vary, and keeping as+l , ...,ar fixed
;
and we form the column

containing this operator by allowing as+l , ..., ar
to vary, and

keeping %,..., a
s
fixed.

If we take any row, and write in it ag+l = 0, ..., ar = 0,

and replace A^ by 7lt ..., Xg by Yg ,
we have the finite opera-

tors of the second group ;
and to any two operators of the

first group found in the same column only one operator in

the second group will correspond.

132. Suppose next that we are given a group X lt ..., Xr

of order r such that

, Xj)
=2 c

ijk
Xk>

and that we are also given r other operators F15 ..., Tr such

that

and suppose further that only s of these operators are inde-

pendent, viz. Fj, ..., Yg ,
and that

Y
g+j

= h
8+jjl

Y
l + ...+hg+j>g

Y
g , (j = 1, ...,r-s).

If now instead of Xlt ...,Xr we take any other set of inde-

pendent operators Xlt ..., Xr , dependent on the first and such

that Xk
= lklXl +... + lkr Xrt (k= l,...,r);

and instead of Fls ..., Yr take Fls ..., Yr where

^fc
= hi ^1 + " + hr ^r>

then if
k = r

(1) (Xi,Xj)=2tijA
we must also have

It should be noticed that though from (1) we can infer (2),

we could not infer (1) from (2).

We can now simplify the relation between the two sets of

operators X and Y by_taking as the independent operators
of the group Xlt ...,Xr , where Xl= X1 ,...,X8

= X
t ,

and
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and we have

T! = 7lt ...,T. = F
f , T8+t = 0, (t

=
1, ...,r-8).

If
Cjjk)

... are the structure constants with respect to

X
ly ..., Xr we now see (since Ys+1 = 0) that

V = L
, -.., r;

and therefore X8+^ ..., -5T,. generate a self-conjugate group.
The operators Ylt ..., Y8 are now independent, and, since we

v /~\r V^v "V- ~v~ /* lj... s S\have (
A *

,
A

,)
= > c,v fe

X
fr , ( . ) ,

V = J
>

'

and (F"' F-) =2c"i- F" f*
= lj '"' 8>

\,

we see that JTj, ..., JTr is multiply isomorphic with F15 ..., Fg ,

the independent operators of the set Y
lt ..., Fr ;

and that

-STg.j.j, ...,Xr ,
the self-conjugate sub-group, corresponds to the

identical transformation in the group of order 8 whose opera-
tors are Y

lt ..., Yg .

133. We had an example of isomorphic groups when we

proved in 104 that the contracted operators, with respect to

any equation system which admitted the group Xl ,...,Xrt
had the same structure constants as the operators Xlt ...,Xr .

If the number of independent contracted operators is r, the

isomorphism is simple ;
but if the number is less than r then

X
1} ...,Xr is multiply isomorphic with the group of its con-

tracted operators.

Example. Prove that the group Xli ...
)
Xr is simply or

multiply isomorphic with Elt ...,Er where

according as Xlt ...,Xr does not, or does contain Abelian

operators.

Example. Prove that if two transitive groups are simply

isomorphic in such a way, that the sub-group of one, which

leaves a point of general position at rest, corresponds to the

sub-group in the other, which leaves the corresponding point
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of general position at rest, then the two groups, if in the

same number of variables, are similar.

The equations which define the groups of #$, ...,# and

2&--->2& are respectively ( 111)

and
j = r-w

* + 2vfjVv/,*foi. .#) = 0, (*=!,...,*);

and therefore, since e
t
=

e^, we must have

-V;;:! 9 _ fl\

#bt/.*(< <) -s f*/,**-->tt (*i',!!!i J-
We have proved that

and therefore, if Xk denotes the operator obtained from X^ by
substituting for

ajj, ..., xn the respective quantities $, ..., ^
an<i

^n+j.Tc' Ht,n+j,k
denote respectively the functions < n+j,fe,

n<,n+/,fc
with icj, .'..,a^, substituted therein for a^, . ..,*, we

ve -2CJ^ f *
=

n5,.+y,fc-

Now since the two groups are simply isomorphic and
= we must

and therefore, since

4w,-,* (*!,..,*

we must have

The groups therefore satisfy the sufficient and necessary con
ditions for similarity.



CHAPTER XII

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF GROUPS WHOSE
STRUCTURE CONSTANTS AND STATIONARY

FUNCTIONS ARE KNOWN

134. In Chapter X we proved that two groups are similar
when they have the same structure constants and stationary
functions. In this chapter we shall show how when these
constants and functions are known the group may be con-
structed.

We take the case of transitive groups first
;

let Xlt ..., Xn
be unconnected and

k = n

suppose that s of the stationary functions are unconnected,
and that these are functions of xlt ...,xg only.
We saw ( 115) that

where n^,... are a known set of functions of 15 ..., xt which
we call the structure, functions of the complete system
X

lt ...
t
Xn ;

and if

we proved that
ftl , ...,&, are known functions of ar, ,...,,.

It follows therefore that Xm nij1t
, ... are all known functions

of x
lt ...,xs .

The problem which lies before us is therefore to determine

the forms of n unconnected operators in a^,...,&, such that

where the structure functions 11,... are known, and also
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the functions obtained by operating on these functions with
Y TT
*V i

y y
-*V . .

When we have found X15 ..., Xn then we shall also know
Zn+1 ,...,Zr by(l).

If s = n
y
that is, if the group is non-stationary, since we

know
fcl , ..., fo we know Xv ..., Xn at once.

We now assume that s < n so that the group is stationary.

135. If we have any n unconnected operators we know

( 68) that (Xt , Xj)
=2 Pijk

Xk J

from the identities

(XJt (X,, Xh)) + (Xi} (Xkt Xj)) + (Xk , (Xj, X,))
= 0,

we therefore deduce the following relations between the

structure functions

+ %k Pjim
+2 (Pikt Pjtm + Pkjt Pitm

+
Pjit Pktm)

=
>

where i, j, k, m may have any values from 1 to n.

If the structure functions PJ/^,... are mere constants

Xlt ...,Xn is a simply transitive group; and we have shown
in Chapter V how from a knowledge of these constants the

group itself may be constructed. In the case where Xlt ...,Xn
formed a group Xm pj ilt , ... were all zero ;

the problem before
us now, when p^, ... are known structure functions satisfying
the conditions' (1), and Xm pjik , ... are all known, but not

necessarily zero, is to find the' operators Xlt ...,Xn .

This problem is therefore a generalization of that considered
in Chapter V, and we shall show how the results of Chapter V
enable us to solve it.

Not more than n of the structure functions p{jk , . . . can be
unconnected

; if n are unconnected we can express xv ...,xn
in terms of these structure functions

;
and therefore, since we

know Xm Pijk , ... , we know Xm (a^), ...,Xm (xJ, and therefore
know the operators Xlt ...,Xn .

We next suppose that only s are unconnected where s < n,
and we may now assume that the variables have been so
chosen that the structure functions only involve x

l} ..., ar
e ;

if

=
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we see that &i> >&( are all known functions of

and what we have to do is to determine & a+1 , ...,

If we take

where

minant

... are known functions of x
lt ..., xg

whose deter-

X
lls . Xln

does not vanish
;
then F15 ..., FK will each be connected with

A'j, ..., -3Tn and they will form a complete system, so that

The structure functions o-^,
... of this complete system

must satisfy equations of condition like (1); they will be

functions of x
l ,... i

x
s only, as will also be the functions

^m^ijk''"' and finally if we can construct the one set of

operators we can construct the other set of operators.
We now make use of this principle to throw X^..., Xn

into the forms

136. In order to find the operators
X

lt ..., Xn which

satisfy

we have to find the set of functions &>
The only equations involving u ,..., 1B ,

or such oi them

as are unknown, are those obtained by equating the <

cients of~>-~>^-on each side of the identities
v X^ oXn

':)
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We must therefore eliminate u , ...,

and thus reduce the differential equations to be solved to

a set not containing u , ..., m-

In the form to which we have reduced X lt ,.*

we see that Pifl
= 0, ..., Pijs

= 0; and thus we see that

a*1** 6^ ^* f * identlties '
obtamed

by equating the coefficients of JU ...,_ ** t
1
)'

unless k

S 'r

The
S

only 'equations obtainable by differentiation and

elimination from
- x&=l,...,nx

(2) Z
fc y-^! y =2 P&im fm/i ^ a: 1, ...,''

which will not involve derivatives of u> ..., fi above the

first, are

(3)

m, n m = n

= %i2 Pfcim ^mj
Xk 2t Pilm

Now

and

(4) -^tfefej -X-k ij~^*Pikm Smj

so that by aid of these equations and (1) we see that (3) takes

the form

(5)
> =

+2 Plfcm (^t ^mj
~^

&/) +2
We have, in passing to this form of (3), made use of the

equations _ n
Pijm + Pjim

-
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If we now replace

Xm ij Xi mj by

and X^mj
-Xm ^j by

the equation (5) is such that the coefficient of is seen to

vanish identically by aid of the equations of condition (1)
of 135. We therefore conclude that the only equations
of the first degree in the derivatives of n , ..., ln are the

equations (2) themselves. Any equation of the form (4) we
shall denote symbolically by (2, k). What we have now
proved is, that the only equations of the first degree in the

derivatives of H , .,., ln are the equations symbolized by

(1,2),..., (l,7i).

137. If then we have found any values of gkl , ..., in

(where k may have any value from 2 to n) to satisfy the

equations

<> <**> & ::>
the equations for u , ..., ln ,

viz. (1, 2), ..., (1, n) will be

consistent *.

By aid of these equations (1, 2), ..., (1, n) we can express
X

2 &,.,...,
Xn ^j

in terms of u , ..., 1B and known functions ;

for, assuming that we have solved the equations (1), Cfa, ..., &

are known functions if k > 1.

Now X2 , ..., Xn are (n 1) unconnected operators, in which

r does not occur; and, since &!,..., &, where k>l, are

cX}

known functions, these operators are known. We can therefore

express r ? > r in the forms

22 .

where \
kj

-, ... are known functions of xlt ..., xn .

It follows therefore that, when we have solved the equations

* See a paper by the author on ' Simultaneous Equations' in the Proceedings

of the London Mathematical Society, XXXI, p. 235.
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(1), we can express the first derivatives of n , ..., ln with

respect to a-2 ,...,
xn in terms of n , ..., ]n and known func-

tions; and in these expressions for the first derivatives

nv> m W*H only ccur linearly.

In these equations x^ occurs merely as a parameter ;
we

therefore look on x
l
as a constant, and say that we have

obtained expressions for all the first derivatives of n , ..., Jn

as linear functions of these unknowns, the coefficients being
known functions of the variables ; that is, the types of equa-
tions to be solved are

C' ,
' 7. **/ ^ A

j
* * v *^

where a,-w are known functions of the variables
;
and of

these equations integrals may be obtained in the form of

power series.

The operators Xg+l , ..., Xn form a complete system of order

(n s), and the structure functions of this system only
involve x

l , ..., xg
. Since these variables only enter the opera-

tors Xg+l , ..., Xn as parameters we may look on the structure

functions as mere constants ;
and we can therefore by the

method of Chapter V find these operators Xt+1) ..., Xn .

X
g ,
Xg+l ,..., Xn now form a complete system, and as we

know Xg+l , ..., Xn we may therefore by the method we have

just described find the coefficients

and thus find the operator Xg
.

Proceeding thus we may find all the operators Xlt ...,Xn ,

and have thus shown how a transitive group can be con-
structed when we know its structure constants and stationary
functions.

138. We can now construct the types of intransitive

groups.
Let X

lt ..., Xq
be the unconnected operators of the group

Xu*..,Xf which we suppose in standard form.
The stationary functions only involve

ojj, ...,#> and, since
ai> -> xm> x

m+q+i> are invariants,

~
(k=l, ...,r).

Since the invariants only enter X
lt ...,X in the form of
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parameters we may consider X
lt ...,X_ to be the operators

of a complete system in the q variables scm+l ,...,xm+q
'

) and,
as we have

where IT
{

-

fe ,
... and Xm ll

ij k , ... are known functions of the

parameters x
1 ,...,xm and the variables xm+l ,...,xg ,

we can

construct the operators Xv ...,Xq
as in the previous theory.

When we have thus found Xlt ...,Xq
we can find the other

operators by means of the identities



CHAPTER XIII

CONJUGATE SUB-GROUPS: THE CONSTRUCTION
OF GROUPS FROM THEIR STRUCTURE

CONSTANTS

139. If X
l ,...,Xr are the operators of a group with the

structure constants c, ... we have

2 (
cikh c

hjm + c
Jcjh

chim + c
jih

If
Xq+i, ...,Xr form a sub-group we also have

.

1 '''' * = '* * ;

and if this sub-group is self-conjugate we have the further

conditions

Since our immediate object is to find the general form of

a sub-group conjugate with a given sub-group, it will be
convenient to take a set of operators Fls ..., Tr dependent on
X

lt ..., Xr and defined by

(1) Tk
= Xk , (fc=l,...,g),

The identities (2) can be written

X F 4-^ h T
1+t

~~"
g+ 1 ' ^^t S+'if1 f1 '

and therefore, whatever values the constants A2 +t )|Ut ,... may
have, Fj,..., Fr are independent operators.
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If we suppose that h
ifl,

= when i > q, or when p > q, the

formulae (1) and (2) may be replaced by
M = 3

F^ = %i-2 h^ ^> (*
= ! -I r)-

140. We now introduce a set of functions of these constants

VM.I*, ... defined by
< = r 2 ft

= 2 jt
= q

(1) iZ"y* = Cy*+2
M = " = 2 ^=2, < =

+ Z, C^p^ Ttiji hjf + ^Z/

Since
ft = 2 ft

= 2

/y y \ _ / V" V" \ i X? I,. / V" V" \ I "^ / V" Jf \

ji
= v = 2

277 ^ -rr y \

fii^Hkv \A-I1.) ^/>

A=r A=r J=2

and (ZM , Z^) ^ J^ c
llv \ X^ ^, c^ ,,x (F\+ ^^ WAJ * j)>

we see that the structure constants of Fj, ..., Fr are the set

#yfc,--
It therefore follows that

(2) , = r

= 0.

Since X15 ...,Xr are derived from F15 ..., Yr by the law

and Hi-fr, ... are the structure constants of F15 ..., Fr> we must

have
t = r_2 M = *

_^H k h

f Y*rQ U '/

( = ''"^Q) f^
=

yf

^^ XZ^v/fc"-i>j

N
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Let
t = r-q M=2 (*

= 9. t=r q

(4) ETyt
=

Cyfc +2 CU +< ^9+'. * +2 Cf* A?> +2 C
/*> *> 2+ t A/> ^2+, *>

then we see that
fi
= 5

(5) #</*= n#t 2^ nwt,

and therefore, since ^ = if i > ?, JGTyt
= Ily* if i > q, and

(5) can be replaced by
M = 2

(6) !!;# = Hiji+2* hip HUP .

It will be noticed that though E^ + Hjik
= 0, 17^ + 11^^

is not zero if either i or j exceeds q.

If k>q, Hyk takes the simpler form

(7) n = q p = q (i
= v = q

141. It is now necessary to prove the formula

t=r t=r

(i) ^(^n,q+j,t^vti- n^g+^n^jt) = .z,cyutn ( .

From (2) of the last article we see that

t=r t=r

2* (-^M, i+j, < By* H
v> q+ji t Hpti) =2 ^">* ^U

If we apply the formula (6) of 140, we see that

t=r

>tk * ^* i^vp -"jf

9+>, t +2 ^*J> -^P, 2+J, <) (-^tt* +2 h

Multiplying this out and applying (2) of 140, we see that
it is equal to

,
-

i

2* **rfl
t Ht,q+j, i- +2 ^P -^3> -Hi, 2+A i +2 j, k
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We now replace Ht>q+j)k
in this expression by
i = q

Ht,q+j,k-2 hti ni, 2 +./,&>

and we see that, if i > q, the coefficient of H+ & is the

expression for c
v(l,i

in terms of hQ+t k ,
... and the functions

%fc,... given in (3) of 140.

If > 2 this coefficient is

p-q p-q p>=p = q

O-vfii ~T~ _><-j "Ti^i
-H vpi + x^. /ivp Jlppi-r /^ fl/ip flvp' llpipi j

and if we notice that A^ is zero when i > g, we shall see

that this is also equal to c
vlii

. We have thus verified the

formula (1).

142. We now look on h
q+t)fc ,

... as a set of variable

parameters ;_
since every term which occurs in n

t
--

ft
either

begins withj or ends with k, we see that, if,/ > q and k > q,

^Hijk n j,

^n
i-/t _-r = n and T-T
-- =

We now introduce a set of r linear operators T1
1 ,..., IT,

defined by 20HP*****^ ~'->

when we have
t = r g

t = rq

and therefore
t=r t=r

nv n^, +-/>|.- n,. nViq+Jtt
= 2 n^?+^ nM* +2

by the identity (1) of 141.

It therefore follows that
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so that nlf ..., nr generate a group isomorphic with Xlt ..., Xr
.

If the operators nlt ..., Or are independent the groups are

simply isomorphic, but if they are not all independent

X
lt ...,Xr is multiply isomorphic with rij, ..., nr .

143. Still looking on h
q+t> k , ... as variables, we shall now

prove that the equation system

admits these operators.
If we notice that in

ffq+i,q+j, k everv term either ends in k

or begins with q + i or q +j, we shall see that if /m > q

p = q p=q

= " "^" **

-"

"

"*

Since the expression in the bracket vanishes identically we
see that 11^ Hg+^q+j^ = is an equation connected with the

equation system (1); that is, it is satisfied for all values of the

variables which satisfy (1).

Also since
fi=g

"+',?+./,* = n+t',+j,i ^ "'5+i, /*

we conclude that, even when p> q, the equation

is connected with the equation system (1); so that we have

proved that the system admits the operators Ilj, ..., Ur
.

It will be noticed that the operators FI
15 ...,ITr are defined

simply from the structure constants c^, ... of the group, as
are also the equations of the system (1) which admit these
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operators. The group property of the operators n
i5 ...,nr

might have been proved without any reference to the groupX
1} ...,Xr , though the labour of the proof was much lightened

by that reference.

144. Suppose now that we have any sub-group of
X

lt ...,Xr whose order is (r q), and suppose that all its

operators are independent of X
lt ..., X ; we may throw the

operators of this sub-group into the form Y
q+1 , ..., Yr ,

where

and we may then take F19 ..., Yr to be a set of r independent

operators of the given group where F
fc
= Xk if A; > q.

Since H^, ... are the structure constants of F1? ..., Fr ,

and F
g+1 , ..., Yr

is a sub-group,

These are therefore the equations in the variable parameters

hq+t &> which define sub-groups of order (r q).

F +1 , ..., Yr will be a self-conjugate sub-group if

that is, the sub-group will then be invariant under any

operation of the group Fj, ..., Fr .

Even when not invariant under all the operations of

F
15 ..., Yr ,

that is, when not self-conjugate, it may be in-

variant under some of the operators.
It will be invariant under the operations of the sub-group

F +1 , ..., Yr
in every case; it will be invariant under the

operations

Xf e -* r
#i> > ' r

if, and only if,

H- T. 0, (\~
'

*V'
'

A; = 1, ...,?)

The operations which transform a sub-group into itself

must from first principles generate a group, which will con-

tain the given sub-group as a sub-group, and therefore the

operators F _ A> ..., Fr
must themselves be a sub-group of
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145. Suppose now that we are given the structure con-

stants c
i;1{

,... of a group Xl ,...,Xr ,
and we want to find

the structure constants of all possible sub-groups of order

(rq); we equate to zero the functions H
q+itq+j>k ,

... of the

variables hq+t>lt , ... .

If no values of hq+ t,p, can be found to satisfy the system

H. = 0,

then there is no sub-group of order (r q), all of whose

operators are independent of X
1 , . . .

,
X

;
that is, if there is

a sub-group of order (rq) at all it must have at least one
of its operators dependent on Xlt ...,Xq

. In this case we
should take, in order to form the functions

Hq+i,q+j,Tc>
some

other set of (r q) operators out of the set Xlt ..., Xr in place
ofX

q+l , ...,Xr ;
for there is no sub-group of order (rq)

which cannot be expressed in some one of these ways.
We see this more clearly if we consider the sub-group

Y
q+l , ..., 7r where

le =

a
g+t,k>

' heing a set of constants.

Tnis sub-group could then only fail to be expressible in

the form

=
when

q+l,r

r>r

= 0;

and it could only fail to be expressible in some one of the

required foims if all (r <?)-rowed determinants of the matrix

a
q+l,r

J '

vanished
; that is, if the sub-group was of order less than

(r-q).
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If on the other hand we find a set of values of ha . to
satisfy the equations

then H
q+i>q+

-

>q+t , ... will be the structure constants of the
sub-group whose operators are

Xq+t Zjhq+t^X^, (t= l, ..., r q).

We then denote the operators of this sub-group by7
q+l , ...,7r and the group itself by F15 ..., Tr .

^
The sub-group is of course invariant for the operators

Yq+i, ...,7r ',
it will be invariant for

(

* =
-

We therefore, in order to find within what group F +1 , ..., F
is invariant, write down the matrix

where in any row i takes all values from 1 to (r q), and k
all values from 1 to q.

Suppose that the values of h
q+ttfji , ... now found are such as

when substituted in this matrix will make all (q m + 1)-rowed
determinants but not all (q~ m)-rowed determinants of the

matrix vanish, then the sub-group Y
q+l ,..., Yr is invariant

for m operators independent of one another and of F
?+1 , ..., Fr .

The sub-group is therefore invariant within a group of order

rq + m, and there are only (q m) independent operators
for which it is not invariant. We say, then, that the sub-

group F_ +1 ,
Fr is of index (qm).

146. We now wish to find the sub-groups conjugate to

Fr ,
so we must consider what this sub-group is

transformed into when we apply the infinitesimal trans-

formation

(1)
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Ifj > q the operators Yq+1 ,...,Yr will be transformed into

operators dependent on Y
q+l , ..., Fr ;

we need therefore only

consider the case where j > q.

We saw in 76 that, X'^ denoting the operator derived from

Xk by replacing xt by o,

Hence we now have, since Ylt ..., Fr are operators with the

structure constants H^, ...,

H = r

Now F' +1 , ..., Y'r are the operators of the sub-group con-

jugate to Y
q+l , ..., Yr obtained by applying the transforma-

tion (1) ;
and therefore, since this is a sub-group of order (r q),

and differs infinitesimally from F +1 , ..., Fr ,
it cannot have

operators dependent on X
lt ...,Xq

. We may therefore take its

operators to be
f1 = 3 !*

=
'i

where
h^ +j-^

=
hq+j tt

>. t\+j,*>
an(i X

2+j,/*>'"
are functions

of the variable parameters h +i ^, ... whose forms must now
be determined.

The operators Y'
q+l) ..., Y'r are operators of the sub-group

that is, of the sub-group

and therefore

t-r-q M==g

F2+<=2 gH2+(F2+ + <2 X
2+8,n^) 5 (*= 1,...,^-?),

where e
q+i> q+g , ... are constants.

If we now compare this expression for F' +
- with the

expression obtained in (2), and equate the coefficients of
F
3+1 ,...,Fr we see that, neglecting small quantities of the

order t, e
q +t t q+g

is equal to unity or zero according as i is or
is not equal to 8

; and therefore we see that

f s
~

*> i
r <l\

f
*

)
.

V= i,..., g'
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Since.? > q, HJtq+itli
= Ujtq+ , tlJi ;

and therefore the constants

hq+j tli
,

which define the sub-group conjugate to F_ +1 , ..., Yr

obtained by the infinitesimal transformation

x/

i
= x

i + tYj
x
4 , (i

= 1, ..., n)
are given by

Because the sub-group is invariant for the transformations

we see that for such transformations
7 / _ 7

"g+t,**
~ fl

q+i,l*'

We now want to find the constants defining the sub-group

adjacent to that defined by h
q+itll ,

... and obtained by the

infinitesimal transformation

We have
M = 9 j = r-q j=r-q

and therefore

Now, since

(i l,...,r-q;
, U = 1 r -a- ^ ~

j A
j >

' y i

and therefore

The relation between the groups n1} ...,ITr and Xlt ...,Xr

can now be expressed in general terms. Let hq+ t,^,
... be a set

of constants defining a sub-group of Xlt ...,Xr ;
then the set

of constants h'
+(jlt ,

... which define the sub-group conjugate

to this and obtained by the transformation

a/
_ e

e1x1 + ...+<vX
rir<j (i= i, ...,%)
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are given by the formulae

[146

147. In order to find all types of sub-groups of order

(r q) we therefore proceed as follows.

If no sets of values of hq +ttll ,
... can be obtained to satisfy

the equations

no sub-group of order (rq) exists.

If on the other hand such a set exists, let h
q+t >(i

,
... satisfy

the equations (1); we write down the matrix of the operators
n,. .,rL

where in any row all values of j from 1 to (rq) and all

values of k from 1 to q are to be taken. If when we substitute

for h
+t>ll)

... in this matrix the respective values h
q+t^, ...

all (s + l)-rowed determinants of the matrix, but not all s-rowed

determinants, vanish, then the sub-group is of index s; and
the '

point' whose coordinates are h
q+t ,*,

... is of order s with

respect to the equation system

(!) H
q+i,q+j,k

=
(in the variables h

q+tjli
, ...)

admitting the operators ni5 ..., I7r .

Since

the index s cannot exceed q.
We now find (as explained in 103) the contracted operators

of rij, ..., FI
r with respect to the equation system which con-

sists of (1) and the equations which define points of orders
;

for both of these equation systems are invariant under the

operations of the group 1^ ,
. . ., Ur .

Let this combined equation system be

where h
lt ... y

h
p

are some unconnected parameters, in terms
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of which those values of hq+t^, ... can be expressed which

satisfy the combined equations; and let P1? ...,Pr be the
contracted operators.

Since X
l ,

. . .
,
Xr is isomorphic with 1^ ,

. . .
,
I7r and nx ,

. . .
,
I7

r

is isomorphic with P15 ...,Pr ,
X

1 ,...,Xr must be isomorphic
with Pl5 ...,Pr ;

but the isomorphism is simple, only when
P

15 ...,Pr are independent operators.
Since the parameters of a sub-group of order (r q) and

index s are by (3) expressible in terms of h
1} ...,h we call

these parameters the coordinates of the sub-group. From the

definition of a point of order s exactly s of the operators
P

1$ ...,Pr will be unconnected ;
and as these are operators in

the variables hlt ..., A we conclude thatp < s, and that there

will be (p s) invariants, which we may take to be

hg+i' ' "'p'

If then
/ij ,

. . .
,
h
p

are the coordinates of a sub-group of

index 8 and order (r q), the coordinates of the sub-group

conjugate to this obtained by the transformation

are given by

Since s of the operators of the group P1? ...,Pr are uncon-

nected, we can pass, by the operations of this group, from any

point whose coordinates are h%,...,h, to any point whose

coordinates are h1} ...,h8 ,
A +1 , ..., AJ. Sub-groups of the same

order are therefore divided into classes according to their

indices
; only sub-groups of the same order and index can be

conjugate ;
and of sub-groups of the same order and index

only those can be conjugate for which the coordinates

hg+1 , ...,h are the same. There are therefore co?-" different

types of sub-groups of order (r q) and index s; and corre-

sponding to any one of these types we have oo* conjugate sub-

groups.

148. We can apply these results to obtain the stationary

functions of groups whose structure constants are assigned ;

and thus complete the investigation of which Chapters V and

XII formed a part, viz. the determination of all possible types

of groups with assigned structure constants.

Suppose the group Xv ..., Xr
is in standard form so that

n are the invariants, and the stationary*
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functions only involve xlt ..., xs
. If a^, ..., a is a point of

general position then the group of the point that is, the

sub-group of operations leaving the point at rest is of order

(r q) ;
and the coordinates of this group depend only on

a^, ..., o; for we have proved in 112 that the equations

define the locus of points whose groups are the same as the

group of a*, ..., a.
Now by the operations of the group Xlt ..., Xr , only the

coordinates xm+l , ..., xm+q
can vary; and, as there are

(r 8 + m) independent infinitesimal transformations which
leave xPm+l , ..., x% at rest, there will be (r s + m) infinitesimal

transformations which do not transform the group of

This group is therefore of index (s m) ;
and its coordinates

are expressible in terms of s parameters.
In order, therefore, to find the stationary functions of a

group, when we are merely given the structure constants,
we form the equations defining sub-groups of order (rq)
and index (s m) ; the coordinates, then, of the sub-group
which leaves a point of general position at rest will be ex-

pressible in terms of s parameters.

If the combined equation system is

ft * >?* <7\

V=l,..., q*'

then the stationary functionsfq+t>ll
, (o^, ..., #) will be given by

Since the functions
<f>Q+t,^ (hly ..., hs), ... cannot be ex-

pressed in terms of a smaller number of arguments, we may
express Aj, ..., ht

in terms of #$, ..., a; and by a change of
variables we may take Aj, ..., Ag to be respectively aJj, ..., aj.
As we can vary c$, ..., x?> in any way we like, we see that

we may take the stationary functions to be

(* *>>
(;i ;;;;:; p-

When we have thus found the stationary functions of the
group Zj, ..., Xr we may complete the determination of the
operators by the method explained in Chapter XII; and if

any group with the assigned structure constants, and the
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assigned numbers s, m and n exists, we can find it by the
method now explained.
Such a group may not exist; thus if we take r > 3, n = 1,

m = and s = 1
,
we may, for many assigned sets of structure

constants, construct the functions ^>g+,^, ... which express
the coordinates of sub-groups of order (n 1) in terms of one

parameter; but the operators X
l ,... t

Xr in one variable,
which we should hence deduce, would not be independent;
for (as we shall prove later), no group whose order exceeds
three can exist in one variable.

149. Example. Find all the sub-groups of order 3 of

the group whose structure is given by

(1) (X2,X3)
= X

15 (X3,XJ = X
2 , (X1,Xj = X

(Xlt X4)
= 0, (X2 , X^ = o, (X3 , XJ = o.

We first find the sub-groups which can be expressed in

the form ^-A^, X2
-A

2X4 ,
X3-X,X,,

that is, the sub-groups not containing X as an operator.

Since (X2-\2 X^, X3
-\

3
Z

4)
= (X2 , ZJ = Xlt

we cannot express this alternant in terms of the operators of

the sub-group unless A
x
= 0. Similarly we see that we must

have Ag = 0, and A
3
= 0.

There is, therefore, only one sub-group of this form, viz.

the self-conjugate sub-group X1 ,
X.2 ,

X3 .

Whenever by this method we find only a discrete number

of solutions of the equation system

,i = l,...,r-q; , \

fl,H^.*' (j = l,...,r-q;

the sub-groups must be self-conjugate ;
for if they had con-

jugate sets obtained by the infinitesimal transformation

there would be an infinity of sub-groups of the required class.

We next find all sub-groups of order 3 which do not contain

X
1
as an operator.
The general method of forming equations for hq+tllt ,...

to

define sub-groups of order (r-q) is simplified when q = 1.

If we take X
2
-h

z X^ ..., Xr
-hr

X
l
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to be the operators of the sub-group of order (r 1), then the

equations which h.2 , ..., hr
must satisfy are

'
'

where Hy = c^ + c
ijz

h
2 + ...+ c^r hr .

In the example before us

#
2)3 =1,#2

, 4
= 0, #3)4

= 0, #M = 0, Hli2
= h3 , H^ = -h.2 ;

and the equations defining the sub-group are therefore

A4 = 0, 1+V +V = -

The sub-group sought has therefore the operators

X2 icosdXlt X
3

iBiD.dX
1 , X^

where 6 is a variable parameter and i is the symbol \/ 1.

By varying 6 we get an infinity of conjugate sub-groups;
and as the sub-group is not self-conjugate it must be of

index unity.

By interchanging J^ and X2 we should obtain the system
of conjugate sub-groups

X
l ico8<f>X2 ,

X
3 iam<f>X2 ,

JT
4 ,

these two systems coincide, however, the relation between
the parameters being cos cos 0+1 = 0.

By interchanging Xl
and X

3 we get

X
2 ico3\jrX3) X

l iam\lfX3 , X^
which also coincides with the first system, the relation between
the parameters being sin 6 sin

\js + 1 = 0.

If we try to find a group in the single variable oc which
shall have the structure (1) we must take

Zj = <f>2 (x)Xlt X
3
=

3 (x) Xl ,
Z4

=
4 (x) Xr

We now have the following identities which enable us to

determine the stationary functions

2 (x) = i cos x, 3 (x) = i sin x, 4 (x) ;

and we see that the operators cannot be independent, X4 being
identically zero.

Now we know that in general Xl +t k
=

IIj +t k ;
and in

this example

= C
121 + C

122 ^2 + C
123 ^3 + C124 ^4 = ^3 =

= C
131 + C

132 ^2+ C
133 ^3 + C134 ^4 =k2

= i COS X
J
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so that, from either of these two equations, we see that, if

X
l
= & , then & = 1, and therefore Xx

= - , and the

group is

Xl r X
2
= i cos x j X = i sin a: X, = 0.

<># da; da;

150. Example. Find the sub-groups of order 2 and
index 2 of the group

(*i, XJ = o, (X2 ,
X

4)
= o, (Z3 , ZJ = o.

We shall only find those which are of the form

-^3 ^31-^-1
~~

^32 -^2> ^4 ^41-^1 ^42^2'

Applying the rule (or otherwise) we find the conditions for

a group are

8,2) -^4,2 ^3,1^3,2
=

so that 1 +^fl
+ A|>2

= 0.

We must therefore take (A and being parameters)

h^ 1
= icos0, h

3i
.2
= ismd, h

4>l
= \srnd, h^ 2

= A cos 6
;

and we may directly verify that

(X3-i cos eX-^ i sin 0X2 ,
Z

4
A sin 0XX + X cos dX2)

In order to find the corresponding group in the two variables

x, y we suppose that

^3 ^3,1^1 + ^3,2^25 ^4 = 04, 1^1 + ^4,2^2

Since the index is 2 we have s m= 2; and, since in

general s cannot exceed n, in this example, s cannot exceed 2,

so that m = and s = 2
;
that is, the group is non-stationary.

The order of the group of the point x, y of general position

is (rq), and therefore (r-g) = 2
;
and as r = 4 we must

take
<?
= 2, so that the group is transitive, and Xl

and Xz

must be unconnected.

We have

3> x (a-, T/)
= i cos 0, <

4) ! (*, y) = X sin 0,

*3, 2 ( 2/)
= * sin 5

^4, 2 (. 2/)
= - X cos ^.
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We may then by a change of the variables take

03, i (* y) = x
>

and
04, i (*> 2/)

=
2/>

and therefore

4>3, 2 (*>2/)
=

We have

We then see that

Now X4 is identically zero, and therefore there is no group
of order 4 of the given structure, but X

l ,
X

2 ,
X3 will with

X4
= form a group of order 3 with the required

structure.

151. When the sub-group whose conjugate sub-groups are

required is of order 1 the equations

are satisfied identically, since q = r 1.

The variables which define the sub-group are h
rl ,...,hr

and ^+... + 6,.^,.

will be the operator of this sub-group if

We therefore take hrf, = -^
, and letTK

e.

-
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In operating on any function of hrl , ...,hr r_ 1

JL = *AiJL .**nr-i *

**k ***kn H M '

so that

* d
e
J*Tk

= h
rj^ * ; < r and A; < r,

* ^
er c = ;TT if k < r,

> "-4",
1

fc.r-l
-

,

Therefore, since

j = k = r-l
^

:=r-l j=r-l j=rl
O

hrk + cJnrhrj Kk

we see that in operating on any function of hrl , ..., Ar>r_i

Ep has the same effect as IIM if /x < r.

Since e^ + . . . + erJ^r
=

0,

and this operator is equivalent to Ur ,
since the equations

"g+*',g+/,fc
=

are satisfied for all values of hrl , ..., hr>r_r
Since the coordinates of the sub-group of order one are

the ratios of e15 ...,er ,
we see that for such sub-groups the

operators Ult ..., Ur may be replaced by the known operators

El} ...,Er ,
of which we made use in Chapter V.

CAMFHELL



CHAPTER XIV

ON PFAFF'S EQUATION AND THE INTEGRALS
OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

152. If
iCj, ..., are the coordinates of a point in n-w&y

space, and

(where x\, ...,xfn are the current coordinates) the equation of

a plane through x
lt ...,xn ,

then we speak of the point together
with the plane as an element of this space. We say that the

coordinates of the element are x
l ,... )

xn , Pi,'",pn) where
x

i> "> xn are ^ne coordinates of the point of the element, and

Pi> > Pn the coordinates of the plane of the element. In the

coordinates of the plane we are only concerned with the

ratios Pi'-p<f*'pn \ and therefore in 7i-way space there are

002n-i elements.

Two contiguous elements, MI, ..., XH , plt ..., pn and

.., xn + dxn , p1 + dplt ..., pn + dpn ,

are said to be united if the point of one element lies on the

plane of the other. More exactly expressed, the elements are
united if the point of the second is distant from the plane
of the first by a small quantity of the second order. The
analytical condition for this is

(1) p1 dx1 + ...+pn dxn = 0;

and therefore, if this equation is satisfied, the point of the
first element is also distant from the plane of the second
element by a small quantity of the second order.
The equation (1) is called PfafF's equation.
Since the coordinates of an element only involve^, ..., pn

through their ratios, we shall suppose that, when we are

given any equation connecting the coordinates

#!, ..., xn , plt ..., pn
of an element, it is one which is homogeneous in plt ..., pn .
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If we have m unconnected equations connecting

viz.
/Ol f m I /> /> /VJ (Y\ | (\ I/* __ 1 /VYI \
\ "" / / \ ' 1 4 ' 1 '/> 4 / ' 1 4 / ' / ~ V/ It/ -L . I III I\ / w w -\ &~ 7 /* ? -c. j. * 7 j. n/ \ /

then <x>
z n-m-i elements of space will satisfy this equation

system ; they will be called the elements of the system.
Two contiguous elements of the system will not however,

in general, be united. The question thus arises, what are the

necessary and sufficient conditions which these equations must

satisfy in order that any two contiguous elements of the

system may be united? In other words, what are the con-

ditions that the equations (2) may satisfy Pfaff's equation ?

Suppose if possible that, from the equations (2), no equation
of the form f /x x \ _ Q

can be deduced ; we must then be able to express m of the

coordinates ft, ..,> in terms of the remaining coordinates

of the element o^, ..., a?B , ft,..., 2V The equation system

may therefore be thrown into the form

*Y\ i tw m* 10 in iPm Jm vl* '
w

i rm+D JPnJ>

or into some equivalent form, obtained by replacing the

suffixes l,...,m by some m of the suffixes 1, ..., n. It is

obvious that, by differentiating the equations (3), we could

not obtain any equation connecting dx-^ ..., dxn ,
and could

not therefore by the equation system assumed satisfy Pfaff's

equation.
We must therefore suppose that the equation system (2) is

such that at least one equation between a^, ..., ocn alone can

be deduced from it. Suppose that exactly s of these equations

can be deduced; and suppose further that these have been

thrown into the forms

xn = fn(xi> '> xn-sn ""> xn-s+l ~ Jn-s+l \ ! n-sr

We now have
t=n i t = i

^,,

ft <&!+.. .+2>B <fo =2 (pi+^Pn-s+t Sr) dXi >

%

and therefore, if the equations (2) are to satisfy Pfaff's equa-

tion, we must have

for, by hypothesis, xlt ..., xn_ 8
are unconnected.

2
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We therefore conclude that every equation system satis-

fying Pfaff's equation must include the system

Xn fn (
xl> '

xn-s)> >
xn-s+l fn-a+l (*l >

xn-s)>
<./.

= -+-2 = 0.

To these equations we may add a number of arbitrary

equations connecting xlt ..., xn_ 8 , pn_8+1 , ...,>; these equa-

tions, however, must be such that no equation of the form

f(x1 ,...,xn_ s) = Q

is deducible from them.

A set of equations satisfying Pfaff's equation is called

a Pfajfian system. If the system contains m unconnected

equations it is said to be of order in, and we have proved
that m < n. When the number m is not specified it is to

be understood as being equal to n, and a Pfaffian system as

being of order n unless expressly stated to be of order m.
The equations of the system which do not involve plt ...,pn

will be called the generating equations. There must be at

least one generating equation, and there cannot be more than
7i

;
there are, therefore, n classes of generating equations, if

we measure the class by the number of unconnected gener-

ating equations in the system.

153. We now proceed to express in a convenient form the

conditions that n equations should form a Pfaffian system.
Let v be any function of the variables xlt ..., xn) plt ..., pn ;

and let v denote the operator

oV o (>V <) ^1) ^ t)i? {)

oj?j 0X1 ^Pn ^^n ^X-, ^X)-i ^X <)f)

then, u being any function of the variables,

We call the expression on the right the alternant of the
functions v and u, and we denote it by (v, u) ;

we have

v . u = (y, u) =(u,v) = u . v.

The equation v = will admit the infinitesimal trans-
formation
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if, and only if, the equation (u, v) = is connected with
v =

;
that is, if the values of the variables, which satisfy

the second equation, also satisfy the first.

A set of functions ul5 ..., u^ is said to be in involution
when the alternant of every pair vanishes.

So also a set of equations,

u1= 0,...,um = 0,

is said to be in involution when for all values of the suffixes

(ui} Uj)
= is an equation connected with the given set.

An equation system in involution,

(1) u
1
= 0,...,um = 0,

will therefore admit the m infinitesimal transformations

If Vj
= o, ..., vm = is any given equation system such

that each of these equations is connected with

u
1
= Q,...,um =0,

and each of the equations u-^
= 0, ..., um = is connected

with v
l
= 0, ..., vm = 0, we say that the two systems are

equivalent.
We must now prove that, if any equation system is in

involution, then any equivalent system is also in involution.

If v = is connected with the system (1), it must admit
all the infinitesimal transformations which (1) admits ;

and

therefore ^ Uj)
= o, ..., (v, um)

=

are equations each of which is connected with (1).

If then v
1
= 0, ..., vm = is equivalent to (1) we know

that the equation (vt ,
uA = will be connected with

Ul = 0,...,um = 0;

and therefore u^ = 0, ..., um = will admit the m infini-

tesimal transformations

^v ^Vj

Now each of the equations v
1
= 0, ..., vm = is connected

with Uj = 0, ..., um = ;
and therefore each of these equations

admits the infinitesimal transformations (3) ;
that is, the equa-

tion (vi , Vj)
= is connected with % = 0, ..., um = 0, and
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therefore with ^ = 0, ..., vm = ; that is, ^ = 0, ..., vm =
are equations in involution.

If vlt ..., vm is a set of functions of #15 ..., xn , plt ...,pn ,
in

terms of which we can express u15 ..., um ; then, if ult ..., um
are unconnected, we can express v15 ..., vm in terms of

ul} ..., um ;
we say that two such systems of functions are

equivalent.
When we say that a function is homogeneous we shall

mean that it is homogeneous in Pi,...,pn ', suppose that

ui* "> um are eac^ homogeneous functions, then, if vlt ..., vm
is an equivalent function system, v/j

will not in general be

a homogeneous function
; but, since there are m homo-

geneous functions, equivalent to vlt ..., vm) we shall say that

v1} ..., vm is a homogeneous function system. When each of

the functions vly ..., vm is separately homogeneous, we shall

say that the homogeneous function system is in standard

form.

Similarly, if we say that the equation system

*>i
= 0, ..., vm =

is homogeneous, that will not mean that each separate equa-
tion is homogeneous, but only that an equivalent system can

be found, viz.
-?/ o 11"l u

>
um ~ u

n .each equation of which is homogeneous in^, ..., p
It can be at once verified that the n unconnected equations

^,
= ,,

*
Jn-e+t _ n , ^ n

cJn-s+t _ nn-s+t ^
w

! ^'i +^/?7i-8+^r-JU3n_ g d^j

are in involution
;
and that each of these equations is homo-

geneous ; we have, therefore, the following theorem : if
im

equations form, a Pfaffian system, it is possible to deducefrom
them n unconnected homogeneous equations in involution.
The most important Pfaffian systems are those in which

m =
7i, and we see that n equations cannot form a Pfaffian

system unless theyform a homogeneous equation system which
is in involution.

154. We shall now prove the converse of this theorem,
viz. that a homogeneous equation system of order n in in-
volution forms a Pfaffian system.
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Suppose that in the system there are s generating equations,

viz. /.fa, ...,xn) = 0, ...,/. fa, ...,xn) = ;

and let the remaining (ns) equations of the system be
thrown into the form

Ps+l Vs+l (Pl> >Ps> x
l> '> xn) == 0, ...,

Pn~<t>n(Pi, '",P8 , #1, ...,) = 0,

where the functions
(f>s+1 , ..., <f)n are homogeneous and of the

first degree.
We must first prove that the Jacobian determinantal

equation

(1) =

is not connected with the generating equations /j

Since 0>, +1-<k.u,/i) = 0, ...,(P,+i-^+ i,

*fi _ ^/i d<ft8+ i + 5i^i

= 0, . . .,/g = 0.

.)
= 0,

,

and therefore, if the equation (l) were satisfied for those values

of the variables which satisfy the generating equations, all

s-rowed determinants of the matrix

*/i 5/i/I '1

would, when equated to zero, be equations connected with

the generating equations.

Proceeding thus, from the equations

(ft-*.+a,/i) = 0, ..-, (Pn -<t>n,fi)
= 0, (i= 1, ...,),
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we should similarly see that all s-rowed determinants of the

matrix

. .

would also, when equated to zero, be connected with the

generating equations.
Now this is impossible ; for, were it true, it would mean

that, #!,...,# being the coordinates of a point P on the

(n s)-way locus

A -0,...,/,<>,
and x^+da^, ..., xn + dxn the coordinates of a consecutive

point P
f on the (718+ l)-way locus

/I = 0, ...,/,_!
= 0,

J" must also be on the (n s)-way locus; and this is of course

not true, since the equations which define the locus are

unconnected.
The Jacobian determinantal equation is therefore uncon-

nected with the generating equations ; and we may therefore

throw the equations of the given homogeneous involution

system into the forms

T I ft
"> *VJ U

> >

Pn Jn(Pl> )P> xs+l> jS'n/
=: ">

where fg+i,...,fn are homogeneous of the first degree in

By reason of the homogeneity of these functions we have
=* -\ _r

and, since (pg+j-fa+j, <-/*) = 0, we have

- * ^
^ o

Op- ^^.4.

we therefore conclude that

(j = 1,...,71-S).
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From these (n s) equations together with

i -/i = <>, .,,-/,= 0,

we now at once deduce Pfaff's equation.
We have therefore proved that the necessary and sufficient

conditions that n unconnected equations should form a

Pfaffian system are that the equations should be homogeneous,
and in involution.

155. We now know that oc""1 elements of space will

satisfy any assigned Pfaffian system of n equations between
the coordinates of the elements o^, ... xn , plt ...>. If the

system contains only one generating equation, then the

elements consist of the points of an (n l)-way locus in this

space together with the corresponding tangent planes to the

locus. If there are two generating equations/x (xv ...,xn)
= 0,

f2 (xlt ...,#) = the elements consist of the points of this

(n 2)-way locus together with the tangent planes which can

be drawn at each point of the locus
;
there is not now, how-

ever, one definite plane at each point xv ...,#, but an infinity

of tangent planes, viz.

where X : ju is a variable parameter and x[, ...,x'n are the

current coordinates.

If there are three generating equations /j
= 0, /2 = 0, /3 =

the elements will be formed by the points of this (n 3)-way
locus together with the co 2 of tangent planes, viz.

and eo on.

Each of these different classes of co"- 1 elements satisfying

the Pfaffian equation

pl
dxl +...+pn dxn =

will be denoted by the symbol Mn_^ ;
each will form a mani-

fold of united elements with (n- 1)
'

degrees of freedom.'

Thus, when n = 2, that is, in two-dimensional space, the

elements are the points with the straight lines through the

points. The symbol Ml
will now denote either an infinity ol
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points on some curve together with the corresponding tangents
to the curve ; or a fixed point with the infinity of straight
lines through the point ;

either of these infinities of elements

will satisfy the Pfaffian equation

xz
= 0.

In three-dimensional space there are co 5 elements consisting
of points with the planes through them. The symbol M.2 will

now denote one of three oo2 sets of united elements, viz. (1)

the points of any surface with the corresponding tangent

planes ; (2) the infinity of points of any curve together with
an infinity of tangent planes passing through each point of

this curve
; (3) the co2 of planes passing through any fixed

point ;
the elements of any one of these three sets will satisfy

the Pfaffian equation

Pi dxi +p.2 dx.2 +p3 dxz
= 0.

156. We must now consider Lie's definition of an integral
of a partial differential equation of the first order

;
and we

need only take the case where the equation is homogeneous,
and the dependent variable does not explicitly occur

;
for

any partial differential equation of the first order can be
reduced to such a form (Forsyth, Differential Equations,

209).
Let

be such an equation; according to the usual definition

(xl , ..., #) = is said to be an integral if, and only if,

/(#!, ...,#, r >

'"'T^)
= is connected with $ = 0.

Stated geometrically, any surface that is, any (n l)-way
locus is said to be an integral, if the coordinates of the

tangent plane, at any point, are connected with the coordinates
of the point by the equation

f(xli ...,, p1J ...,pn) = 0.

Otherwise expressed, if we have any Mn_ lt whose elements
satisfy the given equation, and which has only one generating
equation, then that generating equation is said to be an
integral of the given equation. Lie extends the notion of
an integral by defining it as the generating equations of any
5jt.ii

which includes, as one of its Pfaffian system, the given
differential equation
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is any homogeneous equation system in involution, such that

/= is connected with /x
= 0, ..., fn = 0, the generating

equations of this system will be an integral, whatever the

number of these generating equations ; whereas, according
to the usual definition, they would only be an integral if the

number was one. By this extension of the definition of an

integral, it will be seen that more uniformity is introduced

into the theory of the transformations of partial differential

equations of the first order.

It should be noticed, however, that it is only special forms

of differential equations which can admit these new integrals.
If the equation

has an integral of the form

the equation must be satisfied for all values of

&li ..., ^n-85 Pn-8+i> ^Pn>

when we substitute in it for xn , ..., xn_8+1 the respective
functions /, ...,/_,+!, and for pk (where k may have any
value from 1 to (n s)),

the sum

W <>fn-8+j

Now to satisfy these equations it would in general be

necessary that the functions /, ...,/- 8+i should satisfy a

number of partial differential equations, and, this number

being generally greater than s, the equations for/n , ...,/n-+i

would not usually be consistent.

If, however, the given differential equation is the linear one,

where P15 ..., Pn are functions of3, ..., xnt it will admit these

extended integrals. To prove this, let

u^ = alt ..., ^-i = an-i

be the integral equations of any characteristic curve defined by
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then

From these conditions it follows that

are n homogeneous equations in involution
;
and therefore

itj j
= 0, ..., un_ !

an_i = are generating equations of

a Pfaffian system, which includes the given linear equation :

it follows that an integral of

P
1 p1 +...+Pnpn =<>

will be Uj = Oj, ..., un_j
= an_ lt

where a
ls ...,_! are any constants.

157. In order to find the complete integral of

we must find (n 1) other unconnected homogeneous equations,

forming with/ = a Pfaffian system ; the generating equations
of this system will be (in Lie's sense) a complete integral if they
involve (nl) effective arbitrary constants.

Suppose that

are m given homogeneous equations in involution
;
we can

throw these equations into such a form that some m of the

variables a^, ..., xn ,plt ...,pn will be given in terms of the

remaining ones.

Let zl5 ...,ajw_,, ft, ...,p, be given by

lV" <^^aj -+i '*' P>+i>>Pn) = 0, 0'= l,...,s).

These equations are still in involution
; but in any such

equation as (x{-fit Pj <f>j)
= the variables xlt ...,xm_ t ,

Pi> '">Pg d n t occur at all
;
and it therefore follows that the

above alternant, if it vanishes at all, must do so identically,
and not by virtue of any equation system ;

the homogeneous
function system

must therefore be a system in involution.
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If then we are given m equations in involution, and require
the remaining (TI m) equations forming with them a homo-

geneous Pfaffian system, we can reduce the problem to the

following : given m homogeneous functions in involution, it

is required to find (n m) other homogeneous functions,

forming with the given functions a complete system in

involution.

We shall show how one homogeneous function of degree
zero may be obtained ; having found this we shall have

(m+ 1) homogeneous functions in involution, and may proceed

similarly till all the functions are obtained.

158. Let ult ...,um be the given homogeneous functions

in involution, then, u denoting the operator

we see that if v is any function of uls ..., um

v

(this result is of course true whether or not %, ...,UM are in

involution) ;
the operator v is therefore connected with the

operators ul5 ...,um .

Conversely if v is connected with Uj, ..., um ,
that is, if

v =

where A
15 ..., A

TO
are any functions of x

1 ,...,xn .

then all (m+ l)-rowed determinants of the matrix

must vanish identically; and therefore v must be a function

of u1} ..., um .

Again, if u and v are any two functions of

#!> > ^nt Pl> '"' Pn
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we see that

[158

and therefore, u and v being the corresponding operators, the

alternant uvvu which is equal to

2//(

It follows that the alternant of u and v is derived from the

function (u, v) by the rule which derived the operator u from
the function u.

It is for this reason that we called the function (u, v) the

alternant of the functions u and v ; and what we have proved
is expressed symbolically by

(u, v) = (u^v).

If then u and v are in involution the operators u and v are

commutative, and conversely.

159. Let the operator ,
-

1
be denoted by

P; we shall now prove that P is not connected with
u

lt ...
t
um . Suppose it were so connected, then every

(ra-f- l)-rowed determinant of the matrix

0, . . o,

would vanish identically.

Pn
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It follows that every m-rowed determinant of the matrix

must vanish
;
there must therefore be some function of the

form 0(ul5 ..., um) which does not involve >!,..., 2V By
passing to an equivalent function system we may take this

function to be um ,
where um only involves a^, ...,&.

Every (m + l)-rowed determinant now vanishes in the matrix

Wn

0, . . 0,

0, . . 0,

Now um does not contain

rowed determinant of

.,>, BO that every two-

Pi, . Pi

cannot vanish ; else would um be a mere constant, which is

contrary to the hypothesis that u1} ..., um are unconnected.

We must therefore conclude that every (m-l)-rowed
determinant of

vanishes identically.

We now proceed as before, and passing to an equivalent
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system to ult ...,ttm_i may assume that um^ does not contain

Pi* >jn5 and we *nus see ^^ e^ner every (m 2)-rowed

determinant of the matrix

vanishes identically ; or else every 3-rowed determinant of

"m-l

JPl Pn
vanishes identically.

Since um_ l
and um are functions of x

lt ...,xn alone, we see,

as before, that the latter hypothesis is untenable
; proceeding

with the alternate hypothesis, we ultimately come to the

conclusion that our hypothesis of P being connected with

1i um is untenable.

160. If u is a homogeneous function of degree s in the

variables^, ...,pn it can be at once verified that

(P,u) =(s-l)u.

The problem of finding a homogeneous function of degree
zero, in involution with each of the m homogeneous functions

Uj, ...,um (themselves mutually in involution), and uncon-
nected with these functions, is therefore equivalent to that

of finding an integral of the complete system of (w+1)
unconnected equations

u
1/=0,...,um/=0, P/=0,

which shall not be a mere function of 14, ..., um .

There are (2n m 1) common integrals of

0,...,um/=0, P/=0;
if any one of the functions uly ...,um is of zero degree then
it will be an integral. There must, however, be at least
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(2n-m- 1 - m) common integrals unconnectedwith ^, . . . ,um ;

and, as m is less than n, we can find at least one integral of
zero degree unconnected with u

lt ...,um .

We now see how the complete integral of a given equation

is to be obtained.

We may write the equation in such a form as to give one
of the variables in terms of the others; say in one of the forms

(1) i
= <M2, -,> Pi,-~,Pj,

We must then find, ifwe take the first form, a homogeneous
function of zero degree in involution with x

l (f>lt
and uncon-

nected with it; knowing then two homogeneous functions in

involution, we find a third homogeneous function in involution

with these two, unconnected with them, and of zero degree ;

proceeding thus, we finally obtain n unconnected functions in

involution, one of which is x^ ^.
If we equate each of these functions, except o;

1
<
1} to

arbitrary constants, and x^ X to zero, we shall have a
Pfaffian system of equations which will include the given

equation, and will involve (n 1) arbitrary constants; the

generating equations of this system will be a complete integral.
If we had taken the second form we should have proceeded

similarly.

161. An equation of the formf(x1 , ...,xn)
= would not

ordinarily be called a differential equation ;
but considering

Lie's extension of the definition of an integral it should be

regarded as a particular form of the differential equation.

If/ (a?!, ...,) = is one of this class of differential equations,
then any other unconnected equations of the form

f(xlt ...,xn)
= 0, ...,/_! fa, ...,xn)

=

will with / = form a Pfaffian system : any point on the

locus/= will be an integral of the equation/ = 0. These

integrals are also complete integrals; for the coordinates of

any point on the locus / = will involve (n
-

1) arbitrary

constants.

If the assigned differential equation is of the form
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we could also have 'point' integrals, the equations which
define each point generating a Mn_ l ;

these points, however,
will in general be isolated points satisfying the equations

/j
= 0, ...,/n = 0, and will not therefore be complete integrals.

Suppose that the equations/, = 0, ...,/w
= are equivalent

to a smaller number of equations, say

0i (i,. -,) = 0, ..., 4>m (zl5 ...,ag = 0,

we should have an (n m)-way locus in space, any point of

which would be an integral of the given equation (1) ;
these

integrals, however, would not be complete, since they would

only involve (n ni) arbitrary constants.

162. Example. Consider the equation

XiX2 p* =

of which a complete integral is

= 0,

=0.

The corresponding Pfaffian system is

~- ~- P*

o a^ a x2 j a2 x3

which may be thrown into the form

i a2 _

Pz

These equations define an oo
2 of M

2's, each of which consists
of points on a surface together with their corresponding
tangent planes.
We shall now try whether the given equation can be

satisfied by an oo 2 of M2 s, each of which consists of points
on a curve together with the infinity of tangent planes which
can be drawn at each point of this curve.

Let the generating equations be

3=/(^l), ^ =
</>(i),

then the third Pfaffian equation must be
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where /' denotes the differential coefficient of / with respect
to its argument.

If x1 Vtf$-'3$pipt = is to be connected with this Pfaffian

system, we must have

for all values of X
1 ,p2 ,p3 ;

and therefore we must have
<f>

and/' = for all values of the argument xr
From the third Pfaffian equation we now conclude that

pl
=

;
and therefore

x2
= 0, xs

= constant, p^ =

will be an co of Jf
2
's satisfying the given differential equation ;

we do not, however, obtain an co
2 of the required class ofMz's.

Example. Find the complete integrals of

p1
xl +...+pn xn =

which are straight lines.

163. As an example of an equation having no integral

which is a curve, take

(Forsyth, inferential Equations, 202, Ex. 1).

If the Pfaffian system

x
3 =f(xl),

x2
=

<t>(xj, p1 +p.2

were to satisfy this equation, we should have

and, as these equations are inconsistent, we conclude that the

given equation has no integral of the required form.
_

'

In order to obtain examples of equations having integrals

in Lie's extended sense, it is only necessary to write down

any equations

/!(!,. ..,xn)
= 0,. ..,/,(!, ...,<O = >

involving (n-l) effective arbitrary constants, and then to

complete the Pfaffian system.

Let

s +ll ,..., n , l ,..., n

be the remaining equations of the system ;
if we eliminate

p a
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the arbitrary constants from the system we shall have a single

equation between xlt ...,xn) p1 ,... )pn ; the complete integral
of this equation will be

fl (i> > n)
=

> ../, (i, , n)
= -

Example. Take the equations

x%
= axl + 6, #4 = a2 x2 + c

where a, b, c are arbitrary constants
;
the other two Pfaffian

equations will be

= 0, ^2 + a2^4
=

;

and therefore p\p^ +P2 p3 = is an equation with the complete
integral

x
3
= ax^ + b, x = a?x2 + c.



CHAPTER XV

COMPLETE SYSTEMS OF HOMOGENEOUS
FUNCTIONS

164. Let Uj,...,um be m unconnected homogeneous
functions of x^ ,

. . .
,
xn , p^ ,

. . . ,pn . If we form the alternant
of any two of these functions u^ and U: we obtain the

homogeneous function (u{ , Uj) ;
if (ut , Uj)

is unconnected with
uls ..., um we add it to this system and have thus (ra+1)
unconnected homogeneous functions. Proceeding thus, since
there cannot be more than 2 n unconnected homogeneous
functions, we must ultimately obtain what we call a complete
system of homogeneous functions ; that is, a system of functions

homogeneous in plt ...,pn ,
and such that the alternant of any

two functions of the system is connected with the functions
of the system.

Let us now take ult ...,um to be a complete homogeneous
function system, so that we have

The functions w^ of the arguments u
1) ...,um are called

the structure functions of the complete system; and, since

(Uf, Uj) + (Uj ,
u{)

= 0, we must have w
{j +Wjt

= 0.

If v
1 , ..., vm is a system of functions equivalent to ult ..., um

(that is, if for all values of the suffix i, v
t
can be expressed

in terms of u1? ...,um ,
and ut

in terms of v1} ...,vm), then,

though v
lt ...,vm may not each separately be homogeneous

functions, we call v
l , ..., vm a homogeneous function system.

If then we are given a system of functions vlt ..., vm of the

variables x
1 ,...,xn , p^^->pn ->

now are we to know whether

or not the system is a homogeneous one ?

Denoting by P the operator

we shall prove that the necessary and sufficient conditions
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that the system may be homogeneous are that Pv^, ...,Pvm

should each be connected with vlt ..., vm ,
that is, each be

expressible in terms of vlt ...,%

Firstly, the conditions are necessary; for if u15 ...,um are

m functions homogeneous in p^-.^pn and respectively of

degrees 8lt ..., sm ,
and forming a system equivalent to

v
l ,

. . .
,
vm ,

then Pvi
is connected with ul ,

. . . ,
um , Puj ,

. . . ,
Pum .

Now Pu- is equal to
Sj Uj,

and therefore Pv
{
is a function of

n -", um^ ancl 60 also a function of v
x , ..., vm ;

we thus see

that the conditions are necessary.

Secondly, these conditions are sufficient
;
for suppose that

Pvi
= fi (v11 ...

t
vm) t (i= l,...,m);

then if /i, ...,/m are eac^ identically equal to zero, v
l , ..., vm

will be homogeneous functions of zero degree. If on the

other hand these functions do not vanish identically, we can

find (m 1) unconnected functions of vlt ...,vm such that they
are each annihilated by

and therefore by P.

Let these functions be ult ...,um_ 1 ; they will be homo-

geneous functions of degree zero
;
we can then find one other

function of vl) ..., vm say um ,
unconnected with ul3 ...,um _ 1 ,

and satisfying the equation

and therefore satisfying the equation Pum = um .

The function um is therefore homogeneous of degree unity ;

and, as the system ult ...,um is equivalent to v
l ,...,vmi we

conclude that the necessary conditions are also sufficient.

1 65. If Uj ,
. . .

,
um are m unconnected functions of

Oq, ...,o?n , plt ...,pn ,
which may or may not be a homogeneous

system, we say that the system is complete if the alternant
of any two of the functions is connected with uls ...,um .

If then we form the alternant of/ (ut ,
. . .

,
um) and $ (ux ,

. . .
,
um)

(where / and
<$>

are any two functional symbols) we see that
this alternant is connected with u,, .,um , if u,, .,um are

I /* j.
" f*

*.** fit ' JL* ' u*
tne iunctions ot a complete system. It at once follows that
vi-"> vm being any system equivalent to uv ...,um ,

the
one system is complete, if the other is complete.
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We can now give a general definition of a complete homo-
geneous function system, as a system of m unconnected
functions ul5 ...,um such that

UU = u<u...u i= i... m
'Pu

{
= w

i (u1 ,...,uj,

The functions w^, ...,W;, ... are the structure functions
of the system ;

we can pass to any equivalent system vlt ..., vm ,

and in so doing we should change the form of the structure
functions. Thus when we pass to an equivalent system in

which vlt ...,vm_ l
are homogeneous of degree zero, and vm

homogeneous, either of degree zero or of degree unity, we
have w

1 ,...,wm_ 1
each zero, and wm either zero or unity.

The main problem to be considered in this chapter is how
to pass to a system equivalent to u

: ,
. . .

,
um in which the

structure functions may have the simplest possible form.
If each function u

l5 ...,um is homogeneous and of degree
zero, then / (i/ls ...,um)

is homogeneous and of degree zero;
and therefore every equivalent system has all its functions

of degree zero. If such a system is complete, we shall now
prove that it is in involution.

Since (ui ,Uj)
is by hypothesis a function of t^, ...,um ,

it is homogeneous and of degree zero ;
but u^ and U: are each

homogeneous of degree zero, and therefore their alternant

is homogeneous and of degree minus unity. The only way
of reconciling these two facts is by supposing that (uit ...,Uj)
is identically zero ;

that is, the system must be in involution.

166. We shall, as in 153, denote by ut
the operator

dUv d 3>Ui d ^>Us d duf
d_t_ I i _ _. _ ._* _ _ _ -

tp^X^ ^Pn^xn ^^Pi *xn*Pn

and by (ui5 u-) the alternant of Uf and
Uj.

We have proved
that this operator is derived from the alternant of the

functions u
i
and it by the rule which derived the operator

Uf from the function u^.
We have also proved ( 159) that the operators ul5 ...,1^

and P are unconnected. If we form the alternant of P and u
t
-

we get
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that is, the alternant of P and u
f
is derived from the function

(P 1) Uj by the rule which derived u
t
- from ut

.

If then ul5 ...,um are functions forming a complete system,
the operators u

1 , ...,um form a complete system; and if

ui* u
t

f rra a complete homogeneous system, u15 ..., um ,
P

will be a complete system of (m+ 1) unconnected operators.

The operators u
l ,...,um form a complete sub-system of

operators within the system ul5 ...,um P; and the alternants

(P, Uj ),..., (P, um)
are each connected with u

x ,
. . .

,
um . From

these facts we conclude that the complete system of equations

admits the infinitesimal transformation

and therefore, if f is any function annihilated by u-^ ,
. . .

,
um ,

Pf will also be annihilated by these operators.

167. We shall now prove an important identity which
will immediately be required.

If u, v, w are any three functions of the variables

then it will be proved that

(u, (v, w)) + (w, (u, v)) + (v, (w, u))
= 0.

Since (u,v) = (u, v)

it follows that the operator derived from

(1 ) (u, (v, w)) + (w, (u, v)) + (v, (w, u))

is (u, (v, w)) + (w, (u, v)) + (v, (w, u)).

Now by Jacobi's identity this operator vanishes identically
and therefore (1) must be a mere constant. We next prove
that this constant is zero.

If we notice that

(uv, w) = u (v, w) + v (u, w),

we may easily verify that

(u
2

, (v, w)) + (w, (u
2

, i'))
+ (v, (w, u2

))

= 2u [(u, (v, w)) + (iv, (u, v)) + (v, (w, u))] ;

and we therefore conclude that the constant = 2u x some
constant.

Now u being any function whatever of the variable, this
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can only be true if the constants are zero; and therefore
we see that

(u, (v, w)) + (w, (u, v)) + (v, (w, u))
= 0.

Another proof of this theorem is given in Forsyth, Differential
Equations., 214.

Let now uls ...,um be a complete system ; then u
l5 ..., um ,

being unconnected, there must be (2n m) unconnected
functions of the variables which will be annihilated by
u

1 ,...,um . Let these functions be v1} ...,v2n_m ;
we must

now have
(u^, Vj)

= for all values of the suffixes.

From the identity

K-> ty ,
vk)) + fa > K , Vj))

+
(vj , (vk ,

u
t))
=

we conclude that (u{ (Vj ,
vk))

=
0, and therefore u

i fa, vk)
= 0.

We therefore have the theorem : every alternant of v
l ,

. . .,v.2n_m
is annihilated by the operators uls ...,um .

Now every function annihilated by these operators will be
connected with vlt ..., vzn_m ; and therefore every alternant of

vn '> vzn-m *s connected with this given set of functions;
that is, v

lt ..., v2n_m is itself a complete function system.
The m unconnected functions u^ , .,., um are annihilated

by each of the (2n m) operators vli .'.,v.2n_m ,
so that the

two systems are reciprocally related, and each is said to be

the polar of the other.

If ^D'-'^m is a Complete homogeneous system its polar

system is also homogeneous. For u
1 ,...,um is homogeneous,

and v{ is annihilated by u1} ...,um ;
therefore (by 166) Pv$

is also annihilated by u1} ...
)
um -, Pv^ must therefore be a

function of v^ ,
. . .

,
v.2n_m ;

that is, vl ,
. . .

,
v2n_m is a homogeneous

function system.

Suppose that we are given a system ul5 ...,um such that

K, U) = iv
{j (u1? ...,um), i - i

y ...,m \
m

!...*'

any function whatever of u
1 , ..., um will be a function of the

system, but we regard ult ...
t
um as the fundamental set of

functions of the system once we have chosen them ;
if we

were to change to an equivalent set of fundamental functions

we should have to change the structure functions.

168. It must now be proved that the functions which

are common to a system and its polar system that is, the

functions which are connected with ul5 ,..,um and also with
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v
, ...,1; n_m will themselves form a homogeneous system in

involution.

Let u
1 ,...,um+ q

be a complete homogeneous system; by

properly choosing the fundamental functions of the system we

may suppose that um+l , ..., um+q are the functions of the

given system which belong also to the polar system.3

Since um+l , ...,um+q are each annihilated by ult ...,um+q

they are functions in involution
; and, since both the given

system and its polar system are homogeneous,

Pum+1 , ...,Pum+q

must be functions common to the two systems, and therefore

must be functions of um+1 , ...,um+q ; that is, um+1 , ...,um+q
is itself a homogeneous system.
We call this homogeneous sub-system of ult ..,um+q its

Abelian sub-system : if the Abelian sub-system coincides

with the polar system, we say that the given system is

a satisfied one.

If a system is satisfied its polar system is then a system
in involution; conversely, if a system is in involution, its

polar system is satisfied; for, if vlt ,v2H-m is a system in

involution, all of these functions must also be contained in the

polar system ul5 ..., um ,
which is therefore satisfied.

169. Let u
l ,...,um be a complete homogeneous system

which is not satisfied
;

its polar system is, we know, a homo-

geneous one; but all the functions vlt ..., v^n-m cann t) be of

zero degree, else would the polar system be in involution, and
ui*'"i um a satisfied system. The polar system can then
be thrown into such a form that v is of degree unity, and
V2 , ..., v2-m each f zero degree; and it can therefore be
thrown into such a form that each of its fundamental set of

functions is of degree unity; for vlt vx v2 , ..., V1
v2n_m would

be (27i m) unconnected functions of the polar system, each
of degree unity.

Since ul9 ...,UTO is not satisfied, not all of the functions

Vj,...,v2n_m of the polar system can be connected with
u

i >
um- WG may therefore suppose that Vj is not so con-

nected
; and, as it is a homogeneous function of degree unity

in involution with u lt ..., um , we see that

*,..., !*,,
is a complete homogeneous function system of order (m + 1

).

Every unsatisfied system is therefore contained, as a sub-
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system, within another complete homogeneous system whose
order is greater by unity than that of the given system.We thus see that we can continue to add new functions
to a given system, till it will finally be contained as a sub-
system, within a satisfied system.

170. If we have two complete systems u
lt ...,um and

vn >
vm with the same structure functions

; that is, if

(Ut , Uj)
= W

{j (Ult ..., Um), PUi = W
{ (Ult ..., Uj,

(vit Vj)
= w

{j (vlt ..., vm),
Pv

t
= w

t (v15 ..., vm),

then, if one system is satisfied, so is the other.
To prove this consider the linear operator

c ^

which we call the contracted operator of u
i

. Let/ (ux ,
. . .

,
um)

be any function of u
lt ...,um ; then, since

we see that the contracted operator of u
i
has the same effect

on any function of uls ...,um as the operator ut
itself.

The contracted operator of P is

The Abelian sub-system of ult ...,um consists of the

functions annihilated by the contracted operators of ult ..., um .

If_ult ..., um is a satisfied system, every function annihilated

by Uj ,
. . .

,
um is also annihilated by the contracted operators ;

and therefore there are (2 n m) functions of ult ...,um which
are annihilated by the contracted operators. Since the con-

tracted operators of v1? ...,% are f exactly the same form
inv

l ,...,vm that the contracted operators of u
x , ...,um are in

% ,
. . .

,
um ,

it follows that there are (2n m) unconnected

functions of vlt ...,vm annihilated by the contracted operators
of v

1 , ..., vm ; and therefore v
1 , ..., vm is also a satisfied system.

If u
x , ..., um is an unsatisfied system, we have proved that

a homogeneous function um+1 can be added to it, such that

um+i ^ 8 f degree unity, and in involution with u
lt ...,um .

If then we have two systems u
l5 ...,um and vlt ...,vm ,

with

the same structure functions, we can add um+l to the first,

and vm+l to the second, in such a way that u15 ..., um+ i
and
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v ^ ,.,t;m+1 will still remain homogeneous function systems

of like structure.

We thus see that if we are given two systems u
15 ...,um

and v1) ...,vm) of like structure, we can add functions to

each, in such a way that the new systems become satisfied

simultaneously, and have, when both satisfied, still the same

structure.

171. We must now show how a complete homogeneous

system is to be reduced to its simplest form.

We first find the Abelian sub-system of the given system
u1 ,...,um,um+lt ...

t
um+q ;

to find lhis ttj
8 onlv necessary

to form the contracted operators of u1? ...,um+g ,
and then to

find the functions of u
1 ,...,um+q which these annihilate.

We may now suppose that the fundamental functions have

been so chosen that um+l , ...,um+q is this Abelian sub-

system ;
and we further suppose that each of the functions

u
i> >

um+q are given in homogeneous form, so that u
t
is of

degree ^, in the variables pt , ...,pn *

Since the contracted operator of u^ is

we see that the contracted operators of um+l , ...,^m+g
vanish

identically.

The contracted operator of u;
,
where j does not exceed m, is

and these contracted operators of u15 ...,um cannot be con-

nected. For if they were connected, they would form a

complete system of operators in u
l} ...,um ,

and would therefore

have at least one common integral which would be a function

of Uj, ..., um . Now this integral, being a function annihilated

by Uj, ...,um+ _, would be an Abelian function of the group,
which would be contrary to our hypothesis that um+1 , ...,um+q
are the only unconnected Abelian functions in the system.
The contracted operator of P is

and we have (as proved for the more general case in 159),

(1) Pu-uP=8-lu.
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We have proved that we may take the functions of the

system in such a form that they are either all homogeneous
of degree zero, or all but one of degree zero, and that one
of degree unity.

In the first case the functions are all in involution and the

system cannot be thrown into any simpler form.

In the second case the function of degree unity may be
an Abelian function, or it may be a non-Abelian function

of the system.
We consider these alternatives ; and we first suppose that

the Abelian function um+1 is of degree unity, and that

ult . . .,
um ,

um+2 ,..., um+q are each of degree zero.

172. Each of the alternants (ul}
u

2), ..., (
/

M-
1,um) will now

be of degree minus unity, and therefore

will each be homogeneous functions of degree zero
; and, as

they are functions of u
1} ...,um+q , all of which except um+l

are of zero degree, we conclude that they are functions of

u
1 ,...,um ,um+2 ,...,um+q ouly.

It now follows that some function of

um+q

can be found, say /(u1} ...,um,um+2 , ...,um+q),
such that

and therefore (since u^m+l
= 0) um+1 / will be a function

of Uj_ , ...,um+q ,
of degree unity in plt ...,pm ,

and such that

Since um+l f cannot be an Abelian function of the system

(else would it be in involution with ult
and annihilated by Uj),

we may therefore take the functions of the fundamental

system in such a form that u
2
and also um+1 are of unit

degree, whilst all the other functions are of degree zero ;

(u15 <) = 1, and um+1 , ...,um+q are Abelian functions.

Since (ult uz)
= 1,% and u2

will be permutable and there-

fore the contracted operators of % and u2
will also be per-

mutable. There are therefore (m + q-2) unconnected func-

tions of <*!, ...,um+q annihilated by Uj and u2 ; and, irom

formula (1) of 171, we see that if f (uv ...,um+q)
is one

such function Pf (u,, ...,um+q)
will be another such These

functions therefore form a complete homogeneous function
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system in themselves; and, since (u^u^)
= 1, each one of

these functions must be unconnected with u^ and u.2 .

It follows from the above discussion that we may take the

fundamental functions of the system in such a form that

u
l
and u2 are in involution with u3 , ,^m+q ;

that

um+l> "> um+c[

are Abelian functions, and (uls
u

2)
= 1

; and further that u.2

and um+l are each of degree unity, whilst the other functions

are of degree zero.

Since u3 , ...j^m+g
is now in itself a complete homogeneous

function system, we may treat it in a similar manner, and
thus reduce the function system to the form

where u
1 ,...,ug ,vt+z ,...,vg+q

are each homogeneous of zero

degree, and vlt ...,vg+l are each homogeneous of degree unity ;

and where further

K,^ = (u2 ,v2) =...= (us ,vg) = 1,

all other alternants of the system vanishing identically.
If instead of the functions vg+l , ..., vs+q ,

we take the

Abelian functions vg+1 ,vg+l v8+2 , ...,vg+l vs+q ,
we obtain the

normal form. In this all the functions u
15 ...,us are of

degree zero, all the functions vly ..., vg + q
are of degree unity,

and

(A) (uls Vl)
= (u2 ,

v2) = ... = (ug ,
v
s)
= 1,

while all the other alternants of the system vanish identically.

173. We next take the case where all the Abelian
functions are of degree zero, and we take u

x
to be of degree

unity, whilst all other functions of the system are of zero

degree.

Since K,u2), ..., (u15 uw)

are each homogeneous functions of degree zero, they must be

functions of u
2 ,

.. .,um+ q only; and we can therefore find

a homogeneous function of degree zero, say f(u2) ...,um+ ),

such that - ,

!/= I-

We now see as in the last article that we may take the
functions of the system to be
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where (ult u2)
= 1

,
and all the other functions are in involution

with these two, and form in themselves a complete homo-
geneous function system.
The system u

3i ...,um+q cannot have all its functions of

degree zero, else would these functions all be Abelian within
the system u1} ...,um + q ,

which is contrary to the hypothesis
that there were only q such functions.

We may therefore, since the Abelian functions are each of

degree zero, take u3 to be of degree unity.
We then, as before, reduce this system to the normal form

(B) Ui,vl ,u2 ,v2 ,...,us ,vs ,va+l ,...,vs+q ,

where u^... t
u

g
are homogeneous of degree unity, and

vlt ...,vg+ q homogeneous of degree zero, and where

K, *>i)
= K,v2) =...= (u8 ,vs) = 1,

whilst all the other alternants vanish identically.

Every complete homogeneous system is therefore such that

all its functions are of degree zero, and therefore all its

alternants vanish identically ;
or it is equivalent to one of the

two forms (A), or (B).

174. It is important to notice that, in bringing ult ..., um
to normal form, we replace these functions by an equivalent

system of fundamental functions

/! K, ...,uj, ...,/TO K, ...1*J 5

and to find the forms of the functions f1} ...,/m we did not

make use of the operators %, ...,um themselves, but only of

the contracted forms of these operators, viz.

(!*,,) j^+-
+<l.Js <i=l,....).

If therefore u15 ..., um and v
l ,...,vm are two complete homo-

geneous systems of like structure, and, if

/! K, . . ., U,J, ...,/(!,..., m)

is a system equivalent to ult ...,um and in normal form, then

fl (vl ,...,v llt),...,fm (vl ,...,vm)

will be a function system equivalent to v
1 ,...,vm ,

and will

be in normal form.

175. We can now prove that a complete homogeneous

system, which contains Abelian functions, is contained as
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a sub-system within a larger system, not containing any
Abelian functions.

We take the system in normal form (A)

u
lt ..., ug ,vlt ...,vs+q ,

where vlt ..., vg+ q
are each of degree unity.

The functions ul} ..., ug ,
v
g ,vg+2 , ..., vg+q

now form a system

complete in itself; if we form the system polar to this it

must contain vg+l ;
but in the polar system vs+l cannot be an

Abelian function, since it is not a function of the system

%!,...,^8 ,
v
8 ,vg+ 2 ,v8+q

.

We can therefore find within the dual system a homogeneous
function of degree zero, say ug+1 ,

such that

We now have the homogeneous system

Uj, ...,Ug+1 , Vj, i Vg+ q ,

which is of normal form but only contains (q 1) Abelian

functions. Proceeding similarly, we finally obtain a system
of (2 s + 2q) homogeneous functions

Uls ...jUg+g,, Vj, ..., Vg + qt
such that

K> v
i)
= K, Vg) =...= (ug+q ,

v
g+q)

= 1,

and all other alternants vanish identically; u
1 ,...,u8+5

are

each homogeneous of degree unity; v^..., v
g+q

are each

homogeneous of zero degree ; and there are in the system
no Abelian functions

;
that is, no functions in involution with

all functions of the system.
We should obtain the same results had we taken systems

of either of the normal forms

ult ...,us ,
v
1 ,...,vg+q ,

where v
jt ..., vg+q

are each functions of degree zero ;
or

"i* .,

where v
l ,... i

vm are all of degree zero, and therefore all in

involution.

176. In a satisfied system, since the polar system is now
the Abelian sub-system, q = 2n 2s q, and therefore

if then we apply this reasoning to a satisfied system we see
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that it is contained in a system of order 2n, -which has no
Abelian functions.

As we have proved that every complete system is contained

as a sub-system within a satisfied system, we see that every

system is a sub-system within a homogeneous system of

order 2n.
If ult ...,um and vls ...,VTO are two complete homogeneous

systems of the same structure, we can then take, as a funda-

mental set of functions of the first, a system

and as the fundamental functions of the second

and we can add functions to each of these systems, till finally

we have two function systems, of order 2n, which will be

in normal form, will contain no Abelian functions, and will

be of the same structure, with fifa, ...,um) corresponding



CHAPTER XVI

CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS

177. We know ( 154) that if Xlt ..., Xn are functions of

Xl> ..., Xn , plt ...jpn j

homogeneous and of zere degree in plt ...,pn ,
the necessary

and sufficient conditions, in order that

X
l
=

!,..., Xn an

may be a Pfaffian system of equations, for all values of the

constants alt ..., an ,
are that Xlt ..., Xn should be unconnected

functions in involution. It follows that p1
dx

1 + ...+pndxn
will be a sum of multiples of dX

lt ..., dXn if, and only if,

X
lt ..., Xn are unconnected functions, in involution, and homo-

geneous in plt ..., pn of zero degree.
If then we know n unconnected functions Xlt ..., Xn satis-

fying these conditions, n other functions P
1 , ..., Pn of the

variables o^, ..., , plt ..., ^)n can be found such that

Let us now seek the conditions in order that

^t
~

*{> Pi = ?t> (i=l,...,n),

where X
15 ..., Xn ,

P
ls ..., Pn are unknown functions of

may lead to the equation

Consider the Pfaffian equation
t= i=n

in the 4n unconnected variables
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The necessary and sufficient conditions that the 2n equations

(1) x'iXi = 0, p'i P
i
= o, (i

= 1, ..., TI)

should satisfy it are the three following.

Firstly, the equations must be unconnected
;
this condition

is evidently satisfied since x{, ...,x'n , p\, ...,p'n are unconnected.

Secondly, the equations

must be homogeneous of zero degree in plf ..., pn , p'lt .,.,p'n ',

and therefore Xlt ..., Xn must each be homogeneous of zero

degree in plt ...,pn. Similarly we see that P1) ..., Pn must
each be homogeneous of the first degree in plt ..., pn .

Thirdly, the equations must be in involution. It is easily
seen that the following identities hold for all forms of the

unknown functions Xlt ..., Xn ,
P

15 ..., Pn ,
viz.

*i-jy =
, P

'

k) + (X,, pk)
= (xi} pk)

if

Pi ~Pi} = K>

If then the given equations are in involution, we must have,

for all values of xl} ..., xn , plt ..., pn , x'^ ..., x^, p'v ...,p'n

satisfying the equations (1),

(Zf ,
Xh)

= 0, (Xit
Pk)

= if i# ft, (Xit Pi)
= 1, (Pit Pfc)

= 0.

Now from the given equations (1) no equation connecting
xl ,...,xn , plt ...,pn can be deduced; and therefore the given

equations cannot be in involution, unless we have identically

(Xit
Xk)

= 0, (Xit
Pk) = if i# k, (Xit Pi)

= 1, (P{ ,
Pk) = 0.

We therefore have the following important theorem :

will then, and then only, lead to

i

that is, to the identity

if X
i

is homogeneous, and of zero degree in plt ...,pn , Pi is

homogeneous, and of the first degree in^, ..., pn ,
and

(Xit Xk)
= o, (Xi}

Pk)
= o if i# k, (Xi, Pi)

= 1, (Pt ,
Pk)

= o.

Q a
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It must now be proved that there cannot be any functional

connexion between Xlt ...,Xn , PI, ...,Pn .

178. Suppose that it were possible to express Pn in the

form Pn = y(X1) ... )
Xn , -PiJ-'M-Pn-l)'

where V is some functional symbol ;
then we should have

(Xn , V) = (Xn , Pn)
= 1

;

and, since Xn is in involution with X
l ,...,Xn ,

P
1 ,...,Pn_ l ,

it must be in involution with Vt
and therefore (Xn , V) would

be equal both to zero and to unity.
There cannot then be any connexion between Xlt ...Xn ,

P
l ,...,Pn involving any of the functions Pl ,...,Pn . Suppose

that there could be a functional connexion between Xv ...,Xn
alone ; then, since the equations

X
1
= %, ...,Xn = an

(where a
lt ...,an are any constants) satisfy Pfaffs equation

pl
dx

l + ...+pndxn = 0,

we know from 1 54 that the given equations must be uncon-
nected

;
and this result is inconsistent with the hypothesis

of X
l , ..., Xn being connected.

We conclude then that Xlt ...,Xn ,
P15 ...,Pn are entirely

unconnected
;
and therefore

(1) x'^X^p'^Pi, (i=l, ...,)

will be a transformation scheme since by means of this equa-
tion system we can express each of the variables x lt ...,xn ,

plt ...,pn in terms of <-, ..., ofnt p(, ...,p'n .

The transformation scheme (1) is said to be a homogeneous
contact transformation scheme, since it does not alter the
Pfaffian expression, but transforms

i=n i = n

^Pidxi
into ^p'idx'i.

The scheme we are considering transforms elements in space
&!,...,& into elements in space x^, ...,x'n ; and, if two con-
secutive elements of the one space are united, the corresponding
elements of the other space will be united. The danger of
a geometrical misinterpretation must be guarded against:
thus, if A is a point in one space and a a plane through A,
the point and the plane together make up an element of that

space ;
if B is a second point in the same space and /3 a plane
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through it then we have a second element in the same space.
Let now A' be the point in the other space which corresponds
to the element A, a (not merely to the point A) and of the

plane through A' corresponding to the same element
;
and let

E' and /3' have similar meanings with respect to B, /3. If B
lies on a it is not at all necessary that B' should lie on a '.

If, however, B is contiguous to A, and /3 to a, then B, ft is

a contiguous element to A, a
; and, if B lies on a, they are

united elements ; we then see (the transformation scheme
between the elements being a contact one), that B' lies on a,
and A' on /3', and that B', /3' and A', a are united elements.

179. It is important to notice that the contact transforma-

tion scheme is altogether known when we know the functions

X
l ,... )

Xn . To prove this let the known functions, homo-

fneous,
of zero degree in plt ...,pn ,

and in involution, be

j, ..., Xn . We have proved that functions P1 ,...,Pn must

exist such that

and therefore by the reasoning of 178,XY P P
i> > -^j *!>.*

will be unconnected, and

04 = *,, rf = P, (*
= !,...,")

will be a homogeneous contact transformation.

That the functions Pls ...,PB are known, when Zz , ...,Ztt

are known, follows from the equations

= 0, (k=l,...,n).

These equations could only then fail to determine Plf ...,PB

uniquely in terms of o^...,^, Pi,-~,Pn when a11 -wed
determinants of the matrix

vanish identically, that is, when Xv ...,Xn are connected; and

as Xlt ...,Xn are unconnected the equations do not tail.
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The problem then of finding a homogeneous contact trans-

formation is that of finding n unconnected functions of zero

degree mplt ...,pn ,
and mutually in involution; and to every

such system of functions one contact transformation scheme

will correspond. We have shown in Chapter XIV how this

problem depends on the solution of a complete system of linear

partial differential equations of the first order
;
and we have

also seen how, when we are given 971 of the n functions in

involution, the remaining (n m) are to be found.

Example. Any n unconnected functions of #15 ..., xn are in

involution and of zero degree ; the contact transformation

scheme, however, which corresponds to this solution of the

problem, will be a mere point transformation.

If on the other hand we take any (n l) unconnected
functions of plt ...,pn of zero degree they will be in involu-

tion ; as there cannot be more than (n 1) such functions the

7ith function of the involution system must involve x
1 , ..., xn .

ff\ ff\

Let us take >> - as the (n 1) functions; and let
Pn Pn v

v be the nih function ; since it is in involution with we
1 ^v P-, ^v * n

must have ^
-- ~

^
=

; we therefore have the fol-
Pn **i Pi *n

lowing equations to determine v :

and may take v to be the function

Pn
We now have n unconnected functions in involution, and

of zero degreej viz.

The identity

gives us

2 (
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and therefore

Pn =Pn, pi=-ai^ll ,...,Pll_ 1 =-a^_ 1^.
We thus have the homogeneous contact transformation

->-i=-a>n- 1pn , Pn = Pn'

or^c
180 ' By a hom geneous contact transformation any

Pfaffian system is transformed into a Pfaffian system. For if

(1) A fa, ...,, pv ...,pn) = 0, ...,fn fa, ...,xn , pv ...,pn) = o

are the equations of a Pfaffian system ; the contact trans-
formation

(2) af
i
= X

i,ti = P
i , (i

=
!,...,*)

will transform these equations into some other n equations, say

(3) ^K s ...
s <, /1,...,K) = 5 ... 5 </,71(^...,<, p'v ...,p'n)

= 0.

What we have therefore to prove is, that any consecutive
values of x\, ...,<, p[, ...,p'n satisfying the equations (3) will

satisfy the equation

Now to two consecutive values of x(, ..., aL, p' . ,.,

'
satis-

fy/%\J_^
*TI T '/* *-*..!.* * JT n

mg (3), there will correspond two consecutive values of
x

1 ,..
:
,xn , Pi,...,pn satisfying (1); and therefore from the

definition of a Pfaffian system satisfying the equation

p1 dx1 +...+pn dxn = 0.

Since the transformation is a homogeneous contact one

&L
dat

l + ...+p'n dafn = p1 dx1 + ... +pn dxn = ;

and therefore the equations (3) satisfy the definition of a
Pfaffian system.

If we know any integral of an assigned differential equation
of the first order, we know how to write down a Pfaffian

system which will include the assigned differential equa-
tion. If to this known Pfaffian system we apply any known
homogeneous contact transformation, the assigned differential

equation will be transformed into another equation, of which
we shall know the Pfaffian system, and therefore the integral.

It is at this point that we begin to see the advantage of

Lie's extended definition of an integral of a given equation.
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The assigned differential equation may only have an ordinary

integral, that is, the Pfaffian system, which contains it, may
have only one generating equation ; yet possibly the equation
into which the differential equation is transformed will have,
as the Pfaffian system including it, one generated by two or

more equations.
It may even happen that by the contact transformation the

assigned differential equation is transformed into an equation

only containing o, ..., x'n ,
that is, into a generating equation

of the Pfaffian system.

181. Example. Consider the equation

of which a complete integral is easily found, viz.

bx,? + cx
z + x/XsaXj

2 + 4a2a3a4 = 0,

where a, b, c are arbitrary constants.

If/fo, ...,#) =0 is an integral of an assigned differential

equation ^>(o^, ...,#, p^ ...,^>J = 0, then this integral gives
us the Pfaffian system

Pi - P* Pn /_ n .

v."!L
-----

3T
<^x

l
<>x2 dxn

and, since from the definition of an integral, < = is deducible
from these n equations, it must be one of the equations of

the system.
In the example before us it is then only necessary to add

two equations to the given differential equation and its

integral, in order to have a Pfaffian system ;
the third equa-

tion which we could obtain would be connected with these
four.

We may take these equations to be

2ax3p1 + xlp =
and 4a2 x3ps

-
(x<? + c + 2bx3 + 4a

2a4)p4
= 0,

and, by aid of the given integral, the second of these is thrown
into the more convenient form

^a2 x
3
2
p3 -(bx3

2 + ax
1

2
)p4L

= 0.

The Pfaffian system with which we are now concerned
is then

(1) 2x2x3
2pl

2-x1
2p2p4 =0,

(2) l>x* + cx3 + x.2
z X3

- ax* + 4 a2
3x = 0,
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(3)

(4)

If we apply to this system the contact transformation,

we obtain the four Pfaffian equations

(1)

(2) btf
*

-4a2
p'3 (p(x'1 +p'z x'2+p

f

3x
r

3 +p'tx'J = 0,

(3) 2ap'3x'1 +p'1 =0, (4) 4a*pp4-btf*-atf = 0.

Eliminating p^p^P^p'^ from these equations, we obtain,
after a little labour, not one but two equations, viz.

2- 4 24 + 6 = 0, c- 4 a44 + 4aV4 = 0.

It follows, therefore, that by the contact transformation we

pass from the equation

2 x.2 xfpf-xfp2 PI = 0,

with its ordinary complete integral

bx
3
2 + cx3 + x.2

2 xs ax^ + 4a2x3Xi= 0,

to the equation p?P 2 + ^PzPz xi

with Lie's complete integral

4a3x
1

2 4a?x3 + b = 0, c-4 4
a;2 + 4a2

aJ4
= 0.

Example. Any equation of the form

is transformed by the contact transformation

p{ = -X1pn , ..., pn--i
= - n-iPn> Pn = Pn

into <=/K> ><-!)

This would not be a differential equation at all, according
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to the usual definition, but is one in Lie's sense; and, since

we know a complete integral of it, viz.

where 1} ..., an are constants connected by the law

n =/(!> .-!),

we at once deduce that

a1
x

1+ ... + an_ l
xn_ 1 + xn =f(alt ..., an_ z)

is a complete integral of the given equation.

182. The functions Xlt ..., Xn ,
P15 ..., Pn which define

a homogeneous contact transformation satisfy the conditions

of being a complete homogeneous system of functions in

normal form ;
for

(Z15 PJ = (X2 ,
P

2) =...= (Xn ,
Pn)

= 1,

and all other alternants of the system vanish identically;
whilst X

: , ..., Xn are homogeneous of degree zero, and
P

x , ..., Pn homogeneous of degree unity.
If we are given two homogeneous function systems of like

structure *, ,

we must now prove that they can be transformed, the one
into the other, by a homogeneous contact transformation.

If /j (u15 ..., uj, ...,fm (uls ..., uj
are functions equivalent to ult ..., um ,

and such that/15 ...,/m
are in normal form, we know that

/i (
w
i J> -/TO (VI,..., vm)

will be a function system equivalent to vls ..., vm ,
and of

the same normal form as

fl(ul> >
ura\ ->/m K, -.., Um).

Also if a contact transformation

af
t
= X

it p'i
= P

it (=!,...,)
transforms

fj (vlt ..., vj into
/y (uls ..., um) for all values of

the suffix j from 1 to m, that is, if

fj K> > <i) =/j K. ... *O, 0' = ! m
)>

where
vj.

denotes the same function of x^, ..., x'n , p\, ..., p'n
that

vj
is of aj15 ..., xn , plt ..., pn , then will

'*j
= u

j> (J
= l,...,w).
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In order, therefore, to prove that two homogeneous function

systems of like structure are transformable into one another

by a homogeneous contact transformation, it will only be

necessary to prove that two such systems of the same normal
form are so transformable.

We have seen that to u
lt ..., um we can add functions

um+l , ..., U2n ,
till Uj, ..., u2n is a system of order 2n, con-

taining no Abelian functions, and in normal form
;

these

2n functions will therefore define a homogeneous contact

transformation scheme. If we similarly add functions to the

system v
ls ..., vm till it forms a complete homogeneous system

of order 2 n, containing no Abelian functions, and in normal

form, then vlt ..., vzn will also define a homogeneous contact

transformation scheme.

In these two systems u^ is homogeneous and of the same

degree in plt ...,pn that v^ is, viz. unity or zero; and when
we say that the two systems have like structure we mean
that ui

in one system corresponds to v
f
in the other.

We may suppose that uls ..., un are the functions of zero

degree, and un+1 , ..., u2n the functions of degree unity ;

< = Ui> Pi =

will then lead to

and x'- -
i/i, p'i

= i/n+i , (i=l,..., n)

i=n i = n

will lead to 2Pi^i =2 Pi dx'i

It follows that the equations

will lead to 2 Pi dxi
~2 Pi dxi >

that is, the functions vlt ..., v2n are transformable to the

functions uli ..., U2m by a homogeneous contact transfornia-

tion scheme; and in particular vlt ... t
vm are transformable

into %,..., umt Vi being transformed into u{ .

183. Having now proved that two complete homogeneous

systems of the same order and structure are transformable

into one another by a homogeneous contact transformation,
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we shall now investigate the conditions under which it is

possible to transform any m given functions v
lt ... t

vm re-

spectively into the given functional forms uls ..., um , by
a homogeneous contact transformation.

be a homogeneous contact transformation ;
we have

= =
S -^ SJi_- S ^ 0-*

f
"

Wk

=^ k̂^ +^^ 5?,'

Suppose that this contact transformation transforms
Vj

into

Uj,
where

V
j
=

<fy (x ...,, ft, ...,pn) and y =/j (o^, ...,xn , ft, ...,^n),

so that

/j (a;15 ..., a;n , ft,
then

4
7 T

t

2, Cl. **) r

that is, by the conditions for a homogeneous contact trans-

formation,
i = n ^ / i = n-vy

- ^^j * ^ *4 *
ni __ ^ _t _ ^ _i_ 1)

^ -^
tyj^ ~-^

^; sp;
~

From the mere fact that it- =
^-

we could not of course

conclude that
Uj
=

v'j
; we were only able to draw this con-

clusion from the forms of the functions Xlt ..., Xn ,
P

lt ..., Pn
which define the homogeneous contact transformation.

Since
Uj
=

v'j,
and u

t
=

i^,

Uj.Ui
=
^.v

f

i \ and therefore
(Uj,u^

=
(Vj,v

r

{) ;

and therefore the transformation, which transforms v
l5 ...,vm

into n,j, ...,un respectively, must transform the alternant

(t>4,1*f)
into the alternant (ut,Uj).
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Again since

i=n i = n

"^
^2^k ^^'i

"^
^Pk ^P'~

and, as Xj, ..., JTn are of zero degree, and P
1? ..., Pn of degree

unity, we therefore have

The transformation then which transforms v^ into U{ must
also transform Pv

t
- into Pu^.

From these considerations we see that, given the functions
vi>'"> vm and u

i> ''"'TO)i
we must form the complete homo-

geneous systems of which they are respectively functions.

To do this form the alternants from vlt ..., vm and also the
functions Pv

1? ..., Pvm ;
if by this means we obtain no function

unconnected with vlt ..., vm the system is complete and homo-

geneous ; if, on the other hand, we obtain a new function

we add it to v
1 ,...,vm ,

and proceed similarly with the new
system. As there cannot be more than 2n unconnected
functions of x

l ,...,xn , plt ...,> we must thus ultimately
arrive at a complete homogeneous function system. When
we have formed the two complete homogeneous systems of

lowest orders which contain the given sets of functions, we
can tell whether or not the systems are of the same order and

structure; if they are, the given functions v
l , ...,vm are

respectively transformable into u^...^um by a homogeneous
contact transformation, but otherwise they are not so trans-

formable.

Thus any homogeneous function can be transformed into

any other of the same degree ;
for the function group of each

is of order one, and the structure the same.

In particular, any homogeneous function u of degree unity

can be transformed into i\ ;
and therefore the operator u can

be transformed into r by a homogeneous contact trans-
v

CC-j

formation if, and only if, u is of degree unity.
So if Uj, ..., um are m unconnected homogeneous functions,

each of degree unity and mutually in involution, they can be
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transformed into plt ...,pm , and therefore Ui,...,um can be

d d
transformed intor > >? respectively.

d| d m

184. Although in considering the theory of Pfaffian

systems of equations it is much more convenient to work

with the homogeneous equation

pl
dx1 +...+pndxn

= 0,

yet in particular examples, and in the cases n = 2, and n = 3,

it is often simpler to take the non-homogeneous form

(1) dz=pl
dxl + ...+pndxn .

It is clear that to satisfy this equation we must have at

least (n + 1) unconnected equations between

Z,Xl ,...,Xn , Pi)'">Pn i

but instead of considering this equation independently we

may deduce its theory from that of the corresponding homo-

geneous equation.

(2)

where
<7B+1 is not zero; then the equation (1) is equivalent

to the homogeneous one

To satisfy this equation we must have (n+ 1) unconnected

equations in ylt ..., yn+1 , qlt ...,qn+i ',
and in order that

*1 a
l > "IM-I an+1

may satisfy the equation, for all values of the arbitrary con-

stants, it is necessary and sufficient that F
15 ..., Yn+1 should

be (n+1) unconnected homogeneous functions of

in involution.

Let Z be the function in z, xlt ...,xn,p1 , ..., pn equivalent
to Fn+1 ; and X

l ,...,Xn the functions which correspond to

Fj, ..., Fn respectively.

If Fis any function of ylt ...,yn+1 ,

-^- ...,-5ft-i it is also

a function of a^, ...,icn ,2;,j91 , ...,pny in which form we shall
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denote it by <I> : we then have F=
<J>, and

~i>F d<I> i*F 1 S&

If we now denote the expression

"S? ^/j^_, <Vy, ^"dv ,du~

by [u,v}ZtXtp , we deduce that

2
= ~ K '

Z
fc]' .

Vn+l Si li

We conclude therefore that the necessary and sufficient

conditions, in order that

n+l>
~ a

may satisfy the equation

dz = piAXi + ... +pndxn ,

[z, x,] = o, [xit
xk]

= o,
(^ i J; ;;;; ^)

-

If two functions u and v of the variables z,x1 ,...,xn ,

Pn-">Pn are such that [u,v]ZtXip
= 0, we say they are in

involution. Similarly we say
'

that two equations u = 0,

v = are in involution if the equation [u, v~\^ x<p
= is

connected with u = 0, v = 0. We generally omit the suffixes,

and write [u, v] for lu,v]z>Xip ,
the variables z,x1} ...,#,

Pi> "-iPn being understood.

The equations Z = 0, Xl
= 0,...,Xn = 0,

will then, and only then, satisfy the Pfaffian equation

dz = pl
dx1 + . . . +pndxn ,

when they are unconnected and in involution.

It follows that (n+ 1) unconnected equations in involution

cannot all be equations in x^ ...,xn , p^ ...,pn only, but must

contain z
; else would they not lead to

dz = p-LdXi+...+pndxn .
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We may prove this last result independently thus
; suppose

Z=0, Xl
= 0,...,Xn =

do not contain z, we then see that

[Z,Xt]
= (Z,X{)

and [X^X^ = (X{ ,
Xk) ;

we now have the (n+ 1) unconnected differential equations

(,/) = 0, (Xl ,f) = 0,...,(Xn ,f) = Q,

with the (n+ 1) unconnected integrals

Xj-Oj = 0, ...,Xn-an = 0,Z-an+1 = 0,

and this is impossible, the equations being in 2n variables

only.

185. Suppose we have (n + 1) unconnected functions of

0, #!, ..., a;n , ft, ...,pn in involution, viz. Z, X^..., Xn . If we

apply the transformation (2) of 184, the identities

are transformed to

We have therefore (w+ 1) unconnected functions of

2/i > 2/n+u ?! > 9Wi>

homogeneous and of zero degree in ql , ..., qn+1 ,
and in in-

volution. We can therefore write down the homogeneous
contact transformation

and, since 2 ?i dl/i
=2 ?< ^2/

we see that, if

--

mi . n-H
Therefore

(1) 2
/ = ^^ = Z

t.,yi =Pi (1=
will be a transformation, with the property
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where p =
gtl,

and is therefore a homogeneous function of

2/i > 2/n+n <?i> ...i <?n+u of zero degree, and therefore a func-
tion of 0, !,..., ,, ..
A transformation such as (1) is called a cemfoe* -

formatwn; and we see that, when we are given the (n+1)
unconnected functions in involution, viz. Z, X ,..., X the
contact transformation is entirely given.
The

functions/!,. .., Pn , as well as the factor p, may be
obtained algebraically from the equations

The contact transformation

, , t , ,..

has the property of leaving the Pfaffian equation

dz p^dx^ ... pndxn

unaltered
; and therefore from the general definition of a

group the system of all contact transformations, regarded as

transformation schemes in the variables z, xl , ..., xn , plt ..., pn ,

generates a continuous group, though of course not a finite

continuous group.

186. Example. The variables being yi,y2,y3 , Qi, q2 , q3 ,

and U
15 u2 ,

v1} v.2 being unconnected homogeneous functions of

zero degree, such that every function of ult u2
is in involution

with every function of vls v2 ,
but u^ not in involution with

U
2 ,

nor v
l
with v2 ,

it is required to find simple forms to which
these functions may be reduced by a contact transformation.

The alternant (ul; u2)
is of degree minus unity, and cannot

therefore be a function of u
l
and u

2 ;
we have therefore three

unconnected functions ult
u

2 ,
and" (%, u2) ; and, as i^ is in

involution with u
t
and u2 ,

it is also in involution with

(u1? u2). We thus see that u
15 u2

and (u^, u2) are three

unconnected functions of a homogeneous system ;
and that

there are at least three unconnected functions in involution
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with each of these functions, viz. vlt v2 and (ylt
v2) ;

it there-

fore follows (since the number of variables is six) that there

cannot be more than three functions in the system containing
u

1}
U2 and (ult u2).

The conclusion we draw is that u
ls u2 ,

(Uj, u,) form a complete homogeneous function system, and
that vl,v2 , (vlt v2) is its polar system.

Since ult u.)} (Ui,u2) is a system of order three, it must
have at least one Abelian function. We see this by recalling
the normal form of a complete system ; or we may prove it

independently by writing down the contracted operators of

a complete system of order three, when, since the Pfaffian

determinant
, (u15 u2), (u1} U3)

(US.MI). , (u2 ,
u

3)

(%3 , Uj), (us , u2),

vanishes identically, we see that not more than two of the

contracted operators can be unconnected.
If all two-rowed minors of the above determinant vanished,

then all the functions would be in involution
; there must

therefore be either three or only one Abelian function.

In this example, since (ult u2)
is not zero, there must be

one, and only one, Abelian function
; and, as it is not a mere

function of u
t
and u.2 (for then u

:
and u

2 would be in

involution), it is not of zero degree (see 165). When the

system is then reduced to normal form it is of like structure

with
ti a a -

91* 9l> b/3 J

and can therefore be reduced to this form by a homogeneous
contact transformation.
We can therefore, by a homogeneous contact transformation,

so reduce u
x and u2 that each will be a homogeneous function

of 2/
?

, #!, #3 of zero degree.
Since v

l
and v2 are homogeneous functions of zero degree,

in involution with every function of Uj and u
2 , they are in

involution with yl
and **

. Since they are in involution with
9s

2/j, they cannot involve ql ; and, since they are also in involu-

tion with ^i
, we see that they cannot involve y1

or yy We
#3

conclude therefore that v
t and v2 are homogeneous functions

/2 > <?2> <?3 of zero degree.
we now take

2=2/3, ^1=2/1, ^2=2/2, Pl = L, _p2
=Ili2 }

2/2

If
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we see that u
t and u.2 can be transformed by a contact trans-

formation so as to be functions of x
: and p1 ; while by the

same contact transformations v
l and v2 become functions of

oc2 and p2

187. The above example has an important application to

Ampere's equation,

Rr + Ss + Tt+ U(rt-s*) =V.

If this equation admits the two systems of intermediary
integrals

(where / and < are arbitrary functional symbols), then we
know (Forsyth, Differential Equations, 237) that

j>i> v
a]
=

l
uv V

i1
=

> [
U2> vj = 0, [ua , vj

= 0.

From what we have proved, we see that, when we have

applied a suitable contact transformation to the original

variables, we may take u
x
and u

2 to be functions of x and p
only. Now by a contact transformation any equation of

Ampere's form is transformed into some other equation of the

same form. In the new variables then, Ampere's equation
has an intermediary integral

where ux
and u

2 do not involve y, z, or q.

This equation is therefore to be the result of eliminating
the arbitrary function from

The eliminant is

and, as Uj is not a function of u2 ,
we cannot have

da; dp dp da;

so that the equation must be s = 0. This is therefore the

K 2
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form to which an equation of Ampere, admitting the two

systems of intermediary integrals

Uj /(u2)
= and v

1 $ (v2)
= 0,

can be reduced by a contact transformation.

An interesting proof of this theorem of Lie's is given in

Goursat, Equations aux derivtes partielles du second ordre,

L p. 39.

If in the equation Rr + Ss + Tt + U (rt s
2
)
= Fwe have

S* = 4 (RT+ UV), there can only be one system of inter-

mediary integrals, u
x =f(u.2). We now have, however,

[itj,
U2\

=
; for, since the roots are equal in the equation

\*(RT+UV)-MTS+U* = 0,

we have (Forsyth, Differential Equations, 238) u^ vz \ and,
since [ult V2] = 0, we must therefore have in the limiting
case [Uj, u2]

= 0.

We now take u
t
= p, u.2 q ;

and we see that p =/ (q)
can only be an intermediary integral for all forms of the

function if the equation is

(rt-s
2
)
= 0.

This then is the form to which this class of Amperian
equation, with the intermediary integral u

x f(u.z) = 0, can
be reduced by a contact transformation.



CHAPTER XVII

THE GEOMETRY OF CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS

188. If the equations defining a contact transformation are

(1) 4 = Z, ^ = X
it p\ = P

t , (i
= l, ..., n),

we know that the (n+1) functions X
J ,...,Xn^Z form a

system in involution
;
and conversely, when we are given

any involution system, we know how to construct a contact

transformation scheme.

In this chapter we shall show how contact transformation

schemes may be constructed without previously constructing
involution systems.

If we eliminate p19 ..., pn from the (n + 1) equations (1), we
shall obtain at least one equation of the form

/(#!,..., xn ,z, afi, ><> z')
= 0|

and we may obtain 1, 2,..., (n+1) such equations. We call

these equations the generating equations of the contact trans-

formation scheme.

Suppose that we have s generating equations, viz.

A 0,...,-<>,
then the equation

i=n i=n

(2) dz!-2 Pi d4-p (dz-^pi dxt)
=

must be of the form

(3) Pl df1 + ...+pg dfs ^O,

where plt ..., p8 are undetermined functions of the coordinates

of corresponding elements.

We have, by equating the coefficients of <M%<

V

Similarly we obtain other identities by equating the coeffi-
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cients of dz*,dz, and so on; and we thus have (2 91 + 2 s)

equations between the coordinates of corresponding elements

when we eliminate the undetermined functions.

If we add to these the s generating equations and eliminate

p, we shall have (2^+1) equations connecting the coordinates

of corresponding elements.

These (2n+l) equations must be equivalent to the

system (1). For they are deduced from (1) and the Pfaffian

equation (2), which itself follows from (1) ; they are also

unconnected, since they satisfy (2) ; finally therefore, being

(2n+ 1) in number, unconnected, and following from (1), they
are equivalent to (1).

The generating equations alone can therefore determine the

contact transformation scheme
;
and it is from this point of

view that we shall study them in this chapter.

189. Any s equations connecting the two sets of variables

x^ . ..,?, z and #i, ..., o^X

may in general be taken as generating equations. They must
however satisfy two conditions, viz. firstly the s equations,

together with the (2n+ 1 s) derived equations, must be such
that we can by means of them express o, ..., 0^,^, Pi> "^P'n
in terms of xlt ..., xn , z, p1} ...,pn ',

and secondly we must be
able to express a^, ..., xn , z, p1} ...,pn in terms of

"D > #> z
> Pl> Pn'

These two conditions are however equivalent ;
for suppose

that from the assumed system we deduce

(1) z' = Z, af
t
= X

it & = P
t , (i

= 1, ..., n),

then by the method of formation of the system we must have

Now p cannot be zero : for if it were the equation (2) of
188 could not lead to (1), but must lead to exactly

(TI+ 1 - g) equations connecting o
, . . . , a^ ,

z
f

, p{ , . . .,p'n . Since
then p is not zero, the functions Z,X1 ,...,Xn) Plt ...,Pn must
(by 178) be unconnected

; and therefore

xlt ...,xn , z, Pi,...,pn

can be expressed in terms of a, ..., x'n , gf, p'lt ..., p'n .
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190. If we are given s equations which cannot be used as

generating equations of a contact transformation scheme, what
special property will distinguish these equations ? We shall
call such a system of equations special equations. From
s special equations we can, as in the general case, deduce
(2n+ls) other equations; and these equations will be un-
connected, and will satisfy the Pfaffian equation

If in the special equations we keep a^,..., afnt sf all fixed,
that is, if we regard this set of variables as parameters, the

special equations together with the derived equations will

form a system satisfying Pfaff's equation

(1) dz

If we now consider how the (2n+l s) derived equations
were obtained, we shall see that we can eliminate^, ...,p'n ,

and obtain exactly (n+ 1 s) derived equations not involving
these quantities ;

these taken with the 8 special equations will

satisfy PfafF's equation (1).

From that property of the equations, which makes them

incapable of being taken as generating equations, we see that

we must be able to eliminate the coordinates

and so obtain at least one equation connecting

a/i, ..., xn , z, PI, ..., pn -

Suppose we thus obtain r equations

(2) ^ (!,..., xn ,z,pl ,...,p1) = 0, (i=l,...,r);

then for all values of the parameters x[, ..., x'n ,sf the equations

/ifo, ...,,, a,...i <i*0 = 0, (*
= l>-..,8)

will be the generating equations (and therefore, in Lie's sense,

an integral) of an Mn satisfying the system of differential

equations (2) (see 155).

191. We shall now limit ourselves to the case of n 3

which offers the most interesting geometrical applications of

contact transformation theory.
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We take x, y, z as the coordinates of a point, and x, y, z, p, q,

as the coordinates of an element in one space ;
and we take

x', y', z', p', of, to be the coordinates of the corresponding
element in the other space.

There may now be 1, 2, or 3 generating equations.
We first take the case where there is only one generating

equation.
Let this equation be

<f> (x, y, z, x, /, O = 0.

We now know that the Pfaffian equation

dz'p'dx'q'dy
f

p(dzpdx qdy) =

is of the form d$ = ;
and therefore we get as the equations

defining the contact transformation scheme

The condition, that the coordinates of one element can by
aid of these equations be expressed in terms of the corre-

sponding element, shows that the three equations

^) =
>

= o

must be unconnected in the variables x', y', z'.

It follows therefore, after some simple algebraic reduction,
that the determinantal equation

(3)
<)y ^z' =

must be unconnected with
</>
= 0.

We could not therefore take as a generating equation

xx' + yy' + zz' = 0,
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for the determinantal equation, formed from it, would be
connected with it, as may be easily verified.

This is an example of a special equation; the Mz defined by
the equations

xx' + yy' + zz' = 0, psf + af = 0, qz' + y
f =

must therefore be such that we can eliminate x', y', z' from
these equations ;

if we do so, we obtain the equation

px +qyz = 0,

which is satisfied by
xx' + yy

f
+ zsf = 0,

for all values of the parameters a/, y', z
f

.

From the symmetry of the equation (3) in the two sets of
variables x, y, z and x', y', z', we verify the theorem of 189
as to the equivalence of the two limiting conditions, imposed
on the general arbitrariness of the generating equations.

192. If = is a generating equation of a contact trans-

formation scheme, the determinantal equation (3) of article

191 will be unconnected with </>
= 0. If then we eliminate

x', y', z
/
between the equations (2) and (3), we shall obtain an

equation connecting x, y, z, p, q. Elements satisfying this

equation will be called special elements.

The equations (1) of 191 will in general determine one

definite element x', y', z', p', q' to correspond to each element

x, y, z, p, q. If, however, x, y, z, p, q are the coordinates of

a special element it will not have a definite element corre-

sponding to it, but an infinity of elements. Similarly, we
shall have special elements in space x', y', z'.

A particular system of special elements may be obtained

thus : eliminate x', y^, z
f
from the equations

<)<f> dd> d(/>

* = - -*
5?

=
' ?= 0:

the resulting equation in x, y, z is known as the special

envelope of

4> (a?, y, z, x', y', z')
= 0,

x', y', z' being regarded as parameters.
The element consisting of a point on the special envelope

together with the tangent plane at the point will be a special

element
;
to this special element there will correspond an oo

2
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of elements, consisting of the point x', y', z
f

together with the

oo 2 of planes through this point.

193. There are three different classes of element manifolds

in three-dimensional space. There is, firstly, the manifold M2

generated from one equation only ;
such a manifold we shall

call a surface Mz
.

If If If If
Let /(*,2/,2) = 0, p^ + JL=O

f ^ + -=0

be the Pfaffian system of a surface M2 ;
and let

(x, y, z, x', y',sf)
= Q

be the equation which generates the contact transformation

scheme.
The generating equation (or it may be equations) of the M.2

which corresponds in the space x', y ,
Z
7

is that one obtained

by eliminating x, y, z from the four equations

*L^yL=*^*A 9 _^tf-=*^ t
/ = o 6 = 0.

<>x
'

^z t>x
'

%z' ty
'

<)z ^y
'

~dz'

If we regard x, y, z as variable parameters connected by the

equation f(x, y, z) = 0, the generating equation is therefore

the envelope of

<f> (x, y, z, x\ tf, 00 = 0.

The manifold M2 with two generating equations we call a
curve M2 .

Let the Pfaffian system of a curve M2 be

/i (* y )
= 0, /2 (a, 2/, z)

= 0,

and the equation obtained by eliminating X :
//,

from the

equations

that is, the Pfaffian system

The generating equation of the 1T
2 , which corresponds in
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space x', y', z', is therefore obtained by eliminating x, y, z from

/1= 0, /2
= 0,

?JMi/J =0 .

d (x, y, z)

This generating equation will be the envelope of

$ (x, y, z, x', y', /),

where the parameters so, y, z are connected by

A(x,y,z) = 0, f2 (x,y,z) = 0.

The manifold M2 , which consists of the fixed point a, b, c

with the co2 of planes through it, has as the generating equa-
tion of the corresponding M2

in space x', y', z' the surface

$ (a, b, c, x', y
f

,
z
f

)
= 0.

194. If two surface manifolds have a common element

they must touch
;

if two curve manifolds have a common
element they intersect

;
and if a curve manifold has an element

common with a surface M2 they also touch.

If a point M2 has an element common with a surface Mz

or a curve J/
2 , the point must lie on that surface, or on that

curve
;
but two point manifolds cannot have any common

element, unless they coincide entirely.
If then in space x, y, z two different M2 s have a common

element, the M2's in space x', y', z' which correspond to these

will also have in general a common element
;
the exceptional

case is when the first common element is a special one.

Thus, if the two surfaces

</> (x, y, z, a15 &j, Cj)
= and < (x, y, z, a2 ,

b2 , c^ =

touch, the common element must be a special one for the

contact transformation with the generating equation

<f> (x, y, z, x', tf,
= 0.

For otherwise the M2 consisting of the point alt
b
lt c^ with

the oo 2 of planes through this point would have a definite

element common with the point M2
whose coordinates are

a2 ,
b2 ,

c2 ,
and this is of course impossible.

So if two M2's
have an infinity of common elements, the

corresponding surfaces will also generally have an infinity of

common elements.

Thus, if two surface M2's
have an infinity of common

elements, they must either touch along a common curve ;
or

have a common conical point, and the same tangent cone at
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the conical point; if the corresponding M2
s in the other space

are also surface manifolds they must also have one of these

properties.

Again, if a curve A is traced on a surface B, then if A is

transformed to a curve A', and B to a surface B', we must
have A' traced on B ; if, however, A is transformed into a

surface A' and B into a surface B', the two surfaces A f and B
must either have a common conical point, with a common

tangent cone at it, or they must touch along a common curve.

Again, if A and B are two points, then the straight line

joining these points will be a curve M2 ,
with one infinity of

elements common to the point manifold A, and another infinity
of elements common to the point manifold B

;
if then this

straight line M2 is transformed to a curve M2 it will be the

curve common to the two surfaces A' and Bf

; if, however, it is

transformed into a surface M2 ,
it will generally be a surface

touching A' along one curve, and B' along another curve.

195. The most interesting example of contact transforma-
tion of the first class is obtained by taking the generating
equation = to be linear both in x', y

f

,
z
f and in x, y, z, viz,

'

+ 6j y
f + Cj z* + dj + y (a2 x' + b

2 y' + c2 z' + d2)

= 0.

We see at once that the only limitation placed on the con-
stants in this equation, in order that <f>

= may generate a
contact transformation, is that the determinant

C3>

should not vanish.

If this condition is satisfied the equation = will generate
a contact transformation

; and, since the determinant does not
contain any variables, the contact transformation will be one
with respect to which there are no special elements.

Clearly a point in either space will correspond to a plane in
the other

;
and the straight line given by

= 0, a2 x + /3.2y + y2 z + b2
=

will be transformed to an M2 whose generating equation is

the envelope of the plane ="o, when we regard x, y, z as the

parameters. This envelope is a straight line, and therefore
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the contact transformation transforms straight lines into

straight lines.

If we take as the generating equation

= xx' + yy' z / =
a form to which any equation, linear both in x, y, z and

x', y', z', can be reduced by a protective point transformation

we have the well-known contact transformation

p - x', q = y', p' = x, q'
=

y, z' = px + qy-z ;

this is geometrically equivalent to reciprocation with respect
to the paraboloid of revolution

196. We now proceed to discuss at greater length the

second kind of contact transformations, viz. those in which

there are two generating equations.
Let these equations be

4> (x, y, z, x', y', sf)
= 0, ty (x, y, z, of, y', z

f

)
= 0;

then, since the equation

dz'-p'dx'-qdy'-p(dz-pdx-qdy} =

is to be of the form

\d<j> + ndty = 0,

we must have

If we eliminate the undetermined function \ : n from these

equations we shall have three equations ;
and these, together

with the generating equations, determine ths contact trans-

formation scheme. . , ,

The equations = 0, ^ = 0, may be any whatever, provided

that the above five equations determine an element of one

space in terms of the corresponding element in the other

space.
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If we take W to denote A$ + |u\/r, and in differentiating

regard A and /* as mere constants, we may express this

limitation by saying that the four equations

~ + - =

in the variables xf

, y', z', A :
/u, are unconnected.

It may be proved without much labour that this condition

is equivalent to saying that the determinant

~ > ~ 0,0

j

z

^
Tz

must not vanish by aid of <j>
= 0, \j/

= for all values of

A. : /x ;
that is, the determinantal equation must be unconnected

with $ = 0, ty = 0.

If we substitute in this determinant for a/, y*, z*, X : ^ their

values in terms of x, y, z,p, q obtained from (1), and equate
the result to zero, we shall have the equation satisfied by
special elements in the space x, y, z.

197. In accordance with 190, we notice that the limita-

tion placed on the generating equations is that = 0, \j/
=

must not be, for all values of the parameters x', y', z', the

integral of any partial differential equation of the first order.

Example. It may at once be verified that we could not take
as generating equations

axx' + byy' + czz' = 0, 0.

If, regarding x', y', z! as parameters, we complete the Pfaffian

system of which these are the two generating equations, we
have as the third equation

(a-b) x'y' = (bc) py'z* + (ca) qx'z'.
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Eliminating the parameters of, y', z' we get as one of the
equations of the Pfaffian system

and we see that, according to Lie's definition,

axx' + byy'+ czz' = 0, xx' + yy' + zz' = 0,

is therefore a complete integral of

z = px + qy.

In this, as in all classes of contact transformations, the
general principle holds that two Jlf

2
's with a common element

are transformed into two M
2's with a common element.

198. Before proceeding to discuss the applications of this
class of contact transformations to geometry, we write down
some elementary properties of complexes of lines, which will

prove useful in the sequel.
We take as the coordinates of a line whose direction cosines

are I, m, n, and which passes through the point x', y
f

,
z'

I, m, n, a, ft, y,

where
a = mz'ny', ft

= nx'-lz', y = ly'mx'.
If the coordinates of a line are connected by the linear

relation a I + ft'm + y'n + 1'a + m'ft + riy = 0,

where I', m', n', a, ft', y are any given constants, the line is

said to belong to a given linear complex ; I', m', n', of, ft', y
are said to be the coordinates of the complex. If the coor-

dinates of the complex are connected by the equation

I'a' + m'ft'+ny = 0,

then the coordinates of the complex are the coordinates of

a line, and the complex consists of straight lines intersecting
a given line.

We may take I', mf, n' to be forces along the axes of

coordinates
;
and a, ft', y to be couples whose axes coincide

with the axes of coordinates. If a rigid body is rotated about

the line I, m, n, a, ft, y through a small angle dt, it has linear

displacements adt, ftdt, ydt along the axes, and rotations

Idt, mdt, ndt about them. The work done by the given forces

and couples is then

(I'
a+ m'ft + n'y+ la + mft'+ ny

f

) dt ;
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and therefore, if a body is rotated about any line of the

complex, the given system of forces do no work on it.

These statical considerations enable us to simplify the

equation of a linear complex ; for, if we take the wrench

equivalent to the given system of forces and couples, we know
that it acts along a fixed line, which we now call the axis of

the complex ;
let k be the ratio of the couple to the force

in the wrench, and let us take the axis of the wrench as the

axis of z. We now have

Z'= 0, m'=0, a'= 0, /3

/= 0, /= kri,

and therefore, if a line be such that the wrench does no work
on a rigid body rotating about it, its coordinates must satisfy
the equation

y + kn ;

this therefore is a form to which any given linear complex
can be reduced.

An infinity of lines can be drawn through any point
x', y', z' which shall belong to the complex y + kn =

;
these

lines all lie on the plane yx'xy' + k (z' z) = 0, which is

called a null plane of the complex. Through every point
a null plane can be drawn.

Any two lines, whose coordinates are

I, ra, n, a, p, y,

I, ra, ', a, p, -kn,

are said to be conjugate to one another with respect to the

complex.

If x', T/, sf lies on any straight line the conjugate line lies

on the null plane of x', y', z*'; and the null planes of two
points intersect on the line conjugate to the join of the two
points.

If the coordinates of two complexes

llt ra
ls OTJ, 04, plt yls

I2t ra2 ,
?i

2 , a,,, /32 , y2
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are connected by the equation

I: a2 + ZgOj + mj/32 + mjj/Sj + Miy2 + 7i
2yz

= 0,

they are said to be in involution. The statical interpretation
is that a wrench along the axis of one complex does no work
in a rigid body, which is moved along the screw of the other.

The two complexes, whose coordinates are respectively

I', m', n', a', /3', /,

Z',m',, a',/3', -kn',

are said to be conjugate with respect to the complex

y + kn = 0.

If a line belongs to any complex, its conjugate line belongs
to the conjugate complex.

If two fines intersect, their conjugate lines also intersect.

A line coincides with its conjugate, if, and only if, it belongs
to the complex, with respect to which the lines are conjugate.

199. Let us now take as our generating equations for the

contact transformation the bilinear equations

a.x

+ yX+ 8J + y (ajX + p$f+ . . .)

If we keep x', y
f

,
z' fixed, these are the equations of two

planes; in order to simplify the form of the equations by
a projective transformation, we consider the positions of the

point x', y', sf, which will cause these planes to be coincident.

For the coincidence of the planes we must have

( '

equating these equal fractions to A, and eliminating x', y', z',

we have

c^-Ao!, 6
1 -A/31 , q-Ayj,

a2-\a2 ,
&2 -A/32 ,

c2-Ay2 ,

a3
-Aa3 ,

63 -A/33 ,
c3-Ay3 ,

= 0.
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There are in general, therefore, four positions of the point

of, y', z', for which the generating equations will represent

the same plane.
We first consider the case where the four points lie on the

same plane; and, by a protective transformation, we may
take this plane to be the plane at infinity.

The points therefore which give coincident planes must

satisfy the equations (l), when in these we put

d1
= 0, 5

1
= 0, c?2

= 0, 82
= 0,...;

and therefore all three-rowed determinants must vanish in the

matrix
tt2 Aa2 ,

C&3 Actjj ,
C&4 Aa4

&
2 -A/32 ,

&3-A/33 ,
64-A/34

C2 Ay2 ,
C3 Ay3 ,

c4-Ay4

Now these are cubic equations in A, and by hypothesis they
are satisfied for four values of A

; they must therefore be

identically true for all values of A.

The deduction of the necessary relations between the con-

stants, involved in these identities, is made easy by a geo-
metrical representation.
We take A^ to be a point whose coordinates are Oj, b

lt clf

B! to be the point whose coordinates are a
t , /31? yl5 and so on.

Taking A = we see that A I} A 2 ,
A

3
are three collinear

points; taking A to be infinite we see that B
l ,
B

2 ,
B

3 are

collinear. It now follows, from the given identities, that any
three points which divide the three lines A

l
_B

15
A

2
B2 ,

A
3
B

3 ,

in the same ratio are themselves collinear. These three lines

must therefore be generators of a paraboloid of which two

generators (of the opposite system) are A
l
A 2 A 3 and Bl

B.2 B3 .

It follows that A3 divides A
1
A2 in the same ratio that B3

divides B
l
B

2 .

Similarly we see that A lt A 2 ,
A 3> A are four collinear

points dividing their line in the same ratios that BI}
B

2 ,
B

3 ,
B

divide their line.

200. If we now take

/, Y a2 x' + b2 y'+ c2 sf,

we see that the generating equations must be of the form

xiX' + dJ + y^' +dJ+z&X' + qY' +
x(Z' +^+y(W/+ ^

2)+z(pZ
f + qW' +

where p, q, p\ q' are some constants.
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We further simplify these equations by taking

_ x+pz + p
f

y + qr + q y+ qz + q'

y+ qz + q*

when we have as generating equations

XX'+Y'+ Z=0, XZ'+W'+W=0,
where X', F, Z', W are connected by an identity of the form

If finally we take new sets of variables x, y, z and x', y', z',

given by

x = X, z = aZ+cW, y=-bZ-dW,

where i is the symbol -/I, the generating equations reduce to

itf
= 0, x(x'iy')z'y = 0.

To sum up : when the four points in space x', y', z' which
make the generating equations coincident are coplanar, the

generating equations can by a projective transformation be
thrown into the standard form

iy'
= 0, x (x

f

iy')z
f

y 0.

In this standard form we now see that every point has

this property which lies on the intersection of the cone

with the plane at infinity ;
that is, any point on the absolute

circle at infinity has the property of making the generating

equations coincident.

201. We must now study the contact transformation with

these generating equations

. (1) x' + iy'+ xz' + z = 0, x(x'-iy')-y-z' = 0.

It is to be noticed that, as the equations are not symmetrical
in the coordinates of the two spaces, the relation between the

corresponding elements in the spaces will not be symmetrical.

s 2
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In addition to (1) we have for determining the trans-

formation

and we see that each element in space x', y', z' can be uniquely
determined in terms of the corresponding element in space

x, y, z.

If, however, we wish to express x, y, z, p, q in terms of

x', T/, z', p', q
/

) we have, to determine x and q, the equations

_ p'+ iq' 2
OX / . / * Q ~"~ *C / / *

p ^q p iq

and therefore two different elements in space #, ?/, z will have
the same correspondent in space x', y', z*.

Such a pair of elements in space x, y, z we shall call con-

jugate elements; it may easily be proved that the contact

transformation

tf^-q, tf=P> P'=y> q'= -z, z'=z-px-qy
will transform any element to its conjugate element.

Example. Prove that this contact transformation is the

result of first reciprocating with respect to scy 2 z, and then

reflecting the surface with respect to the axis of y.

Reciprocation is equivalent to taking as our generating

equation xy' +yx'zz'= ;

and therefore

-z
) p=y, q=x.

If we now reflect with respect to the axis of y, we have

*"=-/, *"=-*', ^'=2,';

and completing the contact transformation, generated by these
three equations, we have

P"=P', q"=- q',

so that

z"=z-px-qy, x"= -q, y"=p, p"=y, q"= -x.

Example. Prove that if the element x, y, z, p, q is rotated
90 round the axis of z, in the positive direction, and the

conjugate element x', y', z',p', q' is reflected in the plane 2=0,
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the two resulting elements will be reciprocal with respect
to x2 + y

z = 2 z, that is, will be connected by the equations

z + z'= px+ qy, x'= p, y'- q, x = /, y = q'.

202. To the point x', y', z* there will correspond in space

x, y, z the straight line given by the generating equations
when we regard x', y', z' as fixed. The only exceptional case

is when x', y', z* lies in the absolute circle in its space, and
then we have as its correspondent a plane in the other space.
The six coordinates of the straight line corresponding to

x', y', z' are given by

I m n a /3 y

all of these lines are therefore lines of the linear complex

y = n.

To the point x, y, z there will correspond in space x', y', z
f

the straight line whose coordinates are given by

I

ixz xz

This straight line is such that

Z
2 +m2 + 7i

2 = 0,

and therefore to x, y, z there corresponds in the other space

a minimum straight line.

It will be noticed that, in order to find what corresponds to

a point M2i it is only necessary to make use of the coordinates

of the point and the generating equations. In order to find

what corresponds to the surface M2 given by

z +k= 0,

we must form the other Pfaffian equations of this M2
viz.

l +np = 0, m + nq = 0.

From the equations of the contact transformation we now

have
(i)

l+ m(x'-iy
f

)-'nz
f= 0.

Eliminating x and y from the generating equations and the
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equation of the given plane, we see that (on account of (1))

z also disappears, and we get

k = 0.

The plane therefore has as its correspondent the minimum
nne n (a! + itf} + msf-k =0, I +m (x'-iy')-nz'= ;

that is, has the same correspondent as the point

in, I kx=, y = ,
z

n n n

203. We next find what will correspond to the straight

(i) a = mzny, ft
= nxlz, y lymx,

of which the coordinates are I, m, n, a, /3, y.

Eliminating x, y, z from two of these equations (there are

of course only two unconnected ones) and the generating

equations, we clearly get the generating equation of the M.2
we require ;

it is

(2) l(x'
2 + y'

2+ z'
z
)-p(x'-ii/)-m(x' + iy') + (n + ?) z'-a = 0.

To find the minimum straight line, which corresponds to

any point on the given line I, m, n, a, /3, y, we must substitute

in the generating equations for y and z their values in terms
of x

',
we get

x(lz'+ ri)
= pl(x' + iy),

x(l(x'iy')m) = y + lz'.

Eliminating x from these two equations, we get the equation
of the sphere which corresponds to the given straight line

;

and one set of generators on this sphere consists of the minimum
lines which correspond to points on the given line.

Writing the equation of the sphere in the form

(3) x'2 + y'
2 +z'* + 2gx' + 2fy'+2hz' +c= 0,

and comparing with (2), we do not get unique values for the
coordinates of the straight line in terms of the coordinates
of the sphere. If we take r to be the radius of the sphere
(that is, */f

z + g~+ti-c taken positively), we see that there
are two straight lines in space x, y, z to each of which the
same sphere (3) will correspond.

These lines are respectively

m n a /3 y
1
~~

-9 +i~ h-r~ ~^c~ - i
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which we call the positive correspondent of the sphere, and

I m n a

h+r~ c
~

gif~ h-r'

which we call the negative correspondent.
These two lines are conjugate with respect to the linear

complex y = n.

When r = 0, the sphere degenerates into a cone
;
and any

plane through the vertex is a tangent plane to the cone

(though of course an infinity of planes through the vertex

are tangent planes in a more special sense).
The two lines, the positive and negative correspondents

of the degenerate sphere, now coincide ; and therefore belong
to the linear complex y = n. This is another way of obtaining
the fundamental theorem, that a point in space a?', y

/

,
z' has

as its correspondent in the other space a straight line of the

linear complex y n.

By allowing /, g, h, c to increase indefinitely, without

altering their mutual ratios, we see that to the plane

2gx' + 2fy' + 2hz' + c = 0,

there are two correspondents in space x> y, z, viz. the positive

correspondent

7
m n _

:U
>

-

= ~
c -g-if

~
h+ Vh*+g*+f*

and the negative correspondent obtained by changing the

sign of the surd.

The straight lines therefore, which are perpendicular to the

axis of x, are not transformed into spheres, but into planes.

204. Suppose now that we have the two spheres

then, if ls
wls %, a

ls /315 ylt

12 ,
m2) n2 , 03, /32 , y2

are the line coordinates of their positive correspondents, we

have
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so that if the positive correspondents intersect,

that is, the two spheres touch internally.

If the positive correspondents intersect so do the negative ;

for a positive and negative correspondent are conjugate to the

linear complex y = n.

If then two spheres touch internally the positive correspon-
dent of the first intersects the positive correspondent of the

second ;
and the negative correspondents also intersect.

The two straight lines, the positive and negative correspon-
dents of a sphere, cannot intersect unless the sphere degenerates
into a point sphere ;

for conjugate lines, with respect to a linear

complex, can only intersect when the lines belong to the

complex ;
that is, when y = n, and therefore r = 0.

If the first positive correspondent intersects the second

negative correspondent, then the second positive correspondent
intersects the first negative correspondent, and the spheres
have external contact.

205. If we are given a line whose six coordinates are

I, m, n, a, ft, y,

how are we to decide whether it is a positive or a negative

correspondent to the sphere to which it corresponds for we
know there is only one such sphere ?

We always suppose the radius of the sphere to be positive,
and therefore by the formula

taking, as we may, I to be positive, we know that the line is

a positive correspondent if y > n, and a negative if y < n.

If then we are given two interesting lines, there is no

ambiguity as to whether the corresponding spheres intersect

externally or internally ;
the question is settled by the positions

of the line with regard to the axes of coordinates.
If we neglected this consideration we should arrive at

paradoxical results by this method of contact transformation.

Thus, if we are given two intersecting straight lines A, B, we
know that, if any other two straight lines (7, D intersect them
both, then C, D must themselves intersect. It would therefore

appear to follow, from the theory of contact transformation

explained, that if two spheres touch one another, then any
other pair of spheres, which touch both of the first pair, must
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also touch one another, a result which is obviously absurd.
To see where the error has arisen in the application of the
contact principle, suppose that the first two spheres touch

externally ;
then A and B must be taken to be, one a positive,

and the other a negative correspondent of its sphere. We
suppose C to be a positive correspondent to its sphere C",
A a positive correspondent to its sphere A', and B a negative
correspondent to B'

;
we now have C" touching A' internally

and R externally ; and the only way this could happen would
be by Cf

touching the two spheres, at their common point
of contact. Similarly D' must touch at this point ;

and there-

fore C' and D' do touch one another, but they are not any
spheres touching both A' and B'.

206. The cyclide of Dupin is the envelope of a sphere
which touches three given spheres (Salmon, Geometry of Three

Dimensions, p. 535), there being four distinct cyclides, corre-

sponding to the different kinds of contact of the variable

sphere with the three given spheres A, B, G.

The four cases are when the variable sphere touches,

(1) A, B, G all externally or all internally ; (2) B, C externally
and A internally or B, C internally and A externally; (3)

C, A externally and B internally, or C, A, internally and
B externally ; (4) A, B externally and G internally or A, B
internally and G externally.
We shall only consider the first of these cyclides ; taking

a, b, c, d to be the positive and a, b, c, d to be the

negative correspondents of A, B, C, D we see that, either d
intersects a, b, c, or else it intersects the three negative cor-

respondents a, b, c
;
in either case it generates a surface

of the second degree.
A cyclide of Dupin in space x', y', yf therefore generally

corresponds to a quadric in space x, y, z. If we take any

generator of this quadric and regard it as the generating
curve of a curve M., in space x, y, z, its correspondent in the

other space will be a sphere touching the cyclide along a curve.

This curve must be a line of curvature on the cyclide ;
for the

normals to the sphere along this curve intersect, and therefore

the normals to the cyclide along this curve intersect.

If, however, instead of regarding the generator of the quadric

as a curve M2
of x', y', z', we regard it as an M^ of elements of

the quadric ; "that is, if we take the single infinity of elements,

consisting of the points of the generator and the tangent planes

at these points to the quadric, then the corresponding Ml
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in space x', y, z' is the line of curvature, with the tangent

planes at each point of it to the cyclide.

207. Any surface in space x, y, z has at every point on it

two inflectional tangents. The surface therefore which corre-

sponds in space x', y', z' will have, as corresponding to these

two inflectional tangents, two spheres each having contact

with the surface at two consecutive points ;
that is, the

correspondents of the inflectional tangents will be the two

spheres whose radii are the principal radii of curvature

(Salmon, ibid., p. 264).
It will be noticed that any straight line drawn through a

point on a surface, and in the tangent plane, will be trans-

formed into a sphere touching the corresponding surface.

The peculiar property, however, of an inflectional tangent is

that it is a straight line through two consecutive points of

a surface, and also in the two consecutive tangent planes
at these points. It is therefore transformed into a sphere

having two consecutive elements common with the new
surface ; that is, it is a sphere whose radius is equal to one of

the principal radii of curvature.

By this contact transformation therefore the curves, whose

tangents are the inflectional tangents to the surface at the

point, are transformed so as to become the lines of curvature
on the surface in space xf

, y', z
f

.

If a surface has any straight line altogether contained in it

the corresponding surface will have a line of curvature, with
the same radius and centre of curvature all along this line.

208. In general a quadric in space x, y, z is transformed
into a cyclide ; but we shall now see that some quadrics are

transformed into straight lines in space x', y', z'.

Let a = mz'ny', /3
= nx'lz', y = ly'mx'

be a straight line in space x', y', z'
;
from the generating

equations we obtain, by eliminating x', y*, z
/

,

This quadric therefore, instead of having a cyclide corre-

sponding to it in space x', y*, z', has the line whose coordinates
are 7

I, m, n, a, /3, y.

It may be verified without difficulty that one system of

generators of this quadric belongs to the complex I 0, and
the other to the complex y = n.
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209. If we have a system of concentric spheres in space
a', /, z', viz.

where c varies, the corresponding system of manifolds in space
x, y, z will be straight lines satisfying the three linear com-
Plexes l = m = n + y ^ ft

1 -9 + if 2h
=

-g-if
Two different manifolds will correspond to a given sphere

of radius r
; there will be the positive correspondent obtained

by making the coordinates of the straight line also satisfy the
linear complex 2 rl = y-n,
and the negative by making the coordinates satisfy the
comPlex

All these lines are generators of the same system on the

hyperboloid

C
1 ) (if-g)x

z-xy+2hx-
The generators of the other (the second) system on (1) are

x = t, z + ty = if+g+2kt + (if-g)t
2

-,

the six coordinates of any one of these generators are

I _m _ n _ a _/3 y
t if+g + 2ht + (if-g)t

2 ^ 2

Since I = 0, to each of these generators there will correspond
in space x', y', z' a plane touching all the concentric spheres ;

these planes must therefore be tangent planes to the asymp-
totic cone

(^ + ^)2 + (^ +/)2+(/+ A)2 = 0;

this result may be at once directly verified.

It may be noticed that all generators of the second system

belong to both the linear complexes

I = and y = n.

The hyperboloid (1) is given when we are given a gene-
rator of its first system ;

one such hyperboloid can be

described through any straight line. We see therefore how
to construct the system of lines which will be transformed

into concentric spheres ;
describe an hyperboloid of the form

(1) through any line
;

then the lines, which will be trans-

formed to concentric spheres, are the infinity of generators
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of the same system as the given line. In particular that

generator, which belongs to the linear complex y = n, will

correspond to the centre of the given system of spheres.

210. If a quadric is such that all generators of one system
belong to the linear complex y = n, then its correspondent in

space x', y*, z', instead of being a cyclide, is a circle. For we
have, in space x, y, z, a system of generators intersecting two
fixed generators, and belonging to the complex y = n

;
in the

corresponding figure therefore we must have a system of

points common to two spheres, that is, a circle.

211. We now pass on to consider the more general case

of the two bilinear generating equations, when the four points
in space a/, y', z', for which the generating equations become
coincident, are not coplanar. We take these four points as

the vertices of a tetrahedron
;
and we do not consider the

special cases which might arise, owing to two or more of

these vertices coinciding. We choose our coordinate axes so

that this tetrahedron has for its vertices the points

(0,0,0), (co, 0,0), (0,oo,0), (0,0,oo);

we thus have from the definition of the tetrahedron (employ-
ing the same notation as in 199)

do 0>-i = -? = _5 = _i = _&_
ft OL (1 fl

y\ 72 7s 74 \ "i "2 "3 "4
J

:= ==: :=A
3> 77"

==
^7"

=:
37"

:=
7/~

=Z
4'

We then take

-rr _ 6
1
a? + fe

2y + &
3 g + &4

d^x + d2y + d3
z + dt

and thus see that by protective transformation the generating
equations may be thrown into the forms

axx' + lyy* + czsf + d = 0,

= 0.

If we keep x', y', z' fixed, these are the equations of two
planes, and therefore to a point x', y', z' there corresponds
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a straight line in space x, y, z. The six coordinates of this
line satisfy the equation

la _ m/3 ny
(b-c}(a-d) (c~a)(b-d) (a-b)(c-d)'

that is, the line belongs to a complex of the second degree.
It can be at once verified that every straight line of this

complex is divided in a constant anharmonic ratio by the

coordinate planes and the plane at infinity ;
on account of

this property the complex is called a tetrahedral complex.
We may look on the generating equations as the polar

planes of x', y
f

, z', with respect to two quadrics, which do not

touch; the quadrics are referred to their common self-con-

jugate tetrahedron, viz. the coordinate planes and the plane at

infinity, and the polar planes intersect in a line of a tetra-

hedral complex of this tetrahedron.

In order to complete the contact transformation we must
add to the generating equations the three equations obtained

by eliminating A from

,_~

that is,

pz'xp'zx'= 0, qz'y q'zy'= 0.

The equation p'(b
-

c) zy + q'(c
-

a) z'x'- (a
-

b) xy
- is con-

nected with these, and is not therefore an additional equation.

In this contact transformation the two spaces are symmetri-

cally related
;
thus a point in either corresponds to a line of

the tetrahedral complex in the other.

212. We must now find what corresponds in space x, y, z

to the plane 7 , /,./,? n
Ix +my + nz + K = 0.

Forming the equations of the Pfaffian system of which this

plane is the generating surface we have

l + np'= 0, m + nq'= 0,

and substituting for p' and q
f
in the equation

p' (b-c) zy + q' (c-a) zx-(a-b) xy =
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of the contact transformation we have

(1) l(b c)yz + m(c a)zx + n(a b)xy = 0.

This, however, is not the only generating equation defining
the M2 which will correspond to the plane in the other space.

For, eliminating y
r

,
z
/ from

axx' + byy' + czz
1 + d = 0,

utf+ yy'+ 3/+i = o,

Ix' + my' + nz'+k = 0,

we see that by aid of (1) x' disappears at the same time, and

therefore all the three-rowed determinants vanish in the matrix

ax, by, cz, d

(2) x, y, z, 1

I, m, 7i, k

These are the equations of a twisted cubic, viz. the locus

of a point whose polar planes with respect to the quadrics

a? + yz + zz +l = and ax2 + by
2 + czz + d =

intersect on the plane

Ix +my + nz + k = 0.

This cubic passes through the origin and the points at infinity
on the axes of coordinates.

To a plane in one space there will then correspond in the

other space the twisted cubic given by the above equations.
As a, o, c, d are fixed, when the contact transformation is

fixed, we may call : m : TI : & the coordinates of this twisted

cubic.

213. The coordinates of any point on this cubic are

l(t + d) _ m(t + d) n(t + d)

~k(t + a)'
y~

k(t + b)'
=

k(t + c)

'

Since therefore the six coordinates of the line in space
%'> tfi d which corresponds to x, y, z are

I' = (bc) yz, m'= (c a) zx, n'= (ab) xy,
o'= (a d) x, p' = (b-d) y, / = (c

-
d) z,

the coordinates of the line which corresponds to a point on
the twisted cubic are

l'= (b-c)mn(t + a) (t + d), a'= (a-d)lk(t + b) (t + c),

with similar expressions for the other coordinates.
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The coordinates of the line joining two points on this
twisted cubic are

lf= l(a-d)(tl
-t

z)
^ n/_ mn (b

-
c) fa

- t2) fo + d) (t9 + d)

k(ti + a)(t2 + a)'
-

fc
8

(*! + &)(*, + 6) fo + cH^ + c)

]

with similar expressions for m', n', p', y ; such a line there-
fore belongs to the tetrahedral complex

_

(b-c)(a-d)~ (c-a)(b-d)~ (a-b)(c-d)'

and so is divided in a constant ratio by the coordinate planes,
and has, as its correspondent in space x', y', z', a point on the

plane ,
Ix +m' + nz+k = 0.

The twisted cubic which in one space corresponds to any
plane in the other always passes through four fixed points,
viz. the origin and the points at infinity on the axes of

coordinates
;
and any straight line which intersects the cubic

in two points is divided in a constant ratio by the coordinate

planes. This ratio does not depend on the position of the

plane which corresponds to the cubic.

It is generally true that any straight line intersecting any
twisted cubic in two points is divided in a constant anhar-

monic ratio by the faces of any tetrahedron inscribed in the

cubic. In order that a twisted cubic may belong to the

family we are here considering it is only necessary that it

should pass through the origin and the points at infinity on
the axes and be such that the anharmonic ratio for this

tetrahedron has the assigned value which defines the tetra-

hedral complex. We shall speak of these cubics as cubics of

the given complex.
Since a plane can be drawn to pass through any three points

we see that a twisted cubic can be drawn to intersect any
three lines of the tetrahedral complex; for a line of this

complex corresponds to a point in the other space.

214. We next find what corresponds to the line

(1) a = mz'-ny', /3
= nx'-lz', y = ly'-mx'.

Eliminating y' and z' from the equations of this line and

the given generating equations of the contact transformation,

viz.
axx' + byy' + czz' + d = 0, xx' + yy' + zz'+l = 0,
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we get
. x' (Ix +my + nz)+l + yy-pz = 0,

These are the equations of a generator of one system on
the quadric

(3) a(b
+ l(ad)x+m (bd)y +n(cd)z = 0;

and since (2) corresponds to x', y', z' we see that this system
(the first system, we shall call it) of generators on this quadric

belongs to the tetrahedral complex.
Now any quadric passing through the origin and the points

at infinity on the axes of coordinates is of the form (3) ; we
thus have the following interesting theorem in geometry :

the generators of a quadric are divided in a constant anhar-
monic ratio by the four planes of any inscribed tetrahedron *.

The following is an analytical proof not depending on
contact transformation theory. The equation of the quadric
referred to the tetrahedron as tetrahedron of reference is

1 xy+axw + byw + czw = 0.

The conditions that the line

lymx = yw, nxlz = fiw

may lie wholly on the quadric are

= 0, dipybly + clfi = 0,

b
l p)-t-l(la + 77164 TIC)

= 0.

Eliminating I from these equations we get

j
m2

/3 &! n2
y) (Cj ra + 6jn)

+ inn (Cj 6m2
-f &x

en2 +
(ccj, + bbj^ aoj ran) = 0,

mn(cp by) = p-yfam + biri).

These equations give us to determine the ratio of /3 to y

=
;

and we have similar equations for a : ft and a : y.
If the straight line intersects the faces of the tetrahedron

* This and much more about the tetrahedral complex will be found in

Berukrungstrantformationen, Lie-Scheffers, Chap. VIII.
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of reference in A, B, C, D respectively, and if the anharmonic
,. AC . BD .

ratio .- is denoted by A, we therefore have

= 0,

so that the generator is divided in a constant ratio by the
faces of the tetrahedron of reference.

215. There are two systems of generators in the quadric
(1) a(b-

To the first system of these generators we have seen that
there correspond, in space x', y', z*, the points on the lines

(2) a = mzf-
ny', p = nx'~ lz', y = ly'- mx

f
.

The equations of the generators of the other system are

= 0,

The six coordinates of this generator are given by

a'=l(a + t), p'=m(b + t), y'=n(c + t),

771 =--.

---
j 71 ^. . ^

-
.

d + t d + t d + t

and therefore to any generator of this system there cor-

responds in space a/, y' t
z' the quadric

(3) O.'(b-c)y'

Since all generators of the first system intersect each

generator of the second, we can conclude that all points lying
on (2) must also lie on (3) ;

that is, (3) contains the line (2) ;

this may easily be verified directly.

216. If the straight line whose coordinates are

I, m, n, a, /3, y

belongs to the tetrahedral complex, that is, if

la m/3 ny

(b-c) (a-d)
~

(c-a) (b-d) (a-b) (c-d)

the quadric of the form (1) of 215 which corresponds to

the line is a cone.
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The oo
2 of elements which consists of points on the above

line, together with the infinity of planes which contains the

line, is therefore transformed into the cone M2
.

We know, however, that the M2 which corresponds to a

line of the tetrahedral complex is a point M2 ,
so that this

point M2 must coincide with the cone M2 . There is of course

nothing paradoxical in this
;
for the point must be the vertex

of the cone, and any plane through the vertex will be a

tangent plane to the cone.

The quadric which corresponds to a straight line has, like

the twisted cubic which corresponded to the plane, the pro-

perties of passing through the origin and the points at infinity
on the axes of coordinates

;
it has also the property that its

generators of one system are divided in the assigned ratio

which defines the tetrahedral complex. We shall call any
quadric of this family a quadric of the given complex.
The contact transformation we have now considered has

the property of transforming point M2'a into the M
2
's of lines

of the tetrahedral complex ; or, as we may briefly express it,

points into lines of the complex. It also transforms planes
into twisted cubics of the complex ;

and straight lines

generally into quadrics of the complex, though, if the line

belongs to the complex, the quadrics degenerate into points.

217. We may now apply this method of transformation
to deduce new theorems from theorems already known.
Thus a straight line can be drawn through any two points

in space ;
therefore a quadric of the complex can be drawn

through any two lines of the complex.
Again any two planes intersect in a straight line

; therefore
a quadric of the complex can be drawn through any two
twisted cubics of the complex.
A straight line in space which intersects three fixed lines

intersects an infinity of other fixed lines
;
therefore a quadric

of the complex which touches three fixed quadrics of the

complex touches also an infinity of fixed quadrics of the

complex.
One more illustration of the method will be afforded by

taking any six points Plt P2 ,
P

3 ,
P

4 ,
P

5 ,
P

6
on a twisted

cubic of the complex ; to these six points will correspond
six lines of the complex, and all of these lines will lie on
the plane which corresponds to the cubic. These lines are
divided in a constant anharmonic ratio by the coordinate

planes and the plane at infinity; and therefore are divided
in a constant ratio by the sides of a fixed triangle. They
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therefore all touch a parabola ; let AS correspond to P
a ,
BC

to P2 an(^ so on
;

will then correspond to P
1
P

2 . If we
now apply Brianchon's theorem to the hexagon ABCDEF
formed by the six lines, we see that AD, BE, and CF are

concurrent. To AD will correspond the quadric of the

complex which contains the lines P
X
P

6 and P
3 P4 ;

to BE
the quadric with the generators Px

P2 and P
4
P

5 ;
to CF the

quadric with the generators P2
P

3 and P
5
P

6 ;
the theorem

which we can now deduce from Brianchon's is that these three

quadrics have a common generator.

218. We have now examined the first two classes of contact

transformations and there remains the case where there are

three generating equations ;
but as we can now express

x
f

, y', z in terms of x, y, z, and x,y,z in terms of x', y', z',

this is a mere extended point transformation. We have had

examples of this class of contact transformation in Chapter II,

and shall return to the subject in Chapter XX on differential

invariants, so that we need not now consider it further.

T a



CHAPTER XVIII

INFINITESIMAL CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS

219. If z, ojj, ..., xn,pv '"'Pri are tne coordinates of an
element in 7i-way space,

Pi = Pi + t*i fa* ' '
> n . Pi > Pn)

is an infinitesimal transformation of the elements, if t is a
constant so small that its square may be neglected.
The transformation is an infinitesimal contact transforma-

tion if the Pfaffian equation

is unaltered
;
that is, if we have

dz
f

-^p'i
dx'

i
=

(1 +pt) (dz-

where p is some function of the coordinates of the element.

Now dz'= dz + td, dx'
t
= dx

i + td^ , dp\ =

if then we take TT=2 Pi i C>

we have

i=n
-2 p'i dxt

= dz-2# ^ + <
(
dc-2 Pi rf^ -2 *i dxi)

= dz-^pi dx
{
- tdW + 12 (& dpiiii dx{)

(neglecting small quantities of the order 2

) ;
and therefore

t = n t = n

2 (^t dpi
-

T{ dx{)
-dW = p (dz
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_

220. Conversely if W is any function whatever of the
coordinates of an element,

will be an infinitesimal contact transformation
; for

The function TF is called the characteristic function of the

infinitesimal contact transformation
;
and the corresponding

infinitesimal operator is

i i

+ *

If W does not contain ,
and is homogeneous of the first

degree in^?15 ..., j9n,the infinitesimal contact transformation is

a homogeneous one.

221. Suppose now that (z, x^ ...,#, plt ...,pn) is any
function of the coordinates of an element, then z',x'ly ..., o/n ,
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p',...,p' being the contiguous element defined by (1) of

220,

'

(fr^yO^,...,^, Pi' >Pn) =
where

/, < > ,=2 ( +ft )
-

.(

The necessary and sufficient condition therefore that the

function $ should admit the infinitesimal contact transforma-

tion with the characteristic function W is

Similarly we see that the equation $ = admits the con-

tact transformation if the equation [W, <] W^- = is

connected with </>
= 0.

If the equation < = admits the contact transformation,

with the characteristic function W, the equations W = and

</>
= will be equations in involution.

222. If ^ = 0, ...,$ =
<>,

are any m equations in involution ( 153), then, W = being
any equation connected with the system, this system will

admit the contact transformation, whose characteristic function

isW.
If we are given any function $ (z, ic

1 ,
. ..,xn , p^ ...,pn) of

the coordinates of an element, we can find 2n unconnected
functions in involution with this function

;
let these func-

tions be

$1(2,81, ..., %n ,Pi> ">Pn)>~-><l>2n(z >
xii >an >^1J .. .,>);

it will now be proved that the equations

(1) ^foajp. ..,, plt ..., pJ

define a simple infinity of united elements, that is, an

containing the assigned element z, a^, ..., #, p%, ...,>.

If !,...,, z,Pi,.-.,Pn

and
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then
tW C nSeCUtive elements

satisfying the equations (1)

and since all the functions ^, ..., 2n are in involution withwe must have

= *<i*
(3)

^^

There are 2n equations of the form (2) by means of which
we can determine the ratios of

dx
l ,...,dxn) dz,dp1 ,...,dpn :

the equations (3) to determine the ratios of
T. _

are exactly the same
;
and therefore we conclude that

dx
l _ _ dxn _ dz

(4)

Since the equations (4) satisfy Pfaff's equation

dz = pl
dx

l + ... +pndxn ,

we conclude that the infinity of elements satisfying each of
the equations (1) consists of united elements.

Any simple infinity of elements satisfying the equations (4)
is called a characteristic manifold or Ml

of the function $.
It is possible to describe one, and only one, of these

characteristic M^s through any assigned element of space
2, #?, ..., #, p%, ...,pn ;

and it is easily seen to lie altogether
on the manifold

as well as on each of the manifolds given by (1).
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We shall now prove that by any contact transformation

a characteristic Ml
of a function is transformed into a charac-

teristic Ml
of the corresponding function. This follows at

once from the facts: (1) that two functions in involution

are transformed into two functions in involution
;
and (2)

that the characteristic M^ of a function <f>, which contains the

element z,a%, ...,a, p^,...,p^, consists of all elements com-

mon to

!, ..., n , plt ... ypn) = <h(3,32, ->a& Pi, ~>,Pl)>

where $1} -.-,</>> are any 2n unconnected functions in involu-

tion with <f).

223. We may now interpret an infinitesimal contact

transformation as follows: take any element z, x1} ..., #n ,

JPi< "->Pn and construct the characteristic M
l
of the character-

istic function W which contains this element. Imagine an
element to be moving along this Mlt the consecutive element

to the one assumed is

Z+ tz,

where t is the small interval of time taken to move to this

consecutive position ;
the infinitesimal contact transformation

which corresponds to W is then given by

/=

where

x
l
=

lf ...,*B = fn , pl
=

!, ...,pn = 7rn ,
but z-W= C-

We may then say that the velocity of an element, under the
effect of the infinitesimal contact transformation whose
characteristic is W, is composed of a velocity along the
characteristic M

l of W containing this element, and a velocity

along the axis of z; the ratio of the z component of the
first velocity to that of the second being as

224. If P and P are two consecutive points in space, the

straight line joining the points and terminated by them is

called a lijiear element.
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If we take any point , a^, ..., then oo"- 1
elements

2, i, ...,#, Pi, >"sPn P^s through this point, and satisfy the

equation
(j>

=
;

it therefore follows that oo"-1
characteristic

MI& of this equation pass through any point. Taking

z, #!,..., xn , dz : dx
l

: dx.2 : . . . : dxn

to be the coordinates of the linear element joining z,xlt ...,x
to a consecutive point on any one of these characteristic M^a,
we see that these coordinates must satisfy the equation (or
equations) obtained by eliminating p^...^pn from the equa-
tions

dz_
' =

This equation is called the equation of the elementary
integral cone of <$>

= at the point xlt ...,xn ,z.

We have seen that if the equation <j>
= is transformed by

a contact transformation into ^ = 0, then the characteristic

3/j's of
(f>
= are transformed so as to be the characteristic

.M/s of
\|^
= 0. It does not, however, follow that the elemen-

tary integral cones of
<f>
= will be transformed into the

elementary integral cones of
\jr
=

; for characteristic M^s,
meeting in a point, will not in general be transformed to

characteristic ^'s, meeting in a point.

If, however, the transformation is merely a point transfor-

mation, the elementary integral cones of one equation will be

transformed to the elementary integral cones of the other.

In particular, the point transformations which leave a given

equation of the first order unaltered, will also leave the

system of integral cones unaltered, though naturally these

cones will be transformed inter se.

Looking on

p1dx1 + ... +pnd%n dz

as the equation of an elementary plane whose coordinates

are >
15 ...,pm ,

we easily prove that
</>
= is the tangential

equation of the elementary integral cone of < = at the

point z,x^ ...,xn .

Conversely, suppose we are given an equation, homogeneous
in dz, C&B! , . . .

,
dxn ,

and connecting z, x-
L ,

. . ., xn , dz, dx^ ,
. . .

,
dxn ,

the coordinates of a linear element; then, if, regarding

dz-.da^-.dx^ ... as the variables, we find its tangential equa-

tion, we shall have a differential equation of the first order,
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of which the given equation will be an elementary integral
cone.

We thus see that any point transformation, which leaves

a differential equation of the first order unaltered, will also

leave unaltered an equation between the coordinates of a linear

element ; and, conversely, a point transformation, which
leaves an equation between the coordinates of a linear element

unaltered, will also leave unaltered a differential equation of

the first order.

An equation between the coordinates of a linear element
is called a Mongian equation. We have now proved that

to every Mongian equation there will correspond in general
one differential equation of the first order

;
and conversely

to every differential equation of the first order there will in

general correspond a Mongian equation.
We say,

' in general,' because, for instance, if the elementary
integral cone at a point shrinks into a line (as it would if the

given differential equation were linear) there would not be
one definite Mongian equation but the several equations
which make up the line; and other cases might arise where
the result of eliminating plt ...,pn from (1) would be several

equations.
So also if the Mongian equation were linear in dz, dxt ,

. . ., dxn
instead of having one equation between the coordinates

z, a
>

1 , ...,#, plt ...,pn ,
we should have n such equations ;

for

the envelope of a plane touching a given plane is the plane
itself.

225. Example. We saw in 33 that the point transfor-

mations which were admitted by

l+p* + q
2 = 0,

were also admitted by

= 0,

the equation satisfied by the linear element of a minimum
curve

;
these two equations are clearly associated in the

manner just described.

A straight line of the tetrahedral complex which we con-
sidered in Chapter XVII has its linear elements connected by
the equation,

(1)

+ (a b) (c d)zdxdy = 0.
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If we form the associated partial differential equation bv
expressing the condition that

may, when we substitute pdx + qdy for dz in (1), lead to
a quadratic with equal roots in dx : dy, we obtain

(
2
)

(px(a-d) (b-c)+qy(b-d) (c-a) + (c-d) (a-6))
2

= *pqxy(a-d) (b-c) (b-d) (c-a),
which may also be written in the form

Spx(a-d)(b-c) + </qy(b-d)(c-a) + V(c-d)(b-a) = 0.

We could now find the group assuming such to exist of
point transformations admitted by (1), and the group admitted
by (2) ;

and seeing that these coincide we should verify the
general theorem of their coincidence.

Without, however, actually finding either of these groups,we may easily verify that the point transformation

_ eV(c-a) (b-d) V(a-&) (c-rf)

/
f

x'

_ eV(a-b)(c-d) V(b-c)(a-d)

z _ eV(b-c) (a-d) V(c-a)(b-d^
transforms

(b c) (ad)xdydz+(ca) (bd)ydzdx
+ (ab) (cd)zdxdy =

into dx'2 + dy'
2 + dz'2 = 0.

The group found in Chapter II will therefore, when the

transformation (3) is applied to it, be a group transforming
any linear element of a tetrahedral complex into another such
linear element

;
and will therefore leave unaltered the equa-

tion (1). It may also be easily verified that (3) will transform

(
2
> into

i +/+" = o.

We can always find a contact transformation which will

transform any given partial differential equation into any
other assigned equation, if both are of the first order; this

we have proved in 183
;
but it is not generally true that

we can find a point transformation which will do so. The
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example which we have just considered, suggests that if we
wish to determine whether two assigned equations can be

transformed, the one into the other, by a point transformation,

it may be more convenient to determine whether or no the

corresponding Mongian equations are transformable into one

another by a point transformation.

226. Let W denote the infinitesimal operator which

corresponds to the characteristic function W, viz.

As we vary the characteristic function we get different

operators; we must now find the alternant of two such

operators.

To do this, we take

yl
= xl ,...,yn

= xn) yn+l = z,

-n - ^
. _z*_ J7 _

Pi />- > -O.

Vn+1 n+l

and we find the operator in the variables

which has the same effect on any function of these variables

(provided that it is homogeneous and of zero degree) as

the operator W has on the same function expressed in terms
of aj!,...,ajn , 0, .?>!,...,?.

Let the function on which we are to operate be

4>fo,. ..,, * J>i-..,Pij

then by 184

and, since
-fy

is homogeneous of zero degree,

^C r ~*S? ^\lf

ln+l
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We now get
i =

and therefore

where H is the infinitesimal homogeneous contact operator
which corresponds to the characteristic function H.

That is, W operating on any function of xv ..., xn z, pv ...,pn

has the same effect as H on the equivalent function of

where -ff =

It therefore follows that

We proved in 184 that W
l
and W2 being any functions of

and therefore

That is, WlW2-W2
Wl

has the characteristic function
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227. We next proceed to show how the operator W is

transformed by the contact transformation

with the multiplier p defined by

Take

and let 0J
= I,, ^ = Qt , (i

= 1, ..., n+1)
be the homogeneous contact transformation equivalent to (1)

obtained by eliminating x, p and #', p
r
from (1) and (2).

Let H = qn+1W ; let ^T' denote the function of y', q' equi-
valent to H

;
and let V be that function of x', p' which is

given by K'=-jMV.

We now have H = K' and therefore by 183 H = K'
\
and

having proved that W= H, and V'=Kf

,
we conclude that

W = T'.

Now V 1TT= pW; in order therefore to express W
in terms of the variables ^,...,04, 2^, joi, ...Pn we find p, and
then express pTFin terms of these variables by (1) ;

the func-

tion thus obtained will be the characteristic function, with

respect to the new variables, of the required operator, equi-

valent to W.

228. The totality of contact transformations form a

group. For, z', x(, ...,a4, p'T , ..., p'n being the element derived

by any contact transformation from z, x
lt ...,xn , plt ...,pn>

and z", ati, ...,afn> P'{> ">>Pn being similarly derived from
2^, flt**.,4Ci p'i,"->Pn by any other contact transformation,
we deduce from

t = n t = n

dzf 2 Pi d^i = p (dz 2? dxj) ,

i = n i = n

and <fo"- rf =
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i = n i=. n

that dz"-2 Pi dx'! = pp' (dz-2 pt dx$.

Therefore z", x{', ..., 4', p", ...,^4' is derived from

z, !,...,, plt ...,pn

by a contact transformation; that is, contact transformations

satisfy the definition of a group, and clearly, the group is

a continuous one.

We are now going to explain what is meant by a finite
continuous contact group ;

it will be seen that many of the

properties of finite continuous point groups can be transferred

to the groups now about to be defined.

If o^Xjfa, ...,a;n , z,pv ...,pn , C4,. ..,,.),

Pi = -Pi fa,. ..,&, z,Pi,-..,pn , %, ...,ar),

z' = Z(xl ,...,xn , z,p^...,pn , Oj, ...,ar)

is a contact transformation for all values of the constants

a15 ..., ar ;
and if from these equations and

04'= JPifa, ...,<, /, /!, ...,/> fei,...,Z>r)

Pi = Pi(x{, ...,<, /, /j, ...,2/n> &!, ..., 6r),

z" = z (;,...,<, s', pi,...,K fei,...^r)

where 61} ..., 6r are another set of constants, we can deduce

o!7=.Xifa,...,a;BJ z,pv...,pn ,
c
lt

...
t
cr),

p'/= Pi fa,. ..,, z, !?!,.. .,2>n Cj,...,^),

// = Zfa,..., n , z,plt ...,pn ,
c
lt ...,cr),

where c15 ...,cr are constants depending on c^, ...,ar , &j, ...,or ,

then X^P^Z are said to be functions defining a finite con-

tinuous contact transformation group.
Such a group will have r independent infinitesimal operators

W . ., W . We see at once that the corresponding character-

istic' functions must be independent, that is, there must be no

relation of the form

CjFx+...+ rFr ;sO,

where cls ,.,c r are constants, connecting the characteristic

functions. Also any finite transformations of the group can

be obtained by endless repetition of the proper mfimtesima

transformation.
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The alternant of any two of these operators is not inde-

pendent of the set of operators ;
we must therefore have

Conversely, if we have r independent operators satisfying
these conditions, they generate a finite continuous contact

transformation group. If we use the symbol {B^,^} to

denote [Wi,Wk] ZtX>p
-W

1^ +Wt ^*, we can express

this fundamental theorem in terms of the characteristic

functions thus :

These theorems for contact groups follow at once from what
has been proved for point groups.
The constants c

ijch , ... are still called the structure constants

of the group.

229. If W is of the particular form

where 1? ..., n , C involve only xlt ...,#, 0, the corresponding

operator is said to be the extended operator of

and

is said to be the extended infinitesimal point transformation

of x( = a^

and it is entirely given when the point transformation is

given.

Suppose that

(1) xf

l
= X

l (x11 ...,xn ,z, al5 ...,ar), ...,

x'

n
= Xn (Vi-,xn ,z, a

x , ...,ar), z = Z(x1 ,...,xn) z, alf ...,ar)

are the equations of a point group ;
when we know the form
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of the functions X: , ...,Xn,Z we can, as in 185, find the

form of the functions Pis ...,Pn where

P'i
= p

i (
x
i> >xn , z, plt ...,pn , % ..... ar), (i= l,...,n).

It is now obvious that in the variables z,xlt ...,xn , ply ...,pn
these (2 n + 1) equations define a group of order r

; for, from (1)

and

(2) < = jr<(o, ...,<> z'AA),
z"=Z(x'1 ,...,x'n ,z )

b
l , ..., b

r), (i= 1, ...,ra),

where 6
1? ...,6r are constants, and where the equations (2)

involve the additional equations

p'l
= P

i (x'l , ...,<, z',X>- ...1>. &i-..A), (i
= l,...,7i),

we may deduce

(3) a% = Xi (xlt ...,xn , 0,0^ ...,cf ),

'=^(a51 , ...,a5n,,c1 , ...,cr ), (i
= !,...,),

where c
15 ...,cr are constants which are functions of the sets

a15 ...,ar ,
blt ...,br ;

and from (3) we may deduce

230. Let Tfj,..., Fr be the extended operators
of this

group in the 2w+l variables, and U^...,Ur the operators

of the original group ;
it can now be proved that the structure

constants of the extended group are the same as the structure

constants of the original one.
h = r

Let 1Ti1F

and let ,

so that in F< the terms ^ ""^
'

aS
d not OCCUr'

We now have

= (Un Uk) + operators in
^- ^- only,

for the coefficients of-,-^-,
1 in ^ and ^ involve

"1

only ajj, ...,,.
CAMPBELL U
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We have, therefore,

2 7<M Wh =2 Cikh &h + operators in
^->

-,
^- only ;

so that

2(y .,, c.-n) ^i = operators not involving r > "-Jr r-
\rikh tfcfi/ n oft, ox^ oZX 7

It follows that yilc ii
= Cikh ^or a^ values of i,k,h; that is, the

extended group has the same structure constants as the

original point group.
We see, therefore, that if we are given any structure con-

stants, we can always find at least one contact group (viz. the

extended point group) with the assigned structure
; and,

therefore, the third fundamental theorem also holds for contact

transformation groups.

231. We now proceed to obtain the necessary and
sufficient conditions that two groups of contact transformations,
in the same number of variables, may be transformable, the

one into the other, by a contact transformation. Since a con-

tact transformation in z, o^, ..., xn , pl} ...,pn can be expressed
as a homogeneous transformation in yv ..., yn+l , qlt ..., #n+1 ,

it will be sufficient to consider this problem for the case of the

homogeneous contact groups.

Suppose Sl) ...,Hr are the r independent characteristic

functions of a finite continuous homogeneous group ;
let us

apply any homogeneous transformation, and let these functions
become respectively K[, ..., K'r when expressed in terms of

the new variables 2/i"">24> flii
^v the given homo-

geneous contact transformation

We know that (H{ , Hj)y>q
= (K'i} Kj)^, and therefore

h = r

(K'i , K'j) y', q
' =2 c

ij h K'h 5

so that the new characteristic functions in 2/15 ...2/^,s <?!> ><&>

generate a group with the same structure constants.
Now the functions #

1? ..., Hr are independent in the sense
that there is no relation between them of the form

c^Hl + ... + crHr
=

0,
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where Cj,...,cr are constants; but they do not need to be

functionally unconnected. Suppose that Hlt ...,Hm are func-

tionally unconnected, and that the other functions Hm+l , ...,Hr
can be expressed in terms of them, so that

and therefore

K'm+t = <t>m+t (K'l> > K'm)'

If then we are given the r characteristic functions of a
transformation group, viz. H^...,Hr ,

and the r characteristic

functions of another group, viz. K
lt ...,Kr> we cannot trans-

form the one group into the other, so that HI may become Kit

unless the structure constants are the same, and unless the

functional relations are also the same.

232. We shall now prove that these necessary conditions

are sufficient. Let H
I} ...,Hr be the one independent set of

characteristic functions such that

and Hm+t
=

<j>m+t (Hlt ...
t
Hm ) t (t

= 1, ...,r-m) ;

and let K
lt ..., Kr be another set of independent characteristic

functions such that
h=r

f|i -ft-j)
= 2i c

f//i Jk>

and Km+t = (f>m+t (K1 ,...,Km), (t
= 1, ...,r-m).

H^ ..., ZTTO now form a homogeneous function system with

the structure functions w^, ..., wit ... where

27-7- "^y
i / rr rr \ ... i

fyjs a
""

^-w c
i,j,m+t

By what we have proved in 182 there can now be found

a homogeneous contact transformation, which will transform

H
l ,...,Hm into K-I, ...,Km respectively, since the two systems

have the same structure functions.

It is clear that this transformation will also transform

Hm+1 ,...,Hr into Km+1 ,...,Kr respectively^
the necessary

conditions are therefore also sufficient conditions.

It might be supposed that we could from this theorem

u a
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deduce the condition that two point groups should be trans-

formable, the one into the other
;
viz. that all we should have

to do would be to extend the point groups, and then see

whether they were so transformable. We could not infer

from this, however, that the point groups would be transform-

able into one another by a point transformation, unless we
know that the contact transformation, which transforms the

one extended point group into the other extended point

group, is itself a mere extended point transformation.

233. We have proved that given any system of structure

constants we can always find a contact group with the given
structure. The particular one we have shown how to construct

was an extended point group ;
there will however be others

;

in fact, we have only to apply an arbitrary contact transfor-

mation to this extended point group, and we shall have a

group which will not generally be a mere extended point

group. Such contact groups, however, being deducible from
extended point groups by a contact transformation, are said to

be reducible contact transformation groups ;
other groups

which have not this property are said to be irreducible.

The structure constants of any contact transformation

group, reducible or otherwise, satisfy the conditions

as we at once see from the identities

(OT<, Wk), Wj) + ((Wk , Wj),
Wt) + ((Wj, TFJ, Wk)

= 0.

234. Contact transformation groups in z, x-^ , . . . ,
xn ,p^ , . . . ,pn

are point groups in these (271+1) variables ; but it is not true,

conversely, that point groups in (2n+l) variables are

necessarily, or generally, contact transformation groups. If
we write the variables in the form z, a^, ..., xn , p^ ...,pn ,

the

group in these variables will only be a contact transformation
one in the (?i+l)-way space z,xlt ...,xn if all the transfor-
mations of the group are characterized by the property of

leaving the equation

dz-pl
dx

l -...-p ndxn =
invariant.

From a knowledge then of contact transformation groups
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in spaces of lower dimensions we can often deduce important
information as to point groups in space of higher dimensions.

Thus suppose, in space of s dimensions, we know that a group,
which we wish to determine, has the property of leaving
unaltered an equation of the form

f1
dx1 +...+fsdz8 =0,

where /15 ...,/g are functions of xlt ...,xg . By the theory
of Pfaffs Problem a transformation of the variables will

reduce this equation to one or other of the two forms

pIdy1 +...+pmdym = 0,

where 2m + 1 does not exceed s
;
and therefore the group

we seek must, when expressed in terms of the new variables,

be a contact transformation group in a space of not more than

-|(s+ 1) dimensions.



CHAPTER XIX

THE EXTENDED INFINITESIMAL CONTACT
TRANSFORMATIONS : APPLICATIONS

TO GEOMETRY

235. If z </>(#!, ..., xn) is any surface in (7i + l)-way

space, we shall now consider how the derivatives of z with

respect to xlt ..., xn are transformed by the application of an

assigned infinitesimal contact transformation.

We must regard the function $ which defines the surface as

unknown ; for otherwise the derivatives of z would be known
functions of x1 ,

. . .
,
xn ;

and the contact transformation would
be (when we replace plt ...,pn by their expressions in terms

of ajj, ..., xn obtained from z <p(xlt ..., #)) a mere point
transformation

;
and would apply, not to any surface, but

merely to the particular surface under consideration.

Let plt ..., p.n be the first derivatives,^-,... the second
/

>. o

derivatives, where p^ denotes -^ r > p^i,, ... the third

derivatives and so on; and let Wbe the characteristic func-

tion of the assigned contact transformation which it is our

object to extend to derivatives of any required order.

Let the extended contact transformation be denoted by

z' = z + t((x1 ,...,xn,z,p1 ,...,pn),

aft
=

Xi + tfr (xlt ..., xn , z, ft, ..., pn),

Pi =

Pij
=

and so on, where in ir
{j,

... no derivatives of order higher
than the second can occur, in ^ -^ ,

. . . no derivatives of order

higher than the third, and so generally.
\Ve know how to express ^., ir

f ,
in terms of W and its

derivatives, and we have now to express similarly TT^ .....
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We have dp'k
-2 p'u dsxf

t ,

and therefore d Trk
=2 VM d i +^Pki d i>

so that

If we use the symbol ^ to denote differentiation with

respect to a;
% , keeping ajj,..., fc-i. ^+1 ,..., # a11 constant,

but not z or its derivatives, we have

so that K]t~ 2/PM& j)/
Pk

?)% ^PM^pi dxk

since F does not contain derivatives of order higher than

the first. . , ,

From the equation (1) we can therefore deduce

'=* d*W

% K

The result at which we have arrived may be thus stated:

_
Wi
- dJL , with the highest derivatives which occur omitted ;

J. d*W
., with the highest derivatives which occur

'^-dxidxk

the same manner we could prove that

-, with the highest derivatives omitted,

as far as we please.

The extended contact operator
is
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If we have a group of infinitesimal contact operators then

these operators, when extended, will also form a group, of the

same order as the original group, and with the same set of

structure constants. This may be proved as in 230, where
a like theorem was proved for the point group extended, so as

to be a contact group.

236. It is convenient to have in explicit form the value
of the first few coefficients in the operators for the case n = 1

and n 2, as they are required for applications to geometry
of two and three dimensions.

When n = 1, we take

W=p-rj,
and denote as usual

dy , dz
y , d3

y .

fx *7p, ^by, rfjby;

for r I- p ^ we shall write X, and we now haver

Also if ^=q + tK
}
and r'=r + tp,

d?W
we have K = -T-J- with the highest derivative omitted,

and therefore, since q ^ X aX = a ,a
dp *P ty

Similarly

d*W
~P = --* w^ th highest derivative omitted,

which, since A Z 2-Z 2
^- = 2X ,

op dp ~i>y
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may be written

237. As an example of the application of these formulae
we shall find the form of those infinitesimal contact trans-
formations which transform straight lines of the plane into

straight lines.

The differential equation satisfied by all straight lines on
the plane is q = ;

and therefore, since we must have q'= 0,

we must have K = 0, wherever q = 0. We therefore have
2 TF=

; or, explicitly

(1)

of which the general integral is

W=f(y-px, p) + #</> (y-px, p).

Any contact transformation, whose characteristic has this

form, will transform any straight line into a straight line ;

these transformations have therefore the group property, but

the group is not a finite one.

If Tfj and W2 are two characteristic functions of this group
the characteristic of the alternant of the operators Wl

and W2

has, we know, the form {Wv W2 ] where

and (Wlt
W2)

=

We know then that Tfj and W2 being any functional forms

which satisfy the equation (1), {Wlt W2 } will also be a func-

tional form satisfying the same equation. This result may
easily be verified independently.

If we only require those contact transformations which are

mere extended point transformations, then by (1), since

and and 77 do not now involve p,
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where the suffix 1 denotes differentiation with respect to x,

and the suffix 2 differentiation with respect to y.

Equating to zero the coefficients of the several powers ofp
in this equation, we get

22
=

. In = . ^22-2^12 = 0, ii-2Tj12
= 0.

Differentiating these equations with respect to x and y, we
see that all derivatives of the third order are zero; we
therefore take

77
= a2x

2 + 2h
2xy + b2y

2 + 2g2x + 2f2y + c2 .

From 22
=

T/U =

we conclude that a2
= b

1
=

;

and from 1)22
~ 2

12
=

we see that 2h
l

b
2
=

;

while from u~ 2T
7i2
=

we get 2 h2
= a^ ;

and we thus obtain

TT= aj (px*-xy)+ b2 (pxy-y
2
) -f 2g^px + 2ftpy

+ C
1p-2g2 x-2f2 y-c2 .

W is therefore merely the most general characteristic function

of the extended projective group of the plane.

238. We shall now find the form of those infinitesimal

point transformations which have the property of transforming
the circles of the plane into circles on the same plane.
The differential equation satisfied by all circles is

3q
2p-(l+p2)r= 0,

and we must therefore have

(1) (l+p*)p+2prTT-6pqK-3q*TT =
for all values of x, y, p, q, r such that 3q

2p = (1 +p2
) r.

Since Wpi 77,

and the contact transformation is now a mere extended point
transformation, W will only contain p in the first degree.

Applying the formulae of the preceding article to the equa-
tion (1), and substituting for r its equivalent expression in
terms of p, q, we must have the equation
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satisfied for all values of x, y, p, q.

Equating the coefficients of q
2 on each side of this equationwe have

Substituting for W the expression prj, where and 77 do
not contain p, this is equivalent to

Equating the coefficients of the different powers of p on each
side we get the two equations

(3) i-"72
= 0,

Equating to zero the term in (2) which is independent of q,

we get X3W =
; that is,

and therefore, since p, x, y are unconnected,

If we differentiate the equations (3) twice with respect to x

and
2/,
we shall see that all derivatives of and

rj
of the third

order must be zero.

We therefore take

i]
= a2

x2 + 2h2xy + b
2y

2+ 2g2
x + 2/2y + C2 ;

and from the equations (3) we deduce that

Ol = h
2 , ^ = 6

2 , ffl =/2 ,
a2 +^ = 0, bi + h, = 0, g2 +f, = 0,

so that the characteristic function is of the form

l(px-y)
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It may at once be verified that for this value of W the co-

efficient of q vanishes in (2) ;
and we thus see that there is

a point group of order six which transforms circles into

circles ;
the six independent operators of the group are

^-ox

-

Of these infinitesimal operators the first corresponds geo-

metrically to a small displacement along the axis of x
;
the

second to a displacement along the axis of y ;
the third to

a rotation round the origin; the fourth to a uniform ex-

pansion from the origin ;
the fifth to an inversion with

respect to a circle of unit radius whose centre is the origin,
succeeded by an inversion with respect to a circle of unit

radius whose centre is at x = t, where t is small, and lastly,

by a translation backwards along the axis of x measured by
t

;
the sixth operator has a like interpretation with regard to

the axis of y. It is of course obvious that each of these

operations changes circles into neighbouring circles ;
and we

have now proved that any infinitesimal transformation, which
does so, must be compounded of these six operations.

239. We next try whether there are any infinitesimal

contact transformations not mere extended point trans-

formations which have this property.
If we substitute in

3q
2
TT =

for p, K, TT their values obtained in 236
;
and then for r the

37X/2
expression ^~z ' ^e resulting equation must be satisfied for

all values of x, y, p, q. Equating as before the coefficients of
the different powers of q to zero, we obtain
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X3W= o.

From the first of these equations we see that

where A is a function of x and y only ;
and therefore

W =

where A, B, G are functions not containing p.
If this value ofW is to satisfy the other equations it is clear

from the irrationality of Vl +p2 that AVl+pz and Bp + C
must separately satisfy the equations. Now the latter part
would give rise to a mere extended point transformation ; and,
as we have fully discussed all the point transformations which
transform circles into circles, we need not further consider

this part, but have only to find what, if any, are the possible
values of the unknown function A.

Taking then

we have

and the second equation gives us a mere identity satisfied

whatever function A may be.

The third equation gives

(Au + 2A^p + A22 p
z
)pST+p + (A 12 + A22 p) (1

which on dividing by /! +p* and equating the powers of

p gives

(1) Au = A22 ,
A 12

= 0.

Finally the fourth equation gives

A lll + 3A ll2 p + aA l22p
2 +A 222 p* = 0,

from which we see that all derivatives of A above the second

vanish ;
and therefore

A =
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From (1) we further see that h 0, and a = b, so that

A is the power of a circle.

The most general contact transformation group which trans-

forms circles into circles has therefore the following ten

characteristic functions :

p(x*-y*)-2xy, y*-x*-2pxy, px-y, py + x, p, 1.

240. If we look on x, y, p as the coordinates of a point in

three-dimensional space, to a point there will correspond an

element of the plane ;
and to two united elements of the

plane, that is, two consecutive elements whose coordinates

satisfy the equation
dypdx = 0,

there will correspond two consecutive points in space con-

nected by the equation

dypdx = 0.

If we write z for p we may say that to every transforma-

tion in space which leaves dyzdx = unaltered there

corresponds a contact transformation in the plane, and

conversely.
The group of contact transformations which we have just

found leaves unaltered the system of circles

and therefore also

The corresponding group of point transformations in three-

dimensional space must therefore leave unaltered the system
of curves given by

x2 + y
2 + 2gx+2fy + c = 0, x + g + (y+f)z=Q-,

that is, will transform any curve of this system into some
other curve of the same system.

It is now convenient to write the equations of this family
of curves in the form

, 4(6
2

ac) (y + ix) + y-ix a 0,

4(b
2

ac)(z + c) + z i 0,

where^ 6, c are variable parameters, and i is the symbol
for V-l.
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If we apply the transformation

z 4~ i
which leaves unaltered the equation

dyzdx= 0,

the equations (1) are transformed to

+ -ac + z = 0;

so that the group into which the group (2) of 239 is trans-
formed by the equations (2) of the present article leaves the
equations (3) unaltered.

Transform again with

which gives dy-zdx = dy/- z*dx'
;

and the equations (3) become transformed into

2
-ac)x + yz-$xz

2-az = 0,

(b
2-ac)z2 = 0.

Eliminating z between these two equations we get

and therefore, since 6 is a variable parameter, we may write
these equations in the form

(4) y = ex2 + 2 bx + a, z = 2 b + 2 ex.

The group into which the group (2) of 239 is now trans-

formed leaves the system (4) unaltered
; or, expressed as

a contact group in the plane, leaves invariant the system of

parabolas whose axes are parallel to the fixed line x = ;

or, again, leaves unaltered the differential equation

The
group into which (2) of 239 is transformed could

have been directly obtained from this property of leaving (5)

unaltered, just as (though more simply than) the group which
left circles unaltered was obtained. If the group is thus

directly obtained, it will serve as an example of the applica-
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tion of 231, to prove that the two groups are transformable,

the one into the other, by a contact transformation.

241. Let us next apply the point transformation in three-

dimensional space

x'=x, y'
= y-$xz, z'=\z,

for which dy zdx dy
f

z'dx' + x'dz',

and for which therefore a linear element of any curve in the

plane is transformed into a linear element of the linear

complex m =
/3.

We then see that the group of contact transformations,

which leaves unaltered the system of parabolas, is transformed

into a group of point transformations in three-dimensional

space, with the property of leaving unaltered the system of

straight lines
,

,

y = bx + a, z ex + o
;

that is, into a projective group which does not alter the linear

complex m =
/3.

We have thus established a correspondence between the

circles of a plane, and the straight lines of a linear complex
in space of three dimensions

;
and the two groups, one a con-

tact transformation group in x, y, p, leaving the system of

circles unaltered, and the other a point group which trans-

forms the straight lines of a given linear complex inter se,

are transformable, the one into the other, by a point trans-

formation in three-dimensional space. It should be noticed,

however, that this point transformation is not a contact

transformation in x, y, p, such as was that which transformed
the system of circles into a system of parabolas.

If we write the equation of a circle in the plane in the form

then the group of transformations, which transform any one
circle into any other, being a contact group, will transform
two circles which touch into two other circles which touch.

Now we have seen, in Chapter VIII, that if a group trans-

forms an equation of the form

f(x1) ..., xn , !,..., ar)
=

into another equation of like form, but with a different set of

parameters, then we can construct a group of transformations
in the variables a1? ..., ar , such that if X

1,...,Xm are the

operators of the group in the letters x
lt ., xn and Av ..., Am
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the operators in the letters a1? ..., ar ,
the structure constants

of the two will be the same
;
and each of the operators

will be admitted by the equation

f(<c1 ,...,xnt !, ..., ar)
= 0.

If we apply this method to the system of circles on the

plane which admit the group (2) of 239, we shall have

a group in the variables a, /3, y ;
this group will be of the

tenth order, and will be found to be the group of conformal

transformations in three-dimensional space.
This result is obtained directly by Lie from the considera-

tion that the condition for two neighbouring circles touching is

= 0;

for, since the transformed neighbouring circles must also

touch, the equation =

must be unaltered ;
that is, the group must be the con-

formal one.

242. We shall now write down in explicit form (for the

case n = 2) the values of the functions TTU , v^, ^22 which in

future we shall denote by p, <r, T.

We have (p, q, r, 8, t having their usual meaning)

and the infinitesimal operator is

*
i. '>JL A H ,_i+ _L + ._i + TA

We denote by X and F the respective operators

and we have

*
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d?W
Since p = -T-T with the highest derivatives omitted,

i ^ < ir tr
and since ^ X X^ = ^ =

^~~ * ~~ ^^r '

dp dp t>2 d<j d^

'

r-r^- = o, x-x = o
?)p <)p dq cq

we have
-v >. >>

4 + r ,-) W.
Zq* ^>z'

Similarly <r and r are obtained from the operators

and
cp dq dp* dp dq dq

243. As an example of the application of these formulae
we shall find the form of the most general infinitesimal

contact transformation which does not alter

*

=o.
dxdy

Since we must have <r = wherever s = 0, we get

= 0, X-^ = 0, Y^ = 0, XYW= 0.

dq dp

From the first of these equations we see that does not

contain p ; and therefore by the second we must have

dq dz da dx
dW

so that is a function of y and q only. Similarly we see

.,
,
dW I

T 1S a ^unc^lon f x an(i P only, and therefore the

characteristic function W is of the form
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Since XTW vanishes identically,

=
;

and therefore

^12 =0, ^23 = 0, f^ = 0, ^33
= 0,

so that
\}f (x, y,z) = az +F (x) + <b(y),

where a is a mere constant and F and $ functional forms.
The characteristic function which leaves unaltered the

equation s = is therefore of the form

/ (P, ) + </> (q,y)+az.

There are therefore three distinct forms of characteristic

functions leaving s = unaltered
; and, corresponding to these,

three distinct groups of contact transformations with this

property. Firstly, the infinite group where W is of the form

f(p, x), f being an arbitrary functional symbol ;
the functions

of this group form a function system of the second order.

Secondly, the infinite group with characteristic functions of

the form 4> (q, y), where $ is an arbitrary functional symbol ; the

functions of this system also form a function system of

the second order, any function of which is in involution with

any function of the first system. Thirdly, the group with the

single characteristic function z; if we form the alternant of

this function with any function of the first system, we have

another function of the first system ;
and a similar result

follows for the alternant of z with any function of the second

system.
The infinite group of contact transformations leaving un-

altered the equation s = is compounded of the operations
of these three groups.
We have proved that any Amperian equation with inter-

mediary integrals of the form

where/j and/2 are arbitrary functional forms, can by a con-

tact transformation be reduced to the form s = 0.

It follows that any such Amperian equation will admit an

infinite group of infinitesimal contact transformations, the

operators of which may be arranged in classes as follows : in

the first class there are two unconnected operators, but an

infinite number of independent operators : in the second class

there are also two unconnected operators, and an infinite

number of independent operators : in the third class there

is only one operator: any operator of the first class is

x 2
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peimutable with any of the second, and the alternant of the

operator of the third class with any operator of one of the

other classes is an operator of that other class.

244. We have obtained the conformal group in three-

dimensional space from the property that it leaves the equation

dx2 + dy
2 + dz2 =

unaltered ; ifwe seek the group which will leave the expression

unaltered, we shall obtain the group of movements of a rigid

body.
The question now proposed is to find the infinitesimal point

transformations which have the property of transforming a

given surface into a neighbouring one, without altering the

length of arcs on the surface ;
that is, if P and Q are any

two neighbouring points on a given surface which receive

infinitesimal displacements so as to become two near points
P', Q' on a neighbouring surface, we want to find the relations

between , rj, f in order that we may have PQ = P' Q'.

Since we must have

=
for all values of x, y, z on the given surface

;
and

d = -^dx + -rdy, dr] = -=^ dx + -^ dy,dx dy
' dx dy

d(= dx +
-j-dy,

dz = pdx + qdy,

we get, by equating the coefficients of dx2
, dxdy, dy

2
to zero,

/1X
(1) -7^+^-7^ = 0, -^ + ->- +p-r +q-^ = 0,dx r dx dy dx *

dy
* dx

y y

where
-j-

and -=- denote total differentiation with respect to x

and to y.
From the equations

d2 sd dr] d d\
dxdy

*

dy dx dy dx '
~

d2 ,d dC\ d2
/drj d(^
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we can eliminate and
77, and thus obtain the equation

dx2

dxdy cty
2
~

'

The surface on which P and Q lie is a known one, andherefore r s, t are known m terms of x, y, so that the Equa-tion (2) determines C as a function of x and y
From r

while by differentiating

dx * dx~
with respect to x and with respect to y we get

with similar equations for
77.

If we denote -^ --^ by X
c&c CM/

we have, therefore,

/ d* d?{ dC d
d^ = (Pj-T -<l^-\+ 8^r- r ^r^ dxdy

3 dx2
due dy

which is a perfect differential, since

-
T-~-j~- ^-dx2 dx dy dor

and therefore A can be obtained by quadratures, when is

known in terms of x, y.
When we know A and the derivatives of and

77 are

known by (1) ;
and therefore and

77
can be obtained by

quadratures. It will also be noticed that when is fixed,

f and
77 are fixed, save as to the terms ay + b in and ax + c
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in ry where a, b, c are arbitrary constants. The infinitesimal

transformation is therefore fixed when C is fixed, except for

small translations along the axes of x and y, and rotations

round the axis of z.

The mistake of supposing that the operators

so found will generate a group must be guarded against : if U
is an operation which transforms a surface S into 2 and pre-
serves unaltered the lengths of small arcs on S, and V is

another operation with the same property, then VU will not

necessarily have the required property, because V has not

necessarily such a property for the surface 2.

245. We can now employ the values of p, <r, r obtained in

242 to prove the known theorem, that any such infinitesimal

transformation as we are now considering will so transform S
into 2, that the measure of curvature will be the same at

corresponding points on these surfaces.

We have

omitting derivatives of the highest order which occur, that is,

derivatives of the third order
;
and this expression is equal to

. d2 d2 d2

since 0;^+ r j-a 2s j r) C = -

v ctar
c/2/

2
dxdy }

Now
/. d2 d2 d2

x /, cZ
2 d2 d2

dx dy dy dx

the other terms being omitted as they are derivatives of the

third order.

If we now make use of the equations (1) of 244 to express
the derivatives of of the second order in terms of those of C,

we have
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by (1) of 244.

Similarly we see that

/, d2 d2 d2

Again

-p-n-q* = (p +q ) (p+qi-Q, omitting the highest
derivatives

Now in order to prove that the measure of curvature is
unaltered by the given infinitesimal transformations, it is only
necessary to prove that

and this is at once proved by aid of the formulae now
obtained.

246. If we have an oo
2 of points on a surface and the

distance between neighbouring points (measured along a geo-
desic on the surface) is invariable as this oo 2 of points moves
on the surface, we then have on the surface the analogue of
a rigid lamina in a plane. Such an assemblage we call a net

;

and the question is suggested, can a movable net exist on any
surface, or can it only exist on particular classes of surfaces ?

If P is any point on the net which moves to a neighbouring
point P', we have just proved that the measure of curvature

at P and P' must be the same
;
we shall first discuss the case

where the given surface has not everywhere the same measure
of curvature.

Through each point on the surface draw the curve along
which the measure of curvature is constant, and let these

dx
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curves be called the curves of constant curvature. Next draw
the system of curves cutting these curves of constant curvature

orthogonally, and call these latter curves the trajectories.

Let A lt
A 2 ,

... be a series of neighbouring points on a tra-

jectory ;
if the set is movable A lt A2> ... will take up positions

B
lt

.B2 ,... and the points of the net which were at B
l,B2) ...

originally will now take up a position (71} C2 ,... and so on.

The points A
l,B1,Cl , ... must lie on a line of constant

curvature; similarly A
2,B2,C2> ... must lie on such a line,

A3 ,
B3 , Cg, ... on another, and so on. It will now be proved

that this net movement is only possible if B
lt
B2 ,

... lie on a

trajectory, Clt C2 , ... also on a trajectory, and so on.

Since A
1
B

l
= B

1
Cl and A^ A 2

= B
1
B2 and A2

B
l
= B.2 C^

it follows that the angle A 2A 1
B

1
= B2B1

C
1 ;

and therefore,

since A 2
A

l
B

1
is a right angle, so is B2

5
X
C

1 ;
that is, B1 , B.2 ,

...

lie on a trajectory.
Unless then the surface is such that trajectories can be

drawn on it, dividing each line, along which the measure of

curvature is constant, into the same number of equal parts,
the surface cannot allow a net to move over it. If this con-
dition is satisfied, and the surface be not one with the same
measure of curvature everywhere, the net can move on it

with one, and only one, degree of freedom.

Since A^ A 2
= B

l
B

2 the perpendicular distance between
two neighbouring lines of constant curvature is the same at

all points ;
it therefore follows that the trajectories are geo-

desies on the surface.

If we take u and v to be the coordinates of any point on
the surface, where u a and v = ft are respectively the lines

of constant curvature and their trajectories, we can take for

the element of length on the surface

when A. is a function of u only.
If the net is to have two degrees of freedom in its move-

ments the surface must be everywhere of the same measure of

curvature.

247. We can prove these results in a different manner and
also obtain all possible movements of the net, if we employ
surface coordinates.

Let the equation of the surface be given in the form
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so that we have
ds* = edu2 + 2fdu dv + gdv2

,

where e,f, g are functions of the parameters u, v which define
the position of any point on the surface.

We shall first prove that by proper choice of the parameterswe may take e=
],
f=0, and thus simplify the expressionlor the element of length.

We must prove that we can find p and q, a pair of functions
ol u and v such that

edu2 + 2fdudv + gdv
2 = dp

2 + \*dq
2

.

Since

dp = c du + -^ dv and dq = du + dv

at once obtain as the necessary and sufficient conditions for
h wwtnnfinn

we
such reduction

and therefore

It follows that p must satisfy the equation

fa f2- n( *P\
2

* * ~ 9 -

When we have thus determined p as a function of u and v,

we can determine A and q by the equations

eliminating q we have, for determining A, the equation

When A is thus determined we can find q by quadratures.
We have therefore proved the theorem we stated, viz. that by
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a suitable choice of surface coordinates we may take

(1)
ds2 = dp

z
+tfdq

2
.

If we form the differential equation of the geodesies on the

surface with respect to this system of coordinates, we shall

see that it is satisfied by the curves q = constant: these

curves are therefore geodesies.

248. We can throw this expression into another form

which will also be required in our investigation ;
take a new

set of parameters such that

dp + i\dq = fj.da and dpi\dq = vdft,

where i is the symbol for / 1
;
that is,

- is the integrating
1 ^

factor of dp + i\dq and - the corresponding factor for

dpi\dq ',
we now have

where h is some function of a and ft.

It is convenient to write x for a and y for ft so that

de2 = e^dxdy.

Suppose now that points on the surface admit the in-

finitesimal transformation

x'=x + t(x, y), y'=y + tr,(x,y),

which does not alter the length of arcs
;
that is, suppose that

a movable net can exist on the surface.

Since ds is to be unaltered we must have

+ ii)h = 0;

and therefore by equating the coefficients of dx2
, dxdy, dy

2

to zero we get

?l=o, ^ = o, ^ + ^ + (4-+ >U = o.
%x Zy %x ^y ^*x *y'

From these equations we conclude that is a function of

x only, and
77 a function of y only ;

and therefore, by taking
as parameters, instead of x, a suitable function of x, and,
instead of y, a suitable function of y, we may in the new
coordinates take and

77 each to be unity. In fact if =/()
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then from x'=x + tf(x),

we conclude that whatever <J> may be,

if then we take <f>'(x)f(x) to be unity, and $(x) as a new

parameter in place of x, will be unity.

Since we must now have with these parameters

*h ^- A
^ ~t~ -\-.

h must be a function of x y.

We can therefore, if the surface can have a movable net

drawn on it, so choose our surface coordinates that

where/ is some functional symbol ;
and we have

in the form d# =

where X2
is a function ofp only.

249. We now assume the surface to be such that we may

take d^ = d

Wh
isVZn (Son!*<&,

that the measure of curvature igAt and therefore the

Unes on the surface where the measure of curvature is con

Stt ^tneTost lenSafdisp.ace.nent
of the net on the

surface we now have 2 Sx2
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and therefore, since A does not contain y,

(1)^ = 0, (2)^ + ^=0, (3)^+^ = 0.
v ' ^x <>x dy t>y <>x

Eliminating rj
from the second and third of these equations

we get

Ari^ -IfJ ^!y
tyU2

Zy)
"

dzVA* da' 5

and therefore

From the first equation we see that is a function of y only.
First suppose that f is zero, then

and we get the possible displacement

x'=x, y>=y + t;

that is, a displacement along a line where the measure of

curvature is constant.

If is not zero, since

and is a function of y, and A. a function of x, each of these

equal expressions must be a mere constant.

Suppose that this constant is not zero, then

A -j-^
_ f -

)
= a2

.

dx* ^dx'

Solving this equation we get

A = rcosh (kx + e),

where e and k are constants
;
and this value of A gives the

measure of curvature constant everywhere on the surface, and
equal to k2

.

From

we get = A cosh </2ay + B sinh </2ay ;
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and from (2) and (3) we now have

n =- -- tanh (kx + e) (A sinh </2ay + B cosh V~2ay) + C,
a

where A, B, C are arbitrary constants.

If we take X -r-^ (-7-) to be negative and equal to a2
,

dx* ^ ax'

we should take X to be r cos (kx+ i),
and

= A cos \X2a7/ + sin */2ay,

n
_ Jl? tan (fee + e) (A sin </2ay-B cos </2cM/) + (7

;

66

the measure of curvature at any point of the surface is

then equal to k2 .

By properly choosing the initial line from which x is t

measured we may take e to be
^
when X becomes -

|
sin fee.

In particular when k is zero, that is, when the surface is

a developable,

r, =- (Asin V2ay-B cos
ax

In general, then,
we have three linear operators corresponding

to the three possible
infinitesimal displacements

of the

and for the case where X^ - ()' is negative and not zero

these operators are X^ X2 ,
X

3
where

X2
= sin V2ay~ + V2 - cot /ex (

We obtain by simple calculation
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The discussion of the case where A. -- -- is zero may

be left to the reader
;

it need only be stated that it cannot be

deduced from the results given by merely taking a to be zero.

The general result of this discussion is therefore to show
that, if a surface is not one over which the measure of

curvature is everywhere the same, at the most there can be
but one degree of freedom in the motion of the net ; and also

that no movement of the net is possible at all, unless the

surface is such that the perpendicular distance between any
two neighbouring lines, along each of which the measure of

curvature is constant, is the same at all points of the line.

On surfaces, however, with a constant measure of curvature

the net can move with three degrees of freedom
;
and the

movements of the net generate a group of the third order.

This group will contain a pair of permutable operators if the

surface is a developable.



CHAPTER XX

DIFFERENTIAL INVARIANTS

250. If we are given any function of z,xlt ...,xn we know
that there are n unconnected linear operators which will
annihilate the function

;
these operators form a group, though

not necessarily a finite group, with respect to which the given
function is invariant: and more generally, if we are givenm such functions of the variables /x , ...,/m , there will be

(n+1 m) unconnected operators forming a group, with

respect to which /15 ...,/TO will be invariants.

So too when we are given a linear partial differential

equation of the first order, or a complete system of such

equations, we have seen in Chapter VII how the system must
admit a complete system of linear operators generating a

group. If the system of equations is of the first order, but

not linear, then, though it will not generally admit any
group of point transformations, yet it will admit a group
of contact transformations. In particular cases the equations
when not linear may admit groups of point transformations ;

thus we found
( 33-35) that the equation

admitted the conformal group of three-dimensional space.

In general, differential equations of order above the first

do not admit point transformation groups, but some particular

equations do ;
thus

admits the projective group of the plane ;
the expression

for the radius of curvature admits the group of movements of

a rigid lamina in the plane. If we are given any differential
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expression or equation, we have seen in Chapter XIX how
to determine the infinitesimal point transformations which
it may admit; we have also considered examples of deter-

mining the transformations admitted by equations of the form

j (z, &i , ..., xn i dx^, ..., clxn)
= 0,

and we have seen how closely all these different problems
are connected with the idea of extended point groups. The
method common to the solution of these problems was that of

determining the group admitted by a given expression (or

equation) which expression is then an invariant of the group ;

that is, the invariant was given, and the group was then

to be found.

251. In this chapter we shall consider the converse

problem, viz. how, when the group is given, we are to obtain

the functions of z, 15 . .., xn , and the derivatives of z, which

preserve their form under all the operations of the group ;

in other words, we are to investigate how the differential

invariants of known groups are to be calculated. We
confine ourselves to the case where the group, is a finite

continuous one.

We have solved a part of the proposed problem in Chapter
VIII, where we showed, how to obtain the functions of

z, x^, ...,# which are invariant for a known group, and also

how to find all the equations which the group admits. Such

functions, or equations, may be considered as respectively
differential invariants of zero order or differential equations
of zero order

;
and we have seen that only intransitive groups

can have differential invariants of zero order, whilst im-

primitive groups must have an invariant system of differential

equations of the first order.

Suppose that we now wish to find all the differential

invariants of the kib order of a known group, that is, in-

variants involving derivatives of the kih order. We first

extend the operators of the group to the kih
order, when

we shall have the operators of a group in the variables

z, xl , ...,xn ,
and the derivatives of z up to the &th order

;
this

group has the same structure constants as the given group
in z,xlt . ..,xn .

We then apply the general method to this extended group,
and find its differential invariants of zero order, and these
will be differential invariants of the original group involving
the &* derivatives of z; that is, they will be what we have
called invariants of the &tb order.
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In exactly the same manner, we see how the problem
of finding the invariant differential equations of the kih order

of the given group is reduced to that of finding those of zero

order in a group where the variables are z, x: , ...,&, and the

derivatives of z up to the fc
th order.

252. Eommple. As a very simple example, let it be

required to find the differential invariants of the third order

for the group

cy+d

The linear operators of this group are

extended to the third order is

i + 1/0 7-1 ) < '

x-- Oy- d?/
2

oy 'oyz

where we denote the first three derivatives of y with respect

to x by 2/i) 2/2' 2/3 respectively.

If we let TJ successively take the values 1, y, y
z

,
we see that

the functions we require must be annihilated by the three

operators

2y,y 3T/2
2

-n i^

It follows that any function of x and -

-^-
a differential invariant of the required class.
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have the three annihilators

that is, it will not involve y, will be homogeneous and of zero

degree in 2/i>2/2>2/3>2/4>
an(i will be annihilated by the operator;

So also the invariant of the fifth order will not involve y,

will be homogeneous, and of zero degree in ylt ...,y5 ,
and

will have the annihilator

and so on, the new coefficient of the next highest partial

operator being derived from the last by differentiating it

totally with respect to x, and adding unity to the coefficient

f
2/i 2/5 obtained by such differentiation.

253. We shall now write down the extended operators of

the protective group of the plane

< & < &
* * * * *

(3) ojr +y?-- U>T-- 2ty,r-- 3^^-- ...;y /2 ^

-
(
4

2/i2/3 + 3
2/2

2

) -...,

the coefficient of r being obtained from that of -r

^2/4 ^2/3

by differentiating the latter totally with respect to , and

adding unity to the coefficient of yv y^ in the result, and so on
;
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all terms after the third being the same as in (5) ;

_...,

the coefficient of being formed by adding x2
yr to the

coefficient of
^
--

, differentiating the result totally with
f/T l

respect to x, and omitting the highest derivative in the result ;

the coefficients of the successive terms being derived from the

preceding ones as in (7), only that instead of adding xz

yr we
add xyyr

.

We could now find the invariant differential equations and
the differential invariants up to any assigned order of this

group, or of any of its sub-groups. Thus (1) and (2) form
a sub-group of which any function of the derivatives not

containing x or y is an invariant; (1), (2), (3), (4) form a

sub-group of which any function of the derivatives y\,y^'"
which is of zero degree and of zero weight will be an invariant ;

(1), (2), (5) is the group of movements in the plane with the

geometrically obvious invariants p, -^-> --$>
> where p is the

expression for the radius of curvature in Cartesian coordinates.

In order to obtain the differential invariants of a less

obvious group we take (1), (2), (3), (4), and (7) which is at

once seen to generate a sub-group. A differential invariant

of this sub-group must be a function of ylt y2 ,,.. of zero

degree and of zero weight ;
the only other condition which

this function has to satisfy is that of being annihilated by

It can be at once verified that the operator (9) annihilates

J4,/5 ,
7
65
/
7 , where

Y 2
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A= 3
2/22/4

~ 4
2/3".

7
5
= 9

2/2
2
2/5 + 4

2/3
3- 45

2/22/32/4'

^ =
7
7
=

Each of the equations 7
4
= 0, 7

5
= 0, ... is invariant under

the operations of this sub-group ;
and one of these, J5

= 0, is

invariant under all the operations of the general protective

group of the plane. This last result is obvious from the

geometrical fact that I5
= is the differential equation of the

conic given by the general equation of the second degree in

Cartesian coordinates. That y.2
= is an invariant equation

of the general projective group is also obvious geometrically.
The differential invariants of the sub-group (1), (2), (3), (4),

(7), as distinguished from the invariant differential equations
of the sub-group, are up to the 7 th order

72 / 72 ,,
2 r

5_
J
6 -*T Ml *

4

2 T 5
7

. 4J
4 2/2

What we have called invariant differential equations are

sometimes called differential invariants
;
in such a notation

our differential invariants are called absolute differential
invariants.

254. We now wish to find the differential invariant of

lowest order of the general protective group of the plane.
We anticipate

'

by counting the constants
'

that it will be
of the 7th order

;
for there are eight operators in the group,

and we do not therefore expect an invariant till these operators
are extended so as to be in nine variables, and thus the

derivatives of the 7th order will be involved. We shall find

that this anticipation will be verified.

From (1) and (2) of 253 we see that the invariant cannot
contain x or y; and from (5) and (6) of the same article

we know that it will not contain y1 ;
it must therefore be

a function of

J2 T /2
, and

,.* ^4 J
4

since an invariant of the group must clearly be an invariant
of any sub-group, and therefore of the sub-group (1), (2), (3),

(4), (7).
If we now extend all the operators to the 7 th order we shall

find that there are two additional operators to be added to
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(3), (4), and (9) of 253
;
and that the invariant, which is

a function of yz,...,yi of zero degree and of zero weight,
must be annihilated by these operators. These new operators

are, omitting the parts of these operators which are connected

with (3), (4), and (9), (we may do this since these parts will

necessarily annihilate the invariant),

(10) 62/2T

+ (1052/22/5 +1752/32/4) ,

**
2

* *

d

The linear operator
2/7

(12) 75 + ~(:/^)s~

(where f 1 denotes the total derivative of J
5
with respect

^ dx '

to x) is connected with (10) and (11) ;
and therefore we may

replace the annihilator (11) of the required invariant by the

annihilator (12).

Denoting the operators (10) andj!2) respectively by X and

F the invariant required is a function of

annihilated by X and F.

Now we easily verify that

and therefore X annihilates P and Q, where

If *|

and the invariant required will be that function of P and Q

which is annihilated by Y.

Now we may verify that

YP _ ll , YQ =^ (^)
-
yrtf* i

'

/I
'

/,
v *s/ If

JT

and also that 2/2 -r)-
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We then have

and therefore 7P2 Q is the invariant which we require ;

that is,

178/^-2107,' J,+ 63J6
2 + 35J

5'J4-2J5
J
7

~^T
(where J4 ,

J
5 ,
J
6 ,
7
7
are as defined in 253) is the differential

invariant of lowest order for the general protective group of

the plane.
From this invariant we can deduce the differential equation

satisfied by all cuspidal cubics. To obtain this equation we
reduce the cubic by a projective transformation to the form

y
l = X?, and we therefore have

If we now calculate for this cubic the values of J4 ,
1
5 ,
I
e ,
7

7 ,

and if we let /denote the numerator in (13), we have with
little labour

2 i.. 10 . JB +7 s. 3.. jr. = 0;

and, as this equation is invariant for any projective trans-

formation, it is zero for a cuspidal cubic, given by any equation
in Cartesian coordinates.

255. As an example in finding invariants of groups in

three-dimensional space, we might take the group of move-
ments of a rigid body, viz.

--- 5 ^-- ^-i
<>X dz ty c)

and we should thus obtain the invariant differential equation
of the first order

and two differential invariants of the second order, viz. the

expressions for the sum and product of the two principal radii
of curvature at any point of a surface.

Since, however, these results are obvious geometrically we
shall consider instead the invariants of the group

^>
,

d d d
,

d ,3 d
+ 2/T-' x- + z^- , x*^ + (x z ; + xz^~ j"
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these are the operators of the group of movements of a rigid

body in non-Euclidean space.

Taking as usual p, q, r, s, t to denote the first and second

derivatives of z with respect to x and y, the twice extended

f * * *
linear operator ^~ + i]^- + C^r* *

where (denoting by the suffixes 1, 2, 3 the partial derivatives

of
, r\,

or C with respect to #, 2/, 0, respectively)

<T = _p?

+P (^12-Q + 2 Oh -J - ^12

There are six sets of values of , T/,
viz.

(1) =1, ri
= 0, C=y,

(2)
=

as, ?
= 0, C = *

(3)
= a;

2
, TJ

= 2/-z, C= ai

(4) =0, rj=l, C= 5

(5) f=0, r,=y, (=z,

(6) f = xy-z, TJ
=

2/2 , C = 3f-

Forming by aid of the above formulae the corresponding

values of IT, K, p, o-, r, we get the six operators

d t ?>

^ ^ + 2/^ + ^ 5

d a ^ s
, ,

^
.

(
2
) 5S

+ *aJ^3f-T
+ f !
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(3) at + fa-e

-t(x-3q)

(4) + x + ;

^y ^z ip'

(6)

256. As we have six operators forming a complete system
in eight variables we expect two differential invariants of the

second order ; and could not have more, unless the six

operators are connected; and it is easily seen that they are

unconnected.

From (1) and (4) we see that the invariants must be
functions ofp y, qx,zxy, r, s, and t

;
we therefore write

Pp-y, Q = q-x, Z=z-xy.
The operator (2) now takes the form

and (5) the form

while (3) becomes

and we have a similar expression for (6).
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It is now convenient to denote P by p, Q by q, and Z by z ;

in this notation we see that the invariants are functions of

p, q, 0, r, s, t, annihilated by each of the four operators

* 1> d *

(a) q^-+z^ r sr +^ s*
l)q S0 c)r Si

S a J) .3
(/3) 7?c-+2; T- +r ^

--
*>7 J

VA
^X

^ip S0 c)r oi

(y) (2

(5)

which we denote respectively by i21} ii
2 ,
^

3 ,
and O4

.

We have

= 2q(z+pq), Qt

so that the equation 0+^g = is invariant (or in the original

notation z +pq=px + qy).

Also

and forming similar equations for ^2 and (pgr + 2) we see

that

2

!G
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we can therefore see that

rq* + tp
2
-2s(pq+2z)

is a differential invariant for the group.

It may be similarly proved that

rt-s*

is the other differential invariant of the group.
In the original notation, therefore, the invariants are

2/)
2 2s (2z+pqpx qy xy)

and

(z+pq px qy}% (z
-
xy}~*

rt-s2

(z +pq-px-qyf (z
-
xy)

,-2

257. These examples indicate that the only difficulty in

obtaining differential invariants of a given group is the

difficulty of finding the solutions of a given complete system
of equations.
We are often much helped by geometrical considerations ;

thus in the example just considered we knew that the group
was a projective one in ordinary three-dimensional space ;

and we knew that it transformed the quadric z = xy into

itself. If then from any point P on a surface S we draw the

tangent cone to this quadric it will meet the tangent plane at

P to the surface S in a pair of lines
;
these lines, together with

the inflexional tangents to S at P, will form a pencil of four

rays. The condition that the pencil should be harmonic is

unaltered by any projective transformation, and is, in the

notation here employed,

r(qxf +t(pyf28(2z+pqpxqy xy} = 0.

Similarly the condition that the surface S should be a

developable is unaltered by projective transformation, and
is rt ti

2 = 0.

It was by attending to these considerations that one was
enabled to simplify the solution of the given complete system.



CHAPTER XXI

THE GROUPS OF THE STRAIGHT LINE, AND THE
PRIMITIVE GROUPS OF THE PLANE

258. When we are given the structure constants of a

group we have seen how the types of groups with the required
structure are to be formed. If, instead of being given the

structure constants, we are merely given the order r of the

group required, we should have to find the sets of r'
A constants

which will satisfy the equations

where the suffixes i, k,j, m may have any values from 1 to r.

Two sets of constants c^ ft ,... and
c^,... satisfying these

equations would not be considered distinct structure sets if

they could be connected by the equation system

p = q = r

= 2* a
ip
a
kj

c
pqs '

where af , ... is a set of constants whose determinant

. a,

does not vanish, as we explained in Chapter V.

Suppose however that, instead of being given the
_

order

of the group, we are given the number of variables in the

operators of the groups, how are we to find all possible types

of groups in these variables? The method of finding the

structure constants is not now available ; for, when the number

of variables, n, is greater than unity, the order of the group, r,
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may have any value up to infinity. The problem suggested
has so far only been solved for the cases 71=1,91=2,71 = 3.

In this chapter it will be shown how the groups of the straight

line, and the primitive groups of the plane may be obtained.

259. A group Xlt ..., Xr ,
where

is transitive if it has n unconnected operators ;
that is, if not

all 7i-rowed determinants vanish identically in the matrix

fell' in

Crl ' r

Now let a^, . . ., a be a point of general position, that is. a point
whose coordinates do not make all n-rowed determinants

vanish in the matrix, and in the neighbourhood of which all

the functions ^-, ... are holomorphic. By transforming to

parallel axes through this point we may expand all the func-

tions y , . . .
,
in powers of

a?j,
. . ., xn ; and we then see that from

the r operators of the group a set of n independent ones.

say Xlt ..., Xn , can be selected such that

where w vanishes for
a-j
= 0, ..., xn = 0.

The other (r n) operators of the group Xn+l , ..., Xr may
be so chosen that for each of them

f -, when expanded, has no
term not beginning with powers of x

lt ...,xn ,
that is, no con-

stant term. These (r n) operators form a sub-group, the

group of the origin, characterized by the property of leaving
the origin at rest.

If in an operator

the lowest powers of #15 ...,# which occur when ls ..., are

expanded are of degree s, then we say that the operator is of
degree 8.

If we have a number of operators Tlt ..., Yq
each of degree

8, and if no operator dependent on these, that is, of the form
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where elt ...,eq
are constants, is of higher degree than s, we

say that they form a system of degree a. It is clear that we
cannot have more than n operators in a system of degree zero
nor more than n 2 in one of degree unity, and so on.

If then the operators Xn+l , ...,Xr do not form a system of
degree unity, we can deduce from them a number of operators
of the second degree; and proceeding similarly with these
latter we may be able to deduce a system of the third degree,
and so on.

We therefore see that the operators of a transitive group
may be arranged as follows : n operators forming a system of
zero degree, ml forming a system of the first degree, m2 a
system of the second degree, ...,ms

a system of 8th degree.
Since all of these operators are independent, and the group

is finite, s cannot exceed a finite limit, and we have

r =

If we form the alternant of two operators of degrees p and

q respectively, it can be at once verified that it cannot be of

degree lower than p + q 1. This principle is of great use in

determining the possible types of groups when n is fixed
;
we

shall now apply it to obtain the possible finite continuous

groups in a single variable, that is, the groups of the straight
line.

First, we notice that if a group contains no operator of

degree k, then it cannot contain one of degree (k+ 1) ;
for it

must have, if transitive, n operators of zero degree, and, by
forming the alternants of these with the operators of degree

(k+ 1), we must have operators of degree k.

260. We now consider the case where n is unity; we may
take the operators of such a group to be

where ^ contains x in degree i at the lowest ;
and in this

group there must be no operator of degree higher than s.

Suppose that s > 2
; then, forming the alternant of the

operators of degree s and (s-1) respectively, the group must

contain an operator of degree (2s 2), viz.

/v.2-2 __L t -
,

1x
~ l *x

which, since s > 2, would be an operator of degree higher than s;
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and, as this is impossible, we conclude that s cannot be greater
than two.

A group in a single variable cannot then contain more than

three independent operators.
A general principle, whatever may be the number of vari-

ables, is that all operators of the kth and higher degrees form
a sub-group. This is proved from the fact that any two such

operators have an alternant whose degree is at least (2k I),

and therefore not less than k, unless k is zero
;

if k is zero

the operators of the A;
th and higher degrees form the group

itself.

If from the operators X^...,Xr we form a new set of

operators, by adding to any operator of degree k any operator

dependent on the operators of degree not less than k, we shall

still have the operators of the group arranged in systems of

degree zero to s. Advantage of this principle may often be

taken to simplify the structure constants of a group.
Thus in the case of a single variable, suppose s = 2, and let

X
,
X

l ,
X2 be the three independent operators respectively of

degrees 0, 1, 2. From the group property we have

where a, b, c are constants.

Since (Xlt X2) is of the second degree, a and b must be

zero ; and, by comparing the coefficients of ;- on the two
c) CO

sides of the identity, we see that c is unity.

Similarly we see that

where e is some unknown constant.

To eliminate this constant, we take as the operators of the

group F ,
F

ls F2 where

and we have

(1) (F1? F2)
= F2 , (F ,

F2)=2F1 .

Suppose now that

(2) (79,7J = 7 + a71 + b7a ,

where a and b are some unknown constants : from Jacobi's

identity

lt F2), F ) + ((F2 ,
F ), Fj = 0,
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and therefore from (1) and (2)

aCPi.TJf.ft
so that a is zero.

We now take (/3 being an undetermined constant)

Z
Q
=

and have

and therefore, by taking 2/3 = 6, we see that the group has
three operators ZQ ,

Z
l}
Z

2 respectively of degrees 0, 1, 2, and of
the structure

By a change of the variable from x to x' we can reduce

^- + i^~ to the form , ; to do this we have -r- = r-

where ^ is of degree unity in x at least, and we may take x'

in the form x+f(x), where f(x) is a holomorphic function of

x, whose lowest term is of the second degree in x at least. In
the new variables therefore Z ,

Z
1}
Z

2
will still be of degrees

0, 1, 2 respectively, but will be identically zero.

Omitting accents from the variable we take Z to be ,r-
G X

Since
(

> x -
fr*t^r?)

= v~ '

we see that
2
must be a mere constant ;

it must therefore

be zero, since it was given to be at least of the second degree
in x. We may similarly deduce that

3
is zero; and therefore

the only group of the third order is

~dx ^x ^x

Similarly we may see that the only group of order 2 is of

the type ^ ^
-

3 x ;

and the only group of order unity is
^

261. Before applying this method to find the types of

groups in two variables, it will be convenient to consider how,
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by a linear transformation of the variables, the operator

(1) (a11 1 +...+a1B a;B)^-
+ ... + (anl x1 + ...+)

may be reduced to a simple form.

Let A! be any root of the equation

au A, a21 ,
. . anl

"t2

. ann-\

=

and let us find n quantities elt ...,en such that

anl e
i + + ann en *1 en-

These quantities will, unless all first minors of the deter-

minant vanish, be proportional to the first minors of any row.

We take as a variable to replace some one of the set xl , ...,xn ,

say x
1 ,

the expression y^ where

We then see that the operator (1) is of the same form in

the variables ylt x2 ,...,xn as it was in ic15 ,..,#, but the

constants a^ , . . . are replaced by a new set of constants

a'ij,...
characterized by the property

an = ^i 12
= ain

= 0-

By a linear transformation, then, the operator (1) can be

reduced to such a form that

ii
= A

ls
a12

= 0, ..., aln = 0.

We similarly see that, by introducing a new variable y2

where
y2
= e2 x2 +...+en xn ,

and e2 , ...,en are determined by

the operator can be still further reduced to a form in which,
in addition to the former simplification, we have
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Proceeding thus we see that the operator can by linear
transformation be reduced to the form

This operator may be still further simplified; suppose
and A

2 are unequal, and apply the transformation

2/3
= X3>"-,yn = Xn

which gives

* d d d d <> <>

^i~^/l ^2/2

*

^2"^' ''^n"^'
we then see that by a suitable choice of A, without otherwise

altering the form of (2), we can make the new 21 to be zero,

when we express the operator (2) in terms of the new variables.

Similarly, having caused a21 to disappear^ by a transforma-

tion of the form

we could cause a31 also to disappear from the new form of the

operator ;
and proceeding thus, so long as none of the co-

efficients A
2 , ...,An are equal to A

l5 we could cause a41 , ...,anl

to disappear.
In exactly the same manner, by properly choosing the trans-

formations, we could cause all the coefficients
a^,

... to dis-

appear so long as none of the quantities A
15 ...,An are equal ;

that is, if the determinant has no equal roots, the canonical

form of the linear operator is

262. The general method of obtaining a canonical form

for the case of equal roots will be sufficiently explained by

considering the case where X
l
= A

2
= A

3
= A4 ,

and no other root

is equal to Aj.

First consider the coefficient of ; by the transformation

y1
=

!,.. >, 2/n
= *

we can by a suitable choice of A cause 54
to disappear ;

and

by a similar transformation we can cause aK ,
a52 , <% also to

disappear.
CAMPBELL
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It is thus seen that the operator may by a linear trans-

formation be brought to such a form that
a-j,

x
2 ,
x
z ,
#4 only

appear in the first four terms.

These terms take the form

- + X

422 4sz

Now by any linear transformation in xlt
x
2 ,
x3t x the part

is unaltered
;

if a21 is not zero by a transformation of the form

we can eliminate the new 41 ;
we may then by a trans-

formation

2/1
=

^1. 2/2
= al

2 2/3= 3 + XaJ2 5 2/4= ^4

eliminate 31 ;
and then, if a32 is not zero, we may eliminate

<% ;
while if a

32
is zero by a transformation

2/l
=

l> 2/2
=

2 + ^^3 2/3
=

*3> 2/4=^4

we may eliminate a^.
If a21 is zero, but not a^, we take

2/1
=

^l* 2/2
= a32 ^2 + tt31

X
l 2/3

==
"^S' 2/4

=
^4'

and thus eliminate a31 ;
if a21 and 032 are both zero, but not

#43, we take

2/1
=

1 2/2
= Z2 > 2/3

=
41 1 + 42 *2 + ^43 ^3' 2/4

= *4

and thus eliminate 41 and 42 . Finally if a
2l ,

a32 ,
and a^ are

all zero, we can similarly eliminate a41
. Summing up we see

that the first four terms may be reduced to the form

where gj, e
2 , 63 are symbols for constants; and it is easily

seen that, by further simple transformations, we may reduce
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these constants to such forms that any one, which is not zero,
is unity.

Similar expressions could be obtained for the other parts of
the operator ;

and we thus see how, in any given number
of variables, to write down all possible types of such

operators.
We know of course that any linear operator can be reduced

to the type ;
but such reduction is not effected by a linear

O fl&

transformation, and just now we are only considering how to

obtain types by linear transformation
;
that is, types con-

jugate within the general linear homogeneous group.

263. We now enumerate the types of linear homogeneous
groups of order one in two variables x, y ;

we write p for

and a for ? and e for an arbitrary constant :

^x <)y

(1) e(xp + yq)+xp-yq, (2) xp + yq + xq,

(3) xp + yq, (4) osp-yq, (5) xq.

We shall now find all possible types of linear groups of the

third order.

First we find all the groups containing the operator

(3) xp + yq; by a linear transformation every operator of

the group we seek can be reduced to one of the above five

forms (though the same transformation will not necessarily

bring two operators of the group simultaneously to these

normal forms) ;
and a linear transformation cannot alter the

form of (3).

Since we only require two operators to complete the group

of the third order which contains (3) ; and, since these must

be independent of (3), one of the operators may be taken to

be of the form (4) or (5).

Suppose it is of the form (4), the remaining operator c

group must be of the form

a (xp + yq) + b (xp-yq) +cxq + dyp,

where a, b, c, d are constants ;
as we only require the part

independent of (3) and (4), we may take a and 6 to be zero.

Form the alternant of (4) with

cxq + dyp,

and we shall see that cxq-dyp

is an operator within the group. As the group is to be of the

Z 2
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third order, and to contain (3) and (4) ; and, as we now see

that cxq and dyp are operators of the group, we must have,
either d zero when the group is

(6) xp-yq, xp + yq, xq;

or c zero, when we get a group of the same type ;
that is,

a group transformable into (6) by a linear transformation.

If we had assumed that the second operator was of the

form (5) we should have been led to the same group (6).

We must now find the linear groups of the third order

which do not contain the operator (3).

Suppose that one operator of our group is of the type (5) ;

and let a second operator be

a(xp + yq) + b (xp
-

yq) + cyp<

Forming the alternant with xq we see that the group will

contain
c(xp-yq);

first we suppose that c is zero
;
and we take the third operator

of the group to be

(7) a
i (xp + yq) + b

l (xp-yq) + c
1 yp,

where 15
b
lt c

l
are constants.

Now
<?j

cannot be zero, for, if it were,

and

would be two independent operators of the group ;
and there-

fore xp+ yq would be an operator of the group, which is

contrary to our hypothesis.

Forming the alternant of (7) and (5) we see that the group
will contain

c^xp-yq),

'

and therefore the group which contains (5), and does not
contain (3), must contain (4).
We therefore take the third operator of this group to be

and forming the alternant with (4) we see that the group
must contain yp, and we thus have the group

(8) xq, yp, xp-yq.
We obtain the same group by supposing the first operator

to be of the type (4).
We have now only to find any possible group of the third

order which does not contain any operator of the types (3),

(4), or (5).
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is f the ^Pe <2 ) '>
we then

a

and the third

and we may clearly suppose that either c or c, is zero; saywe take c to be zero, if we now form the alternant of

b(xp-yq)
with (2), we shall get an operator of the type (5), which is

contrary to our hypothesis.
The group cannot therefore contain an operator of the type

(2) ;
and we see similarly that it cannot contain one of the

type (1).

The only groups of the third order are therefore

scq, xp-yq, xp + yq,

and xq, xp-yq, yp.

It may be shown in a similar manner that the only groups
of the second order are

e(xp + yq) + xp-yq, xq;

xp-yq, xp + yq;

xq, xp + yq.

We have now found all possible sub-groups of the general
linear group in x, y ;

we might have obtained these directly

by the method explained in Chapter XIII.

264. It is now necessary to examine the groups which
we have found

;
and to see, with respect to each of them,

whether there is any linear equation

=

admitting all the transformations of the group.
It may be at once verified that the group

xq, xp-yq, xp + yq

is admitted by the equation x =
;
that is, by any trans-

formation of this group, points on the line x = are trans-

formed so as still to remain on the line x = 0.

It may similarly be proved by successively examining these

groups that, for each group, at least one linear equation can

be found to admit the transformations of that group, unless

the group is either
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(1) the general linear group,

xq, yp, ocp-yq, xp + yq,

or (2) the special linear group,

xq, yp, xp-yq.

265. We now proceed to determine the types of primitive

groups of the plane.
If a group is imprimitive it must have at least one in-

variant equation of the form

We express this condition geometrically by saying that

an infinity of curves can be drawn on the plane ;
and that by

the operations of the imprimitive group these curves are only
interchanged inter se

; any set of points, lying on one of the

curves of the system, being transformed so as to be a set,

lying on some other curve of the system.
If then we take a point of general position the group of

the point, that is, the transformations of the imprimitive group
which keep that point at rest, cannot alter the curve of the

system which passes through the point ;
and in particular

the direction of the curve at the point is not altered.

We take the origin to be a point of general position ;
then

the lowest terms in the group of the origin are of the first

degree ; suppose P is the origin, and PT the tangent to any
curve which passes through P; by the operations of the

group of the origin this curve will be transformed into a

system of curves all passing through P ;
and the directions

of the tangents at P to these curves are what the direction

PT has been transformed into by the operations of the group
of the origin.
Now the only terms in the group which are effective in

this transformation of the linear elements through P are the
lowest terms

;
that is, the linear elements at P are trans-

formed by a linear group.

We obtain this same result analytically as follows :

^ * *
let +7?

^>x <>y

be any operator of the group of the origin, so that and TJ,

the terms of lowest degree in x, y, are at least of the first
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degree; and let us extend the operator (denoting by p the

quantity
-^

j
so as to get

-f
where the suffix 1 denotes partial differentiation with respectto x, and the suffix 2 partial differentiation with respect toyWe are only concerned to know how the p of any line
through the ongm is transformed

; this we know through
the operator

vv
*p

where after the partial differentiations have been carried out
we are to take x = 0, y = ;

we therefore need only consider
those parts of and

TJ which are linear in x, y.Now if the group is imprimitive at least one value of p can
be found which is invariant for the group of the origin ; but
if the group is primitive no such value can be found. If
therefore the group is primitive the operators in it of the
first degree, according to the classification explained in 259,
must either be of the form

where the terms not written down but indicated by + . . . are
of higher degree in the variables than those which are written
down

;
or else they must be of the form

for, by 264, all other forms for the group of the origin would
leave invariant at least one linear element through the origin.

266. Suppose that the operators of the first degree are

of the form (1); it will now be proved that there cannot be

any operator of degree three, and therefore not any of higher

degree.

Suppose that there could exist in the group the operator
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where the terms not written down are of higher degree than

those written down
;
form its alternant with

when we shall see that the group must contain

(2) 3*2,^-^+....

Forming the alternant of (1) and (2) we get

(3) ^+...,
and forming the alternant of (2) and (3) we get

and so on ad infinitum ;
so that the group would not be

finite as all of these operators are independent.

We can now prove that there can be no operator

where and 77 are of the third degree ; forming the alternant

of (4) with y
- h . . . we get
V **/

N

Forming the alternant of this again with y ^
h . . .

,
and so

on, we get successively

Now 77m is a constant, and it must be zero, else would the

group have an operator
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and therefore -r\
must contain y as a factor

; similarly we see

that must contain x as a factor.

We must now try whether there can be an operator of the

form

(5) ^4 +2/T)^ + -

where and TJ
are of the second degree ; forming the alternant

with y^ +... we have
9

<)x

(6) (2/^i + 2/(-'?))^+2/
2

^+...-

Now the coefficient of r- , being of the third degree, must
v CO

be divisible by x\ and therefore -TJ must be divisible by x\

by symmetry it must be divisible by y, so that

-7) = axy,

where a is a constant.

The result at which we have arrived is that in any operator

of the third degree
S ^^ +T? ^ + -'

t^x -r,^y is divisible by xy. Applying this theorem to (6),

and writing r, + axy for we see that a is zero, so that and

77
a

We
6

then have to try whether the group can contain an

operator of the form
~

vz

the operators
of sero degree

+..., and
A + ..., we obtain the two operators

and forming the alternant of these two we have
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This operator being of the third degree, must be such that

= zfi-
x y

''

and, being of the second degree, we must therefore have

2
= Tex, & = -ky,

where k is a constant.

Now ^-
= :r- 2

c>2/ &#

and therefore A; must be zero ; so that being of the second

degree and ^ and 2 both zero, must vanish identically.
We have therefore proved the theorem we enunciated, viz. that

no operator of degree three can exist in the group.

267. We have now to find the possible forms of operators
of the second degree ;

let such an operator be

(1) tc**Et-~-1)X cy

First we could prove as before that the hypothesis of an

operator of the form ^

2/V +' ^x

existing in the group would involve the non-finiteness of

the group.

Form successive alternants of (l) with 11 r K..; and we
get

**

and therefore, since we must have r]n zero, we see that rj

contains y as a factor. Similarly we see that contains x as
a factor

; and we need only consider operators of the form

where and ?/ are of the first degree.

Form the alternant of (2) with y- h..., and we shall see
viC

that
r\

is divisible by x, and therefore by symmetry it is

also divisible by y ; but f- rj is of the first degree, and there-
fore must vanish identically.
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The only possible operators of the second degree are

therefore

where is of degree unity.

So far the reasoning has only involved the existence of two

of the operators of the first degree, viz.

(7)
^+...

and
3^+...,

and it therefore applies equally to either class (1) or class (2)

of the primitive groups.
We now assume that the group is of the first class and

so has no operator of the form

and we shall see that must be zero.

Forming the alternants of

With ^+., *nd+..,
Ix *?

we have in the group the operators

&(*&*$. ***-*'"'
(9) ,3 ''.

6 ( 5 *>? +f
y

"'

Since f is linear and equal, Bay, to ax+ by, the existence

of (9) and (7)
involves the existence of (8), unless a

rimitive group of the first class can then only have the

five operators

^-r, + --
^;'>^*- ^-^

+-

268 We shall now for brevity denote by P the operator

- + ..., by Q the operator
.A + .... and by B the operator
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P, Q, R is the group of the origin, and we have

(P,J2)=2P, (Q,R)=-2Q, (P,Q)=-R.

Also, since P, Q, R form with + ... and + ... the
'. ,f ^x ^y

group itsell,

...,

where a1}
61S c15 a.2 ,b2 ,

c
2
are unknown constants.

If we now take as two operators of the group X and F
where

we get

and, similarly,

We now choose the undetermined constants a
lt /315 y15

2> ^2 , y2 so 8^ to make

(1) (F5 P) = Z and

We next suppose (a2 ,62 ,... denoting unknown constants)
that

for obviously (F, Q) does not involve X, Y, when we express
it in terms of X, F, P, Q, R, a set of five independent operators
of the group which is of order five. Similarly we take

We now apply Jacobi's identities to eliminate as far as

possible these unknown structure constants of the group.
From

(Q, (F, P)) + (P, (Q, F)) + (F, (P, Q)) = 0,

(Q, (X, P)) + (P, (Q, X)) + (X, (P, Q)) = 0,
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and from (1) we now have

and from

(R, (7, P)) + (P, (R, Y)) + (Y, (P, R)\ = o,we deduce

that is, 2c
1Q~a1R + 2b

2
P = 0,

which, since the operators are independent,

gives Cl
= a

2
= b

2
= 0.

Similarly we see that c
2
= a

x
= b

:
=

;

and we have now proved that

(Y,Q) = o, (X,P) = o, (Y,R) = Y, (X,R) = X.
In order to complete the structure of the group, we have

now only to express the alternant (X, Y) in terms of X, Y, P,
Q, R ; suppose that

(X, Y) = aX + bY+cP + dQ + eR;
from

(P, (X, Y)) + (Y, (P, X)) + (X, (Y, P)) =
we deduce that bX + dR 2 eP = 0,

and therefore b = d = e = 0.

Similarly we see that a and c are both zero, and the group
has therefore the same structure as the group

* d ^ *
'

* D
(2) , , y^> x^ , x^ y^'

?>x t>7/

*
<>x <)y <>x 3y

The group (2) and the required group are then simply
isomorphic, and the sub-groups of the origin correspond, so

that
( 133) the groups are similar. The only primitive group

of the plane of the first class is therefore of the type (2) ;
that

is, the type is that of the special linear group whose finite

equations are

x'= ax + by + e, y'=cx + dy +f,

where ad be is equal to unity.

269. We now have to consider the possible primitive

groups of the second class, when the group of the origin

contains
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We have seen that the only operators of the second degree

are of the form

where is a linear function
; forming the alternant of this

withv +..., we get
oX

where ^ is a constant.

Similarly we see that the group must contain

Unless then both x and 2
are zero, that is, unless the

group contains no operator of the second degree it will contain

Similarly it will contain

If the group contains no operator of the second degree
it may be proved as before that it is of the type of the general
linear groupdddddddd

r > :r > X^r- > V > X ^ +'Vr ' Xir V r
^>x ^y <)y

y
l>x ?>x

9
ty ^x y

ty

If it does contain an operator of the second degree the group
contains the eight operators

270. Let us denote these operators respectively by

(1) X
t F, P, Q, R, U, F, F.

We have at once (U, V) = F,
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since the alternant (U, V) being of the second degree cannot
involve X, Y, P, Q, or R.

So also (U, W) = W, and (U,P) = aV+ bW,
where a and b are unknown constants

;
and if we take instead

of P the operator P-aV-bW, we shall have

(U,P-aV-bW) = 0.

Since the lowest terms in P-aV-bW&re the same as in
P, we may suppose that the operators (1) are such that (U, P)
is zero; similarly we may suppose that (U, Q) and (u',R)Q Vtl rTf\-**r\are zero.

We have

(U,X) = -

which, by taking a new X with the same initial terms as the

original X, is reduced to

(U,X)=-X;
and similarly (U, 7) = - 7.

Now by a change of coordinates we can transform any
linear operator into any other

;
and in particular we can

transform
* *

L /
*

/
*x+y+... into o/r-

, +2/'r-7
^>x

*
^y ^x '

^y'

by the transformation formulae

where and
77
are functions of x and y, which, when expanded

in power series, begin with terms of the second degree at least.

If then we apply this transformation formula the lowest

terms in X, Y, P, Q, R, V, W will not be altered in form, U

will become x^ \-y^> and the structure constants will of
ta;

*
^y

course be unaltered.

It will now be proved that

3
= x -
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Take for instance

V = x* + xy~ + (">^ + r,(
3>~ + f(*>

A + ,W-i + ...,
da; <>?/ ^ ^2/ ^ ty

where w denotes a homogeneous function of degree &.

We have

and, as (Z7, F) is equal to F, we must have

identically zero
;
that is, ^3)

, rjW, ^\ r{^\ . . . are all zero, and

F is merely a;
2 -

h %y ^9

Similarly for any other operator ;
so that this primitive

group is of the type

that is, of the type of the projective group of the plane.
There are therefore only three types of primitive groups in

the plane, viz.
(1^

the special linear group ; (2) the general
linear group ; (3) the general projective group.



CHAPTER XXII

THE IMPRIMITIVE GROUPS OF THE PLANE

271. We shall now sketch the methods by which the

imprimitive groups of the plane may be obtained.
The group being imprimitive, the plane can have an infinity

of curves drawn upon it, such that by any operation of the

group these curves are only transformed inter se.

We therefore choose our coordinates so that these curves
will be given by x = constant, and then the linear operators
of the imprimitive groups must be of the form

where is a function of x alone.

If the operators of the group are now X
l ,...,Xr where

then it is clear that A
, ..., .bl

<)
r
l>x

must generate a group ; and, this being a group in a single
variable only, we can, by a change of coordinates (which

merely consists in taking as the new variable x' a certain

function of the old variable x) reduce & to be of the form

ajf + bfrX + CfrX
2 where ak ,

bk ,
ck are mere constants. By

a change of coordinates the operators of an imprimitive group
can therefore be reduced to the form

It then follows that imprimitive groups of the plane can be

divided into four classes: the first class will only contain

operators in which ak ,
bk ,

and ck are zero, that is, they will

all be of the form ni.r: the second class will contain one

\ ?V d

operator + ,
, while all others will be of the form r)k ;

c
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the third will contain the two operators

with others of the form ??t ; the fourth class will have
dy

Z d d S 3 d
+ TK > X + ?]o X - + 7/o

with others of the form r?/,

y
When we have found all possible forms of groups of one

class, in order to find the forms of groups in the class next in

order, we take one of these groups, and add to it the operator
which differentiates the higher from the lower class. Applying
the conditions for a group, we thus find the form of the operator
we have added, and the additional conditions necessary (if any),
in order that the group of lower class may thus generate one
of higher class

;
this principle will be sufficiently illustrated

in what follows.

272. We have first to find the groups of the form

Since x now occurs merely as a parameter we can, by a trans-

formation of the form

reduce each of these operators to the form

where ak , /3fe , yk are functions of the parameter x only ;
this

theorem follows from what we proved as to groups in a single
variable.

It may be at once verified that by a transformation of the

form

where a, , y, 8 are functions of x only, any operator
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is unaltered in form, the functions a
fc , /3 fc , y ft being trans-

formed into other functions of x. The operators of the group
are therefore unaltered in form by any transformation of the

given type.

Suppose that for every set of constants A
ls ...,\r the quad-

ratic function of y

is a perfect square ;
we may then assume that

TUc
= ak(ay + Py> (fc

= l,...,

and therefore, if we take

ay + p

we may reduce the operators of the group to such a form that

y does not occur explicitly in the group at all.

The first type of group that we find in this class is there-

fore of the form

Since all the operators are permutable, this group is an

Abelian one.

273. "We next consider the case where the operators are

all of the form

that is, the case where all the functions yv ..., yr are zero ;

we cannot at the same time have all the functions &>.
zero, for then this type of group would reduce to t

iust considered. , ., *ran9.J

Suppose therefore that ft is not zero and apply
J

as

formation /= a
1 + ft2/, which will enable us to take one

the operators of the required group to I

Forming the alternant of this with (,+ 0s)ty
we find

that
osft^-

is an operator
of the group.

Now if all the

functions !2 ,...,a are

A a a
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a 8, and B-, y we find that a9 B,
2

is an operator of the
l

*y
v
*y *y * *

group. Similarly we should see that a
2 8-^ ; > a2 /3X

4 r >

are all operators of the group ;
and therefore, if the group

is to be finite, we must assume /3j to be a mere constant, and
we may take this constant to be unity.
We may similarly show that all the functions /32 , ..., 8r are

mere constants ;
and we thus get the second type of groups

in the first class to be

(2) *,()!, .... *_,<)!, J,l.

274. We now pass to the case where there is at least one
function 04 + /3X y + yx y

2 which is not a perfect square and in

which yj is not zero.

Let a
1 + a

1 y+n y
2 =y1 (y-a)(y-8) )

nj _. *

and apply the transformation y'=- * which gives
O i

We therefore again assume that the group contains an

operator fay ; and, if we are not to obtain the type (2;

over again, there must be at least one other operator

(a2 + /32 2/ + y2 2/

2
)

in which y2 is not zero.

By a transformation /= yz y we may simplify the discus-
sion by having only to consider the case where y2 is unity.

Forming the alternant of (a2 + 8
2 y + y

2
) and

/3j y_ ,

> ^y ^y
we find that (/31 2/

2 -a2 ^31) is an operator of the required

group. Forming the alternant of this again with ^y ,

and so proceeding, we get
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stant, which we may take to be imif.v

The group now contains

(V ~~ az)^~ and
y

and therefore f and
2^ ;

forming the alternant

two we see that it contains a2y^
, SO that

2 is a constant.

The group contains (a2 + 2 y + y
*
}

^,
and therefore &]SQ

PMty'
so that /32 is also a mere constant.

f
(a3 + P3y + y3y

2

)^-
is any other operator we find, by

taking its alternant with y~, that the group will contain

<*
,

, . J)

^ and
7

and therefore 03 , y32/
2

^-,
and therefore also P3y~; and

we see as before that et3 , 3 , y3 must be mere constants.
If a

2 , ..., ar are all zero the group will therefore be of the
tyPe 1 A

which is but a particular case of (2) ;
but if they are not all

zero the group will contain the three independent operators

and no others.

We have now found that all groups in the first class must
be of the types (1), (2), or (3).

275. Passing to groups of the second class, and first

taking (1) of 272, we have to find the conditions necessary
in order that

FJx) , ..., Fr (x) , ^-+rj^-IV
/^>

T\ 1
^y ^y. ^y

may generate a group of order (r+ 1).

If all the functions F^..., Fr vanish identically we can
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reduce -
\- n to the

<)x <)y

and thus obtain the type

reduce -
\- n to the form by a change of coordinates,

J
If they are not all zero we form the alternant of -

t-ri ^~
^

x y
and F

l (x) ^ and thus see that the group contains

x
TJT ^
- F,-^- must now be dependent on F,, ..., Fr) and there-

do?
J

c)1/

fore ^ is a function of x alone.

"Jf

We then take rj
to be of the form ay + 13, where a and j3 are

functions of x ;
and it may easily be verified that by a trans-

formation of the form

x'=x, y'=y<t>(x)+f(x),

we may reduce -
l-r) to the form r > without essentially

c>x Zy ^x

altering the form of the group

(i) *(), ....^M^-
We have therefore first of all to see what forms these

functions F-,
t ... t

Fr must have in order that (1) and -

<>x

may generate a group of order r+1.

276. We now make a short digression in order to consider

a principle of which much use may be made in the investiga-
tion of possible types of finite groups.

If X is any linear operator of the group which we seek,
we can by a change of coordinates reduce it to the form

;
if then any other operator of the group is

we see, by taking its alternant with > that
oX

d d drj S df d
+ - --

1

--* --1-.'
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is an operator of the group ;
so also must every linear

operator of the form

belong to the group.
Now the group being finite only a certain number ot thest

operators can be independent ;
and therefore there must be

some operator of the form

(where a15 ..., a
fe

are constants, depending on the structure

constants of the group, and m19 ..., m fe
are positive integers)

which will have the property of annihilating each <

functions 17,
....

It follows that

where a- denotes a function of the variables not con-

laining ^iand that we shall have similar expressions
for

"since (^-o1)^+(^-i)^ + (^)4 + -

is an operator within the group, which will not contain * in

a higher power than K-2) in the coefficient of *>, and

Operators in which

f= e
ai* (c-^ + 2 c

and so on, where the letters a^.0... .all denote functi

not containing x.
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In addition to these there will be the similar sets of

operators corresponding to the roots a2 , ..., a
fc ;

and every
possible linear operator of the group will be dependent on
the operators here enumerated.

277. Applying this principle to the problem before us,

viz. the determination of the forms of Flt ..., Fr
in order that

FM^.^F^x)^-. i-
<>y <>*/ <>x

may be the operators of a finite group, we see that the functions

denoted by a^ ,
6
a ,

c
z ,

. . . are now mere constants
;
and that the

group must therefore be of the form

278. We have now to find what groups in the second
class may be generated from

by adding the operator
-

\- *) y-

Forming the alternant of FJx) ^- and -
\- n , we see that

'

is an operator of the group ; and therefore

(A) "i () 5 ^
- = cy + 2,,

where clt ...,cr ,
and c are absolute constants.

Similarly, by forming the alternant of y ^

<>y

we see that 6, blt ...,br being a set of constants

From (A) we see that
77 is of the form a + (3y + yy

z
,
where
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a, /3, y are functions of x only; and irom (B) we see, on

substituting this value for rj, that y is zero, and

a =-2 6^(3).

Now without loss of generality we can add to ; + rj

any operator dependent on V

and we may therefore suppose that the form of rj is so chosen

that both a and y are zero.

By a transformation of the form

x'=x, y'=y$(x}

we may, without essentially altering the form of the other

operators of the group, so choose the unknown function
<J> (x)

* * S
that r h/32/r may become r 7;

<>x ^y ox

and we may thus reduce the group to one of the type

279. The only type of group in this class remaining to be

examined is

2 ,

> y* y **

^-Forming the alternant -, +77^-)
we see that, there

being only four operators in the group,

^L = a + 2by+3cy*,
*y

where a, b, c are mere constants ;
and therefore

r
1
=

<t>(x) + ay + by
2 + cf.

d a 3
-i

Forming the alternants of +TJ ^ with y ^ a d
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respectively, we see that <$>(x) must be a mere constant, and

c must be zero ;
so that the group reduces to the type

280. In the third class the groups must contain two

operators of the forms + TI, and x- h7j2 r ;
and clearly

<>x i>y <>x cy
in any group of this class there must be a sub-group con-

d d

taining all the operators of the group except x -
I- rj2

We therefore begin by trying whether from the group

^_ j
*1 (&= 1,2,3,...),

we can generate a new group of order one higher, by adding

an operator of the form x -
I- TJ

-^ *y *

Forming the alternant of the new operator with we see

^
that is a function of x only ;

and forming its alternant with
uOC ..

any other operator of the group we see that is a function
O

of x only ; and therefore we take

T;
= cy + <j)(x)

where c is a mere constant.

If we substitute this value of-ninx---I-TJ
- and form the

3
*x *f

alternant with xmk
~ l eakX we shall find that the group

y
?>

must contain ajc x
mk ff

l
''
x

-; and, as xmk~ 1 is given to be the
t7

highest power of x in the coefficient of eakX
, we conclude that

aj. must be zero.

The group must therefore be of the form

a j> a 21 2> _ . j
c J CCr--HTJ--J j iC r

, ...,iC
r- 1

T- ,

where
77
= cy +2 Ci a3t + constant

;
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and without loss of generality we may say that

TJ
= cy + c

r
xr .

If c is not equal to r, apply the transformation

/ / C r *K>

x = x, y =y+ - -
,

c r

when the group takes the simple form

d * * * a . d

(8) ^-, x + cy , , x~ , ...,x
r~ l

v '
do; das $y <>y <>y <>y

If c is equal to r it is easily seen that by a transformation

of coordinates we may take cr to be unity, and thus obtain

the type

281. We should next have to try what groups of the form

. ^-^. ^ +^] J

(Jb= 1,2,3,...)

can exist ;
and in much the same way we should see that we

may take ?j
to be cxy when c is a constant. If we then apply

the transformation

x'=x, y'=e~
cx

y,

- becomes '' "

a, A + A becomes a*^, whilst the other operators are not

?>x '*y **

essentially altered in form. If we now apply the same

r asonfng to this type as we applied to
^e

last, we shaU see

that a k must be zero, and that the group takes the f

where r > 0.

The other types of group in this class can similarly
1

found ; they are
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282. Passing to types of groups in the fourth class we
must take each group from the third class, and see whether
we can generate a group of the fourth class by adding to

it some operator of the form x2 -
I-TJ .

Thus it may easily be shown that from

x ,...,x
r~*3 j x- \-(ry + x

r
) , where r>0,

a group of the required class cannot be generated. On the

other hand, the group

will lead to two types of group of the fourth class ; viz.

(14) P, aJL of- 1
, , 2x+(r-l) , x2 +(r-l)x

where r is greater than zero
;
and

/15\ \v 2
**

i

The other types of groups in this class are

(16) , x
, ...,x

r-l
> 2/r-j r- x x2

+(r l)xy 1, (r>0);
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(20)

The methods by which these groups of the fourth class

are found does not differ essentially from the methods by
which the groups of lower class were found.

283. Every imprimitive group of the plane must belong
to one of the types enumerated, but these types are not all

mutually exclusive ;
thus the group

in the first class is similar to the group of the fourth class

In order to divide the imprimitive groups into mutually
exclusive types we examine each of the groups we have found
as regards their invariant curve systems. For all the groups
the system x = constant is an invariant system, but some of the

groups have other invariant curve systems.
We first consider the type (1) and suppose that r is greater

than unity ;
we may then by a transformation of coordinates

of the form

simplify the type so as to be able to assume that two operators

of the group are and x
*y ^y

Suppose that for this group / (#, y) = constant is an in-

variant curve system ;
we must then have

f(x, y} = some function off(x,y).
O

If this function vanishes identically/ (x, y) is a mere function

of x, and therefore only gives the known invariant system,
x constant. If, however, the function does not vanish iden-

tically the curve systemf (x, y} = constant can be thrown into

such a form that ^- is unity, and therefore
*y

y +f (x)
= constant

is an invariant curve system for the group. Applying the
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operator x of the group we must then have
*7

x^-(y +/(#))
= some function of (y +f(x)) ;

and as this is impossible we conclude that, if r is greater than

unity, (1) cannot have any other invariant curve system than

x = constant.

If, however, r is equal to unity, the group is of the type

;
and admits the oo curves y = f (x) as invariant systems,

y

where / is an arbitrary functional symbol.
We next can prove that if the type (2) is of order two.

it may be thrown into the form

and for this group there are two invariant systems, viz.

x constant, and y = constant. If the group is of order

greater than two the only invariant system is x = constant.

It will be found that for type (3) there are the invariant

systems x = constant, and y = constant.

The type (4) is similar to type (1), when the latter is of

order unity.
If the type (5) is of order greater than two, the only

invariant system is x = constant. If the group is of order

two it can be reduced to one or other of the forms

d d d S d

^j r-j or , a +2/ ;

dy dx <)y do? <>y

and for either of these groups there is an infinity of invariant
curve systems, viz.

ax + by = constant,

where a and b are arbitrary constants.

The type (6), if the order is three, can be thrown into

the form

with the invariant systems x = constant, y = constant
;
if the

order is above the third the only invariant system is x = con-
stant.
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The type (7) has the invariant systems x constant.

y = constant.

The type (8), if r>l, has only the invariant system
x = constant. If, however, r = 1

, the type is

a d e> S
r > r Xr~ +cy :

dee Zy ^x
<*y

and, since the group contains r and , the invariant curve
%x ^y

system must be of the form

ax + by = constant
;

if c is equal to unity this system is admitted
;
but if it is not,

the only systems admitted are x = constant and y = constant.

The group (9) has only the invariant system x = constant.

The group (10) has only the invariant system x = constant,

if r > 1
; but, if r = 1

,
it has x = constant, y = constant.

The group (11) has the invariant systems x = constant,

y = constant.

The group (12) is similar to one of the cases of (5), viz.

the case when (5) can be thrown into the form

The group (13) is similar to (2), when (2) is of the second

order.

The group (14), when r > 1, has only the invariant system
x = constant

;
when r = 1, it is

, , > C->
t>2/

do; <)# ox

and is similar to (7).

The group (15) has only the invariant system x = constant.

The group (16), when r > 1, has only the invariant system

x = constant ;
when r = 1 it is similar to (11).

The group (17) has the invariant systems x constant.

y = constant.

The group (18) is similar to

and has the invariant systems x = constant, y = constant.
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The group (19) has only the invariant system x = constant.

The group (20) is similar to (3).

284. We now rearrange the imprimitive groups of the

plane into mutually exclusive types and into four new classes,

corresponding to the different systems of curves, which are

invariant under the operations of the groups. We shall denote

the operator f- h n ^ by p + *?<?
os oy

In Class I we have the group q for which an invariant

system is y+f(x) constant, where f(x) is any function of a;

whatever.

In Class II

with the invariant curve systems

ax + by = constant,

where a and b are any constants.

In Class III

fowl; bijrc.s/
8
?]; [p,q,yq];

[q, yq, y
2
q, p] ; [q, p, xp + cyq], c being a constant not unity ;

[q, yq, p, xp] ; [q, yq, y
z
q, p, xp] ;

with the invariant curve systems x = constant, y constant.

In Class IV

[Fi(x)q, ...,^,(aj), yq], where r > 1
;

, ..., xmk
- l

e
a
^q, p], where the order > 2, and k = 1, 2, 3, ...

;

[e
a
**q, . . .

,
xm*

~ l

e^q, yq, p], where the order > 3, and k= 1
, 2, 3, . . . ;

[q, xq,..., x
r~'(

q, p, xp + cyq], where r > I and c is a constant
;

[q, xq, ..., x
r~ l

q, p, xp + (ry + x
r
) q], where r > ;

[g, xq, ..,, x
r~ l

q, yq, p, xp], where r > 1
;

[q, xq, ...,x
r-l

q, p, 2xp + (r-l)yq,

where r > 1
;
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[q, xq, ...,x
r-l

q, yq, p, xp, X2
p + (r~l)xyq] ) where r > 1

;

with the invariant curve system x = constant.

It is clear that a group in one class cannot be similar to

a group in any other class ;
and it may easily be seen that in

the same class no two similar groups have been enumerated.

Every imprimitive group of the plane must therefore belong
to one of these twenty-four mutually exclusive types.

B b



CHAPTER XXIII

THE IRREDUCIBLE CONTACT TRANSFORMATION
GROUPS OF THE PLANE

285. We have now found all point groups of the plane,
and if we extend these we shall have all the extended point

groups ;
if the groups are only extended to the first order and

we apply to them contact transformations we shall have the

reducible contact groups of the plane. In this chapter we
shall show how the irreducible contact groups of the plane
are to be obtained.

It must first be proved that the necessary and sufficient

condition that a system of contact operators of the plane

may be reducible to mere extended point operators by a con-

tact transformation of the plane is that the operators should

leave unaltered an equation system of the form

dx _ dp _ dy
a ft ap

9

where a and /3 are functions of x, y, p.

Let f(x, y, p) = constant, </> (x, y, p) = constant

be integrals of this equation system ; then, since

. d<f> d</> d<f> /3

^-
- = and ^+ ~^p + ^ =0,

ax ay dp a ox oy dp a

we see, by eliminating
- > that the functions / and < are in

involution ; we can therefore find a contact transformation

(!) '=/(* y> p), y'= (*, y> p)> p'= * fo y, p)

which will transform the given equation system into

dx'- 0, dy'= 0.

.0 d *
Now if +7? +7r

ox oy cp

be a contact operator which leaves unaltered the equation
system dx = 0, dy = 0, we see that and 77

must be functions
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not containing p ;
and therefore the operators, as transformed

by (l),
will be mere extended point operators. The converse

is easily proved ;
for extended point operators do not alter the

equation system dx = 0, dy = ; that is, they transform a

point MI into a point Mr It follows that if we apply to

them a contact transformation the reducible operators will

leave unaltered the equation system into which doc, = 0, dy =
is transformed ;

that is, an equation system of the form

dx _ dp _ dy
a
"

ft

~
ap

286. We now take x and z as the coordinates of any point

in the plane, and we write y instead of p, when the contact

operators of the plane become simply those operators in space

x, y, z which do not alter the equation

dzydx = 0.

An irreducible group of contact operators of the plane,

when regarded as operators in space, must be transitive. For,

suppose the group is intransitive, and /(,?/, z) is an invariant;

then the operators of the group do not alter the equations

They therefore leave unaltered a system of equations of the form

dx _ dy__ dz_

~a" T
~

ay'

and therefore may be so reduced as to be mere extended

point group operators.

Let (0, y, z)

or, as we shall write it

be a contact operator of the plane regarded as an operator in

space x, y, z
;
and let W be its characteristic function, so tl

in* a point of general position
as the origin of co-

l weC arrange the operators of the group into sets

B b a
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as in 259. To do this we expand the characteristic function

in powers of x, y, z
;
let W be the operator which corresponds

to the characteristic function TF, that is, let

We must, therefore, in order to obtain an operator of degree
k, consider the terms in W which are of degrees (k+1) and k.

Thus corresponding to W= I we have W = r, and corre-

sponding to W= x we have W= q + xr ; more generally we

may express these, and similar results, in the tabular form

^\ r
, (q + xr

, (y, (
~ z

|

-<*?
{

xy '

, (p, (yq + zr, (2xq + xz
r, \xp-yq,

2/

2
, ( -xz

,
( yz

W (2yp + y
2
r, (z + xy)q + xzr, zpy2

q,

This table gives us the operators corresponding to terms in

W of the second or lower degrees, and, if required, could

easily be extended so as to give the corresponding operators
for terms of higher degree. Thus, if W= a + bx + cxy, where

a, b, c are constants, then

W= ar b (q + xr) + c (xp yq).

It will be noticed that the only terms in TF which contribute

operators to W whose lowest terms are of zero degree are

1
, #, y ;

and the only terms which contribute operators of the

first degree are

z, x\ xy, y
2
, xz, yz.

The most general contact operator of the first degree is

therefore

(1)

where a
15 ...,a6 are constants, and the terms indicated by

+ . . . are of degree higher in x, y, z than those written down.

287. If we have a contact group, and consider the operators
of the first degree in the group, we have, by neglecting the
terms in such operators indicated by + . . . ,

a group which is

linear and homogeneous in x, y, z. From the form given by
(1) of 286 for these operators, we see that the plane z = is

invariant under the operations of this linear group ;
the straight

lines through the origin in this plane are therefore transformed
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by the operations of a linear homogeneous group in x, y.

Unless, then, this linear group is the general or special linear

homogeneous group, it must leave at least one straight line

through the origin at rest; and therefore the contact group
itself must, when we regard it as a point group in space, leave

unaltered at least some co2 curves which pass through cc 3
points

of space ;
the considerations which enabled us to determine

the primitive groups of the plane will render this evident.

Now a contact group with the property of leaving oo2 curves

at rest has been proved to be reducible ; and therefore the

linear group must be either the general or special linear

group.
The group we are investigating must therefore contain at

least the following three operators of the first degree

(1)

(2)

(3) xp

Since the alternant of the first two of these operators is of

the form xp-yq + a3 zp + b
3 zq+ ..., it will only be necessary

to assume that the group contains the first two operators.

From the form of the general contact operator of the first

degree ((1) 286), we see that there cannot be more than six

independent operators of the first degree, such that no operator

of the second degree is dependent upon them ;
and since the

group is transitive in x, y, z there must be three of zero

degree. We have therefore to consider four possible classes

of groups ;
in each there will be the three operators

p+..., q + ..., r+...;

in Class I there will be three operators of the first degree ;
m

Class II four such operators ;
in Class III five, and in Class

there will be six.

288. We first examine the possible
forms of

i^ducible
groups in Class I; since the three operators (1), (2),, (c

f287 must occur there cannot be any operators of the form

zp+..., zq+..., or yq + zr + ....

If we form the alternant of (1) and (2) we get

(y + a
l z)q-(x + b3 z)p + ...;

and therefore, adding (3),
we see that by the limitation im-
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posed on this class we must have (ct3
6
2 ) zero, and also

(b3 + aj zero. Similarly, by forming the alternants of (l) and

(3), and of (2) and (3) respectively, we see that a2 and 6
X are

both zero.

The operators of the first degree in this class are therefore

(x + az)q + ..., (x + az)p-(y + bz)q+..., (y + bz)p+... t

where a, 6, c are constants
;
and it will now be shown that

there are no operators of the second degree in any group of

this class, and therefore no operators of any higher degree.

By the point transformation in space

(A) x'=x + az, y'=y + bz, z'=z

the operators of zero degree, and of the first degree, can be

thrown into the forms

., xp-yq+...,

It will be noticed that this transformation is not a contact

transformation of the plane.

Suppose now that the group could contain an operator of

the second degree
fip+lff*+*..,

where
, r?, f are homogeneous functions of the second degree

in x, y, z.

If we form alternants of this operator with p+..., <?+...,
r+ ..., respectively, the resulting operators, being of the first

degree, must be dependent on xq + ..., xp yq + ..., yp+...,
and operators of higher degree ;

and therefore the first deriva-

tives of
, 77, f cannot contain z

;
it follows that the functions

, TJ, themselves cannot contain z.

Also, since there is no operator of the first degree in which

the coefficient of r is not zero, the derivatives and are
dx ^y

both zero
;
and therefore vanishes identically.

If, then, any operator of the second degree is to be found in

the group at all it must be

(B)

where and
r/ are homogeneous functions of the second degree

in x and y.
There can, however, be no such operator ;

for we proved in

267 that the operators

., xp-yq+...
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could not coexist in any finite group with an operator of the

form (B), unless the group also contained the operator of the

first degree

and, as the group we are now considering does not contain

this operator, we draw the conclusion that in Class I there can

be no operator of the second degree, and therefore none of

higher degree.

289. The group has therefore only six operators; for

brevity we denote

p+...by P, g + ...by Q, r + ...by.R,

050+... by-*!, xp-yq+ ... by Z2 , yp+... by Zs .

Clearly in this group Xlt
X

zt
X

3
is a sub-group the group

of the origin ;
its structure is

(Xv X2)
= -2Zlf (Xlt

X
s)
= X

t , (X2 ,
X

z)
= -2Z8

.

We also have

(X lt P) = -

(X2 ,P) =

(Zj , P) = % ^i +hX2+ C3 3

where a, , 6, ,
c,

,
. . . denote constants.

Bv adding to P and Q properly chosen multiples of Xv X,,

Z3
we mTy

g
throw these structure constants into the simple

1 ,
= -

s

If Z Y are any three linear operators
we know t

(X, (T, Z)) + (Y, (Z, X)) + (Z, (X, Y))
=

;

this Jacobian identity may be written in the abbreviated i

(X, T, Z) = o.

Y P\ we now deduce that (X2 ,Q)
= Q;

f Pi- o" we similarly obtain (*,,)- -*!
- -

.

. P- o we s
from ( u-^ - . _ haii find that a3

is zero.

(Q,X1)
= ^i +^2 + cZ3 >

r / ir y 0^ = that a and 6 are zero ;
whil<

S^fx^Q T,) ='o we shall see that c is zero, and theref

'

(Q, Zx)
is zero.
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If we now apply the transformation inverse to (A) of 288,

V1Z -

we shall bring the operators of the group back again to such

a form that they are contact operators of the plane x', d ;
and

we may therefore say that the group in Class I has the six

operators

, (y + bz)p+ ....

If we denote these respectively by P, Q, R, Xlt
X2 ,

X
3 ,
we

now know so much of the structure of the group as that

(Xp X2)
2X

1} (Xl}
X

3)
= X2 , (X2 ,

X
z)
= 2Xj,

(i) (X15 P) = -Q, (X.2 , P) = -P, (X3 , P) = o,

(X15 <2) =0, (X2 ,Q) = 0, (Z8 ,Q) =0.

290. If we now form the alternant of P and Q it will be

of the form

where a and ft are constants. For, if u and v are the character-

istic functions of the operators u and v, the characteristic

function of the alternant (u, v) is

and, as the lowest terms in the characteristics of p + . . . and

q+... are respectively y and ~x, the lowest term in the

characteristic function of their alternant must be 1
,
and

therefore the lowest terms in the alternant must be of the

form r + ap + ftq.

We may then say that

where a, /3, y, 8, are constants
;
and we may therefore so

choose an operator R as to have (P, Q) = R without altering
the structure of the group in so far as it is given by (1)
of 289.

From the identity (Xlt P, Q) = we then see that (Xlt R)
is zero ; and we similarly obtain (X.2 , R) = and (JT3 , R) = 0.

We now take

(P, R) =
where a

lt
b
t ,

c
lt Oj, /915 ^ are constants.
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From (X3 , P, R) = 0, we see that a15 b
lt ^ are all zero;

from (X2 , P, R) = 0, we see that c
x and y^ are zero; while

from (Xlt P, R) = 0, we see that

We therefore have

(P, R) = aP, (Q, R) = aQ, (P, Q) = R;

and from (P, Q, R) 0, we now deduce that a is zero.

The structure of the group is now given by

(P,Q) =R, (R,P) = 0, (Q,*) =
>

(Xl} P) =-Q, (X2 , P) = -P, (Z3> P) = o,

(1) (Zj, Q) = 0, (Z25 Q) = Q, (X,, Q) = -P,

(Zlt R) = 0, (Xv R) = 0, (Z3 , R) = 0,

2J3 3 , 3 , 1

291. In this group the operators P, Q, -R form a simply

transitive sub-group of the same structure as the simply

transitive group whose operators are

p, q + xr, r\

it is therefore possible to find a point transformation which

will transform P, Q, R to these respective forms.

If we take Xlt
X2 ,

Xz
to be (in the new coordinates thus

introduced) respectively

then, from the structure constants of the group, we derive

a number of equations which these functions tx,%, Ci.*

must satisfy. ,. .1 .

It will be at once seen, on forming these equations, that

they will be satisfied by taking

= 0, i,!
= x, Ci

= = a

^ = y, ,3 =0, C3 =

and therefore a possible
form of group is

(1) p, q + xr, r, xq + \x*r, xp-yq,

Now any group in Class I can be reduced to such a form

as to haJL ^^S** therefore simp y
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isomorphic with (1); and in this isomorphism the groups of

the origin correspond, so that
( 133) we conclude that the

most general group is similar to (1) ;
that is, it is reducible

to the form (1) by a point transformation in space x, y, z.

292. It must finally be proved that this point transforma-

tion is a contact transformation in the plane x, z.

First it may be seen that (1) of 291 is a contact group,
and that it satisfies the condition of irreducibility ;

we see

that all the operators are contact operators, since the cor-

responding infinitesimal transformations do not alter the

equation dz ydx = ;
and we conclude that the group is

irreducible because the lowest terms in the operators of the

first degree form the special linear homogeneous group ( 287).
Now suppose that the point transformation, which trans-

forms the general contact group of Class I into (1) of 291
has transformed the Pfaffian equation dzydx = into some

equation of the form

dx + r)dy + (,dz 0.

The group (1) of 291 must therefore leave unaltered this

equation, and also, since the group is a contact one, it must
leave unaltered the equation dz ydx=0; but this would
necessitate that (1) of 291 should leave unaltered a system
oftheform dx = ^_^ t

a
"

/3

~
ay'

where a and /3 are functions of x, y, z
;
and therefore it would

be reducible, which we know it is not.

We conclude, therefore, that the only group in Class I is

that one which is reducible to

p, q + xr, xq + \x2
r, xp yq,

by a contact transformation of the plane.

293. We shall now briefly consider the groups of irre-

ducible contact transformations of the other classes.

Every such group contains the three operators

(1)

(2)

(3)

and must contain at least one operator of the form

(4)
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If we form the alternants of
(1), (2), (3), (4) we see that the

group must contain the six operators

(!> 2
)

(I, 3)

(1,4)

(2,3)

(2,4)

(3,4)

Now if the group is of Class III or Class IV it contains at
least one operator for which a is zero

;
and therefore we see

from (1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4) that it must contain zp+..., and
also zq + ____

If then the group is of Class III, as it can have only five

operators of the first degree, its operators must be

yp+'> xq + ..., xp-yq+..., zp+..., zq+....

If the group is of Class IV it has six operators of the first

degree, which must then be

., xp-yq+

It only remains then to find the operators of the first

degree for a group in Class II which can only have four

operators of the first degree.
For a group of this class a cannot be zero ; for then there

would be at least five operators of the first degree, viz. in

addition to (1), (2), (3), the operators zp+ ..., and zq+....
From (2, 3), (3, 1), and (1, 2) we see that, since the group

contains (1), (2), (3),
it must contain

3a2 zp + (b2-a3)zq+... ;

and therefore, since the group, being in Class II, can contain

none of these operators, we must have

6^ + 63
= 0, a3

-b2
= 0, 6j

= 0, a.2
= 0.

From the equations (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4)

we then deduce that

O ab + b = 0, aa + b = 0, a63-c=0;
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and, since a is not zero, it follows that the operators of the

first degree in Class II must be of the form

xp + yq + 2zr azp bzq,

where a and b are some undetermined constants.

294. Having found the initial terms in the operators of

the first degree, the methods by which we find the groups in

the Classes II, III, and IV are not essentially different from the

methods employed in finding the group in Class I, and in

finding the primitive groups of the plane ;
we shall therefore

merely state the results which one will arrive at by such
an investigation.

Every group of Class II is reducible by a contact trans-

formation to the type

p, q + xr, r, xq + xr, xpyq
In the third class no irreducible group can exist.

In Class IV every group is reducible by a contact trans-

formation to the type

p, q + xr, r, xq + ^aPr, xp yq, yp+%y2
r,

There are, therefore, only three types of irreducible contact

groups in the plane.



CHAPTER XXIV

THE PRIMITIVE GEOUPS OF SPACE

295. It would occupy too much time to attempt to

describe all the types of group which may exist in three-

dimensional space, and we shall therefore confine our
attention to the primitive groups which are the most in-

teresting. It will be shown that there are only eight types
of such groups.
The first theorem which it is necessary to establish is that

every sub-group of the projective group of the plane must
have either an invariant point, an invariant straight line, or

an invariant conic.

Suppose that u = is a curve which admits two independent

projective operators X and F, where

P
15 Q15 JRj, P2 , Q2 ,

.R2 denoting linear functions of x and y.

Then, since all points on the curve u = 0, must satisfy the

equations Xu = 0, Fu = these points must also satisfy the

equation
P-. + xR-, , Qi + 2/-^i = 0,

P2+xR2 , Q2 +yR-2

which, it is easily seen, is not a mere identity.

Now this is the equation of a curve of the third degree at

most, and, as it contains the curve u = 0, that curve is an

algebraic curve of degree three at the most.

296. We shall now prove that this curve if a cubic must

be a degenerate one. . ,,

It is Easily seen that if A, B, C, D are four points, no thre

of which are collinear, there is no infinitesimal projective
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transformation which can leave all of these points at rest.

To prove this, we take any other point P on the plane, then

the pencil of four straight lines A (B, C, D, P) must be trans-

formed into a pencil of four other straight lines ;
and if A, B,

C, D were to remain at rest, and P become transformed to P',

we should have

so that P' would lie on AP. Similarly it would lie on BP,
and therefore Pf would coincide with P

;
that is, every

point in the plane would remain at rest, which is of course

impossible.
Let A be one of the points of inflexion which every cubic

must have : if the cubic admits any projective group the

group must leave A at rest
;

for an inflexion can only be

transformed to an inflexion, and therefore if A did not remain

at rest there would be an infinity of inflexions.

If the cubic has no double point it must have nine points
of inflexion

;
and at least four of these points are such that

no three of them are collinear. A non-singular cubic cannot

therefore admit a projective group ;
for the group would then

leave four non-colh'near points at rest, which is impossible.
We conclude, therefore, that the cubic has a double point.

Suppose that it contains one double point and no cusp ; it

has then three points of inflexion, and these points, together
with the double point, must remain at rest under the opera-
tions of the group. But if a point A and three points B, C, D
on a straight line not passing through A remain at rest, the

only projective transformation which the figure could admit
would be a perspective one with A as centre and BCD as

axis of perspective.
An infinitesimal projective transformation cannot therefore

transform the cubic into itself
; for, if P is any point on the

curve and A the double point, P would have to be trans-

formed to a near point P' on the line AP
;
and P' could not

be on the curve, since AP only intersects the cubic on
A and P.

Suppose now that the cubic has one cusp only ;
since by

hypothesis the cubic admits at least two infinitesimal trans-

formations, there must be at least one infinitesimal transforma-
tion which will not alter the position of some arbitrarily

assigned point P on the cubic. From P draw the tangent
PQ which touches the cubic at a point Q distinct from P:
there will now be four points, viz. P, Q, the point of inflexion,
and the cusp which will not be altered by the projective
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infinitesimal transformations admitted both by the point P
and the cubic itself. As we can so choose P that no three

of these points are collinear, we must conclude that the cubic

cannot be a proper one.

Since the cubic must be degenerate we conclude that the

only curves, which could admit a projective group with at

least two operators, are straight lines or conies.

297. Any sub-group of the general projective group of

the plane must be either primitive or imprimitive ;
we first

take the case where it is primitive, and therefore of one of

the two following types:

p, q, xq, xp-yq, yp, xp + yq;

p, q, xq, xp-yq, yp.

The first of these is the general linear group

xf= a
l
x + b

ly + c
1 , y'

= a2
x + b

2y + c2 ',

and it is clear that by any operation of this group a point

at infinity will be transformed to a point at infinity; and

therefore the group leaves the line at infinity at rest. The

second group, being a sub-group of the first, must therefore

also leave the line at infinity at rest.

It now remains to prove that every imprimitive projective

group of the plane will leave either a point, a line, or a conic

at rest. c ,,

First we take the case where the group is at least ol tne

third order. From the imprimitive property of the group

we know there is an infinity of curves forming an invariant

system. If we take any one of these curves there must be at

least two infinitesimal transformations of the group which it

will admit; for there are at least two such transformations

which will not transform any chosen point on the curve from

off the curve. Each of these curves must therefore, since

the group is projective,
be either a conic or a straight line

If
g
the

P
invariant system of t curves are conies, the five

coordinates of the conic must be connected by four equations,

of
> curves are straight
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of the group ; and, if it does not consist of a mere set of

isolated points, it must therefore, by what we have proved,
be either a straight line or a conic.

A sub-group of the general projective group, if of at least

the third order, will therefore leave at rest either a point,
a line, or a conic.

We now suppose the sub-group to be of order two
;
and

take Xl
and X2 to be its operators ; we have

(X^ X^ = aX1 + bX2

where a and b are constants ;
and therefore if we take as the

operators of the group X and aX^ + bX.2 , we see that the group
must have the structure

(Xl,X2)
= bX

2 .

If 6 is not zero, by taking the fundamental operators of

the group (i.e. those in terms of which the others are to be

expressed) to be T X-^ and X2 ,
we have the structure

(X^X.j = X2 ;

if, however, b is zero the structure is given by

If the group is intransitive there will be an infinity of

invariant curves
; and, by what we have proved, these must

be straight lines or curves. If on the other hand the group is

transitive we throw X2 into the form
;
and then we may

v >. oX

take X, in the form x r + if the structure is given by

X
2 ;

if the operators are permutable, we take X
l
in

the form
*y

In either case the line at infinity is invariant under the

operations of the group ;
and therefore returning to the

original variables some curve admits two infinitesimal pro-

jective transformations, and therefore must be either a straight
line or conic.

Finally if the projective group contains only one operator,
let it be

(! + e2x + e
3y + x(e^x + e

5 y)) p + (e6 + e^x + e
sy + y (ex + e5y))q.

The condition that the straight line

=
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may be invariant requires it to coincide with

A (e-i + 62 cc + e?y + x (e,x + e-y}\v * Wfff
+

P-(e6 + ^x + e^y + y(etx + esy))
= 0.

The equations therefore to determine X, p, v are

where A; is to be determined by

2
~~

5 ^7 9 &A

-- If o
C/q * \SQ

^~ A/ OFO ' O ' O

P P Ifc
l J &Q >

"'

and there is therefore at least one straight line which the

group leaves at rest.

In every case, therefore, a sub-group of the general protective

group of the plane must leave at rest either a point, a straight
line, or a conic.

298. We now proceed to show how the primitive groups
of space are to be obtained. We take as origin a point of

general position, and arrange the operators of the group

according to degree, as in 259.

There will be three operators of zero degree

where we writep for ; > q for , r for ;
and a number of

operators of the first degree which cannot exceed nine. Let

the operators of the first degree be Xlt
X

2 ,
... where

and akl , ..., bkl , ..., ckl ,
... denote constants.

If we put x - usf, y = vz', z= sf, then in the new variables

the terms of lowest degree in Xk are transformed into

C C
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If we now regard u, v as the line coordinates of straight
lines through the origin, we see that the oo 2 linear elements

through the origin are transformed by the group of the origin,
in exactly the same way as the straight lines u, v are trans-

formed by Fp F2 ,
where

The linear operators Tlt T2 , ... are now the operators of

a projective group in the variables u, v, and there cannot be
more than eight independent operators in such a group.

If there are eight independent operators FI} ..., F8
the group

is the general projective one

d d d d d
u > u^i v v > ^CU dV dU CV oU

d
,

d d d
2

S
r U2 +UV > UVr--H*T J

dV dU dV dU dV

and the terms of lowest degree in Xlt ...,X8 are the terms of

the special linear homogeneous group

0^>, z<7, xq, xp zr, yqzr, yp, xr, yr.

It may be proved by the method of Chapter XXI that in

this case the primitive group we seek must be one of the

following three :

The general projective group of space

m [P> ? r
>

XP> VP> ZP> ^ yft ^ft xr
> yr>

zr
>

x2
p + xyq + xzr, xyp + y*q + yzr, xzp + yzq + z2

r]',

the general linear group

(
2
) [P> ft r, xp, yp, zp, xq, yq, zq, xr, yr, zr];

the special linear group

(3 ) [P> ft r
> %q,xp-yq,yp, *P,zq, xp-zr,xr,yr].

299. If F15 F2 , ... are not the operators of the general

projective group they must form a sub-group of it
;
and must

therefore have the property of leaving at rest either a point,
a straight line, or a conic.

They cannot leave any point at rest
; for, if they did, the

group of the origin, viz. Xl} X2 , ... and the operators of higher
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degree, would leave at rest a linear element through the origin,
and therefore the group would not be a primitive one.

Suppose that Yly Y2 , ... have as invariant a straight line,

then the primitive group we are seeking must have an
invariant equation of the form

adx + ftdy + ydz =

where a, /3, y are functions of x, y, z.

By a change of variables we can reduce this equation to the

form
dz-ydx=0* t

and the group we seek must therefore in the new variables

be a contact group in the plane xz.

If this contact group were reducible, it would have an

invariant equation system of the form

dx _ dy _ dz
4

~a~~ P
~

ay'

and therefore, regarded as a point group in space, could not

be primitive.
Since then it must be irreducible, it can by a contact trans-

formation of the plane be reduced to one of the three forms :

(1) p, q + xr, r, xq + \x
2
r, xp-yq,

(2) p, q + xr, r, xy + \x*r, xp-yq,

p, q + xr, r, xq + \x
z
r, xp-yq,

(3) (z

If a group is imprimitive, it must be admitted by some

equation of the form

(4) &> + i?? + Cr = 0.

Now if for a transformation of the form

(5) x'=f(x,y), y'=<t>(x,y), z'=+(x,y,z)

the equation (4) is invariant, then for the same transformati<

the equation gp + nq =

must be an invariant one. . ,
t

The group (1) can only be admitted by (4),
it & * C

* It could not reduce to the form * - 0, for then the group would b.

imprimitive.
C C
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contain x or z
;
for only equations of this form could admit

the operators p and r. Again it is clear that every trans-

formation of (1) is of the form (5), and therefore

must admit the group

p, q, xq, xp-yq, yp,

formed by omitting the parts of the operators involving r.

This group, however, in x, y is primitive, and cannot be
admitted by an equation of the form p + r)q

=
; and there-

fore we conclude that the only equation which could admit

(1) is the equation r = 0.

It can be at once verified that this equation admits both
the group (1) and the group (2), so that these groups are

imprimitive.
If the group (3) is admitted by an equation of the form

then, since (1) is a sub-group of (3), the group (1) must also

have the equation (4) as an invariant one
;
from what we

have proved therefore, f and 77 must both vanish identically,
and we have only to try whether r = admits the group (3).

Now it can be at once verified that it does not do so
;
so

that (3) is the only primitive group of space obtained from
the supposition that F15

F
2 , ... have as invariant a straight line.

300. If we transform to the variables

y = y'
2

,
% = ,' z = z',

then in the new variables the Pfaflfian equation

dzydx= becomes dz' y'dx'+ x'dy' = ;

and we have the primitive group of space x, y, z,

P-yr, q + xr, r, xq, xp-yq, yp, xp + yq + 2zr

zp-y(xp + yq + zr), zq + x(xp + yq + zr),

characterized by the property of leaving unaltered the equa-
tion

dz ydx-\-xdy = 0,

and transforming the straight lines of this linear complex
inter se.
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301. We have now only to consider the case where

Y^ ,
Y

2 ,
... has an invariant conic which does not break up

into straight lines.

By a projective transformation any conic can be reduced

to the form
xz + y

z + 1 =
;

and we need therefore only consider the projective group
which such a conic can admit.

If the conic admits

(<?!
-t- e2x + es y + x (e^x + e5 y})p + (e6 + e^ x + e8y + y ( 4 x+ e5y)) q,

we must have

fej + 6^
= 0, e2=0, e8

= 0, e
1

ei
= 0, e

5
-e6

=
;

and therefore the operator must be of the form

where X=yp-xq, T= (1 + x2
)p + xyq, Z = xyp + (l+y

2

)q.

The operators F15
Y2 ,

... must therefore be the operators of

the group X, Y, Z with the structure

(7, Z) = X, (Z, X) = Y, (X, F) = Z,

or of one of its sub-groups.
If the sub-group is of order one we have proved that it

leaves a straight line at rest, and therefore comes under t

case already considered.

Next we take the case where the sub-group is of order two,

and we take its operators to be

Z and

Since the alternant of these two operators must be dependent

on them we must have

T+ 3 *);

and therefore, since the alternant is easily proved equivalent

we have
Si f C ^ P, f

J* _ a f *> C_ ^ r/i Co 4 v*i to ^'Q v
e
2
e3~ 63 f

2'
63 C1 1

C3'

g e3e
i

* l
f2 '

6
3
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that is, (e2 3-e^2Y + (e3 (
1
-el^Y + (e^-e.^)

2 = 0.

If we choose X, /-t,
v to satisfy the equations

\e1 + fj.e2 + ve3 = 0, Kf
l + p..2 + vf3 ,

it can be at once verified that the straight line

A. = ny vx

admits this sub-group, so that this also falls under the case

already considered.

We have therefore only to consider the case where the

group F15
F

2 , ... is of the third order.

302. We must now find the form of a group in x, y, z

which is of at least the sixth order, with three operators
of zero degree, and at least three of the first degree, and with

the property of having an invariant equation of the form

(1) adx2 + bdy
2 + cdz2 + 2fdydz + 2gdzdx + 2 hdxdy = 0,

where a, b, c, /, g, h are functions of x, yt
z such that the

discriminant
abc +ygh_ â _

bg2
_ ch2

is not zero.

The equation (1) is not altered in form by any point trans-

formation, and it may easily be proved that by a suitably
chosen transformation we may reduce it to the form

(2) adx2 + bdy
2 + cdz2 = 0.

The origin being a point of general position, and the dis-

criminant not being zero, we know that if we expand the

functions a, b, c in powers of the variables the lowest terms
will be of degree zero

;
and by a linear transformation we

may take these lowest terms each to be unity. We must now
find all possible forms of primitive groups of order not less

than six which the Mongian equation (2) can admit.

Arranging the operators according to degree, as in 259,
we shall first prove that the group cannot contain an operator
of degree three, and therefore none of higher degree.

If the equation admits the operator

we must have, for all values of x, y, z, dx, dy, dz, satisfying (2),

2 a fadx + 2dy + sdz) dx + 2b fadx + ^dy + y3dz) dy
+ 2c(Cl

dx + C2dy + C(jdz) dz +Xa . dx2 +Xb . dy
2 + Xc . dz2 - 0,

where suffixes are used to denote partial derivatives.
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It therefore follows that we must have

and, if p denotes some undetermined factor,

= pa, 2b n2 + Xb = pb, 2c
3 c = pc.

We now suppose X to be an operator of the third degree
of which the terms of lowest degree are

sothat X = +rl - + C~+..^x <>y %z

The equations satisfied by 77, are now

= pb,

since we may neglect Xa, Xb, Xc, as containing no terms
of degree less than three, while the derivatives of >, C only
contain terms of the second degree.

These equations can be written

and we have proved in Chapter II, 35, that no values of

, 77, of the third degree can be found to satisfy these equa-
tions

;
we therefore conclude that the group cannot contain

any operator of the third degree.

303. Still making use of the results of Chapter II, we
shall see that the only possible operators of the second degree
are dependent upon

(1) (X2-y2- Z*
}

(2)
2^A

(3) 2zx

Similarly we see that the only possible operators of the first

degree are dependent upon

d d

(4) y^-- z +... }
v ' y
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S d

(5) z^--x +...,
%X 1>Z

d d

(6) x- y + ...,

t>y
* ^xS^d

(7) x + y + z + ...-
<)x 3y ()z

and therefore the group is of the tenth order at highest.
We next see, as in 264, by aid of the isomorphic group

FI} F2 ,
... in the variables u, v, that there must be three

operators of the first degree at least, viz.

x
x ^--- V + e(x- \- y - h* r~l+ ...,

d y
Z V a y /

where e is a constant.

If we form the alternants of these three we see that, unless

e is zero, the group must also contain

* d d
x ^- + y^~ + z ^ + >

<>x
*
Zy <>z

and therefore the group must contain (4), (5), (6), and may
also contain (7).

If we denote by 1 the operator (1) and so on, we see that

1, 2, and 3 are commutative
;
and that

(T, 4) = 0, (I, 5) = -3, (1, 6)
= 2, (2, 5)

= 0, (2, ?)
= 3,

(2, 6)
= -

1, (3, 6)
= 0, (3, 5)

= I, (3, 4
)
= - 2.

From these identities we see that if the group admits any
operator of the second degree, viz. (1), (2) or (3), it must admit
all three.

We first consider the case where the group admits no
operator of the second degree, and not (7), but only (4), (5),

(6) in addition to the three of zero degree.
If we denote 4 by X, 5 by F, 6 by Z, and the three opera-

tors of zero degree,
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by P, Q, R respectively, we have

(7, Z) = -X, (Z, X) = -Y, (X, Y) = -Z.

We also have, since X, Y, Z, P, Q, jR generate a group,

(P, X) = al

where als
615 ... denote structure constants; if we add to

P, Q, R operators dependent on X, 7, Z, we may throw these

identities into the simpler forms

(P, X) = aX, (P, Y) = -R, (P, Z) = Q,

where a is some constant.

From the Jacobian identity

(P, (X, Y)) + (Y, (P, X)) + (X, (7, P)) = 0,

which we now write in the form (P, X, 7) = 0, as we shall

have occasion to employ it often, we deduce

(R, X)=-
while, from (P, X, Z) = 0, we have

(Q, X) =

and, from (P, 7, Z) = 0, we have

(R,Z) + (Q, 7) = aX.

We now have (Q, Z) = -P +^
and deduce, from (Q, X, Z) = 0, that

(Q, Y)-(R, Z) = c^Y-\Z; and therefore

2(Q, 7) = aX + c.Y-b.Z, 2(R, Z) = aX-c.Y+b.Z.

From (0 Y Z) = 0, we then conclude that a, a15
and Cj are

zero^nd have so far determined the structure of the group

that we may say that

(P X) = 0, (P, 7) = -R, (P, Z) = Q, (Q, X) = R,

(Q,Y)=-bZ, (Q,Z)
= -P+2bY, (R,X) = -Q, (R,Z) = bZ.

From (Q, X, 7) = 0, we now see that

(
jR

) 7) = P-67;

and, from (R, X, 7) = 0, we see that b is also zero.

Suppose that
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we then see from (P, Q, X) = 0, and from (P, Q, F) = 0, that

(Q, R) = ^P-^R-
and, from (P, Q, Z) = 0, we conclude that alt b

ls \, //,
are all

zero, and therefore

If we now take as the operators of the group instead of P
the operator P + eX, instead of Q the operator Q + eY, and
instead of R the operator R + eZ, it is seen that the only
structure constants which are changed are c

t
and v which

become respectively ^ 20 and v ^e + e
2

. By properly
choosing e we can therefore throw the structure of the group
into the form

(Y,Z)=-X,(Z,X)=-Y,(X,Y)=- Z,(P,X)= o, (Q,Y)= 0,

(R,Z)= 0,(P,F)=-E,(P,^)= Q,(Q,X)=R, (Q,Z)=-P,
(R,X)= - Q, (R, Y)= P, (Q, R)= cP, (,P)=cQ, (P,Q)= cR.

304. Two cases now present themselves according as c is,

or is not, equal to zero.

First we take the case where c is zero.

P, Q, R now form a simply transitive Abelian sub-group.
By a point transformation we can therefore reduce P, Q, R
to the forms , ^ respectively ; suppose that

r* *
-, **X = + TJ + :

<>x oy <)z

where in
, 77, ( the lowest terms, when expanded in powers of

x, y, z, are of the first degree. From

(P,X) = 0, (Q,X) = R, (R,X) = -Q,
we see that (denoting partial differentiation with respect to

x, y, z by the suffixes 1, 2, 3, respectively)

1
=

fi = fi
=

> 2
=

^2 = > C2 = li f3 =C3
= 0, 7?3

= - 1
;

and therefore X = y --- .

9 ^z ty

Similarly we see that F= z --- x and Z = x --- y ;

t)# ^z
<)T/ *da;

and therefore the group is simply the group of movements in

ordinary space ;
and the invariant Mongian equation is

= 0.
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P, Q, R, X-cP, 7-cQ, Z-cR,
which we may denote by

P, Q, R, P', Q', K.
The structure is now given by

(P, Q) =_, (Q, R} = , P) (Rf p) = _ Q
(P', ')

= -', (Q',R')=-P>, (B>t p)=_yt

while each of the operators P, Q, R are commutative with
each of the operators P', Q', R'.
We may also rearrange these operators, taking

iR, V=iQ, W = -P-iR,

where i is the symbol for v^T ;
the group is now the direct

product of two simply transitive reciprocal groups.
Since U, V, W is simply transitive, and has the same

structure as

q + xr, yq + zr, (xy-z)p + y*q + yzr,

it may be transformed into the latter when IT, V, W will
be transformed into

p + yr, xp + zr, xz
p + (xyz)q +

It will be noticed that in this form the origin is no longer
a point of general position ;

and it may at once be verified that
in this form the group has the invariant Mongian equation

0.

This group, which is admitted by the quadric z xy = 0, is

the group of movements in non-Euclidean space.

305. If we were to consider the case of a group containing
no operators of the second, but four of the first degree, and
three of zero degree, we should similarly obtain the group of

order seven consisting of movements in Euclidean space and
uniform expansion, viz.

p, q, r, yr-zq, zp-xr, xq-yp, xp + yq + zr.

Finally, if we were to consider the group containing three
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operators of the second degree, we should find that there

must be four operators of the first degree in the group, as

well as three of zero degree ;
and should arrive at the con-

formal group in three-dimensional space, consisting of move-
ments in Euclidean space, uniform expansion and inversions,
viz. the group

(1) [p, q, r, xq-yp, yr-zq, zp-xr, U, 2xU-Sp,

2yU-Sq, 2zU-Sr],

where U = xp + yq + zr and S x2 + y2 + z2
.

This group has the property of being the most general

group for which the equation

=
is an invariant.

By the operations of this group any sphere is transformed
into a sphere, and in particular any point sphere

is transformed into some other point sphere. If, therefore, we
apply the contact transformation with the generating equations

x' + iz' + xy' z = 0, x(x'iz') +yy'= 0*,

by which spheres in space x', y
f

,
z' are transformed to straight

lines in space x, y, z, and point spheres to straight lines of

the linear complex

(2) dz +ydxxdy = 0,

we should expect to obtain the projective group (1) of 300,
for which the linear complex (2) is an invariant.

It may be verified that this is the case, and therefore the

groups (1) of 300 and (1) of this article have the same
structure.

306. We have now found all possible types of primitive
groups of space ;

that all these eight groups are primitive is

easily proved ;
the groups (1), (2), and (3) are primitive because

they have no invariant linear element for the group of the

origin, a point of general position ;
the group (1) has been

proved primitive ;
and the groups (5), (6), (7), and (8) are

* These are obtained from the equations of Chapter XVII by the
substitution /- *> z' - ^ x' = t>* 11 z -- V i>

" n
x =-Zj, y = ylt z =-Zj.
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primitive because the three operators of the first degree do
not leave any linear element through the origin at rest.

Collecting the results of this chapter we conclude that every

primitive group of space is of one of the following types :

(1) [p, q, r, xp, yp, zp, xq, yq, zq, xr, yr, zr,

(2) [p, q, r, xp, yp, zp, xq, yq, zq, xr, yr, zr] ;

(3) [p, q, r, xq, xp-yq, yp, zp, zq, xp-zr, xr, yr] ;

(4) [p-yr, q + xr, r, xq, xp-yq, yp, xp + yq + 2zr,

zp-y(xp + yq + zr), zq + x (xp + yq + zr), z(xp + yq + zr)]\

(5) [p, q, r, yr-zq, zp-xr, xq-yp];

(6) [q + xr, yq + zr, (xy-z)p + y*q + yzr, p + yr, xp + zr,

xzp + (xy z)q + zxr] ;

(7) [p, q, r, yr-zq, zp-xr, xq-yp, xp + yq + zr];

(8) [p, q, r, xq-yp, yr-zq, zp-xr, U, 2xU-S.p,

2yU-S.q, 2zU-S.r],

where U= xp + yq + zr and S =



CHAPTER XXV*

SOME LINEAR GROUPS CONNECTED WITH HIGHER
COMPLEX NUMBERS

307. In this chapter we shall explain briefly an interesting
connexion between the theory of higher complex numbers
and that of a particular class of linear homogeneous groups.

t = f = 71

(1) Let xfg =^, a.gik #j2/&> (s
=

l,...,7i)

be the finite equations of a simply transitive linear group,
characterized by the property of involving the parameters
2/j, ..., yn linearly in the finite equations of the group.
We may suppose that the coordinates have been so chosen

that (1, 0, 0, ...) is a point of general position, and therefore,
the group being transitive, we may transform this point to

any arbitrarily selected point by a transformation of the

group ;
it is therefore necessary that the n linear functions

* = n

2 a
tfc2/fc> (8

= 1,...,%)

should be independent.
If we now introduce a new set of parameters zlt ..., zn

defined by z _ "^ (

the equations of the group will take the form

k = i = n

(2) x
'

g =^^sik xi
z
k'^\ / 9 4^m o*tt * n '

and, since the coefficient of a^ must be za ,
we shall have

\ O I /-'ol I*
~ ^ als ** / O Iff O/fc *

where f
sjt

is equal to unity if 8 = k, and to zero otherwise.

* In this chapter I have made much use of 3, 4 in Chapter XXI of

Lie-Scheffers
1

Vorlesungen uber continuierliche Gruppen.
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The equations (2) define a group which will, we assume,
contain the identical transformation. It must, therefore, be

possible to find z
l ,

. . .
,
zn to satisfy the equations

and in particular, taking i to be unity, to satisfy the equations
'tmm

2 8fc
Zk *8l

so that z1
= 1, z.2

= 0, ..., zn = 0, and /3a<1
= *-.

Expressing the fact that the operation, resulting from first

carrying out the operation with the parameters zly ..., zn ,
and

then that with the parameters sflt ..., sfnt must be the same as

the operation with some parameters ^ , ..., 2^, we have

i=j=k=l=n k=i=n

(4) 2 fakhjlVj^k
=2 &** *. (

= ! ..... )

Equating the coefiicient of ajj
on each side we see by (3) that

(5) ^ =2 hut PHI z
i4 =2 /^ 2

i4
These equations give the parameters *p...,*';

and if we

substitute their values on the right of the equation (4), and

then equate the coefficients of the variables on each side we

obtain/as the necessary and sufficient conditions (in addition

to flj = /S.to
=

. fc)
in order that (2) may be the equations

of a group = w

(6)

into

t
be in standard form ;

from (5) we see that the

(?) ^=2^^^' (s
= 1 ..... m)

also define a linear group in standard fern, and with t

=- and
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may be permutable is

j=n j=n

(8) 20fy*=2fy*fyki
we therefore see from (6) that every operation of (2) is per-
mutable with every operation of (7) ;

the two groups are

then reciprocal.

308. Conversely, any simply transitive linear group, whose

reciprocal group is also linear, must be of the form (2) of

307. We prove this as follows :

If Slt ..., 8r are a number of linear transformations (which
need not form a group), we say that the linear transformation

AJ&J + ... +\r
Sr ,

where A
ls ..., \r are constants, is dependent on Sl9 ..., Sr .

It is clear that in n variables there cannot be more than
n2

independent linear transformations.

If we are given r linear transformations Slt ...,Sr we cannot
in general find a linear transformation T permutable with
each of them

;
the forms of the given transformations, however,

may be such that there are a number of linear transformations

permutable with them.
Let T

l ,...,T8 be the totality of all independent linear

transformations pennutable with $15 ..., Sr . The condition

that two linear transformations should be permutable shows
us that every linear transformation dependent on T1? ..., Tg

is

permutable with every linear transformation dependent on

Oj , . . .
,
Sr

. Now Tj Tj
is linear and permutable with Sl , . . . , Sr ;

it must therefore be dependent upon Tlt ..., Ts ,
and therefore,

from first principles, Tl , ..., Ts
form a finite continuous group

into which the parameters enter linearly.
The operations Sly ...,Sr must now be operations of a linear

group of the class we are now considering. For S^ Sj
is a

linear transformation, permutable with T
lt ..., Ts \

and there-

fore from $
1} ..., Sr we can generate a group which will be

linear, permutable with T
lt ..., Ta ,

and will include amongst
its operations Slt ..., Sr .

The two groups S1 ,
S2 , ... and Tlt T2 , ... will be permutable

and each will involve the parameters linearly.
Let $!, ..., Sn be a simply transitive linear group G, with

the special property that its reciprocal group F (which is of

course simply transitive) is also linear in the variables. By
what we have proved F must involve the parameters linearly ;
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and therefore G being the reciprocal group of T must do
likewise ;

and therefore be of the form (7) of 307.

309. The linear operators of (2) 307 are given by
s = i-=n

v "^ n
<>x

g

and in particular the group contains

t=n
-^^

o

which is permutable with every other linear operator.

A linear group therefore in which the parameters enter

linearly must always contain the Abelian operator

If we are given the infinitesimal operators of a simply

transitive linear group we may at once determine whether or

not it belongs to the class of groups we are here considering.

Let these operators be

o

then, if the group is of the required class, we know that the

finite transformations must be given by
i = k =n

and therefore if, and only if, these equations generate a group,

will the given group be of the required class.

310. We shall now determine all possible groups of this

rmit we^Uirprove'that the alternant of two linear opera-

tors can never be equal to the linear operator

The operators
of the general

linear homogeneous group are

;
. J_

, ..., where i and k are any integers from 1 1
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and the operators of the special linear group are x
t
-

, ...,
\ -\ vXfc

where i and k are unequal, and also X: r-- XT, ?^x
{

"*xk
This operator U cannot then belong to the special linear

group ;
the alternant therefore of two operators of the special

linear group can never be equal to U.

Now if X is any linear operator whatever, we can find

a constant A. making X + AU an operator of the special linear

group. We then take (X and Y being any two linear opera-

tors) X + XU and Y+pUto be two operators of this special

group. We have to prove that (X, Y) cannot be equal to U
;

if

it were equal to U then (X + \U, Y+pU), being identically

equal to (X, Y), would be equal to U
;
and we have just

proved that this is impossible.
Let now X, Y, U be the operators of a group of the re-

quired class, viz. one in which the parameters enter the finite

equations linearly. The operator U being permutable with

every linear operator, we have

where a, b, c are some constants. We have just proved that

a and b cannot both be zero unless c is zero
;

if a, b, c are all

zero the group has the structure

(1) (U,X) = o, (tf,F) = o, (*,P) = o.

Now this group is Abelian, and therefore, if linear, must
be of the required class

;
for its reciprocal group coincides

with it, and is therefore linear, and by 308 must therefore

involve the parameters linearly in its finite equations.
If a and b are not both zero, and we take operators of

the form X + \U, Y+pU, and U as fundamental operators
of the group, we can cause c to disappear from the structure

constants
;
and we then see that fundamental operators may

be so chosen that the group will have the structure

(2) (U,X) = 0, (U,7) = o, (X,Y) = X.

From what we have proved in 263, we see that any linear

operator in the variables x, y, z must be of one of the

following types :

xp + byq +cU, where b and c are constants and b = 1
;

(3) xp + ezq +c7, where e is zero or unity ;

)
where e^ and e.2 are unity or zero.
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We therefore can take X to be of one of the following types
(since the group has U as one of its operators) :

(4) xp + byq, where 6 is neither zero nor unity ;

(5) xpi (6) xp + zq; (7) yp + zq ; (8) zq.

We must then find F from the identity (X, F) = 0, or

from (X, F) = X.
Let the third operator of the group be

= _

-ItD ty (>z

where
, rj, are linear and homogeneous functions which can

be found from the structure constants when we know X
;
in

finding F we may omit any part which is dependent on

X and U.

Take X in the form (4) and form its alternant with F;

we have

where X is zero if the group is in Class (1) and unity if in

Class (2) ;
we then find that the only possible group is in the

first class and is

(A) xp, yq> zr -

Taking X in the form (5),
we see that the group must

contain yq + zr
; and, if it is in Class (1),

F must be of tbe 1

either of the form

(B) xp, zq,

(& ** > ~ e* in Class (2)
witb X

be verified that (6)
does not lead to a new

-jw by a linear transformation.

D d a
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We therefore have the two groups

(C) yp + zq, zp, xp + yq + zr;

(D) yp + zq, xpzr, xp + yq + zr.

We next take X to be zq ;
if the group is in Class (1), we

1\fLV(* Y= (a1
x+ a2z)p + a3 xq.

We cannot have a
x
= a2

= 0, for this would make the group
intransitive.

If aj
= but neither a2 nor 3

is equal to zero, we have

the type (C) again.
If Oj = a3

= we get the type

(E) zp, zq, xp + yq + zr.

If
!
is not zero, we may reduce (by linear transformation)

F to the form a^xp; we thus obtain the type (B) again.
If the group is in Class (2) and X =

zq, we have

F= (a^x + a2z) p + (y + a3x) q.

If % = 0, then, the group being transitive, a., cannot be

zero
; by a transformation of the form

x'=x + vz, y
/=y + Xx, z*= z,

we may then reduce F to the form yq + zp.

This gives the group

(F) zq, yq + zp, xp + yq + zr.

If c^ = 1, we may so transform that

F= a3xq zr;

if a3 is not zero, this gives the group

(G) zq, xq + zr, xp + yq + zr',

if a
3
is zero, we have the group

(H) zq, xp + yq, zr.

If
ttj is neither zero nor unity, we may reduce F to the form

cucp + yq;

and we then have the group

(I) zq, axp + yq, xp + yq + zr,

where a is neither zero nor unity.
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311. We must now examine all these groups to see
whether the parameters occur linearly in the finite equations
of the groups.
The finite equations corresponding to (A) are

x'= e^, 2/'= e
z y, z'= e3 z.

The point (1, 0, 0) is not, however, a point of general

position, since the coefficients of x in the three equations are

not independent linear functions of the parameters.
These equations clearly form a group with the property of

being its own parameter group. The group is not, however,
in what we have defined as standard form, though it can be

brought to that form. To bring it to standard form it is

necessary to transform it so that in the new coordinates the

point (1, 0, 0) may be one of general position. We therefore

take

2/1
=

! 2/2
= ei~ e2> 2/3

= ei~ e
3>

and thus obtain the group

(A) 4 = 2/i*i> 4 = 2/2*i + (2/i- 2/2 )
*2 > 4 = 2/3*i + (2/i-2/s)*3-

This group is one of the class required and is in standard form.

The finite equations which correspond to (B) are

x'= (ex + e3) cc, y'=%y + 2*. z'= e
s
z -

If we take x
l
= z, x2

= y, x
3
=>

2/i
= -a> 2/2

=
2. 2/3

=

we have a group of the required class

(B) 4 = 2/i*i> 4 = 2/2*i + 2/i*2. 4
The operators (C) lead to the group

(C) ^=2/1^1, 4=2/2*i + 2/i*2 . 4=2/3*1

which is of the required class and in standard form.

If the operators (D) lead to a group whose finite> equatioi

involve the parameters linearly, the equations in finifc

must be

required type of group.
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The operators (E) lead to

(E) x{ = y:
xly

x'2
= y^ +y^, x'

3

Finally the operators (H) lead to

(H) xf

l=y1
xl , 4=y2xi + yix2 + y2x3> 4

There are, therefore, only five types of groups in three

variables which are linear in both variables and parameters ;

and of these groups only (H) is non-Abelian.

An example of a non-Abelian group linear in four variables

and four parameters is

=
2/2^1 + 2/1^2 -2/4*3 -2/3^4'

An example of an Abelian linear group in five variables is

X
3
=

2/3
X
l ~^ 2/2*B2 + 2/1 2-3 >

4
=

2/4
X
l + 2/3

X2 + 2/2*3 + 2/l4

4 = 2/5*1 + 2/4^2 + 2/3*3 + 2/2^4 + 2/l5*

312. We now proceed to explain the connexion of these

results with the theory of higher complex numbers.
Let el , ..., en be a system of n independent complex num-

bers
; any number x of the system can be expressed in the

form x=x
l
el +...+xn en ,

where a?1} ..., xn are ordinary numbers; x can therefore only
be equal to zero when xlt ..., xn are each zero.

We call elt ..., en the fundamental complex numbers of the

system ; but if /3X ,
. . .

, /3n are any n independent complex
numbers of the system we could equally take them to be
the fundamental complex numbers, and express all other

numbers in terms of them.
From the fact that the number resulting from the multi-

plication of two complex numbers must be expressible in

terms of the fundamental complex numbers we have

*
Burnside, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, XXIX, p. 339.
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where y-^, ... are a system of ordinary numbers, fixed when
we have chosen our fundamental complex numbers. If,

therefore, u is the complex number yx,
i = k = n

Similarly, if v is the complex number xy,

From the fact that division is to be an operation possible

in the system that is, when we are given x and u, or x and

v, we must be able in general to determine y we see that

the determinant Mx whose s
th row and &* column is

cannot vanish identically ;
nor can the determinant M'x ,

whose

i = n

s
th row and fc

th column is 2 yrik xi>
vanish identically.

It follows, therefore, that the equation system

i =fc = n

(i) <=2y^2/fc^> (=w,),
where we look on ^,..^OL as the original variables and

,< as the transformed, is such that the determinant

of'the transformation does not vanish.

For a similar reason the determinant ol

have 2U = vx. Therefore

V <? =1

Equating tlfcolffilnts of ,<,, n each side we have
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t=n t=n

(s) 2 y< ytjk
=2 KM yuj

Now these are jnst the conditions that (1) should generate
a group which is its own parameter group, and they are equally
the conditions that (2) should do so.

313. We must now prove that these groups contain the

identical transformation.

Let x = X
1
e
1 + ...+xnen be a general complex number, that

is, a number such that neither Mx nor Mx is zero
;
we can,

whatever u may be, find a complex number y such that u
is equal to yx. Now let u be taken equal to x, and let the

corresponding number y be denoted by e, so that x is equal
to fX

;
we shall prove that e does not depend on x at all, and

shall investigate its position in the system.
Let v be any other general complex number, and z a com-

plex such that v is equal to xz ; we have

(V = fxz = xz = v
;

that is, e has the same relation to v as to x, and therefore does

not depend on either v or x.

Next we see that if yx is zero, where # is a general complex
number, we must have, since Mx is not zero,

2/i
= 0, ..., 2/n =0.

So, since M'x is not zero, if xy is zero, we must have

2/i=0, ...,2/n =0.

Let x' be equal to x e, then

X'X = XX XX,

and therefore (x'x)x is zero, so that x' is equal to x; that

is, we also have x = xc.

This unique number * is therefore a complex unity.
Let = 1^+ ... + (n en ,

where f
lt ..., en are ordinary num-

bers, then, since x = Xf = X, we have

~ -^ v ., ,, ~^>^s^ Vsik xi
ek ^

We now see that yj. = e*., (k = 1. . .,71)t//s K* \ ' ' /

will give the identical transformation in (1) and (2) of 312.

The two equation systems, therefore, define groups each

containing the identical transformation ; and, since neither
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Mx nor M'x is zero, there are n effective parameters- that i.

transitive
' and involve The

numbTrsTvV^V n ^ f T fundamen^ complexnumbers, say e
15 we should have each group in its standard

314. The infinitesimal operators of
(l), 312, are X, , ...,Xn ,

where Jf _^

and (] Y ) = ^T /> v

tmtmjmn
Now (Z^, Xk ) =2 (y,,-,-^ fc-y -^y .)x~

= t =; = n

=2 fak- yw) 7tjs *j
* by (3) of 312,

and therefore c
ilts ^ysik

-
s .

Similarly we may write down the operators of the group
(2) of 312

; and it may be at once verified (by aid of (3)
312) that the two sets of operators are pennutable, so that

the groups are reciprocal.
We thus see that to every system of complex numbers there

will correspond two simply transitive reciprocal linear groups ;

and conversely, to every pair of such groups a system of com-
plex numbers.
The complex number e whose existence we have proved may

be taken to be an ordinary unit number since ex = xt = x.

The fundamental complex numbers may therefore be taken
to be the ordinary unity and e

2 , ..., en as in the Hamilton ian

Quaternion system.

315. When we are given a simply transitive linear group
in standard form, and wish to write down the corresponding
system of complex numbers, we multiply a^ by elt x'

2 by e2 , ...

and, adding, equate the coefficient of x^y^, on the right of the

transformation scheme, to e
t
-eA .

The laws of combination of the symbols e
lt ..., en are most

conveniently expressed in the form of a square of n3 com-
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partments, the expression equal to e^e^ being found in the

compartment corresponding to the ith row and kih column.
Thus the system corresponding to (H) is denoted by

l

*

%

this means that

a 2 /j >7 2
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Abelian group, definition of, 17
;

simplest form of, when all its

operators are unconnected, 85.

Abelian operations of a group,
definition of, 16; condition that
a group may have, 71

; if a group
has none, it has the structure of
the linear group (the adjoint
group) given, 73.

Abelian sub-system of functions,
definition of, 218.

Admit, when an operation is said

to be admitted by a group, 16
;

an infinitesimal transformation,

by a function, 82 ; by a complete
system of operators or of differen-

tial equations, 93 ; a contact
transformation by a function
or equation, 278.

Alternant, of two linear operators,
definition of, 8 ; oftwo functions,
196.

Ampdre's equation, when it can
be transformed to s=0, 243;
the group then admitted, 307.

Bilinear equations, defining a

contact transformation, 257 ;

simplified by projective trans-

formation, 257, 268.

Burnside, quoted, 2, 165, 406.

Canonical equations of a group,
45 ; relation between canonical

parameters of an operation and

its inverse, 46 ; canonical form

varies with choice of fundamen-

tal operators, 162.

Characteristic function of an
infinitesimal contact transforma-

tion, 277 ; of the alternant of

W
l
and W2 ,

285 ;
of the contact

operator of the plane x, z re-

garded as an operator in space
*, y, ^ 371.

Characteristic manifold of an
equation or function, defini-
tion of, 279

; properties of, 279,
280; one passes through every
element of space, 279.

Co-gredient transformation
schemes, definition of, 15.

Complete system of homoge-
neous functions, definition of,

213, 215
;

if of degree zero, in

involution, 215 ; reduced to sim-

plest form, 222, 223; is a sub-

system within a system not con-

taining Abelian functions, 224 ;

can be transformed by a homo-

geneous contact transformation
to any other system of the same
structure, 235.

Complete system of linear par-
tial differential equations, con-

dition that they should admit an
infinitesimal transformation, 93.

Complete system of operators,
definition of, 82 ; in normal form,
83 ; when permutable, 84.

Complex numbers, connexion of,

with a class of linear groups,
406-410.

Complexes, linear, of lines, ele-

mentary properties of, 255-257 ;

tetrahedral, 269.

Conformal group, 32 ; isomorphic
with the projective group of a

linear complex, 305, 396.

Conjugate elements, definition of,

260.

Conjugate operations, definition

of, 16.

Conjugate sub-group, definition

of, 17; method of finding all,

183-185.
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Contact groups, fundamental
theorems on, 287-290; when
similar, 290 ; when reducible,
292 ; connexion with PfafFs

Problem, 293
;
in the plane re-

garded as point groups in space,
302.

Contact transformations, homo-

geneous, definition of, 228; given
when Xv . . ., Xn given, 229 ;

when one set of functions can be
transformed to another by aid

of, 236 ; infinitesimal, 276. See
also under Extended.

Contact transformations, non-

homogeneous, definition of, 240 ;

generate a group, 241 ; infini-

tesimal, 276
; geometrical inter-

pretation, 280
;
how the infini-

tesimal operator is transformed,
286.

Contact transformation which
transforms straight lines into

spheres, 262 ; points into mini-

mum lines, 261
; positive and

negative correspondents to a

sphere, 263 ; spheres in contact,
264.

Contact transformation with

symmetrical generating equa-
tions, 268 ; transforms points to

lines of tetrahedral complex,
269 ; planes, to twisted cubics,
269

; straight lines, to quadrics,
271

; examples on this method
of transformation, 274.

Continuous group, definition of, 3.

Contracted operators of a group
with respect to equations admit-

ting the group, 128 ; generate
a group, 129 ; number of uncon-
nected operators in thisgroup, 1 30.

Coordinates of a surface, defini-

tion of, 135.

Correspondence established be-
tween the points of two spaces,
151, 152; of isomorphic groups,
162, 163 ; between manifolds in

two spaces, 262, 268, 304.

Correspondents, positive and
negative, of a sphere, definition

of, 263.

Dependent, when an operator is

said to be, on others, 7.

Differential equation

transformations admitted by, 28.

Differential equation, of the

conic given by the general Car-

tesian equation, 324 ;
of the

cuspidal cubic, 326.

Differential equations, partial of

first order, theory of the solution

of linear, admitting known in-

finitesimal transformations, 90-

112; method of finding the

complete integral of non-linear,
204.

Differential invariants of a group
defined, 320 ; how obtained, 320 ;

. ,, , ay + b
of the group x x, y = -j

cy + d
321 ; of the projective group of

the plane, 324 ; absolute, 324 ;

of the group of movements in

non-Euclidean space, 330.

Distinct, when infinitesimal trans-

formations are said to be, 95.

Dupin's cyclide, transformed into

a quadric, 265.

Effective parameters, definition

of, 7.

Element, of space, and united

elements, definitions of, 194 ;

linear element, definition of, 280.

Elliott, quoted, 55.

Engel's theorem, 36.

Equations admitting a given
group, how to obtain, 130 ;

examples on method, 132.

Equivalent, when two function or

equation systems are said to be,

197.

Euler's transformation for-

mulae, 20.

Extended contact transforma-

tions, operators of, 295 ; in

explicit form for the plane, 296
;

transforming straight lines to

straight lines, 297 ; circles into

circles, 300 ;
transformation of

this group, 302-304; explicit
form of operators in space, 305.

Extended operators of, the group

, 321, 322; the
cy -f- d
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projective group of the plane,
322, 323

; the group of move-
ments in non-Euclidean space
327.

Extendedpointtransformations
,

explained, 24
; formulae for, 24 ;

illustrative example, 25
; ex-

tended point group, 288 ; struc-
ture of, 290

; transforming
straight lines to straight lines,
297

;
circles to circles, 298.

Finite continuous transforma-
tion groups, definition of, 5 ;

Origin of theory of, 100 ; contact

groups, 287.

Finite operations of a group
generated from infinitesimal

ones, 45
; method of obtaining,

47 ; example on method, 48.

Forsyth, quoted, 36, 77, 88, 211,
217.

Fundamental functions used in

invariant theory of groups, 119 ;

how found, 121.

Fundamental theorems on

groups, first, 38, and its con-

verse, 66 ; second, 51, and con-

verse, 57-59
; third, 68, converse,

75 ; resume, 80
;

similar theo-

rems hold for contact groups,
287-290.

Generating equations of a Pfaf-

fian system, definition of, 196 ;

of a contact transformation, defi-

nition of, 245 ; property of, 246
;

limitations on, 246 ; interpreta-
tion of limitation, 247

; applica-
tions of, 252, 259, 268.

Generators of a quadric are

divided in a constant anharmonic

ratio by any inscribed tetrahe-

dron, 272.

Goursat, quoted, 244.

Group of a point, definition of,

140 ; group locus, definition of,

141 ; stationary and non-sta-

tionary groups, 141 ;
when the

point is the origin, 332.

Group of movements in non-

Euclidean space, 327, 395.

Group of movements of a rigid

body in a plane, 18 ; of a net on

a surface, 317.

Group of transformations, gene-
ral definition of, 2 ; continuous,
3, example, 4; infinite, 3, ex-

ample, 4; discontinuous, 3, ex-

ample, 4 ; mixed group, 3 ; finite
and continuous, 5, example, 6.

Groups, in cogredient sets of
variables, 115.

Groups of the linear complex,
304, 388.

Groups, possible types of, in a

single variable, 335.

Hamiltonian Quaternion system,
410.

Homogeneous function systems,
defined, 198 ; equation systems,
198 ; condition that a system
should be homogeneous, 214.

See also under Complete.

Identical transformation, defini-

tion of, 3
; parameters defining,

34.

Imprimitive groups, definition

of, 137
; admitted by a complete

system, 139 ; of the plane, di-

vided into four classes, 353 ; all

types of these groups found,
354-364 ; arranged into mutually
exclusive types, 368.

Independent, infinitesimal trans-

formations, 7 ; linear operators,
7

; functions, 81.

Index of sub-group, definition of,

183.

Infinitesimal transformation,
definition of, 6

; operator, defini-

tion of, 6
; operatprs of first

parameter group, 41 ; are un-

connected, 45.

Integral cones, elementary, defini-

tion of, 281 ;
associated differen-

tial equation, 282.

Integral of a differential equation,
Lie's extension of definition,

202, 231, 232.

Integration operations, definition

of, 88.

Invariant curve systems of the

imprimitive groups of the plane,

366, 367.

Invariants, of a complete system
of operators, 87 ;

transformed to

other invariants by any trans-
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formation which the system
admits, 94 ; of an intransitive

group, 114; geometrical inter-

pretation, 114.

Invariant. See underDifferential.

Invariant, theory of binary quan-
tics, 118; equations with respect
to a group, 128 ; how obtained,

130; decomposition of space, 137.

Inverse transformation scheme,
1.

Involution, functions in, defini-

tion of, 197 ; equations in, 197
;

if any equation system is in

involution, so is any equivalent

system, 197; contact transforma-
tion admitted by equation system
in, 278.

Irreducible contact groups of

the plane obtained, 371-378;
types of, enumerated, 378, 380.

IsomorphiCjtwo groups are simply
isomorphic when they have the
same parameter group, 162.

Isomorphism of two groups,
simple, definition of, 10 ; ex-

ample of, 10
; multiple, defini-

tion of, 163 ; when a group is

multiply isomorphic with an-

other, a self-conjugate sub-group
in the first corresponds to the
identical transformation in the

second, 164.

Jacobian identity, definition of,

67; identity deduced from, 216.

Linear complex, definition of,

255 : form to which it can be
reduced, 256

;
lines conjugate

with respect to, 256
; complexes

in involution, 257 ; projective

group of, 304.

Linear groups whose finite equa-
tions involve the parameters
linearly, 398-401; standard form
of such a group, 399

; must
contain an Abelian operator,
401 ; enumeration of such groups
in three variables, 405, 406 ; con-
nexion with the theory of higher
complex numbers, 406-410.

Linear homogeneous group,
general, 14, special, 17

; simpli-
fication ofthe form of an operator

of, 336-338; possible types of.

in two variables, 339, 341.

Linear operators, any one is

of type > 84 ; transformation
dX

formula for any operator, 91 ;

formal laws of combination of,
54-57.

Lines of curvature transformed
to lines of inflection, 266.

Manifolds of united elements,
definition of, 201 ; the symbol
-Jfn-i,

201
;

different classes of.

201 ;' in ordinary 3-way space,
250.

Maximum sub-group, definition

of, 101.

Measure of curvature unaltered

by transformations which do not
alter length of arc, 310 ; expres-
sion for, 315

; constant along
lines of motion of points of a net.
312.

Minimum curves, definition of,

28.

Mongian equations, defined, 29 ;

associated with an equation of
first order, 28, 282; of tetra-

hedral complex, 282.

Non-homogeneous contact trans-
formation, 240.

Non-stationary group, defined.
141.

Normal form of complete system
of operators, 83

; operators are

permutable, 84.

Normal structure constants,
defined, 72.

Null plane, definition of, 256.

Operators of a group, definition

of, 37 ; fundamental theorem on,
38

; number of independent, 38
;

examples on finding, 40, 41
;

condition that one may be self-

conjugate, Abelian, 93 ; arranged
in classes according to their

degrees in the variables, 332.

Order of a group, definition of,
18

;
of an integration operation,

88
;
of a Pfaffian system of equa-

tions, 196.
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Parameter group, first and second,
definitions of, 13

; any operation
of the first permutable with any
operation of the second, 13

;

parameter groups of general
linear homogeneous group, 15 ;

structure constants of, 65, 159 ;

operators of, 160, 161 ; of two

simply isomorphic groups iden-

tical, 162.

Permutable operations, definition

of, 2
; condition that two linear

transformations may be, 400.

Pfaffian system, definition of,

196; condition that given system
of equations should form, 201 ;

transformation of, 231.

Pfaffs equation, definition of,

194
; solution, 195 ; in non-

homogeneous form, 238.

PfafPs problem, in relation to

contact transformation, 293.

Poincare, quoted, 36.

Polar system of functions to a

given complete system, 217
;

if

given system is homogeneous,
polar is also, 217.

Primitive groups, definition of,

137
; possible types of, in the

plane, 352 ;
in space, 397.

Projective groups and sub-groups,

18, 20
; examples of non-projec-

tive groups, 19, 22 ; of the linear

complex, 304, 388
;
of the plane,

property of sub-group of, 385.

Reciprocal groups, definition of,

62 ; structure constants of, 158.

Reciprocation, a case of contact

transformation, 252.

Reduced operators, definition of,

97.

Reducible contact groups, 292
;

of the plane, condition for, 370.

Salmon, quoted, 265, 266, 315.

Scheffers, quoted, 272, 398.

Self-conjugate operator, condi-

tion for, 93.

Self-conjugate sub-group, defi-

nition of, 17 ;
condition that a

given sub-group may be, 92.

Similar groups, definition of, 16
;

are simply isomorphic, 16 ;

necessary and sufficient con-
ditions that two groups maj
be similar, 149-154 ; that two
contact groups may be, 290, 291 .

Similar operations, definition of, 2.

Simple group, definition of, 165.

Special elements, definition of,

249
; equations satisfied by. 249,

254.

Special envelope, definition of,

249.

Special equations, definition of,

247.

Special linear homogeneous
group, definition of, 17.

Special position, points of, with

respect to a complete system of

operators, 110; transformed to

points of the same special order

by transformations admitted by
system, 127.

Standard form of a group, defini-

tion of, 147
;
of a homogeneous

function system, 198.

Stationary functions, definition

of, 144
;
construction of, 187.

Stationary group, definition of,

141
;

all such groups imprimitive,
142

; operators permutable with,

156, 157.

Structure, when two groups are

said to be of the same, 70.

Structure constants, definition of

a set of, 68; vary with choice

of fundamental operators, 70;
normal structure constants, 72 ;

a set resulting from a change
of fundamental operators, 177 ;

construction of group, when
structure constants given, 187 ;

examples on, 189-192; structure

constants of contact group, 292.

Structure functions of a complete

system of operators, definition

of, 144 ; of a complete system of

functions, 215.

Sub-group, definition of, 17 ;

maximum, 101 ; equations de-

fining a, 181; index of, 183;

method of finding all types of,

186; examples on method, 189-

192.

Surface coordinates, 313, 314.

Surfaces on which a net can move,

311-318 ; group of movement* of
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the net, 317
;
when the surface

ia a developable, 318.

Tetrahedral complex, definition

of, 269
; Mongian equation satis-

fied by linear elements of, 282.

Transformation group, general
definition of, 2.

Transformations which transform
surfaces but leave unaltered

length of arcs, 308-311.

Transitive group, simply transi-

tive group, definitions of, 45, 113
;

when two transitive groups are

similar, 167 ; construction of,

when the structure constants and

stationary functions are given,

170-173 ; extension to the case
of intransitive groups, 174.

Translation group, 18.

Trivial, when infinitesimal trans-

formations admitted by an equa-
tion are said to be, 95.

Type, when groups are said to be
of the same, 16

;
when sub-

groups, 17 ; number of types of

groups, 22.

Unconnected, operators, defined,
7

; functions, 81 ; infinitesimal

transformations, 82
;

invariants
of a complete system, 83.

United elements, definition of,

194.
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